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The life histories of this project were collected and (re)presented to answer the 

following research questions: What are the life histories of three preschool teachers and 

how do they inform our understanding of teacher knowledge in an early childhood 

setting? And how does the researcher’s life history add to the discussion of teacher 

knowledge?  The project was executed in three parts using the methodology of life 

history research (Goodson & Sikes, 2001; Hatch & Wisniewski, 1995b; Plummer, 2001; 

Tierney, 1999).   

The first part is a contextualization of “teacher knowledge” as situated in the 

fields of early childhood education [ECE], curriculum studies and the personal 

experiences of the researcher (Connelly, Clandinin, & He, 1997; Ellis, 2004; Pinar, 2000; 

Tobin, 1997).  The second part is a narrative created from the life stories of the four 

teachers, employing a narrative analysis created from the data, gathered through 

interviews and ethnographic observations, then crafted using tools such as interactive 

narrators, fractured voices and fractured timelines (Polkinghorne, 1995a).  The third is an 

analysis of these teachers’ practice introduced and “known” through their histories—an 
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attempt to both explicitly bring the researcher’s meaning-making apparatus to bear on the 

lives of these teachers, as well as trouble the act of making meaning.   

In the end a particular/multiplicitous “way” of educating is examined. The desires 

of the teachers are found and categorized through the resistances that they describe in 

their stories and practices. These include resistance to that which the teachers perceive as 

“traditional” ECE, to their own assumptions, to the governing bodies of ECE, to the 

confining descriptors of “appropriate” ECE, to self-regulation, to hegemonic perceptions 

of knowledge, and to the hegemony of gender performance and perceptions of 
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Implications for curriculum studies, ECE, teacher education and future research 
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children, a re-examination of self-regulation in teacher practices, and a melding of critical 

perspectives and pedagogies of hope for educators who can learn from these life histories 
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Chapter 1:  Introduction 

JUST A REMINDER 

Words of wisdom 

Are sometimes 

written in crayon 

(Urbanus, 1997, p. 2) 

 

This work begins with a poem.  Specifically, this work begins with a poem 

written by Andrew Urbanus—one he “wouldn’t necessarily have picked” to represent 

himself as a poet.  It was published in the literary quarterly, New Press.  He wouldn’t 

have used the poem to represent himself as a teacher either.  I did.  And it was me who 

chose to open this work with Andrew’s poem. 

So let’s start over.  This work begins with me.  I used to teach preschool with 

Andrew, the author of the poem.  Open in your mind’s eye the image of an impressionist 

painter standing in a field or garden, attempting to capture the image of the scene 

sprawled beyond the canvas upon which the scene is being translated.  Obviously, the 

artist who paints a landscape stands upon—within—the very scene that is being painted.  

The following pages contain a sort of painting—a landscape dotted with figures and 

captured, frozen events.  This painting is the contextualized life histories of four 

preschool teachers.  As will become evident as coming chapters on teacher knowledge, 

curriculum issues, early childhood education and research methodologies unfold, the fact 

that I—the researcher and author of this work—am also a classroom teacher with my own 
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particular “knowledge” of practice, experience and theory is integral to the text as a 

statement of my positionality as author and as contributing to the narrative of teacher 

knowledge that these pages are meant to contain.  The line between teacher and 

researcher is one that I have crossed over many times in the course of this research.  But 

it is not the only line.  The participants of this research are friends, old colleagues, and at 

the same time—I came to realize—were strangers to me in many ways.  As stated, I am a 

teacher, too.  And this piece is about teachers.  Literally minutes ago from the time this 

paragraph first appeared on the virtual page of my computer screen, I snapped my cell 

phone shut at the end of a phone call in which I accepted a pre-kindergarten classroom 

teaching position for my local public school district.  As the research and writing process 

of this dissertation come to a close, my career as a teacher of young children resumes.  

By the time you read this, I will be spending my days—once again—in the company of 

young children, granting particular—personal—importance to research such as this work, 

which involves the lives of teachers.   

This work began with a poem written by Andrew Urbanus, chosen by me some 

months ago to “represent” Andrew as a teacher.  But this piece, though it was begun by 

his poem, quickly abandoned Andrew as its focus.  The narrative gaze immediately 

turned upon its author—me.  Likewise, in my attempts to “do research” on the lives of 

preschool teachers, my gaze has increasingly been reverted inward and backward in a 

realization that I am unable to research the lives of preschool teachers without calling 

attention to the fact that I am, as author, researcher, former and future (current) school 

teacher myself—one with intimate ties to those I have “studied”—the owner of an 

inevitably heavy authorial hand.  I have the memories of a preschool teacher.  I have the 

discursive knowledge of an early childhood scholar [a novice, to be sure, but possessor of  

“knowledge” that comes from sources untapped by many practicing preschool teachers 
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(Chafel & Reifel, 1996;  also, Foucault, 1980)].  I also have intimate ties to a particular 

group of preschool teachers, my former colleagues, who—like all preschool teachers—

have a storied existence.  Therefore, I have introduced this research with a convoluted 

display of one of the central issues that is addressed herein:  The multiplicity that is “me,” 

and the inevitability of my interpretive and authorial presence in the performance of this 

research, is central to the design of this project (Foley, 2002; Frankenberg, 1996).  It was 

me who ultimately chose the representations of the participants of my study which are 

“told” in the following pages.  It is the “me(s)” who distilled those participants’ 

multiplicities into a linear narrative.   

I offer this introduction as a sort of confession of my authorial position, yet I am 

not seeking absolution.  I am presenting the “problem” of my (and all researchers’) 

position(s) as fecund ground of possibilities in human inquiry.  This “confession” comes 

without guilt.  This confession, inspired by my brief mentorship by Dr. Henry Trueba, 

comes with hope.  For it is from Dr. Trueba that I first learned of “pedagogies of hope” 

and his successful attempts to transform qualitative research into a place of hope (Trueba, 

1999).  Rather than cynically tail-spinning into the abyss of the impossibility of knowing 

others’ lives, I have intended to use my position as heavy-handed co-constructor of 

meaning about/with/from my participants in hopes of bringing Trueba’s hopeful use of 

narrative to my work in early childhood education.  I hope to expose/explode the identity 

of the early childhood researcher as an active participant in the research she performs, 

while also contributing to the ways that early childhood education is perceived and 

practiced by its teachers and scholars. 

RESEARCH QUESTIONS 

My exploration of teachers’ lives began with a question:  What are the life 

histories of three preschool teachers and how do they inform our understanding of teacher 
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knowledge in an early childhood setting?  But given the inevitability of the authorial 

position mentioned above, I add to that question a parallel question:  How does the 

researcher’s life history add to the discussion of teacher knowledge?  With these two 

questions buckled together in tandem I have undertaken a life history research project 

involving four participants—three former colleagues and me. 

STATEMENT OF PURPOSE 

Life stories and life histories have been told, written and constructed for many 

decades—even centuries.  There have been narratives written about representatives of 

whole cultures (Neihardt, 1932) and entire professions (Cornwell & Sutherland, 1937; 

Linde, 1993).  There have been narratives describing the singular lives of one 

marginalized person (Bogdan, 1974; Menchu & Burgos-Debray, 1984; Shaw, 1930) or 

the lives of a few people from a marginalized group (Finley & Finley, 1999).  And there 

have been those which describe the lives of teachers as they are lived in, and out, of 

classrooms (Bullough, 1989; Bullough & Baughman, 1997; Marsh, 2002).  In a 

continuation of the tradition of writing—re-telling through prose—the life histories of 

others, I have authored ([re]presented, or cobbled together) the life stories of three 

preschool teachers, all of whom work together in a small private preschool, the school 

where I first began my career as an early childhood educator.  The tradition of authoring 

others’ life histories has provided a unique opportunity for me to juxtapose the life stories 

of the three different teachers.  Along with the important work of contextualizing the life 

histories of teachers, I have been provided the opportunity to make further connections 

through the narrative juxtaposition of these three particular teachers’ lives.  The three 

teachers I have included in my life history research were asked to be participants because 

they work together under the roof of one school (and arguably, one curriculum—although 

the narrative provided through this work will bring this complicated, and off-handed, 
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assertion under scrutiny).  The presentation of their life histories provides the reader 

opportunities to understand more deeply and through contextualized narratives the ways 

that disparate lives can come together in a school setting to create meaning.  Included in 

the juxtaposition is my own life history.  As stated—and will oft be repeated—I am a 

former colleague to the three teachers whose lives are the principal focus of this project.  

By casting a look at the ways in which I interpret the stories of my former colleagues 

through the filter of my own (sometimes overlapping) life story, the work of the social 

scientist will also be made an explicit part of the narrative, and therefore the readers’ 

meaning-making process. 

As stated, there have been many examples of teachers’ lives, beliefs, perceptions 

and practices being examined through the representation of those teachers’ life histories 

(D.P. Britzman, 2003; Casey, 1993; Cole & Knowles, 2001; Goodson, 1980; Goodson, 

1985; Goodson, 1994; Hawthorne, 1994; McLaughlin & Tierney, 1993; Munro, 1998; 

Tierney, 2000, to name just a few).  And there have been a few examples of life histories 

constructed around the lives and stories of early childhood teachers (Einarsdottir, 2001; 

M. A. Farrell, S. Walker, A. Bower, & D. Gahan, 2000; Marsh, 2002).  There have also 

been life histories represented in which the researcher and the participant share many 

characteristics in common across the stories of their separate lives (Knowles, 2001).  But 

there is a paucity of representations of life histories in which the life historian’s role has 

been that of one revisiting an early childhood educational setting which is also “a realm 

intimately inhabited” (Visweswaran, 1994, p. 33).  The following chapters are intended to 

contribute to nurturing that paucity. 

TWO POINTS OF FOCUS: ELLIPTICAL RESEARCH 

The focus of the research project that I am proposing is two-fold, yet the two foci 

cannot necessarily be teased apart from one another.  The first focus has to do with the 
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choice of participants for inclusion in a project focused on life history research.  Each of 

the three teachers has a story that contributes to the understanding of teachers’ lives, 

beliefs, practices and philosophies.  But the three stories taken together, included as 

necessary parts of the creation of the culture and curriculum of a particular school, are 

intended to increase the significance of the resulting narrative to more than simply the 

sum of the three parts.  The three narratives are presented together, through narrative 

analysis as a collection, a work, a synthesis which is driven by the intersection of the 

three disparate lives that constitute it.  The three life histories are a trinity—three as 

one—a single narrative about teachers’ lives lived both under the roof of their school and 

beyond its walls as well, even though there are no causal relations made between the life 

histories narrated. 

The second focus involves the complicated world of meaning created by the 

epistemological assumptions and assertions by a[ny] researcher.  For this particular 

project, the assumptions of the researcher are examined through reflection1.  The unique 

relationship that the life historian has to the participants is central to this second focus of 

the project.  Stated differently—and more in keeping with the work of life historians—an 

interest of my intended research has to do with the fact that I am concurrently the life 

historian, the author, and a participant in my own study—which renders the “trinity” a 

much less culturally or literarily weighty “foursome.” 

Behar advocates “inscribing the self” into descriptive accounts of others 
through heartfelt autobiographic memories.  She constantly foregrounds 
how her observations are filtered through her sorrow, shame, fear, 
loathing, guilt, vanity, and self-deception…. The analogies she draws 
between the self and other function like literary metaphors” (Foley, 2002, 
p. 146). 

                                                 
1 Of course, the impossibility of doing so is also addressed, peppering the narrative in ways intended to add 
to the discourse on human inquiry. 
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Slattery writes that an artful attention to the exploration of one’s own experiences 

and mental constructs can be used to fashion  

…aesthetic experiences that emerge from the unconscious and move 
toward reenchantment, imagination, social change, and educational 
renewal [which] describe the work of ‘the educational researcher as artist 
working within’ (Slattery, 2001).   
 

My gaze beams out and turns in—with varying degrees of success in both 

directions.  The lines drawn between each of the participants of this project (including 

myself) work as a web of metaphors collecting the dewdrops of connections and 

intersections and spinning around the disconnects between the lives of teachers and the 

lives of researchers.  Again, I am a former colleague of the three participants in the 

proposed study; I was also a participant in the design and implementation of the 

curriculum in the particular preschool in which the three teach.  I was a preschool 

teacher.  But I have left the school where we (the three and me) were colleagues, and I 

have spent the last several years at the university pursuing a path of research.  In doing 

so, I have been introduced to the complicated world of human inquiry and the crises of 

representation and truth-claiming that trouble the research community (Lather, 1991; 

Marcus & Fischer, 1986; Scheurich, 1997; Zou & Trueba, 2002).  Life history 

researchers have long called attention to the intensely subjective nature of what they do.  

Based on Gold’s (1958) “fieldwork roles” for sociology researchers, Plummer (2001a) 

somewhat sardonically delineates the varying degrees of subjectivity of the life history 

researcher as existing on the continuum between “the stranger role” (Plummer, 2001a, p.  

209) and the “lover role” (p. 212) passing through the “acquaintance role” (p. 209) and 

“friendship role” (p, 210) along the way.   

I love all three of the proposed participants of this study, but I would not (could 

not) claim that the “lover role” was enacted (See hooks, 2000 for a discussion of "love").  
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I am, however, a friend, former colleague, sometime critic, sometime champion and 

always intimately related to the participants about whom the narrative[s] I have created 

are written.  I am far, far from an objective, clinical observer of the lives and intersections 

at the preschool where the participants spend their days.  Therefore, the result of this 

project is more than just the disembodied narratives of a triad of life histories.  It is an 

intimate, complex and contextualized portrayal of the increasingly marginalized lives of 

early childhood educators and how those lives come together (Ayers, 1992), as well as a 

critical, reflexive exploration of the relationship between theory and lived experiences 

(practice). 

It behooves critical, reflexive ethnographers to make transparent how they, 
as members of a vast academic knowledge production process, produce 
truth claims and facts. Bourdieu calls this a ‘sociology of sociology’ that 
uncovers or ‘objectivates’ the effects of the scientific ‘field’ on 
interpretation (Foley, 2002, p. 146). 

I have not made transparent my role as author of the three life histories which 

constitute this project’s final narrative as much as I have called attention to the fact that 

my role only creates another fold of opacity.  But I have attempted a sort of “sociology of 

sociology”—or rather—a self-examining work.  My own personal reflections could not 

be teased apart from the tales of the teachers who currently practice early childhood 

education.  It was never my intention to do so.  My goal has been, instead, to primarily 

make the life histories of the three teachers who have offered them as public metaphors 

for the complexity of a teacher’s identity, knowledge and practice; and secondarily to cast 

concurrent spotlights on my role as a researcher—as an outsider—as well as my role as 

an intimate (ex)member of the culture of the teachers about whom I write, thereby giving 

my life history about early childhood teachers a focal point that others have not had.  The 

problem embedded within modernity, of course, is that there is a blur between the theory 

framing this research and the participants’ descriptions of their lives.  While this is a 
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problem/limitation of the project, it is concurrently the reason it was worth undertaking.  

In his ethnography, The Heartland Chronicles (1995) Foley returns to his hometown to 

“narrate in a highly personal, autobiographical voice” (Foley, 2002, p.153). 

Ethnographers that are reflexive in this sense generally make a serious 
effort to convey how their subjectivity may be affecting their 
interpretation.  They seek to undermine grandiose authorial claims of 
speaking in a rational, value-free, objective, universalizing voice.  The 
author as omniscient tape recorder and grand interpreter is replaced by the 
author as a living, contradictory, vulnerable, evolving multiple self who 
speaks in a partial, subjective, culture-bound voice (Foley, 2002, p. 145). 

Ellis’ (2004) work takes her readers and her methodology a step further.  She does 

not even attempt to use her voice to explore anyone’s experiences but her own, making 

important epistemological claims about the relevance of autoethnographic endeavors.  

She writes:  

“What is the role of the ‘I’ in ethnography?” you might task.  Is the ‘I’ 
only about the eye of the researcher, the researcher standing apart and 
looking?  What about the ‘I’ of the researcher, the part that not only looks 
but is looked back at, that not only acts but is acted back upon by those in 
her focus.  Is ethnography only about the other?  Isn’t ethnography also 
relational, about the other and the ‘I’ of the researcher in interaction? (p. 
xix) 

While the focus of my study is the lives of three teachers who currently practice 

together within the culture of one school (despite the disparities in those teachers 

backgrounds and world views) my efforts to be forthright about my role as researcher, 

author, former teacher, and friend share the stage in this performance of my research.  

The question of who these teachers are, how their lives come together to create the 

meaning that is the school’s culture and curriculum, and how a researcher can, or does, 

make claims about others’ identities are “answered” in a reflexive, “narrative analysis” 

(Polkinghorne, 1995a) about the lives of four early childhood educators as well as a 

concentrated interpretation—a paradigmatic analysis—of the ways in which these 
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identities come together to co-construct meaning in the form of a comprehensive and 

contradictory early childhood curriculum. 
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Chapter 2: States of the Fields—Early Childhood Education and 
Curriculum Issues 

PART 1: EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION ISSUES 

Knowledge about Teachers and Teacher Kowledge 

The following is a narrative path through research on teachers in early childhood 

settings which leads to the presentation of my own research.  This long and winding 

path’s pertinence to my research questions resides in the idea that the current state of the 

field of teacher research in early childhood education contributes to the discourse within 

which I operate as a researcher.  What we “know” about teachers and their beliefs, 

philosophies and practices is inevitably the framework through which my gaze is cast.  

As I have asked the teachers to tell me the stories of their lives, I have—consciously or 

not—filtered their words and actions through the following body of research and theory.  

This is more than simply a review of the literature on early childhood teachers (and 

curriculum).  It is a part of my life history (the life history of a participant in this 

research).  Following this presentation of the states of the fields of curriculum studies and 

early childhood education there will be a second presentation, this one of the methods 

used in [co]constructing life histories and the philosophical frameworks through which 

my gaze for interpreting the lives I have been invited to share in is cast.  Then comes the 

meat of the matter, the lives of preschool teachers presented in various ways for depth, 

moments of clarity, and moments of unfocused impression.  But first, we return to the 

research that early childhood and curriculum scholars have undertaken to create the 

current discourse surrounding educational matters.   
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The End:  “Knowing Persons” 

In a sense I will begin at the end.  The end of the line in terms of my research 

journey is a discussion of “teacher knowledge” as described by Clandinin and Connelly 

and their “argument for understanding the context for teacher knowledge in terms of 

individual teacher knowledge, the working landscape, and the ways in which this 

landscape relates to public policy and theory” (Clandinin & Connelly, 1996, p. 24).  In 

other words, Clandinin and Connelly call for the specific, detailed, narratives of teachers 

and the ways in which these stories can provide insights into the educational landscape. 

Clandinin and Connelly re-tell the stories of teachers as told to them, working to 

contextualize the stories in the environment within which they are told.  Their research 

embraces the idea that teachers are “knowledgeable and knowing persons”(Connelly et 

al., 1997, p. 666).  

“[P]ersonal practical knowledge is in the teacher’s past experience, in the 
teacher’s present mind and body, and in the future plans and actions.  
Personal practical knowledge is found in the teachers’ practice.  It is, for 
any one teacher, a particular way of reconstructing the past and the 
intentions of the future to deal with the exigencies of a present situation” 
(Connelly et al., 1997, p. 666).   
 

In other words, the life experiences of a teacher inform that teacher’s everyday 

practice as well as the overarching philosophies that guide her or his decisions.  Connelly 

and Clandinin assert that it is not enough to “study” a teacher through a particular, 

favorite theoretical framework, but that one should work with a teacher in all areas of that 

teacher’s life, in and out of the classroom, to gather a mental image of that person as a 

whole with personal and professional knowledge couched in particular circumstances and 

environmental influences (1997).  The list of methodological tools used by Connelly and 

Clandinin is long: Fieldnotes, interviews, conversations, journal writing, autobiographical 
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writing, teacher stories, family stories, photographs, memory boxes, personal artifacts, 

oral histories, annals, chronicles, and letters (1997, p. 667-668).  As we will see, I borrow 

greedily from this list.  The idea that individual teachers are the interpreters, not only of 

all that they perceive, but also the policies that are conceptualized and implemented 

outside, above, their classrooms is the jumping-off place for this proposed research 

project (Connelly et al., 1997). 

As stated.  I have begun near the end of the road that leads me to life history 

research involving others and myself.  That road begins in quite a different territory, far 

from collaborative, contextualized work with teachers.  The road’s beginning—or at least 

where we will merge onto the road which has no actual starting point—is in the territory 

of process-product research on teachers’ effectiveness. 

The Top-Down Curriculum 

Much of the research on teaching has been designed to “define the relationships 

between what teachers do in the classroom (the processes of teaching) and what happens 

to their students (the product of learning)” (Anderson & et al., 1979, p. 193).  I will 

briefly address some of these “process-product” (Anderson & et al., 1979) studies, but—

as my introduction of Clandinin and Connelly’s work indicates—I find that these studies 

lack the type of contextualization that contributes to the significance personal stories 

provide (Emihovich, 1995; Hatch & Wisniewski, 1995b; Polkinghorne, 1995a).  

Research on the effectiveness of curricula and teachers has its roots in the evaluative 

studies of the Head Start program and, like that program, continues to this day under 

criticism from certain philosophical and/or political camps (Goffin, 1994). 

Schweinhart and Weikart (1997) designed a research project to study the long-

term effectiveness of a particular early childhood curriculum.  The High/Scope Preschool 

Curriculum Comparison study examined the long-term effects of students’ participation 
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in three different preschool programs.  The differences in the curricula of the three 

programs were focused on the “child-centeredness” of the programs, meaning the 

programs were situated on a continuum between the High/Scope program, which was 

based on the ideas of scholars like Rugg and Shumaker (1928) who held a philosophical 

belief that children should be involved in the decision-making processes of their daily 

education, and the program based on the philosophy that teachers should be the principal 

decision makers in a child’s education, a “direct instruction” model.  The researchers 

argue the results of the study (like the observation that by the time all of the participants 

were 23 years old only 10% of the students who had been in the child-centered group had 

ever been arrested for a felony, as compared to 39% of the Direct Instruction group) 

demonstrate the value of child-centered early childhood programs (Schweinhart & 

Weikart, 1997). 

Likewise, the Abecedarian Project  was a project designed to test the effectiveness 

of early childhood programs (Campbell & Ramey, 1991; Ramey & Campbell, 1984).  

Starting in 1972 groups of children were randomly assigned one of four treatment 

conditions.  At age 15, through IQ testing, criminal background checks and other 

indicators the students were read to be “significantly” affected by the different forms (or 

lack of) interventions used.  Like the High/Scope research project, the Abecedarian 

project was a controlled empirical study designed to quantifiably identify the potential 

benefits of early childhood education for poor children.  The participants received full-

time, “high-quality” educational intervention in a childcare setting from infancy through 

age five.  The children were monitored over time with follow-up studies conducted when 

they reached the ages of 12-, 15-, and 21-years old.  Campbell and others claim that the 

children who participated in the early intervention program scored higher on cognitive 

tests, reached higher levels of “achievement” in reading and math, and completed more 
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years of formal education than their peers who were not offered early intervention during 

their preschool years (Campbell, Pungello, Miller-Johnson, Burchinal, & Ramey, 2001). 

The High/Scope and Abecedarian projects are teacher-effectiveness studies 

focused on “top-down” curriculum design, specifically the theoretical differences 

between two disparate theories of early childhood instruction.  These two studies are 

designed to investigate the effectiveness of designed curricula, without regard to the 

particular lives, experiences, races, genders, abilities and personalities of the individual 

teachers who “practice” these curricula.  Schoonmaker and Ryan (1996) delineate 

research approaches concerning the relationship between theory and practice through a 

discussion of “top-down” approaches to curriculum design and implementation like the 

ones in the High/Scope and Abecedarian projects.  Top-down curricula are those 

curricula, like High/Scope, designed by an entity other than the teachers who implement 

them.  Schoonmaker and Ryan distinguish between “hard” and “soft” approaches to top-

down curricula.  A “hard” approach is one in which “translations of a particular 

psychological theory [are applied] directly into a curriculum model with explicit goals 

and strategies” (p. 132).  The direct instruction model implemented during the 

High/Scope research project is a “hard” version of a top-down curriculum.  Conversely, a 

“soft” approach is “characterized by programs where the theoretical principles are used as 

guidelines for program conceptualizations, as frameworks, not precise determinants of 

practice” (p. 132).  In other words, “hard” top-down curricula are “teacher-proofed,” 

where “soft” top-down curricula give teachers considerably more room for personal 

choices/styles.  Schoonmaker and Ryan (1996) discuss some of the research that explores 

teachers’ descriptions and implementations of top-down curricula. 

By interviewing three pre-service early childhood teachers, three in-service 

teachers, and three parents of young children, Seifert (1991) found that the life 
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experiences of teachers is closely related to how those teachers view children’s 

development.  Finding that pre-service teachers describe their theories of child-

development in more abstract ways than those who have experience with young children, 

Seifert posits that the experiential level of those educating young children may account 

for the difficulties that student teachers can have in understanding the academic theories 

of children’s development.  In other words, if the implicit theories derived from 

experience are not in congruence with the academic theories about which the student 

teachers are learning, the formal knowledge is difficult to apply or understand.   

Likewise, Spodek (1987) finds that teachers’ decisions in the classroom are 

greatly influenced by those teachers’ personal beliefs, and much less by the theories of 

those who have designed the curricula from which they teach.  In their discussions with 

Spodek, teachers spoke often of their everyday experiences involving classroom 

management and instruction time and very little of children’s learning development and 

play—or theoretical elements.  Also concerning the disconnect between teachers’ formal 

knowledge and their common knowledge, Bell (1991) describes the ways in which 

common sense knowledge informed by personal experience becomes the guiding factor 

in classroom decision-making among New Zealand early childhood professionals.  She 

finds that teachers consider the socialization of their students a primary factor, guided by 

their own world views, giving little credence to the theories that drive the formal 

curricula of the institutions within which they teach.  These findings, as I read them, 

facilitate a pause as I interpret the findings of the High/Scope and Abecedarian projects in 

which the teachers’ views of the varying curricula were not addressed.  These findings 

also lead me to desire a research project in which the teachers’ views are central to the 

findings, and the complicated relationship between a top-down (or school-sanctioned) 
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curriculum and the teachers that practice under that sanctioned philosophy or curriculum 

are explicitly narrated. 

Schoonmaker and Ryan (1996) asserted through the hierarchical arrangement of 

school systems and institutions, that teachers are often disempowered from implementing 

their own theoretical frameworks in the instructional methods of classrooms. For example 

Hatch and Freeman (1988) interviewed and observed Ohio kindergarten teachers 

concerning their philosophies and practices.  They found that, although many of the 

teachers held philosophies that could be construed as maturationist or interactionist, they 

were expected to operate within a curriculum designed around behaviorist assumptions 

(Case, 1985; Dewey, 1938/1972; Gesell, 1971; Piaget & Inhelder, 1969; Skinner, 1965; 

Vygotsky, 1997).  Most of the teachers within this top-down system were shown to 

experience conflicts between their philosophies and their lived experiences.  

Schoonmaker & Ryan (1996) posit that teachers who are met with this form of 

philosophical dissonance could alter their own philosophical stances, over time, to 

coincide with the stances of the composers of the top-down curriculum (p. 139).  Or they 

might, as in the case of the teachers in Bell’s (1991) study, refuse to take a philosophical 

stance at all, becoming the unwitting performers of others’ ideas of “education” instead 

of their own. 

The High/Scope program and the Abecedarian project both involved “hard” top 

down programs, and the focus of the projects was on the influence these pedagogical 

styles have on the lives of the students.  Given that there could have been philosophical 

dissonance among the teachers asked to teach in certain ways, which could, in turn, have 

influenced the experience of the students; it is worth it to explore the beliefs of teachers 

within the context of their curricula. 
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Teachers and Top-Down curricula 

Another scenario in the investigation of curricula from a “top-down” perspective 

involves the decontextualization of the curricula from the places, times and people for 

whom they are designed (Ayers, 1992; Schoonmaker & Ryan, 1996).  I am interested in 

investigating teachers’ lives in connection with the curriculum that they practice.  Do 

they feel active in the creation of curriculum?  Are they willing participants in a top-

down curriculum?  Dissident participants?  Or is there a more complex, nuanced position 

that teachers can/do take? 

Lampert (1984) conducted a case study of a collaboration between elementary 

school teachers and researchers intended to document the teachers’ understandings of 

children’s intuitive knowledge after the researchers had taught the teachers the theory 

behind why these understandings might be beneficial and ways in which they could use 

this knowledge in their practices. The researchers learned that the teachers did gain new 

insights into their students’ learning, but that they were unable to connect this new 

knowledge to their practical work, creating frustrating contradictions for the teachers.  

This finding leads me to question whether the top-down curricula, though possibly very 

thoughtfully designed, are ‘successful’ or ‘effective’ only when teachers are able to apply 

the theory undergirding them to those teachers’ own classrooms and their own lives.  

This questioning leads to my intentions of talking with teachers about their lives and the 

lived experiences that constitute their professional selves. 

In Lambert’s (1992) edited volume, Changing Faces: the Early Childhood 

Profession in Australia, Halliwell (1992) argues that theory-based curriculum design and 

child development frameworks have done a disservice to the teachers in the field of early 

childhood education by ignoring the significance of contextualization in their work.  In a 

time of widespread “hard” top-down direct instruction, driven by standardized testing, the 
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significance of such a claim becomes evident (Sloan, 2000; Valencia, Valenzuela, Sloan, 

& Foley, 2001). 

Kohn (2000) writes, “The top-down, heavy-handed ‘Tougher Standards’ 

movement has taken over many schools, with full support of business groups, politicians, 

and many journalists” (Kohn, 2000, p. 26). He asserts that the primary opponents of the 

testing movements are classroom teachers, suggesting strong philosophical dissonance. 

He insists that raising “standards” in the manner that is inevitable through high stakes 

testing does not improve the facilitation of learning; it improves scores on poorly 

designed tests.  He defines “best teaching” as that which builds on actively learning 

students.  I am interested less in what Kohn defines as “best teaching” and more in what 

teachers themselves have to say about “quality,” as well as what they have to say about 

the current culture of accountability, yet it is worth it to briefly explore the heavy-

handedness with which researchers bring their own ideas about quality to their research 

on teachers. 

“Best Teaching”:  Researchers’ Assumptions 

Kohn’s idea that “best teaching” is that teaching which builds on actively learning 

students—though appealing to me—suggests that he is not opposed to top-down 

curricula, just that he is a proponent of top-down curricula centered on “actively learning 

students” (Kohn, 2000).  Are there compelling reasons to have top-down curricula?  Is 

there research-based evidence that top-down curricula are “successful” or “effective?”  

The following research highlights the complicated nature of teachers’ “knowing” as 

approached by several researchers using different styles and different tools.  This body of 

research is worth exploring keeping in mind the relationship between the teachers’ 

knowledge and their curricula. 
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Roskos and Neuman (1993) used a descriptive approach to study teacher planning 

to investigate teachers’ relationships to the curricula.  Using ethnographic techniques they 

describe two beginning teachers’ planning and enactment of integrated literacy curricula.  

The novice teachers were asked to plan out-loud in front of the researchers, who then 

categorized the teachers’ planning into several kinds of planning activities.  The 

researchers argue that the categories that they identified led them to assert that new 

teachers need support through professional development.  This attempt at changing 

teachers’ practices through “support” could be classified as an implementation of a “soft” 

top-down curriculum.  But the assumption that the teachers, who planned out-loud, in 

front of university researchers, were displaying practices that were meaningful should be 

called into question.  The call for deeper contextualization seems apt in relation to these 

stilted data.  

Mandeville (1992) compared the basic skills of second- and third-graders after 

their teachers had participated in a professional development program based on the work 

of Madeline Hunter.  He found no evidence that teachers trained in these strategies were 

more effective despite the teachers having been part of this implied “soft” curriculum 

change.  Conversely, Kohler, McCullough and Buchan (1995) examined how preschool 

teachers who were exposed to peer coaching methods correlated with their students’ 

participation in certain activities.  They found a positive relationship between teachers’ 

changes in practices and student behavior.  Haupt, Larsen, Robinson and Hart (1995) 

examined the impact of inservice training on the beliefs and practices of kindergarten 

teachers.  The “training” was based on “Developmentally Appropriate Practices” as 

described by the National Association for the Education of Young Children (Bredekamp 

& Copple, 1997), and the researchers investigated its impact under the assumption that 

these “developmentally appropriate practices” would lead to “quality” educative 
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experiences for the students whose lives were “impacted.”  These researchers obviously 

have pre-conceived notions of what constitutes “quality” education.  So do Neale, Smith 

and Johnson (1990).  They observed ten teachers’ changing pedagogical and conceptual 

knowledge after the ten participated in a staff development program.  The researchers 

videotaped the teachers before and after they participated in the staff development 

program, observing the tapes to look for evidence that the teachers’ thinking had 

changed, obviously believing that the changing thinking of teachers will lead to “better” 

instruction.  Some of these researchers record changes in teachers’ practices after 

professional development, some do not.  There are questions that arise.  What is in place 

that allows for changes to be made in teachers’ practices?  Why do researchers want to 

record a change in teachers’ practices?  Is it that researchers know which practices are 

“best”?  I am interested in unveiling researchers’ assumptions about what constitutes 

“quality” in early childhood settings.  On National Public Radio, I recently heard Chester 

Finn (Finn, Manno, & Vanourek, 2000; Finn & Rebarber, 1992; Finn & Walberg, 1994) 

discussing the significance (and insignificance) of recent data interpretations surrounding 

the “performance” of charter schools.  Without explicit knowledge about the assumptions 

Finn carried into the discussion of charter schools, the listeners of NPR seem to have 

been done the disservice of hearing a fraction of a larger debate.  I find it important to be 

very explicit and carefully reflexive about one’s assumptions, especially when it comes to 

schooling. 

Researchers’ Assumptions about Teacher “Quality” 

Researchers carry into all of their research projects certain assumptions.  Early 

childhood researchers often neglect to be explicit about their assumptions about “quality” 

instruction, curricula and learning environments.  For instance, Howes (1997) explored 

the sensitivity of caregivers working in licensed family day care and child care and the 
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influence these caregivers had on children’s attachment to adults and play with peers.  He 

rated the sensitivity levels of the caregivers, concluding that caregiver behavior has an 

indirect influence on the complexity of children’s play and a direct relation with 

children’s “attachment security.”  Howes was able to use a rating system to “score” the 

sensitivity of the caregivers in his study based on his assumption of teachers’ specific 

interactional styles which promote children’s “security.”  It was Howes, not the 

caregivers who had the final (and indeed, all of the) words on “sensitivity,” “security” 

and children’s “play.” 

Raver and Zigler (1997) also make assumptions when they define the goals of 

early intervention programs like Head Start, as promoting “competence” in poor children.  

Approximately one quarter of all children under the age of six in the United States are 

members of families living “in poverty”(Raver and Zigler, 1997, p. 363), the knowledge 

of which has driven Raver and Zigler to study these (poor) children in an attempt to 

provide opportunities for children in impoverished families to break out of their poverty.  

The definition of “competence” used and honed by Raver and Zigler has broadened over 

the decades to include “social competence” which itself has tightened in definition over 

time due to a preponderance of focused empirical research on the subject, as well as 

changes in the field of developmental psychology to include “social cognition” and social 

development as viable, salient, contributing phenomena.  Currently Raver and Zigler 

define “social competence” as “restricted to the study of children’s relationships with 

family, peers and teachers” (p. 372), including “regulations of one’s own emotions,” 

“social cognition,” and degrees of “acceptance, rejection and neglect by peers” (Raver & 

Zigler, 1997).  Raver and Zigler (1997) find that teacher’s perceptions of social 

competence are an important factor in research and practice in intervention programs.  

Teachers have been asked to rate their students’ abilities to make friends easily, quantify 
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the friends they have, as well as assign their students a “rank” in terms of popularity in 

their classrooms.  Teachers also report the “absence of problem behavior” as a 

statistically reliable form of social competence.  However, Raver and Zigler (1997) do 

not mention the affective in the teacher’s beliefs or perceptions of their students’ in terms 

of those teachers rating their students’ competence.  Regardless, Raver and Zigler assume 

that poor children are in need of “competence”-boosting curricula; however, they make 

no assertions as to what the actions of teachers or the curricula designed at the top should 

be.  What are their assumptions?  Why did these assumptions lead them to focus on 

“competence” in the first place?  In contrast to Raver and Zigler’s study, Scott-Little and 

Holloway (1992) observed 40 classroom teachers, then interviewed those teachers asking 

them to recollect the events that had been observed.  They found that the caregivers’ 

attribution of the misbehavior of their students dictated how authoritatively or powerfully 

they responded to the students, in other words, the caregivers’ affective relationship with 

their students, more than their teaching philosophy, contributed to those caregivers’ 

behaviors.  Holloway’s research suggests a contextualized look at the teachers’ 

understandings of their students in relation to their philosophy (and its application in 

certain situations) is in order. 

Researchers’ Assumptions about Institutional “Quality” 

Other researchers carry assumptions focused more specifically on the overall 

“quality” of certain institutions as opposed to the practice of the institutions’ teachers.  

These assumptions seem to fuel their claims.  Kontos and Wilcox-Herzog (1997) make 

claims about their assumptions in terms of the types of behaviors and activities they 

expect to see in schools of “quality.”  They found through their review of the literature on 

teacher/child interactions in early childhood settings, that the “quality of an early 

childhood educational institution is very much related to the types of interactions that 
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take place between the teachers and the students in those programs (See also Kontos, 

1995; Wilcox-Herzog, Giorgetti, & Kontos, 1996).  In another study Kontos and Wilcox-

Herzog (2003) surveyed classroom teachers and found that the number of years teachers 

spent in formal schooling correlated with the overall classroom “quality” as defined by 

Kontos and Wilcox-Herzog themselves.  They expand, adding that “effective teacher 

behavior” as they define it, is less of an indicator of overall quality of an educational 

setting than merely the number of years the teachers were in matriculation in any formal 

schooling.  They speculate that “specialized” education may be causally related to 

classroom quality, and that this specialized education was correlated with effective 

teacher behavior, but that the behavior was less important to the quality that they noted.  

Plus, teachers' experience was not consistently linked to either outcome, only the number 

of years that teacher had spent as a student (Kontos & Wilcox-Herzog, 2003).  But what 

is it that Kontos, Wilcox-Herzog, Kohn, Haupt, Larsen, Hart and many other researchers 

are basing their assumptions about quality educational experiences and “best” practices?  

And given that I am interested in studying three teachers’ lives as they exist in one 

school, my assumptions about the “quality” of the institution in which they teach, and 

that institutions’ culture/curriculum as compared to others, might need to be examined.  

Not only are Kontos, Wilcox-Herzog and all the others’ assumptions in need of 

explication, so are mine. 

“Best” Practices in Early Childhood Education 

In order to establish the foundation for what many researchers understand to be 

“appropriate” or “best” activities and goals for young children in schools (including me 

to some degree), this section begins in the center, far from the margins of thinking about 

early childhood curriculum, with our nation’s largest organization devoted to the 

education of young children.  Ironically the very center of thought on early childhood 
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education—the most collectively agreed-upon practices and theories by scholars, 

administrations and even government agencies—is still far from the “center” of 

classroom practices in our schools (Burts et al., 1993).  Yet, these practices bear the 

universalizing moniker of “appropriate.” 

Developmentally Appropriate Practices (NAEYC) 

Whenever young children and education are mentioned in the same breath, the 

National Association for the Education of Young Children (NAEYC) is the organization 

from whom the air to breathe is drawn.  “NAEYC is the nation’s largest and most 

influential organization of early childhood educators and others dedicated to improving 

the quality of programs for children from birth through third grade” (NAEYC, 2003). 

Whether one is the director of a small preschool interested in applying for national 

“accreditation,” a teacher in a public elementary Pre-K interested in the most current 

research-based practices, or researchers, like Kontos, Wilcox-Herzog, Raver or Zigler 

interested in adding to the current discourse on the education of young children, it is the 

NAEYC and its publications to which one turns. 

The NAEYC is the publisher of Developmentally Appropriate Practice in Early 

Childhood Programs (Bredekamp & Copple, 1997), which rests on the shelf of 

practitioners and researchers alike.  Bredekamp and Copple (1997) attempt to describe 

the practices that have been researched and sanctioned by the members of NAEYC (both 

theorists and pedagogues, alike) as the “best” or most “appropriate” for young children.  

Educational trends as well as foundational theory are to be found within its pages.  The 

tenets of the NAEYC generally state that children construct meaning, knowledge and 

understanding by being actively involved in the learning process, through decision-

making and exploration of classroom materials and objects in ways that are socially, 

emotionally, physically, cognitively, culturally, individually and age appropriate 
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(Bredekamp & Copple, 1997; Tharp & Entz, 2003).  These tenets, when adopted by 

classroom teachers, are often referred to as “child-centeredness,” or elements of a “child-

centered” classroom (Bredekamp & Copple, 1997; Lesch, 2003; Winsler & Carlton, 

2003).  Although “child-centeredness” has been a debated aspect of the curriculum since 

the early years of the last century (Dewey, 1938/1972; Rugg & Shumaker, 1928), 

currently “child-centered” early childhood classrooms are generally associated with the 

elements of the “developmentally appropriate” early childhood curriculum as described 

by Bredekamp and Copple.  Child-centered practices are often referred to as 

“constructivist” (Winsler & Carlton, 2003)—or at least the two terms often escape 

mouths or typing fingers jointly.   

Central to the child-centered, constructivist perspective in early childhood 
is the notion that children learn through individual active involvement 
with objects and people in their environment (Kamii & Ewing cited in 
Winsler and Carlton, 2003, 172). 

Winsler and Carlton understand the “constructivist” perspective to be at the center 

of the field with “child-centeredness.”  The term “constructivist” is used in this sense 

(and by early childhood scholars) as an understanding of cognitive construction, as 

opposed to the “constructionist” understanding of social construction.  In other words, for 

the purposes of this section of my research, “constructivist” is a learning theory term 

involving the construction of an individual mind; “constructionist” belongs to 

epistemology and the “social construction” of “reality” (Mertens, 1998; Wink, 2002).  

Writing about her contribution as a Bank Street College of Education faculty member in a 

project aimed at reforming the public schools of Newark, Lesch (2003) states, “a 

constructivist philosophy infused our work—young children learn best through active 

engagement with ideas, materials, and real-life tasks” (p. 148). 

Understanding child-centeredness is the essence of developmentally 
appropriate practice….Misinterpretation or lack of understanding is 
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evident in the fact that developmentally appropriate classrooms are not 
typical in early childhood programs [emphasis added] (Winsler and 
Carlton, 2003, p. 157). 

This misinterpretation of what “child-centeredness” means according to Winsler 

and Carlton poses a problem for scholars of early childhood education.  There are those 

in teacher education who find a disconnect between the types of curriculum discussed by 

university teacher-educators and the types of curriculum created by teachers in 

classrooms (Balaban, 2003; Bredekamp & Rosegrant, 1992; TEA, 1995; Winsler & 

Carlton, 2003).  Bredekamp and Rosegrant (1992) describe what they call the “early 

childhood error,” which involves teachers in early childhood classrooms setting up rich, 

inviting, developmentally appropriate environments, but then stepping too far back from 

the children’s interactions with those environments, missing out on opportunities to 

scaffold, facilitate and guide the students’ learning and development. 

In issues related to the “early childhood problem,” Balaban, also a contributor to 

the recent reforms in Newark, describes her frustration in finding—or rather not 

finding—teachers who will not only adopt the procedures involved in a developmentally 

appropriate curriculum but will also philosophically align themselves with constructivist 

practices.  As she embarks on her task of “helping [teachers] to create a caring, 

democratic classroom community” (Balaban, 2003, p. 84) she finds: 

Some [of the teachers] made changes in form but failed to grasp the 
deeper meanings implicit in our staff development work.  One conducted 
morning meetings sitting on the floor but continued to rely on 
authoritarian control rather than foster the children’s thinking.  Another 
provided an array of activities, such as painting, blocks, and dramatic play, 
but assigned children to specific areas rather than allowing them to choose 
(Balaban, 2003, p. 83).  

Balaban corroborates Bredekamp and Rosegrant’s story of the “early childhood 

problem.”  “Materials such as blocks, sand, water, clay, paint, and dough, which Cuffaro 
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describes as the ‘texts’ of early childhood education, beckon children to make their 

impact upon them” (Balaban, 2003, p. 85-6), but if the teachers who provide those 

inviting materials are not prepared to engage in meaningful, culturally- and socially-

appropriate discussions and interactions with their students, the “child-centered” 

classroom is not a success.  Understanding that the way that a young child learns differs 

from the ways that adults and older children learn is essential in establishing a 

developmentally appropriate curriculum. “Because young children learn in their own 

many-faceted ways that are distinctly different from those of adults, teachers must honor, 

respect, and support children’s unique ways of knowing” (Balaban, 2003 p. 84).  One of 

the many ways that a teacher in an early childhood setting exhibits a respect for this 

difference in learning is evident in the scheduling of her classroom: 

The classroom schedule is driven by beliefs about how children learn.  
Schedules should be flexible to take advantage of spontaneous, impromptu 
experiences.  Children should never be rushed.  Children of all ages need 
uninterrupted periods of time to become involved, investigate, select, and 
persist at activities.  The younger the child, the more the activity should be 
child-initiated and individual or small group.  The amount of time in staff-
initiated and large group activities should be minimized for all children 
younger than age six (TEA, 1995, p. 12). 

Even the Texas Education Association encourages teachers to make room in their 

schedules for sociodramatic play, group projects and discussions initiated and led by 

students.  In doing so the early childhood classroom presumably becomes an 

“appropriate” place for the development and education of young children, and when 

space is made in the curriculum for group projects and open discussions, that space is 

often filled with playing children. 

Play  

At the epicenter of a developmentally appropriate classroom as perceived by most 

early childhood scholars is the inclusion and celebration of sociodramatic play (Reifel & 
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Brown, 2001).  “Play” is certainly valorized by the NAEYC and many of the scholars and 

teachers who adhere to its principles.  So much attention is paid to the use of play in early 

childhood educational settings, that its interpretation and meaning have become a 

cacophony of statements about play and the “reading” of play texts from the various 

perspectives of scholars and teachers (Reifel, Hoke, Pape, & Wisneski, in press). 

Buried in this aforementioned statement of principle is a tangle of belief, 
theory, and research that is simultaneously affirming and puzzling.  It is 
affirming, in the sense that it supports those of us (including all the authors 
of this chapter) who believe that classroom play is in many ways 
important, if not vital for children, as well as their teachers.  It is also 
puzzling that much is compacted into what we mean by play as related to 
development and learning in early education and care (Reifel et al., in 
press). 

Among the many, often daunting, readings of the importance of play to children’s 

development and/or education is the view of developmental psychology.  “Cultural-

historical psychology identifies play as the leading activity in preschool development” 

(Duncan & Tarulli, 2003, p. 271).  By ‘leading,’ Duncan and Tarulli “refer to that 

particular activity through which the most important psychological and social changes 

occur during a given developmental period” (Duncan and Tarulli, 2003, p. 272).  In other 

words, the specific changes that occur in the development of a child’s mind, which 

prepare her for the further challenges of development are “leading activities” for 

development.  Rather than a child maturing into an age or stage of development where 

the brain is suddenly “ready” or capable of more complex or varied thinking, that child 

participates in activities that “lead” development, preparing the child for ways to engage 

the world that are physically, socially, cognitively, and emotionally more complex than 

before (Vygotsky, 1967).  Play is a leading activity—“The” leading activity for 

preschoolers (Duncan and Tarulli, 2003, p. 271). 
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“The child moves forward essentially through play activity” (Vygotsky, 1967, p. 

16).  Play leads development in two main ways.  The first way is in moving the child 

closer to semiotic mediation.  “Play with substitute objects constitutes an important step 

in the development of semiotic mediation, although play is not itself fully-developed 

symbolic activity per se” (Duncan and Tarulli, 2003, p.273).  When a child pretends a 

tennis racquet is a guitar, she is making a first step towards true semiotic mediation.  The 

tennis racquet “stands for” a guitar, a necessary step toward the type of semiotic 

mediation in which letters represent phonemes and words represent real objects.  

Secondly, “sociodramatic play involves the active appropriation of sociocultural rules of 

activity, having a profound influence on cognitive and personality development” (Duncan 

and Tarulli, 2003, p.273).  In other words, the way that children play begins to shape the 

way they come to think the rules of “reality” and “normal” are.  “In both respects, 

Vygotsky’s ideas have important implications for preschool education” (Duncan and 

Tarulli, 2003, p.273).  The Texas Education Agency recognizes this supreme importance 

of play for its young citizens and recommends its schools “provide opportunities for 

staffs to visit high quality play-based learning classrooms” (TEA, 1995, p.19).   

Preschoolers play, simply to play.  Some theorists understand this play to be a 

“place” where the player is in control of and plays in response to a set of fantasy rules 

that she, herself governs (Sutton-Smith, 1976, 1997).  A preschooler ‘rides a horse’ not to 

get to the ranch house or across the border, she rides the horse just to be riding a horse.  

She ‘drives’ a car, not to get anywhere, but simply to pretend she is driving.  This means 

that a preschool teacher has a responsibility to make time in her curriculum to let play 

happen with no “product” that should be associated with the time she sets aside.  As the 

child drives the imaginary car or rides a broomstick that ‘represents’ a horse, the rules of 

the sociocultural world in which we live are explored and internalized.  The rules under 
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which the child’s caprice is organized in her play are leading activities to her 

development.  “The notion that a child can behave in an imaginary situation without rules 

is simply inaccurate” (Vygotsky, 1978,  p. 95).  In fact, “there is no such thing as play 

without rules” (p. 94).  Play is highly governed by rules (Duncan & Tarulli, 2003; Sutton-

Smith, 1976, 1997).  Vygotsky claims, “the child’s imagination is not richer, but poorer 

than the imagination of the adult” (Vygotsky quoted in Duncan and Tarulli, 2003, p.278).  

The combination of these two understanding’s of children’s play – that rules are 

important, and that the imagination of a child is under development – imply that 

preschool teachers should recognize play as a tool for their students to practice societal 

and cultural rules and norms as well as ‘tinker’ with reenacted reality, thereby honing 

imagination and creativity.  Vygotsky says it this way: 

Children’s play very often serves only to echo what they see and hear 
from adults, but these elements are not always reproduced in play exactly 
as they occurred in reality.  The child’s play activity is not simply a 
recollection of past experience, but a creative reworking (Vygotsky, 1990, 
p. 87). 

Vygotsky sees children’s play as a “creative reworking” of the adult world.  

Given this understanding, the empowering potential of preschoolers’ play becomes 

possible.  This potential is evident in play forms that actively and expressly challenge the 

propriety of adult customs.  It has been noted, more specifically, that certain forms of 

play may problematize the existing authority structure of society symbolized by adult 

figures such as parents and teachers (Duncan & Tarulli, 2003; Opie & Opie, 1959; 

Sutton-Smith, 1976).  Nourot (1998) captured this type of play in a kindergarten class: 

Mariana and Sally are playing “party.”  They have decorated their pretend 
house with flowers picked from their pretend garden, and have made 
peanut butter and jelly sandwiches to go with the “wine” they are serving.  
As their guests arrive, Mariana greets each one effusely in a loud high-
pitched voice, ‘Oh, Amy, I’m sooo glad you could come,” and she and 
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Sally make kissing noises in the air next to their guests’ cheeks (1998, p. 
285). 

In Nourot’s example, when the children parody adult social life, the adult way of 

speaking and acting as interpreted by the children comes into the kindergartener’s “zone 

of contact” (Bakhtin, 1984, p. 285) where the adult “voices” become deprived of their 

absolute authority – thereby creating a space of agency for the child who carries out the 

parody. Duncan and Tarulli (2003) credit Bakhtin (1984) with the idea of “double-voiced 

speech” (p. 285). “In double-voiced speech, a speaker makes use of another’s discourse 

such that two intentions or speech centres are present in the discourse” (Duncan and 

Tarulli, 2003, p.258).  When the two “speech centres” clash, the dissonance rings with 

the uncomfortable tone of mocking—a powerful, empowering, place for the young child 

to play. 

Metaphors of Childhood 

Just as there is a cacophony of voices singing the dissonant melodies of “play” 

and what play means to development and to childhood.  There are any number of voices 

which have tried to describe what “childhood” itself is (Hwang, Lamb, & Sigel, 1996).  

And just as the conceptualization of play is contingent upon the historical/cultural context 

within which it is being discussed and/or observed (Reifel et al., in press), so too, have 

these metaphors of childhood taken their shape and meaning from the historical and 

social context within which they have been formed (Hwang et al., 1996; James, Jencks, & 

Prout, 1998).  For the purposes of this literature review, these metaphors will only be 

lightly described and limited to a very few, but there are many metaphors across many 

cultures and time.  The few metaphors that I will briefly describe are the ones that 

eventually become part of the landscape of teacher knowledge that is the culmination of 

this work.   
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For the purpose of this research, it may help the reader to think of the child in 

terms of the metaphor provided centuries ago by Rousseau (1762).  In the portrait of the 

child, Émile, Rousseau portrays childhood as a natural, separate state of being in which 

the development can be hurried or altered only in as much as the rose’s blooming can be 

facilitated by the gardener.  Contrast this understanding to that of S. Freud who asserts 

the child’s unconscious and that sexuality begins at the beginning of life, rendering 

development uneven, painful, and subject to regression (Freud, Strachey, Freud, & 

Rothgeb, 1953; Neill, 1960, 1966).  The immutable laws of development that theorists 

like Rousseau and Freud construct are again contrasted by the developing child of 

Vygotsky (1967; 1978) who offers a metaphor of the child as a construction of the 

society within which she develops—a contextualized being.  These incomplete examples 

are provided as an indication of the range of metaphors that exist for our understanding of 

the construct of “childhood.”  Again, these metaphors are contingent upon the time, 

culture and society in which they are constructed (Cannella, 1997; Hwang et al., 1996; 

James et al., 1998). 

PART 2: CURRICULUM ISSUES 

Community/Democracy 

Dovetailing with the NAEYC’s tenets of developmental appropriateness—and 

equally rarely seen in classrooms (Balaban, 2003)—are traces of Dewey’s (1938/1972) 

educational philosophy concerning building democratic communities of learners.  This 

joining of early childhood education with curriculum studies is particularly salient for this 

particular review of research, because my background is in early childhood education, but 

the degree I seek is in curriculum studies.  Again, this section is more than simply a 

review of the literature, it is a formal declaration of my position as researcher and the 
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“knowledge” that I posses as part of my life history.  Part of that “knowledge” certainly 

draws its particular hue from Dewey’s views on community and democracy and those 

views’ intersection with early childhood educational theory. 

It is in materials and activities that lend themselves to sharing ideas, to 
utilizing common space and objects, to encouraging communication 
among participants, to generating varied functions in work, that a sense of 
community and shared purpose emerges and a democratic vision begins 
(Cuffaro quoted in Balaban, 2003, p. 85). 

Balaban asserts that when the materials and activities – the classrooms’ learning 

environments – lend themselves to open exploration and communication, the stage is set 

for community-building and a teacher-facilitated, classroom democracy.  Democracy as 

understood by Dewey (1938) and Balaban (2003) entails the active, decision-making 

voices of all people in a classroom, child and adult alike.  “Shared work and common 

purpose are the basic elements that form the cornerstone of community” (Balaban, 2003, 

p. 87).  Group interaction around a common project or activity in which students are 

expected to contribute through dialogue and active hands-on participation can become the 

central theme of an early childhood classroom, wresting the locus of control from its 

traditional location – with the teacher – and nesting it communally in the minds and 

bodies of the students.  Balaban writes, “It is within the context of choice, time and space 

that children and teachers begin to create a democratic community of learners, doers, and 

caring individuals” (Balaban, 2003, p. 86).  She writes stories of teachers in Newark who 

struggle with their need to control the flow and distribution of their students in the 

classroom: 

One morning, for example, there was a lot of activity in the block area and 
buildings were being knocked down.  Falling back on her old ways, Ellen 
[the teacher for whom Balaban served as mentor] declared, “Only four 
people can play in the blocks.”  We stepped aside and discussed these 
questions: Who owns the block area?  How are problems solved in a 
community?  Ellen decided to take the problem to the children, and she 
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called a meeting.  She said she had spoken too quickly when she made the 
decision for them.  There was talk about the need to be more careful of 
others’ buildings.  Then one child said, “We need more space.  It’s too 
crowded.”  Ellen agreed.  Looking at the area, she removed one of the two 
tables in an adjoining area and pushed the block shelf into that newly 
available space.  “Now,” she said, “we have a lot more space.”  Some 
children responded, “And we can all build now” (Balaban, 2003, p. 86-7). 

Balaban implies that by staying her drive to control the movements and conflicts 

of her students, Ellen invests in the community that her kindergarteners are able to build 

– even as their block towers fall.  “Community life does not organize itself in an enduring 

way purely spontaneously.  It requires thought and planning ahead” (Dewey, 1938, p. 

56).  The community life that early childhood educators are capable of fostering in their 

classrooms requires an active, conscious effort to facilitate conversations about how the 

environment can best suit all who inhabit it, rather than by making judgments based only 

on the teacher’s understandings of the goals and needs of the students.  Balaban and 

Ellen’s story continues with Ellen feeling the need to divide her students into groups in 

order to make sure that each learning center in her classroom has an equal number of 

students and that everyone eventually visits each center.  Balaban challenged Ellen to 

allow the students to distribute themselves in a manner that made sense to them, rather 

than as dictated by Ellen’s tidy plan: 

Democracy means that everyone has an equal opportunity.  Everyone may 
not want a turn to paint, but everyone deserves the opportunity to do so 
even if the physical space limits the number who can paint at one time.  
Over time we discussed these ideas in many different ways, and Ellen 
began to ask the children, “Who wants to paint?  Who wants to build?” in 
order to provide more opportunity for choice.  The limits were set not by 
the teacher but by the situation” (Balaban, 2003, p. 86). 

Balaban writes that Ellen gave up some of her control rather than enforce her plan 

for how to occupy the different areas of the classroom, and she learned from her students 

that they are capable of deciding when an area of the classroom is too crowded.  Not only 
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are young children capable of sensing over-crowdedness, they are able to discuss the 

possibilities for action in deciding who will leave the crowded space, and who will stay 

(Balaban, 2003).  The conflicts that arise from the freedom of choice that the students are 

allowed to exercise, serve to promote – rather than threaten – the democratic community 

of learners.  “Dewey asks the teacher to suspend the need for certainty, to accept the 

responsibility of freedom and choice…” (Balaban, 2003, p. 89).  In suspending her 

certain plan for equal distribution of bodies, Ellen accepts the messy, educative process 

of democracy and community. 

Conflict 

Another messy process one might welcome into the early childhood classroom is 

the mess resulting in “conflict.”  Conflict is the first aspect of an early childhood 

classroom discussed in this paper that is rarely (if ever) valorized by the NAEYC.  

Conflict, as an element of the early childhood curriculum, belongs to a 

“reconceptualized” study of early childhood.  Self-titled “reconceptualists” (Tobin, 1997, 

p. 20) are those early childhood pedagogues and scholars who are interested in seeing the 

boundaries of early childhood education explode to incorporate emancipatory and 

inclusionary practices (Cannella, 1997; Tobin, 1997).  These scholars use the 

foundational works of queer theory, critical theory and a variety of feminist approaches 

as a lens through which they view early childhood education (Tobin, 1997).  And as will 

be made more explicit in the methodology section these scholars often employ the 

writings of Foucualt in framing the research aimed at providing new understandings of 

teaching, children, theory and practice (1965; 1970; 1972; 1973a; 1973b; 1978; 1979; 

1980). [See methodology chapter for further description.]  Among the reconceptualists, 

“progressive” ideas encompassing the developmentally appropriate practices of the 

NAEYC and the infusion of the curriculum with quixotic, but rule-governed, 
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sociocultural play by children are almost taken for granted.  This somewhat unrealistic 

view of the state of our schools’ curricula is projected in an effort to push the early 

childhood curriculum even further in its interruption of the “traditional” school 

curriculum.  Tobin calls this tack “reclaiming the progressive agenda” (Tobin, 1997, p. 

31). 

In a reconceptualized early childhood curriculum, “conflict” is valorized not only 

in terms of discussions about its measured use which has positively influenced our lives 

(like Martin Luther King, Jr.’s marches), but also in terms of the use of conflict in the 

classroom to provide a space for student agency in terms of classroom policies and 

personal freedom and responsibility.  Apple highlights “conflict” as an important part of 

societal structure (Apple, 1990).  In early childhood settings, rather than portray—or 

live—a forced, false environment where police officers are everyone’s friend, and 

following rules leads to universal harmony, the conflicts in which people have—and 

do—engage can be discussed and valorized (Apple, 1990).  The classroom in You Can’t 

Say You Can’t Play (Paley, 1992) serves as a deftly drawn illustration of a community of 

learners benefiting from conflict, rather than hiding from its inevitably uncomfortable 

moments.  Paley tells how she involved her kindergarten in an exploration of the issues of 

exclusion that culminated in new class-written rules (1992).  Enacting those rules had a 

profound and positive impact on the life of the children and their teacher. 

Again, to Ellen’s classroom in Newark: 

 “Don’t imagine that this is a community without conflict.  “I still confront 
the same behavior problems,” Ellen told me [Balaban] in the spring, “but 
it doesn’t affect me in the same way.  I don’t need to tell them what to do; 
now I talk to them.  When you and I talk,” She said to me, “you listen to 
everything I have to say.  I said to myself, ‘I have to listen to the 
children’” (Balaban, 2003, p. 87). 
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Ellen uses her own rules of adult etiquette as a metaphor for the environment she 

is learning to create in her classroom, an environment that embraces conflict as a means 

of change and justice.  “She began to discover that children have the means to solve 

interpersonal problems when they receive a teacher’s support and respect” (Balaban, 

2003, p. 89).  The support and respect that the teacher provides should be spiced with an 

understanding of the historical, emancipatory role of conflict (Apple, 1990). 

Pleasure 

Conflict is not the only important aspect of the lived experience of human beings 

that is not being discussed by large numbers of early childhood scholars; Tobin, Johnson, 

Silin, Leavitt & Power, (Tobin, 1997) and others have called attention to the “missing” 

component of “pleasure” in the curriculum (Tobin, 1997).  “The thesis of [Tobin’s] book 

is that pleasure and desire are ‘missing’ from early childhood education – missing in 

several related senses of the word” (Tobin, 1997, p. 4).  Over the course of the volume 

edited by Tobin and written by early childhood reconceptualists, “missing” is taken to 

mean “uncharted, unexplored, undiscovered,” “lost” “disappeared,” “repressed,” 

“unspeakable/unthinkable,” and “overlooked” among others (Tobin, 1997). 

Leavitt and Power (1997) search for the missing right of children to be in power 

of their own bodies.  “Caregivers can become more comfortable with their own and the 

children’s embodiedness and can learn to restrain their panoptic urge to control 

everything that goes on in the classroom” (Leavitt and Power, 1997, p. 71).  Their 

searchlight falls on the disciplinary regimes of daycares and preschools where children’s 

bodies are under the constant control of their teachers. Leavitt and Power sound an alarm 

– a call to return body control to the students and take up a new banner – of body care.  

Likewise, Johnson (1997) draws on the work of queer theorists and applies the 

concept of “moral panics” in the politics of the erasure of desire.  He restates what 
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Watney (1993) has asserted:  that moral panics are not usually what they seem to be.  

Pornography, rock lyrics, homosexuality, the “decline” of the nuclear family (and now, 

perhaps, “Homeland Security”) have all been topics swept up by moral panics in which 

the institutionalization and naturalization of social and governmental control over 

pleasure and desire have been allowed – even cried for.  Johnson considers the “no 

touch” policies of many schools.  He cites the stories of many early childhood teachers 

(like himself) who have been caught up in our national fear of child abuse and 

homophobia, resulting in constant scrutiny and the death of the classroom cuddle or lap 

time.  Johnson understands the panic over child abuse in our schools to be a media-fueled 

extension of homophobia, rather than a national epidemic of violence toward children in 

schools.  This “moral panic” (Johnson, 1997, p. 107) has led to the absurd practices of 

fingerprinting teachers, outlawing the touching of children, installing surveillance 

cameras, and criminalizing children’s sex play (Johnson, 1997; Tobin 1997). 

Silin (1997) writes that “childhood innocence” as a cultural belief requires the 

cultural construction of the pedophile.  He views commonsense understandings of both 

childhood innocence and pedophilia as more than just misinformation, but as symptoms 

of systematic, and/or systemic, ignorance.  He wonders on the page whether perverts and 

pedophiles are the only adults who enjoy touching children – and being touched by 

children.  The pleasure one feels when a young child extends her arms to be held, need 

not be closeted (Silin, 1997).  “If we can’t talk aloud to each other about these pleasures 

all of us who work with and care for young children will be forced to remain in the 

closet, wondering if we are alone in feeling as we do” (Tobin, 1997, p. 26).  Tobin and 

other early childhood reconceptualists believe that early childhood educators have been 

too passive, afraid, or unsure of how to stand up to the moral panics that have engulfed 

the field, diminishing the quality of life and education of both children and teachers 
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(Tobin, 1997).  “We have allowed voices and pressures from outside our field to dictate 

the terms of the debate and, as a result, to distort our practice” (Tobin, 1997, p. 9). 

Popular Culture 

Another moral panic has been blowing a prohibitive wind across our continent’s 

schools for decades.  This panic involves children’s popular culture and its stricture from 

the early childhood classroom.  However, scholars like Dyson argue “the importance of a 

literacy curriculum in which diverse cultural forms and cultural symbols are open to 

playful appropriation and, also, to critical examination in a public (whole class) forum” 

(Dyson, 1996, p. 475).  She celebrates the use of popular culture in the classroom as a set 

of symbols that can be playfully appropriated and critically examined. Dyson (1994; 

1996) has examined the social and ideological processes undergirding children’s use of 

media symbols, especially the superhero as material for story construction and social 

affiliation. She argues for popular culture’s images and themes to be utilized in the 

classrooms, thereby facilitating the students’ connection of their out-of-class selves with 

their in-class selves.  Dyson has illuminated the empowering effect that the images and 

themes that children bring to school have on those students’ learning (Dyson, 1997).  

Likewise, Eisner (1985; 1998; 2002) has painted a portrait of the many artists who credit 

the TV shows and films of their childhoods as important mind-altering devices that 

opened in them the desire to create and learn.  Eisner asserts that among the kinds of 

stimuli we fail to provide in school, which in turn cause us to neglect the development of 

certain abilities, is the appreciation, connoisseurship and critique of the modes of 

expression and cognition provided by the various forms of popular culture (Eisner, 1982). 
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Researchers’ (hidden) Desire to Write Curricula 

Having briefly touched on some of the assumptions that researchers are bringing 

to their understandings of “good,” “quality,” or “developmentally appropriate” practices 

in the educative experiences of young children, my focus returns to the research 

constructed around those assumptions and the intentions of the researchers who carry 

these assumptions.  But before I proceed with the research surrounding early childhood 

education, it should be overtly stated that the elements of “quality” or “best” education 

discussed in the paragraphs preceding this one are simply that—elements of quality.  

These elements are discussed by various researchers but are by no means the definition of 

“quality.”  Many researchers would include one or more of these elements in a discussion 

of what is involved in “quality” education.  Others have different definitions.  The point 

is that researchers carry assumptions about quality, but that “quality” is not a universal 

truth (Dahlberg, Moss, & Pence, 2002).  And the overarching point in terms of my 

research is that I carry many assumptions (closely aligned in many ways to the tenets and 

researchers’ claims that I included in the above section).  My assumptions about “quality” 

not only influenced the decision of who to include in my study, but what questions I 

asked them, what I noticed about them as I observed them, what I thought as they told me 

the stories of their lives.  My assumptions are central to this research.  Every researcher’s 

assumptions are central to the research she does, regardless of whether or not she is 

explicit about those assumptions. 

For instance, Morris, Blanton, Blanton, Nowacek, and Perney  (1995) tested low-

achieving third graders.  In constructing their research they arranged for half of the low 

achieving third graders to be taught from a second grade spelling book, and the other half 

to be taught from a third grade spelling book.  Those who were taught from a second 

grade book were found to have scored higher on spelling tests.  Morris and the others 
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claim that this supports the view that children should be taught using materials and 

methods that are at the instructional level of the student.  While this is not an earth 

shattering assertion, it does serve as an illustration of researchers’ motive of creating soft 

top-down curricula—to control the goings-on of schools, and the assumptions behind 

those motives.  Morris and the others have assumptions that fuel the findings of the 

research in which they engage.  And their intention with the publication of that research 

is to influence the ways that teachers teach in schools.  Likewise, in Au’s (1998) review 

of research related to teaching children to read, the use of constructivist approaches 

reigned supreme, reading like a research-sanctioned mandate for constructivist practices.  

Au assumes constructivism is “best.” 

However, Mcgrevin and Spidell-Rusher (1992) conducted research on early 

childhood educators’ belief systems, finding that there is considerable disagreement 

among teachers regarding their thoughts on what constitutes “best practices.”  Mcgrevin 

and Spidell-Rusher’s solution to this dissonance rests in the implementation of 

programmatic policy designed to facilitate the verbalization, acknowledgement and 

discussion of teachers’ and administrators’ tacit beliefs, which they call “enlightened 

action” (p. 345).  Presumably researchers are the ones enlightened enough to present the 

policy for the discussion of educators’ beliefs.  One might even presume that with this 

top-down policy in place the dialogue would turn to developmentally appropriate, 

constructivist practices.  If researchers are making assumptions in terms of “best” 

practices and recommending top-down curriculum changes, it might behoove us to delve 

more deeply into the early childhood educator beliefs that Mcgrevin and Spidell-Rusher 

find to be in disagreement.  In other words, what do teachers think? 
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Discovering Teacher Assumptions within the Curriculum 

In his exploration of the use of prescribed literacy tasks used to teach struggling 

readers problem-solving strategies, Duffy (1993) observed four teachers as they taught 

reading.  He compared teaching strategies and students’ understandings, concluding that 

the teachers carry with them the assumption that the strategies for instructing low 

achievers should follow a skills-based, direct instruction model, a model that many 

scholars find to be diametrically opposed to the constructivist strategies employed by 

“developmentally appropriate” teachers.  Likewise, Snider and Fu (1990) investigated the 

assumptions of 73 teachers who they invited to screen videotaped vignettes of teachers 

teaching.  They were then asked to rate the actions of the teachers in the film as 

developmentally appropriate or developmentally inappropriate.  Snider and Fu claim that 

this method provides the field with a “general” sense of the disparity among the beliefs of 

the teachers of young children.  However, Clark and Peterson (1986) have asserted that 

researchers should add to their list of assumptions the assumption that teachers are 

purposeful, reflective thinkers, whose belief systems and pedagogical philosophies are 

based on many factors and worth exploring. 

Moyles, Adams and Musgrove (2002) attempted to address the challenge 

researchers face in asking preschool teachers to articulate knowledge that is perceived as 

tacit or intuitive.  They also used videotape in their research, instigating a “video-

stimulated reflective dialogue” in an attempt to prompt teachers to reveal their in-depth 

knowledge of their own pedagogical practices.  The researchers videotaped teachers that 

they perceived to be ‘effective’ and asked the teachers to verbally reflect on the filmed 

footage of themselves teaching.  “Because of its complexity, ‘effectiveness’ has to be 

viewed as a whole rather than particular aspects taken in isolation” (Moyles et al., 2002, 

p. 477).  Moyles, Adams and Musgrove are attempting to add to the nuanced research on 
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what teachers think, know, believe about their teaching and why they do what they do.  

Marcon (1999) also addresses the “effectiveness” issue, arguing that the most effective 

teaching happens when there is consistency between the beliefs of the teacher and the 

practice that he or she chooses (or is allowed) to conduct in her or his classroom.  The 

above collection of research on teachers’ beliefs indicates that DAP, as a concept, is held 

in high esteem in the community of early childhood scholars [though often troubled to be 

sure (Ryan, Ochsner, & Genishi, 2001)], but by no means is it valorized by all teachers of 

young children.  In fact the term “developmentally appropriate practice” may be absent 

from some teachers’ vocabulary altogether.  The beliefs of teachers vary as much as the 

beliefs of people in general. 

Teachers’ Beliefs in Relation to the Curriculum 

But teachers’ beliefs do not exist in a vacuum.  There are always many systems of 

beliefs coming together in the diverse, heterogeneous settings of schools.  In response to 

the "Standards for Quality Programs for Young Children" Published by the National 

Association of Elementary School Principals (NAESP, 1991), which were designed to 

provide elementary school principals with guidelines for appropriate organizational and 

instructional practices for children in prekindergarten, kindergarten, and primary grade 

programs, Butterfield and Johnston (1995) conducted a researcher project in Tennessee 

designed to study the effect of these standards through the use of surveys of a random 

sampling of dyads of principals and first-grade teachers. The researchers sought to 

determine a quantifiable degree of the principals' agreement or disagreement with the 

tenets of the standards as well as the extent to which this agreement was reflected in the 

practices of the teachers in their schools.  They also sought to explore other factors that 

might affect the principals' beliefs. The 158 responses were distributed evenly across the 

state. Butterfield and Johnston claim to have found that 90% of the principals agreed with 
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the basic tenets of the standards in terms of general beliefs, but over half disagreed with 

specific practice guidelines, from which I am inferring an openness to “soft” top-down 

policy, and a resistance to “hard” top-down policy, while admitting that these 

discrepancies could be purely pedagogical.  The researchers claim a slight positive 

correlation between principals’ beliefs and teachers’ practices. Gender and teaching 

experience, along with specialized workshop attendance correlated to belief in the 

guidelines.  Butterfield and Johnston claim that the findings suggest a need for greater 

awareness of current standards by principals, as well as the need of the policy-makers to 

provide more support for practices and curriculum outlined in the top-down standards.  

As illustrated by the discrepancies in policies and actual practices there is, indeed, a wide 

variety of teaching practices spread across the early childhood settings of our nation.  

Stipek, Daniels, Galluzzo and Milburne (1992) claim that preschool and kindergarten 

programs for poor and middle-class children fall into three types.  One type includes 

didactic programs, which emphasize academic skills and have what Stipek and the others 

qualify as relatively negative social environments based on a set of criteria.  The second 

type of programs they find to be extant in the field of early childhood education are the 

child-centered programs, which deemphasized academic skills and had "positive" social 

environments.  Then, of course, there are the intermediate programs, which have 

attributes that lead Stipek, Daniels, Galluzzo and Milburne (1992) to categorize them as 

somewhere in between the two extremes.  

However, Swiecieka and Russell (1991) compared the ecological factors of 

teacher-directed versus child-directed preschools with teacher practices and student play 

preferences and found that gender differences occurred in the play preferences of boys 

and girls and that these preferences were not correlated with the level of teacher 

participation or the structure of the preschool.  If the practices of the teachers in an early 
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childhood educational setting are influencing the activities and choices of the students 

less than other cultural factors, like gender, and teachers are practicing certain types of 

pedagogy despite top-down policies that are in place to change those practices, what are 

the forces driving the choices, beliefs and some practices in our schools? 

“Hegemonic” Practices in Early Childhood Education 

Cultural Pedagogy 

Cultural pedagogy as described by Steinberg and Kincheloe (1997) is the 

education that students and teachers receive beyond the four walls of the conventional 

classroom.  This education comes in the form of television shows, movies, video games, 

magazines, trade books and other media. And in terms of children’s play choices being 

correlated to gender despite teachers’ actions, these socially constructed identities of the 

child are bolstered by the aesthetics of “kinderculture,” the popular culture of childhood 

(Steinberg & Kincheloe, 1997).  Kinderculture, though associated with the cultural 

pedagogy that asserts itself in the bedrooms, living rooms, TV rooms, theaters and 

playgrounds of children's lives, also inserts itself into the conventional classroom in the 

colorful forms of lunchboxes, t-shirts and backpacks, as well as stowing away in the 

minds of the children.  Despite the warm reception of kinderculture’s themes and images 

by scholars like Dyson (1994), the infiltration of the school's classrooms by kinderculture 

is met with mixed emotion by the pedagogues and researchers who work and study there 

(Dyson, 1994; McLaren & Morris, 1997). 

Some scholars have warned of the deleterious effect that texts embedded in the 

themes and images of popular culture have on children in terms of reproduction of the 

status quo (Christian & Erdman, 1997; McLaren & Morris, 1997; Steinberg & Kincheloe, 

1997).  These scholars point to the racism, sexism, ablism and homophobia that become 
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manifest in the themes and images of popular culture.  McLaren and Morris read the 

(sub)text of the waning child favorite Mighty Morphin’ Power Rangers, a television show 

depicting spandex-clad, “kung fu”-fighting teenagers.  They beautifully delineate the 

sexism and racism that exists textually within the show.   

(The Power Rangers’ uniforms) are color-coded to reveal traditionally 
racialized and genderized identity markers:  pink for the Caucasian 
female; yellow for the Asian female … black for the African American 
male … and red, white and blue for the white males….Only the white 
males are worthy of bearing the national colors – ‘red, white, and blue’ – 
and so are the only ‘real’ or authentic Americans (McLaren & Morris, 
1997, p. 120).  

McLaren and Morris see children’s super heroes as inscribed with sexist, racist 

ideology. And these hegemonic workings are not only fueling the play choices of 

children, they are an active shaper of teacher identity and action as well (Benhabib, 1992; 

Marsh, 2003). 

The Hidden Curriculum 

In the form of cultural pedagogy the “curriculum” grows beyond the walls of our 

schools, but it also shrinks beneath the gaze of our teachers and settles in between the 

lines of our schools’ “written” top-down curricula in the form of the “hidden curriculum” 

(Jackson in Apple, 1990, p. 84). 

The hidden curriculum deals with the tacit ways in which knowledge and 
behavior get constructed, outside the usual course materials and formally 
scheduled lessons.  It is part of the bureaucratic and managerial “press” of 
the school – the combined forces by which students are induced to comply 
with the dominant ideologies and social practices related to authority, 
behavior and morality (McLaren, 1994, p. 191). 

As students of a hidden curriculum, McLaren sees the children—and the 

teachers—in our classrooms learning more than letters, numbers, colors and shapes.  

They learn the rules or “norms” of our society.  These norms are often the rules of 
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normalized racism, sexism, ablism, homophobia and other forms of oppression (Apple, 

1990).  Earlier in this chapter, the idea that “sociodramatic play involves the active 

appropriation of sociocultural rules of activity” (Duncan and Tarulli, 2003, p.273) was 

discussed in terms of the developmental appropriateness of a play-based curriculum.  But 

the “sociocultural rules of activity” that are appropriated during play are also the tacit 

rules of oppression. 

“[I]nstitutions of cultural preservation and distribution like schools create and 

recreate forms of consciousness that enable social control to be maintained without the 

necessity of dominant groups having to resort to overt mechanisms of domination” 

(Apple, 1979, p. 12).  Members of the dominant culture need not actively infuse their 

agenda of superiority into the learning of their children; the hidden curriculum handles 

that unsavory task – often without the members of the dominant culture’s knowledge.  

Jackson calls the hidden curriculum “the norms and values that are implicitly, but 

effectively taught in schools and that are not usually talked about in teachers’ statements 

of end or goals” (Apple, 1990, p. 84).  Within these implied values and norms Apple 

finds the ideologies of the dominant culture to be taught to the children of our nation 

through the “…prevailing characteristic of current schooling that significantly contributes 

to the maintenance of hegemony” (Apple, 1990, p. 84).  In other words, Apple 

understands there to be a curriculum that finds its way into the classrooms that is not 

consciously brought there by the teachers in our schools, but is a hegemonic force which 

tacitly reproduces the status quo. 

Hegemony supposes the existence of something which is truly 
total…which saturates the society to such an extent, and which…even 
constitutes the limit of commonsense for most people under its sway.  This 
notion of hegemony as deeply saturating the consciousness of a society 
seems to be fundamental….It emphasizes the facts of domination 
(Williams quoted in Apple, 1979, p. 14). 
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Williams’ powerful notion of hegemony as a totalizing common sense – a “truth” 

to a society’s otherwise arbitrary stratifications – would seem to be an anathema to 

teachers; however, this overarching or saturating hegemonic force “becomes the 

world…the only world” (Apple, 1979, p. 14), and the world in which we live becomes so 

“normal” to our eyes, that the hegemony of our schools’ curricula remains invisible to us 

even as we teach and learn from the invisible textbooks of a hidden curriculum.   

Institutional Racism 

Quoted earlier in this chapter were Balaban’s words about leaving her office at 

Bank Street College in New York and heading into Newark to help “reform” that school 

by coaching a young teacher in the ways of constructivist, “child-centered,” 

“developmentally appropriate” teaching.  She wrote, “Democracy means that everyone 

has an equal opportunity” (Balaban, 2003, p. 86).  She was discussing Dewey and 

community-building in the classroom.  She was not discussing the lives of those living in 

a democracy like the United States.  Ours is not a democracy in which “everyone has an 

equal opportunity.” 

In a nation like ours, schools arguably serve to reproduce inequalities, not 

promote equality (Anyon, 1997; Apple, 1990; Fordham & Ogbu, 1986; Kozol, 1991; 

Ladson-Billings, 1994; Valenzuela, 1999).  Because of the links between the color of 

students’ skin, or the language they speak, or ethnicity they claim and the disproportional 

numbers of these “children of color” who are failed or ushered out of our schools, the 

schools of our nation are racist institutions (Fordham & Ogbu, 1986; Scheurich, 1997; 

Valenzuela, 1999).  “Institutional racism exists when institutions or organizations, 

including educational ones, have standard operating procedures (intended or unintended) 

that hurt members of one or more races in relation to members of the dominant race” 

(Scheurich, 1997, p. 135).  From the lack of care for members of certain races 
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(Valenzuela, 1999) to the ways that schools in certain areas are (under)funded and 

(barely) maintained (Anyon, 1997; Kozol, 1991), the schools of the United States are 

failing certain groups of children.  From the ways in which we teach (Ladson-Billings, 

1994) to the ways students are made to confine/define one another (Fordham and Ogbu, 

1986), our schools serve as factories of inequality. 

The blue ribbon that beams from the “best practices” discussed in the opening 

pages of this essay seems to lose its luster in the light of institutional racism—the 

unwittingly nefarious way of organizing our schools couched in the societal and 

civilizational racism that plagues our ways of governing…and even “knowing” 

(Scheurich, 1997). 
Back in the public schools of Newark, where the Bank Street team set its sights on 

reform: 

Ms. Carter questioned whether this ‘child-centered’ approach would 
prepare her students for the standardized tests in their futures – tests that 
required the children to know specific information, tests that would be 
used by the state to measure her school’s improvement.  For all the 
teachers in Newark – White, Black, and Hispanic – raising children’s 
academic performance was the overarching goal. But I wonder if many of 
the teachers also understood that the children in their classrooms would be 
victims of the racism that had limited human potential in their community 
for generations (Lesch, 2003, p. 148). 

Indeed, as Lesch understands, scholars like Delpit (1995b) struggle with the 

complexities of teaching “other peoples children,” especially when some groups of 

children (those of the dominant culture) are being tacitly taught the rules of success and 

others denied those clues.  The NAEYC recently published an article about “research-

based principles for teaching complex thinking” (Tharp & Entz, 2003).  Of their 

principles for teaching the authors claim, “no matter children’s cultures, races, individual 

interests, or abilities, these findings apply and thus are particularly appropriate for fully 
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inclusive classrooms” (Tharp & Entz, 2003, p. 38).  This broad statement is countered by 

Lesch, who recently spent years “reforming” Newark’s public schools: 

In retrospect, I have come to see there are many different ways for even 
young children to learn, and best educational practices can and should use 
a variety of forms, with direct teaching being one of them (2003, p. 145) 

Lesch’s reflections on the need for varied instructional methods are corroborated 

by the writings of (Cochran-Smith, 1995), Delpit (1988), and Ladson-Billings (1994).  

The institutional racism (and the civilizational racism in which it is couched) is 

impossible to dismantle by applying blanket curricular panaceas that do not take into 

account the hurdles that are placed by society in the paths of particular journeys.   

With Lesch’s reflections we have come full circle.  Lesch’s work in Newark—

embarked upon with warm ideas of blanketing the schools in an NAEYC-style, child-

centered curriculum—ends with her “com[ing] to see” a different reality.  Schools—

particular schools and schools in general—are calling with the drumming of millions of 

sneakers on concrete for people like Lesch, scholars in the field of education, to 

investigate the practices that are traditionally used and/or unconventionally implemented 

in their hallways and classrooms.  By illuminating the decisions that teachers and 

students make in our schools there is much to be gained and little to be lost. 

The “Hidden Top-Down” Curriculum 

Earlier in this chapter I reported Schoonmaker and Ryan (1996) as having posited 

that teachers who are met with philosophical dissonance between their own personal 

beliefs and the policies and curricula that exist outside them, handed down from above, 

could alter their own philosophical stances, over time, to coincide with the stances of the 

composers of the top-down curriculum (Schoonmaker & Ryan, 1996, p. 139).  In fact, the 

research of Hyson and Lee illustrate a cultural significance to the phenomena of changing 
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teacher perceptions.  Hyson and Lee (1996) attempted to link teaching and learning by 

using a Likert scale to sample 175 Korean and 279 American early childhood teachers 

across 10 categories of beliefs concerning children’s development in the emotional 

domain (of the NAEYC constructs involved in teaching the “whole child” [Bredekamp 

and Copple 1997]).  They found that American teachers believed kids need warm, 

physically affectionate bonds, where Korean teachers were more likely to say that they 

believe teachers should avoid endorsing children’s emotional self-expression.  But 

teachers from both cultures believed in the importance of helping children display and 

control emotions. They found that beliefs concerning children’s emotions were reflecting 

culturally specific expectations about children's emotional vulnerability and the nature of 

emotional bonds and socialization in early childhood programs. In other words, Hyson 

and Lee recorded an effect of the disparate hegemonic discourses of the two cultures, 

which I am reading as evidence of the social construction of teaching, childhood and 

education (Baker, 2001; James et al., 1998), which may be a source for the philosophical 

dissonance that teachers sometimes experience when their personal—socially 

constructed—beliefs are disharmonious companions with the top-down curricula handed 

them by policy makers, causing a disparity between what teachers believe, what they say 

they believe and what they do.  This socially constructed curriculum becomes an added 

element that researchers must address when talking about policies/curricula that teachers 

work under/within and the education that teachers have received formally.  The socially 

constructed curriculum that is extant in the cultural beliefs held by teachers becomes a 

hidden, top-down curriculum within which teachers work, whether or not the hidden top-

down curriculum strikes a harmonious chord with the policy-driven top-down curriculum 

of the particular institution housing a particular teacher’s classroom. 
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Verma and Peters (1975) devised a rating scale to be self-administered by 

teachers that they used in tandem with researcher observations of classroom life in order 

to document the relationship between the beliefs and behaviors of early childhood 

teachers to Piagetian constructs of cognitive developmental theory and operant learning 

theory (that which was considered/constructed to be the most “developmentally 

appropriate” at the time).  They found that the practice of teachers is not as 

developmentally appropriate as those same teachers’ self-reported beliefs.  Given Verma 

and Peters particular historicized view of what is/was “developmentally appropriate” and 

the disparity between what teachers say they believe as opposed to what theories they are 

believed to espouse through interpretation of their actions, one might surmise that there is 

something hidden at work between what teachers say and what researchers are looking 

for them to do.  Eheart and Leavitt (1989) also asked early childhood teachers what they 

perceived their main responsibilities to be, as well as what their perceptions of their 

practice were. Eheart and Leavitt then observed the teachers to look for evidence of their 

beliefs and their practices reflecting a commonality.  They found that they did not.  

Again, there seems to be a gap between what researchers hope to find teachers doing and 

what those teachers believe about children—two very different constructs, unrelated and 

difficult to compare. 

K.E. Smith (1997) investigated student teacher beliefs about developmentally 

appropriate practice in relation to socialization influences. Specifically, he questioned 

whether there are differences in beliefs about appropriate practices in early childhood 

education between student teachers who have an education background solely in 

elementary curriculum and instruction or additional background in early childhood 

education.  He wondered whether over the course of the student teaching experience the 

beliefs of the students shifted away from endorsement of Developmentally Appropriate 
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Practices as described by the NAEYC.  Sixty student teachers completed a questionnaire 

entitled the Primary Teacher Questionnaire (or PTQ), a teacher belief scale previously 

developed by Smith (1997) as well as the Internal Locus of Control Index (or ICI), and an 

adaptation of the PTQ which was designed to rate the mentor teachers’ “beliefs.”  Smith 

differentiates “beliefs” from attitudes, claiming that beliefs “reflect one’s perception of 

relationships among social objects in the environment, while attitudes include an 

evaluative reaction to those objects” (p.222) In other words, despite any common 

knowledge definitions about belief, according to Smith “beliefs” are cognitive, while 

attitudes are affective.  He found that early childhood student teachers reported a belief in 

“developmentally-based” (p. 235) practices more than their elementary student teacher 

counterparts.  The elementary student teachers were found to hold more “traditional” 

pedagogical beliefs.  He also found that a strong preservice experience influenced the 

future teachers’ beliefs, and that there was a continuity in beliefs across the student 

teaching experience and that student teacher beliefs are influenced, or “become similar” 

to those of their mentor teachers less than he expected.  In other words “student teachers 

who started out with relatively child-centered beliefs retained them, while those who 

started out with relatively teacher-centered beliefs retained those (p. 235).  Student 

teachers’ beliefs are strongly influenced by the culture of the school and the culture in 

general.  Again, the culture of the school and the general culture (as well as students’ and 

teachers’ specific cultures) that surround a classroom works like a hidden top-down 

curriculum. 

A. Jones (2003) investigated how the words that early childhood educators and 

administrators in Auckland, which are used to describe their practices in their early 

childhood educational settings, are evidence of both the fear and existence of the 

“monster” and the “spectre” of child abuse.  She found that despite the resistance to the 
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idea that teachers pose a threat to young children in their country, those teachers behave 

in ways to protect themselves from accusations, thus altering their practices in ways that 

counter their own professional beliefs, but embrace the beliefs of their larger culture. 

Vartuli (1999) addresses some of these disparities between the beliefs and 

practices of teachers by investigating the differing teacher cultures of different grade 

levels.  She explored how the beliefs of early childhood teachers from Head Start to third 

grade differ (along a continuum), and how those beliefs are related to the classroom 

practices of the teachers.  Vartuli asked of her research three main questions 1) Are 

teacher beliefs congruent with their practices across all grade levels? 2) How do the self-

reported beliefs and observed practices vary across grade levels? 3) How do self-reported 

beliefs and observed practices vary according to educational levels (degree), certification 

and experience?  Ten elementary schools and one Head Start program, all located in the 

same school district were the sites for the study.  Teachers were surveyed, interviewed 

and observed.  The instruments included the Early Childhood Survey of beliefs and 

practices (Marcon, 1988, August) and the Teacher Questionnaire (Charlesworth & et al., 

1990).  Vartuli found that the practices observed were in keeping with the beliefs 

reported by the teachers who practiced them, but that there was more consistency 

between the practices and the beliefs of teachers in the higher grades.  This consistency, 

Vartuli argues, might have to do with the beliefs held by teachers in the lower grades 

being more in consistency with the tenets of NAEYC as described by Bredekamp and 

Copple (1997); however—despite these beliefs in Developmentally Appropriate 

Practices—the teachers in the earlier grades may not always teach in ways as 

“developmentally appropriate” as the beliefs that they hold.  In other words, the 

consistency between the beliefs and practices of the teachers in the higher grades may 

have to do with their more traditional (less “developmentally appropriate”) beliefs.  
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Finally, Vartuli (1999) finds that the more years teaching experience one has appears to 

influence how traditional one’s practices are.  Again, developmentally appropriateness is 

taken for granted as an observable, quantifiable, unified, extant whole, that a researcher 

can observe given the right tools and training, but aside from the social construct of 

“developmental appropriateness” Vartuli seems to have unearthed evidence of the social 

cognition of teachers as their beliefs become socially constructed over time to fit the 

hegemonic ideal of “teaching.”   
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PART 3: INTERSECTIONS BETWEEN EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATIONAL THEORY 
AND RESEARCH ON TEACHERS 

Teacher Beliefs Reflect the DAP/DIP debate 

There is no unified belief in the tenets of “developmentally appropriateness” 

across the ranks of early childhood scholars (see Becker and Gersten, 1982; Reifel et al., 

in press).  There is research that suggests the differences in beliefs held by researchers are 

reflected in the beliefs held by teachers.  Stipek and Byler (1997) explored the 

relationships between the beliefs, goals, positions on policy, satisfaction with current 

practices, pressures for change, and the actual practices of 60 preschool, kindergarten, 

and first grade teachers.  “Stipek’s early childhood program observation measure” (1997, 

p. 310) was used by an observer who rated the classroom instruction and the “social 

climate” (p. 310).  The researchers found that preschool and kindergarten teachers’ 

beliefs, goals, practices and to some degree their positions of policy were representative 

of the debates illustrated by the High/Scope project.  This ongoing debate, centered 

around the use of “child-centered” or “developmentally appropriate” (Bredekamp & 

Copple, 1997) versus more didactic, “basic-skills oriented” (Stipek & Byler, 1997, p. 

306) pedagogical approaches in early childhood education [I have obviously painted a 

picture of researchers in the field of early childhood education as being predominately 

supportive of a constructivist pedagogy.  But there are dissenters.  For examples of the 

minority of scholars who espouse more didactic approaches, see Becker and Gersten  

(1982) or Carnine, Carnine, Karp and Weisberg (1988).  Or for a look at how culturally 

constructed beliefs about learning can and should lead to varied styles of teaching 

(including didactic approaches) see Delpit (1995a)].  Stipek and Byler found that the 

teachers whose beliefs were more in keeping with developmentally appropriate practices 
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were more likely to have developmentally appropriate classrooms, where teachers who 

espoused more didactic approaches had more basic-skills oriented classrooms.  However, 

the first grade teachers did not follow this trend.  The vast majority of the teachers who 

indicated that they were not able to conduct their classrooms in ways that they believed 

was appropriate claimed that their prescribed curriculum was too basic-skills oriented.   

Although the connection between teacher belief and teacher behavior may seem 

self-evident, it actually represents a highly significant finding, because of the difficulties 

inherent in capturing teacher belief.  Beliefs cannot be inferred directly from teacher 

behavior, because teachers can follow similar practices for very different reasons.  

Moreover, as Moyles, Adams and Musgrove (2002) have attempted to illustrate, much of 

what teachers know or believe about their craft is tacit: For example, some researchers 

assert that teachers are often unaware of their own beliefs; they do not always possess 

language with which to describe and label their beliefs, and they may be reluctant to 

espouse them publicly (Cooney, 1985; Thompson, 1984).  Thus, a direct question such as 

“What is your philosophy of teaching?” is usually an ineffective or counterproductive 

way to elicit beliefs (Kagan, 1992). 

M. Smith and Shepard (1988) explored the issues concerning teachers' beliefs and 

practices in a study of retention in kindergarten.  They found that there was a qualitative 

relationship between teachers’ beliefs and those teachers’ practices, and that teachers who 

endorsed retention did so in opposition of groups who wished to influence those teachers’ 

behaviors in a top-down policy.  Spidell (1988) also documented the beliefs of teachers 

as existing on a scale from those that reflect constructivist views to those that reflect 

skill-based pedagogy.  He used a Weberian sociological approach to examine teachers' 

beliefs and discussions about play. He found that the differences among the beliefs of the 

teachers about children’s play in educational settings corresponded to their over-all belief 
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systems influenced by cultural, social-political, and economic factors.  Likewise, Bryant, 

Clifford and Peisner (1991) studied the extent to which developmentally appropriate 

practices were extant in 103 kindergarten classrooms across North Carolina. Ninety-three 

teachers and the same number of principals were surveyed to determine what elements of 

their beliefs might be predictors of classroom quality. Bryant and the others found that 

only 20 percent of the classes met their pre-determined criteria for developmental 

appropriateness.  Likewise they found that this “quality” was predictable from the 

teachers’ and principals’ self-reported beliefs. 

When Beliefs are DAP, DAP Happens 

And when DAP happens… 

Hegemonic forces influence the beliefs of teachers, which sometimes run counter 

to the soft top-down curriculum implied by the assumptions of researchers.  But, 

researchers contend that developmentally appropriate practices stem from teachers’ belief 

in the tenets of developmentally appropriateness as put forth by the monolithic NAEYC.  

But what is the worth of developmentally appropriate practices? Why do researchers 

“believe” in DAP and imply that their philosophies should influence teacher practice?  In 

response to “increased emphasis on more academic oriented activities with young 

children” (Burts, et al. 1992, p. 23).  Burts, Hart, Charlesworth, DeWolf, Ray, Manuel 

and Fleege (1993) explored the long-term effects of “appropriate” and “inappropriate” (p. 

25) classroom practices by investigating the statistical relationship between the 

developmental appropriateness of the beliefs and practices by the teachers in one school 

district’s 12 kindergarten classrooms.  The researchers compared the “appropriateness” of 

the kindergarten instruction to the grades the children were reported to have made a year 

later as first graders.  They used the Teacher Questionnaire designed by Burts, Hart, 
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Charlesworth, Fleege, Mosley and Thomasson (1992) to rate the developmental 

appropriateness of the beliefs and practices of the teachers through self-reporting, and the 

curricula and activities of those teachers’ classrooms were rated by observers using the 

Checklist for Rating Developmentally Appropriate Practice in Kindergarten Classrooms 

(Burts et al., 1992).  In comparing the beliefs of the teachers, their observed practices and 

the grades the children made a year later, the researchers hoped to gain insight into the 

effectiveness of DAP as well as the relationship between teachers’ beliefs and their 

practices.  They found that first graders who were instructed in more appropriate 

kindergarten classrooms were given higher reading grades than those children who were 

instructed in less appropriate kindergarten classrooms. Gender and socioeconomic status 

were also found to affect students’ grades.  The effect that SES seems to have had 

paralleled the effect that DAP seemed to have had on the students in such a way as to 

lead the researchers to report that “this finding seems to support the concept that a 

developmentally appropriate program is not only age appropriate but is also responsive to 

individual differences (e.g., SES) among children” (p. 30). 

Hart, Burts, Durland, Charlesworth, DeWolf and Fleege (1998) also investigated 

the effect of the pedagogical styles employed in classrooms on the stress behaviors 

exhibited by the students in terms of the students’ participation in certain activities.  The 

researchers found twice the level of overall stress behavior in classrooms that they 

deemed “developmentally inappropriate,” with poor children and boys exhibiting 

significantly more stress behaviors during small motor activities involving paper and 

pencil and sessile bodies.  Hart and the others also reported that poor children were more 

likely to engage in “inappropriate” behavior in the classrooms that were deemed 

inappropriate for children. 
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Furthermore, Marcon (1999) examined the impact of the developmental 

appropriateness of classroom environments on four-year olds' development and basic-

skill mastery. In child-centered classroom, the students demonstrated greater skill 

mastery than students in more didactic programs which emphasized academics and skill 

instruction. Interestingly, children in the program model that utilized a combination of 

developmentally appropriate teaching styles and more didactic teaching styles performed 

more poorly on almost all measures than others.  The researchers of these studies 

emphatically believe that students are better educated when teachers’ beliefs coincide 

with NAEYC’s.  The question arises: How, under the influences of hegemonic, “hidden, 

top-down” curricula, can teachers’ beliefs be changed to coincide with the beliefs that 

researchers report to be more educative for young children? 

Changing Teacher Beliefs 

Given that researchers assert that there is evidence that developmentally 

appropriate practices should be part of our schools’ curricula, what are researchers doing 

to change the practices of teachers in a move toward DAP?  Snider and Fu (1990) found 

that those teachers that hold academic degrees and have undergone university supervised 

field experiences coupled with coursework in early childhood education are more likely 

to hold beliefs that coincide with constructivist pedagogy.  But certainly the fact that a 

pre-service teacher is enrolled in a professional certification program does not guarantee 

that he or she will teach in developmentally appropriate ways, especially if that teacher 

already holds a belief in robust didactic pedagogical methods or is going to enter a school 

in which the culture is decidedly skill-based (Lortie, 1977).  An articulation of the 

philosophical stances of educators, as called for by Moyles, Adams and Musgrove (2002) 

seems in order.  But how does one elicit these elusive, tacit, teacher beliefs?  In the 
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coming paragraphs I will attempt to add to the list of researchers who have addressed this 

subtle business. 

Munby (1987) uses metaphors as the centerpiece of his work concerning teachers’ 

beliefs.  He asserts that metaphors used when teachers speak about their professional 

lives provide insight into the constructed worlds of those teachers.  Munby (1987) got 

permission to borrow data collected by the National Institute of Education in which 

teachers were videotaped in interview situations.  He chose two case studies from which 

to draw data for his exploration of metaphors and teachers’ constructions of their 

professional worlds.  Munby distinguishes his study from process-product research, 

writing that “it is rash and premature to expect the work to have implications relevant to 

classroom practice” (Munby, 1987, p. 395).  He asserts, however, that understanding the 

“professional knowledge” (p. 396) that teachers hold is significant and that the approach 

that he has taken holds promise in teacher education settings. 

K. Tobin (1990) builds on the use of metaphor, crossing the boundary between 

theory and practice.  He asserts that metaphors are the basis for most concepts, including 

the concepts that inform the beliefs that drive the choices that teachers make in their 

classrooms.  Tobin and others (Tobin & Jakubowski, 1990; Tobin & Ulerick, 1989) 

collected metaphors that teachers use to describe their classroom practices through case 

studies built on interviews in an attempt to support their idea that metaphors supply the 

structure of teachers’ actions within the classroom.  They find that teachers move back 

and forth between metaphors that apply to different situations that arise in their daily 

classroom activities.  For instance, Diana used the metaphors of “policeman” 

“entertainer” and “mother hen” to describe the choices she makes and actions she takes in 

response to different situations in her classroom (Tobin & Jakubowski, 1990).  Tobin 

(1990) suggests that new metaphors can be introduced to teachers, which could facilitate 
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change in those teachers’ practice.  For instance, Tobin provides the metaphor of 

“gardener” for a teacher who has up until meeting Tobin used metaphors that position 

him as a lone figure leading a faceless “crew” or “audience” in an attempt to foster a 

more individualized style of instruction.  He writes “using metaphors of teaching and 

learning provides a focus from which to begin looking at teacher change processes” (K. 

Tobin, 1990, p. 127). 

On the assumption that an important element in the interactions between teachers 

and their students is the self-perceptions of those teachers of their own personalities, 

Manning and Payne (1984) developed an instrument for investigating teachers’ 

“competence for relating to pupils” (Manning & Payne, 1984, p. 4).  Their research was 

designed to inquire about the relationship between preservice teachers’ self-reported 

personalities, their personalities as reported by supervising teachers and college 

supervisors, as well as the relationship between the preservice teachers’ self perceptions 

and their classroom effectiveness as reported by their students.  Concurrently, Manning 

and Payne were interested in investigating whether teacher education programs influence 

the self-perceptions of the preservice teachers enrolled in them.  The subjects of this 

study were 63 women, preservice teachers of unreported cultural background enrolled in 

student teaching hours in grades kindergarten through fifth grade.  The participants, 

however, included these 63 along with the many people who surrounded them 

professionally.  The student teachers, their supervisors, mentor teachers and students 

responded to a questionnaire, an instrument that Manning and Payne designed as a 

“semantic differential instrument” (Manning & Payne, 1984, p. 5), which they called 

“MYSELF NOW.”  Manning and Payne found that the better the students’ teachers were 

rated, the higher their self-perceptions were.  Likewise the lower they were rated by 

themselves and others, the lower their self-perceptions were [“e.g. fearful, inadequate, 
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dull” (Manning & Payne, 1984, p. 10)]  The researchers purport that their findings 

support the notion that teachers’ perceptions of their own personalities is related to their 

effectiveness in the classroom, as well as the notion that elementary students can perceive 

the effectiveness of teachers.  They call for more research to “determine clearly the 

impact of teacher personality on teaching effectiveness” (Manning & Payne, 1984, p. 11). 

In 1988, Manning and Payne researched the “self-talk” of 64, white, women 

preservice teachers who were pursuing certification in elementary education. The 

intention of the researchers was to describe the internal dialogue of preservice teachers in 

an attempt to explicate the mental processes involved in problem solving for teachers.  

The preservice teachers were asked to record their “self-talk” in journals, and an un-

credited “graduate student was trained to code the self-talk logs” (Manning & Payne, 

1988, p. 47).  The coding of the self-reported “self-talk,” which was intended to be 

records of the decision-making and internal dialogue of the student teachers as they 

engaged in the “more than 1000 interpersonal exchanges with students” daily (Manning 

& Payne, 1988, p. 46), categorized the “talk” as 1) positive, negative or neutral; 2) having 

an internal or external locus of control; and 3) “adult, parent of child ratings”—on the 

assumption that “in all people there are three states of being” (p. 48) which correlate with 

the impulsiveness of a child, the control or nurturing of a parent or the “rational, 

responsible, and objective” ways of an “adult” (p. 48).  One has to assume that preservice 

teachers who may be in their teens and may not have children of their own have the 

ability to function within these parameters, and that adults are able to react “objectively.”  

Manning and Payne are also interested in the uses of metaphor. 

In a combination of the methods used in their previous research on “self-talk” as 

well as their research on self-concepts of preservice teachers, Manning and Payne (1991) 

combined their methods to ask “what relationships are there between student teachers’ 
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self-talk, self-esteem, and locus of control?” (p. 47).  With similar intentions to the ones I 

had in the pursuit of the research that resulted in subsequent chapters of this work, 

Manning and Payne write, “we investigated these relationships because the teacher, as a 

person, is perceived as such a significant variable in the classroom” (1991, p. 47).  Again, 

Manning and Payne’s student teachers were administered two “personality instruments, 

as well as asked to keep “self-talk logs,” which were coded and analyzed.  Manning and 

Payne assert that “self-talk, or the internal messages that individuals give to themselves, 

can either work for or against a person” (Manning & Payne, 1991, p. 50).  They state that 

their study provides “statistical confirmation” and demonstrates that “those with high 

self-esteem and an internal locus of control tended to emit self-talk statements that were 

more adult, parent, neutral, and internally oriented” (Manning & Payne, 1991, p. 50), 

which—one must assume—Manning and Payne believe their research has shown that 

which makes for a “good teacher.”   
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PART 4: THE EMBEDDED RESEARCHER: TOWARD TEACHERS’ STORIES, 
TEACHERS’ LIVES AND CONTEXTUALIZATION 

The following paragraphs are included to make explicit the “embedded nature of 

Author in the text” (Tierney, 2004), and to create a direct link between the methodology I 

have used in my research project and the literature extant on teacher knowledge.  Like the 

“embedded” journalists in the United States’ most recent war, scholars involved in 

educational research are limited in their view of the battles that rage around them by the 

“opaque personality of reality” (Webster, 1982, p. 111). 

I have repeatedly used some variance of the word “contextualization” in 

describing the work I have engaged, while valorizing teachers’ stories of their own lives.  

The following paragraphs are provided in an attempt to establish a literature-based 

rationale for claiming the need for contextualized teachers’ stories in early childhood 

scholarship.  In a move from research which uses statistical analysis of narrative texts, we 

return to our place of origin.  

As stated at the very beginning of this chapter, Clandinin and Connelly “cast the 

argument for understanding the context for teacher knowledge in terms of individual 

teacher knowledge, the working landscape, and the ways in which this landscape relates 

to public policy and theory”(Clandinin & Connelly, 1996, p. 24).  They call for a move 

from the generalization of many teachers’ stories or the generalizations of the elements of 

teachers’ stories to the specific, detailed, narratives of teachers and the ways in which 

these stories can provide insights into the educational landscape. Clandinin and Connelly 

(re)present the stories of teachers as told to them, with a particular focus on 

contextualizing those stories in the environment within which they are told.  For instance, 

in their retelling of “Stephanie’s” stories of her classroom, which surround a metaphor of 

“home,” Clandinin and Connelly describe Stephanie’s classroom as “different from any 
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other in the school” (p. 25).  Her class is decorated by student work, the holidays of the 

students as well as Stephanie are celebrated, and efforts are made to make the classroom 

comfortable with Stephanie’s and the children’s possessions.  However, Clandinin and 

Connelly tell other stories, what they call “the school stories told about Stephanie” (p. 

25), in which Stephanie is storied through comments like “Stephanie doesn’t throw 

anything out,” “Stephanie’s classroom is messy,” and “Stephanie focuses too much on 

celebrations” (p. 25).  Through this method of contextualization, Clandinin and Connelly 

situate what Stephanie knows and believes among those who share her professional 

landscape, giving depth to the stories that are told and depth to the work of the 

researchers.  This research supports the idea that teachers are “knowledgeable and 

knowing persons”(Connelly et al., 1997, p. 666). 

Again: 

“Personal practical knowledge is in the teacher’s past experience, in the 
teacher’s present mind and body, and in the future plans and actions.  
Personal practical knowledge is found in the teachers’ practice.  It is, for 
any one teacher, a particular way of reconstructing the past and the 
intentions of the future to deal with the exigencies of a present situation” 
(Connelly et al., 1997, p. 666).   

The experiences of a teacher inform that teacher’s practice.  Connelly and 

Clandinin assert that it is not enough to “study” a teacher through a particular, favorite 

theoretical framework, but that one should work with a teacher in all areas of that 

teacher’s life, in and out of the classroom, to gather a mental image of that person as a 

whole with personal and professional knowledge couched in particular circumstances and 

environmental influences (1997).  The methodological tools used by Connelly and 

Clandinin [Fieldnotes, interviews, conversations, journal writing, autobiographical 

writing, teacher, stories, family stories, photographs, memory boxes, personal artifacts, 

oral histories, annals, chronicles, and letters (1997, p. 667-668)] are employed in an effort 
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to move from unidimensional, statistical generalizations of teacher belief or knowledge.  

They strongly assert that the policy makers in education assume that the theoretical 

frameworks of the mandated policies are automatically translatable into teacher practices 

and therefore into student learning.  However, they argue, that in order to make such 

assumptions, there is much to be learned about the individuals whose practice drives the 

highly individualized learning contexts that are the classrooms of schools.  Of their 

research participant, a teacher they call “Shiao,” they state, “In a simple and obvious way 

it is clear how Shiao’s personal practical knowledge, and the knowledge environment in 

which she works, give her permission, she believes, to dramatically modify the policy 

guidelines given to her” (Connelly et al., 1997, p. 674).  Individual teachers are the 

interpreters, not only of all that they perceive, but also the policies that are conceptualized 

and implemented outside, above, their classrooms.   

Building on Clandinin and Connelly’s attempt to know the whole person that is a 

teacher, Goldstein (1997; 2001) observed her participant “Martha George” and conducted 

extensive interviews in order to interpret Martha’s actions and words as they relate to the 

current understandings of appropriate early childhood education.  Researchers like 

Goldstein interpret the actions and words of their participants providing thickly 

described, personally positioned vignettes rather than statistical analyses in which they 

offer connections and meaning rather than empirical evidence.  Like many researchers 

before her, which were described in previous sections, Goldstein (2001) sets up a 

dichotomy between developmentally appropriate practices as understood by the center of 

the field of early childhood education and traditional elementary practices (Cuban, 1993).  

She uses the descriptors “teaching as managing” and “teaching as paying attention” 

(Jones & Reynolds, 1992, p. 13) as metaphors for traditional elementary pedagogy versus 

early childhood pedagogy.  Goldstein then interprets Martha George’s explanation of a 
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seemingly “managed” moment in her classroom, where she chooses for her children the 

type of activities in which they will engage, as well as the spaces they will occupy in the 

classroom. 

She writes:  

Though it may seem odd that children are not offered a choice at this 
juncture, given the high regard for children’s agency in ECE-identified 
practices, the close attention paid to the children as individuals and the 
sensitivity that characterizes the careful and deliberate nature of the 
placements are evidence of Martha’s commitment to early childhood 
education. Organizational and administrative ease, in the shape of ability 
groupings or some other predetermined and unchanging working groups, 
clearly take a backseat to a focus on the children as individuals (Goldstein, 
2001, p. 110). 

Goldstein’s methods grant enormous power to the observing researcher.  The 

scholar is able to translate the visible or audible actions of the classroom into an 

illustration of the researcher’s own philosophical framework.  Indeed, just when we read 

that Martha George has acted in ways indicative of didactic teaching, we are told that she 

is “really” developmentally appropriate.  Ayers (1992a) warns us to step lightly when 

interpreting teachers’ actions.  “Recovering the voice of the teacher—usually a woman, 

increasingly a person of color, often a member of the working poor—is an essential part 

of reconceptualizing the field of early childhood education” (p. 266).  However, 

Goldstein’s earnest attempts to portray herself as actively involved in the meaning-

making process of her research is a welcome turn in scholarship involving early 

childhood education.  Rather than claiming that the statistics reveal the truth of the 

situation, Goldstein offers her own human lens (a culturally contextualized, embodied 

perception) as the research tool.  She builds on the relationship that she has with her 

participant to extend the knowledge that can be created by observing her practice 

teaching. 
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The move from causal implications about teachers’ beliefs and the effectiveness 

of the educational environment to a more nuanced, specific, and thickly described 

narrative of the lives that teachers lead in and out of their classrooms is described by 

Marsh (2003): 

Although some scholars in the field of education have conceptualized the 
relationship between teacher thought and action as linear and 
unidimensional (Clark & Peterson, 1986), others argue that teacher 
thinking is a dialectical process (Connelly & Clandinin, 1988) composed 
of multiple factors that often work in opposition to one another (p. 3). 

These multiple factors are parties to the confounding findings of researchers 

involving the disparities between what teachers say and what researchers observe through 

their theoretically ground lenses.  Marsh’s lens is ground with the sands of social 

construction: 

The juxtaposition of this research with that on teacher thinking 
problematizes the notion that teacher thinking is an individual enterprise.  
Rather, it suggests that teacher thinking is heavily influenced by societal 
and local beliefs about schooling” (Marsh, 2003, p. 5). 

Marsh embraces the notion suggested by Hyson and Lee’s (1996) research—that 

the culturally situated teacher acts in culturally situated ways based on the construction of 

“teacher,” “education,” “child,” “development,” “appropriateness” and a legion of other 

constructs swirling together in the culture of the classroom, the culture of the teacher and 

the larger culture in general.  In order to add to the knowledge that has been amassed 

about teacher thinking, Marsh suggests that more dialogic, culturally and historically 

contextualized research be undertaken: 

Instead of linear or dialectic, teacher thought should be considered 
dialogic (Bakhtin, 1986).  Teacher thinking is an ongoing dialogue among 
one’s personal history, present conditions, beliefs, values, and the social, 
cultural, historical, and political forces that surround groups of individuals 
in a given time and place (Marsh, 2003, p. 5). 
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Teachers’ lives are testaments to the cultures within which those teachers live, 

and the ways in which those cultures construct knowledge about children, learning and 

education.  Marsh (2003) and others (Einarsdottir, 2001; M. A. Farrell et al., 2000; 

Grieshaber & Cannella, 2001) call for research that investigates not simply the isolated 

variable of teacher thought as it pertains to, correlates with, or influences teacher practice, 

but casts an investigative lens on the identities of those who practice teaching.  

Grieshaber and Cannella (2001) shift the focus of their research on teachers to concise 

illustrative narratives designed to pull together the mélange of elements that together 

create the complex identities of teachers.  They tell stories that call attention to, rather 

than isolate the complexities of a teacher's life and work. 

While we are very aware of the difficulties of presenting theoretical 
concepts in ways that do not reduce complex ideas to simplistic notions, 
we have tried to resist the modernist temptation of generalizing.  For this 
reason, we and the other authors in [our] book have tried to use examples 
to illustrate points (Grieshaber & Cannella, 2001, p.6). 

Grieshaber and Cannella attempt to conduct research which “privileges 

heterogeneity and difference as liberative forces in the redefinition of cultural discourse. 

Fragmentation, indeterminacy, and intense distrust of all universal ‘totalizing’ discourses 

(to use the favored phrase) are the hallmark of postmodernist thought” (Harvey [1989] 

quoted in Grieshaber & Cannella, 2001, p. 9-10).  These researchers embrace the notion 

that a teacher's actions cannot be isolated from the larger context of her life, school 

culture, social milieu, and the lives of those who share her classroom.  There is little 

room in the framework within which these researchers’ work is conducted for 

generalizing about the beliefs of “teachers.”  Instead there is ample space created for 

producing narratives that illustrate the fragmented lives that teachers live, and the 

disparate thoughts that they have (upon which their actions are based).   
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The intent behind researchers’ resistance to studies that totalize the lives and 

actions in classrooms is to change the robust ways that teachers and their work are 

perceived.  Ryan, Ochsner and Genishi write (2001): 

Altering dominant images of EC teachers is a challenging task.  To rise to 
this challenge, teachers, researchers, and theorists will need to work 
together to co-construct an ongoing agenda for thought and action. Central 
to this agenda must be the development of knowledge bases and methods 
of inquiry that grapple with the interplay of biography, context, and 
identity in relation to what is conceptualized as teaching and research, 
theory and practice.  But perhaps more important, this new research 
agenda requires scholars to recognize the complexities, inconsistencies, 
and ever-changing dynamics of teaching and to acknowledge that their 
methods can never fully categorize, explicate, or elucidate teaching, nor 
should they (Ryan et al., 2001, p. 57). 

The call for biography-based research that resists totalizing, categorical claims 

about teachers is answered in the words of a teacher who participated in research with 

Ryan (1998). “Alison” situates an investigation into the beliefs of different teachers 

thusly: 

Teachers who run very similar classrooms may very well have very 
different philosophies about why they do what they do.  This idea that 
there is a blind adherence among early childhood teachers to a prescribed 
pedagogy does not fit with my experience.  And, in fact, I find it belittling 
of the intelligence, the professionalism, and the thoughtfulness of many 
early childhood teachers.  Most of us freely admit to a certain mosaic 
quality—depending on the child, the situation, even the time of day or 
time of year.  We do our best to piece it together, hopefully recognizing 
the strengths and limitations of different practices as well as the struggles 
that these practices might present to the range of children before us 
(Quoted in Ryan et al., 2001, p. 57-58). 

The beliefs of the teachers that one studies can only be respectfully and honestly 

described by including narratives that illuminate the complexities of those lives 

performed in them and the contextualization of those lives in larger societal and cultural 

circles.  But, as Britzman (1991) writes, this type of life-based work must not be reduced 
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to the ‘nostalgia of the personal or the rhapsody of the unique’ (p. 233).  Her warning 

reminds us that something must be learned by our examinations of others’ lives as lived 

in classrooms and contextualized in history and culture.  The methodological approach 

that I chose in an attempt to provide a deeply contextualized, nuanced look at the socially 

constructed lives (and therefore practices) of early childhood teachers is that of “Life 

History.”  The following chapter is an attempt to describe this particular style of inquiry 

and the ways in which it was employed in my research on preschool teachers and their 

culture/school/curriculum.  
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Chapter 3: Methodology 

PART 1: SOCIAL LIVES AND THE CRISIS OF REPRESENTATION 

In the year I started my undergraduate work in anthropology, Marcus and Fischer 

(1986) declared “a crisis of representation in the human sciences” (p. 7): 

The crisis arises from uncertainty about adequate means of describing 
social reality.  In the United States, it is an expression of the failure of 
post-World War II paradigms, or the unifying ideas of a remarkable 
number of fields, to account for conditions within American society, if not 
within Western societies globally, which seem to be in a state of profound 
transition (Marcus and Fischer, 1986, p. 8-9). 

Social scientists have come to understand that there is a problem with 

representing the social world using the research tools that had become the most widely 

used and accepted by the last half of the 20th century.  At the beginning of this century 

much of the academic discourse surrounding research in the social sciences involves 

contemplation of this “crisis.”  In the following pages, I make an attempt to situate my 

particular choices in terms of research methodology as it pertains to the crisis of 

representation in the human sciences and relates to the journeys of researchers who have 

blazed trails in representational issues.  

When I began my upper level undergraduate courses at the end of the eighties I 

was assigned Anthropology as Cultural Critique (Marcus & Fischer, 1986) as reading for 

a course in cultural anthropology. Marcus and Fisher’s words were strings tied to 

deconstructive ideas at a time when I sought scientific clarity and concreteness.  I was, 

and am, mired in an epistemology of modernity, every day grappling with the struggles of 

a historicized, contextualized, “reality” of absences against presences “of what is said and 

of the impossible difference within what is said, what is intended, what is signified, what 

is repressed, what is taken and what remains.… ‘partial truths’ and ‘fictions’” (D.P. 
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Britzman, 2003, p. 244).  The struggle is between the desire to create new 

understandings—to describe the social world in which one lives—and the problematic 

pursuit of representing the social world through academic writing (or any medium, for 

that matter). Britzman describes this struggle as the need to “question the belief in 

representation even as one must practice representation as a way to intervene critically in 

the constitutive constraints of discourses” (Britzman, 2000,  p. 38).  My chosen 

methodology (and form of representation) is the “life history” (I. Goodson & P. J. Sikes, 

2001; Hatch & Wisniewski, 1995b; W. G. Tierney, 1999). 

Why study people’s lives?:  Disruptions of “Knowledge” 

The life story is a personal reconstruction of experience, in this case by the 
teacher.  Life story givers provide data for the researcher often in loosely 
structured interviews.  The researcher seeks to elicit the teacher’s 
perceptions and stories but is generally passive rather than actively 
interrogative.The life history … begins with the life story that the teacher 
tells but seeks to build on the information provided” (Goodson, 1985, p. 
67, emphasis added).  

Goodson’s framework for life history research guides my journey.  But why 

collect people’s stories?  Or the same question asked differently:  Given that a researcher 

has an array of tools at her disposal for use in investigating the lived world, what are the 

criteria that would lead one to elicit a person’s life story over other ways of 

“investigating” people’s perceptions, actions, and reactions?   

One answer to this question resides in St. Pierre’s call for “research that aims to 

produce different knowledge and to produce knowledge differently” (St. Pierre, 1997, p. 

175).  Rather than adding to the “knowledge” that has been created by many of the 

theoretical frameworks of the past, where researchers design projects that are ways of 

“testing” whether those theories are being practiced or adhered to in some way by people 

in the “real,” lived world, scholars like St. Pierre are demanding that researchers set aside 
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their desire to tell the testable “truth” about the social world, and instead, open up 

avenues for new ways of knowing about that world (St. Pierre, 2002). 

Epistemological Assumptions/Presumptions in Social Research 

In 2002 the National Research Council (NRC, 2002) issued a statement in which 

methodological, ontological and epistemological guidelines were set for what “counts” as 

legitimate (fundable and/or publishable) research in education.  St. Pierre (2002) 

responded to this statement in the November 2002 edition of Educational Researcher: 

The report in fact narrowly defines science as positivism and methodology 
as quantitative…. The chief issue in this report is, in fact, not “science” 
but the larger issue of epistemology, from which methodologies like 
conventional science emerge (p. 25). 

She continues, quoting herself:   

If educational researchers follow the recommendations of the NRC report, 
we will be unable to ‘produce different knowledge and produce 
knowledge differently’ in the service of education (St. Pierre, 1997, p. 
175).  Is that what we want? (p. 27). 

There are assumptions that undergird all forms of research.  The epistemological 

assumptions that frame the status quo of educational research include the assumption 

that, with the “right” methods “reality” can by quantified, measured and categorized—

that there are facts that stand alone outside of human perception (Mertens, 1998; NRC, 

2002).  St. Pierre is loath to concede that a method of inquiry undergirded by such 

assumptions should become the only type of inquiry that draws federal funds.  Yet: 

The No Child Left Behind Act of 2001 requires federal grantees to use 
their funds on evidence-based strategies.  The law includes definitions of 
research quality, which are also featured prominently in the 
administration’s strategic plan and in draft language for the re-
authorization of the U.S. Office of Educational Research and 
Improvement (Feuer, Towne, & Shavelson, 2002, p. 4). 
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In a session on educational policy at the annual conference of the American 

Educational Research Association, St. Pierre once again made a plea to use the platform 

of educational research to disrupt the idea that ‘reality’ is the same for everyone, despite a 

person’s experiences (St. Pierre, 2004).  Emihovich (1995) describes one way to produce 

this type of “different knowledge”: 

One way, and I acknowledge it is only one of many possible ways, is to 
tell stories or create narratives where the purpose is not to relate the truth 
but to come to a sense of shared understanding as to what is known” (p. 
38). 

Emihovich understands one way to present what is “known” by people is through 

narratives constructed from the stories they tell.  Emihovich and St. Pierre are more 

interested in what is “known” by people (or a person) than searching for a universal or 

objective “truth.”  Scholars like those mentioned in this section are searching for ways to 

highlight the many different ways that a person makes sense of lived experience.  Our 

world is a universe of stories.  “People do not deal with the world event by event or with 

text sentence by sentence.  They frame events and sentences in larger structures”(Bruner 

quoted in Polkinghorne, 1995b, p. 7). We call these larger structures narratives…or 

stories.  “Perhaps narrative is a fundamental way that humans make sense of the world” 

(Bordwell & Thompson, 1997, p. 89).  “We are so adept at narrative that it seems almost 

as natural as language itself” (Bruner, 2002, p. 3). We can be understood to be the stories 

about ourselves that we hold in our heads as well as the stories that others tell about us 

(Holland, Lachicotte, Skinner, & Cain, 1998).  The storied lives of people seems like a 

good place to find “different knowledge” and a re-presentation of those stories, as will be 

described in pages a little further on, can be “knowledge presented differently.”  But why 

produce different knowledge and produce knowledge differently? 
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Disrupting Knowledge 

Disrupting Personal Knowledge 

Goodson and Sikes (2001) are admittedly “insatiably curious” about the stories of 

“other people’s lives” (p. 1).  But is curiosity about “others” enough of a reason to elicit 

those others’ stories? 

Life historians believe that the stories people tell about their lives can give 
important insights and provide vital entry points into the ‘big’ questions 
… and the implications that responses to these questions have for enquiry 
into any aspect of social life (Goodson & Sikes, 2001, p. 2). 

These “implications” are the ways in which the act of reading the stories can 

influence readers, through the power of narrative.  Bruner (2002) marvels at our subtle 

and illusive intuition about stories.  He wonders how we are so capable of understanding, 

yet reticent to describe the perception-altering power of a good story (Bruner, 2002, p. 4). 

Finley and Finley (1999) are emboldened to wield this power in their research 

involving the life stories of homeless, college-aged people they call “travelers”: 

For the writers of research stories, the story ‘works’ if it raises questions 
for its readers.  The more questions it provokes, the better the story.  
Maybe some detail of the story will offend the reader, or make the reader 
feel uncomfortable.  Maybe some unanswered question will become 
haunting.  In consequence of their reading our research stories, maybe 
some readers will seek answers to some of the questions we have left 
unanswered. (p. 334). 

These writers, perhaps naively, understand the use of a written research story to 

be a way to change readers’ perceptions.  Myeroff (1992) uses life histories in her work 

with elderly Holocaust survivors to help those whose stories she elicits find a place to 

record their collected knowledge, so that the rest of us will be persuaded not to forget the 

past. 

The old people’s sense of being memory bearers, carriers of a previous, 
unique cargo, heightens generation memory and intensifies cohort-
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consciousness, giving a mission to the group that is at once urgent and at 
the same time unlikely to be realized….Life histories are seen here as 
giving opportunities to allow people to become visible and to enhance 
reflexive consciousness. (Myeroff, 1992, p. 232)  

Though most people’s stories can scarcely be compared to the type of “unique 

cargo” that is carried by these survivors, any person’s story can be used as a way to make 

individual struggles “visible” to those who have not experienced the same things, jarring 

loose common knowledge about a community or people in general. 

Barone (1997) agrees that the narrative can be used to “rattle commonplace 

assumptions and disturb taken-for-granted beliefs of the reader to generate thought and 

discussion” (p. 223).  

Of supreme importance is the way in which life history can get at lived 
experience and in so doing can make the familiar strange.  It can reveal 
what theory means in practice.  To use obvious examples, what it means to 
belong to a particular social class, gender or ‘race’, to have certain sexual 
orientations, or to be in such and such a job can be illustrated in a way that 
is especially meaningful and accessible to other people (Sikes quoted in 
Hatch & Wisniewski, 1995, p. 118). 

Indeed, a reason for telling stories, and for relaying the stories of others, is to both 

change perceptions and make the lives of other people meaningful to those who read 

about them.  But not only are the perceptions of the few individuals who might read a 

person’s life history (as told by and through a researcher) the targets of some researchers’ 

quest for “change.”   

Disrupting Academic knowledge 

“A goal of life history work in a postmodern age is to break the stranglehold of 

metanarratives that establishes rules of truth, legitimacy, and identity” (Tierney, 2000, p. 

546).  Tierney has goals other than simply changing the perceptions of readers.  He has 

intentions of disrupting that which “counts” as legitimate, research-based knowledge. 
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“…[L]ife history data disrupts the normal assumptions of what is ‘known’ by 

intellectuals in general, and sociologists in particular” (Goodson & Sikes, 2001, p. 7).  

There are epistemological assumptions that contribute to “what is known” by 

intellectuals.  As has been stated, much of the last century was spent establishing 

positivistic modes of inquiry as the status quo in research into social phenomena (Pinar, 

et al., 1995), and the first part of this century has seen what St. Pierre playfully says, 

“some people call…the return of the living dead” (St. Pierre, 2004), a return to a 

conservative agenda for research methodologies, epistemologies, and ontologies.  This 

establishment (and re-establishment) of positivist research assumptions was characterized 

by research’s “rush to the quantitative indicator or theoretical construct, to the statistical 

table or the ideal type” (Goodson, & Sikes, 2001, p.8).  Goodson, Sikes and many other 

life historians (Polkinghorne, 1995b; Tierney, 2000) understand this statistical approach 

as a misguided flee from the contextual, historicized, fragmented aspect of social life.  

“This sidesteps the messy confrontation with human subjectivity which we believe 

should comprise the heartland of the sociological enterprise” (Goodson & Sikes, 2001, 

p.8).  Before these paradigm wars, halfway through the last century, Dollard (1949) wrote 

Criteria for the Life History in which he asserts, “Detailed studies of the lives of 

individuals will reveal new perspectives on the culture as a whole which are not 

accessible when one remains on the formal cross sectional plane of observation” (quoted 

in Goodson & Sikes, 2001, p.8).  Even before the crisis of representation became the 

focus of those engaged in human inquiry, those who engaged in life story research 

understood that the human experience is relegated to a statistical model or a theoretical 

construct, we lose an opportunity to (co)create new knowledge about one person’s life, 

identity, and experience and all of the nuanced and subtle ways in which that life is lived 

and the story of that life is told.  Life historians work to call attention to these subtleties—
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to these inconsistencies and absences.  “Such work facilitates the move away from 

modernist master narratives which are viewed as social productions of the Enlightenment 

Project” (Goodson & Sikes, 2001, p. 14). 

Life History and the Authorial Position 

But a defiant turn from the “scientific” reduction of the social world into models 

is only the beginning for many researchers.   

Self and other are knottily entangled.  This relationship, as lived between 
researchers and informants, is typically obscured in social science texts, 
protecting privilege, securing distance, and laminating the 
contradictions…. Slipping into a contradictory discourse of individualism, 
persona-logic theorizing, and de-contextualization, we inscribe the Other, 
strain to white out Self, and refuse to engage the contradictions that litter 
our texts (Fine, 1994, p. 72). 

The authors of research projects and the narratives that they produce have been 

falsely absent in the research ubiquitous for much of the last century—and called-for 

again (NRC, 2002).  Fine is interested in seeing the researcher “come clean” about her 

role in the research process—to own up to the epistemological, philosophical, and even 

ontological assumptions that guide her work, that she buries in the ruse of “objectivity” 

or even in the situated “interpretation” of observed social behavior.  

Life History’s Role in the Perpetuation of Modernist Research Assumptions 

One way to “come clean” as the “author” of someone else’s story, is to be explicit 

about the assumptions one carries as the researcher and author about the people whose 

stories become the narrative of the research report. 

It is time to move beyond the romance of voice and assumptions of 
innocence.  If we assume that triangulation of data and the sociocultural 
contextualizing of stories will alleviate concerns of life historians such as 
Goodson (1998), we have made a foundational error.  Unexpected stories 
highlight the authorizing fictions and myths that make this method so 
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interesting and they also provide counterpoint stories to disrupt the desire 
for victory narratives in social scientific research (Cary, 1999, p. 425). 

In an effort to identify absences and silences in the discussion about the people 

whose life stories are elicited, the “counterpoint stories” that emerge from what Cary 

calls “unexpected stories” can be used as examples to share with readers that which 

“doesn’t fit” with our assumptions about the people about whom we inquire and write.  

For instance, Pillow (2004) writes about pregnant teenagers who—after previously 

having been dropouts—return to school when they became pregnant.  Their pregnant 

bodies often literally “don’t fit” into the desks at the schools and sometimes teachers 

react by demanding that they wedge their bodies into the desks or dismiss themselves 

from the classroom.  Pillow uses these stories about the return to school of pregnant 

teenagers and their embodied (mis)treatment to disrupt our/her notions of the pregnant 

teen as “typically presented as school dropouts” (p. 117).  Her stories create new 

knowledge:  That schools are dropping away from teen mothers’ needs, not that teen 

mothers are dropping out of school.  In keeping with Pillow’s intentions, it is among the 

purposes of this work to be interruptive of the notions that I/we hold—or held—about 

preschool teachers.  

Others’ lives, others’ voices 

 “We simultaneously seek to create and disrupt the notion of the subject” (Bloom 

& Munro, 1995, p. 99). 

 

Pillow (2004) forces the reader to leave the disembodied, decontextualized image 

of Pregnant Teen Dropout and replace that abstraction with the story of a woman who has 

returned to school out of a sense of responsibility to a future child.  That woman finds 

that she does not “fit,” and the school does not facilitate her education, but becomes an 
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insulting barrier to her professed obligations.  Likewise, Finley and Finley (Finley & 

Finley, 1999) call attention to those homeless people who read and write poetry and 

engage in literary discussion groups. 

Life history, as a methodology and a written narrative has deep roots in the sort of 

attention to dismantling readers’ assumptions about “others” that is employed by Pillow 

(2004) in her presentation of stories that run counter to “what has been assumed by 

educators, policy-makers, and the public at large.” (p. 117). 

Portals into others’ lives 

When Life history first became used as a research tool at the beginning of the 

twentieth century, this methodology was used by anthropologists as a way for readers to 

gain entry into a culture and life unlike their own: 

The life history might be done as a portal, an entryway, through which the 
author and reader might understand a culture different from their own. The 
assumption is that a life history’s purpose is to enable the reader to come 
to terms with different social phenomena, perhaps, or to learn vicariously 
about a world quite different from his or her own (Tierney, 2000, p. 545). 

Earlier in this chapter I addressed my struggle in grappling with the “crisis of 

representation” as described by Marcus and Fisher (1986).  In the same year that I was 

introduced to this text, I was also required to read Black Elk Speaks (Neihardt, 1932), the 

life story of a holy man of the Ogalala Sioux as told to John G. Neihardt, or “Flaming 

Rainbow,” as the author refers to himself.  In reading this celebrated tale of an indigenous 

American’s life, I again found myself struggling with new knowledge.  As naïve as it 

seems, the knowledge that there are those who have been silenced by—or silent in—the 

narrative of the history of The West was knowledge that acted as catalyst for one of the 

transformative moments of my late teens. In my reading of this book I was introduced to 

a person.  In my previous exposure to Native American life I was not introduced to any 
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person, but to caricatures—abstractions, exoticized, racist depictions of a ‘savage’ 

people.  Much like the intentions of Pillow in her embodied tale of a disembodied 

construct, the “Indian,” a person who had been literally and figuratively erased from my 

historical narrative was given a face, a name, and a story.  I embraced the book, its 

methodology, and its author.  I identified with its author.  But who was its author?  I did 

not ask this question at the time.  Likewise, at the time that the life story was written 

scholars were not grappling with the crises involved in telling the stories of others. 

Exoticizing the Other 

Fine (1990) describes academic research as “ventriloquy – we use others’ voices 

to speak our message” (Quoted in Emihovich, 1995, p. 42).  The author of Black Elk 

Speaks was not the man whose story was transcribed in its pages.  The author of the book 

was not the man for whom the narrative was intended to “give voice.”  That man, “Black 

Elk,” was the subject of the book.  The ease with which I, as a young undergraduate, was 

able to be “transformed” by the story of Black Elk, while being utterly obdurate to the 

crisis of representation about which Marcus and Fischer had written can be understood to 

be a testament to the hegemonic reproduction of Neihardts’ representation of Black Elk’s 

life story, and to the assumptions of life story/history’s early proponents, that an author 

can provide a clear, portal, view into the lives of others. “The portal approach exoticizes 

the Other and tries to enable the reader to understand the life fantastic” (Tierney, 2000, p. 

545).  Just as Hollywood’s two-dimensional versions of the whooping Native 

American—to “Indians”—that I had been exposed to repeatedly as a child, Black Elk 

Speaks serves to perpetuate an exoticized version of a group of people, even as the 

author’s intentions were emancipatory: 

One device remained constant and unchallenged:  the writer’s authority to 
speak for the participants being studied.  It is the authority that must be 
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interrogated if narratives are to be used in interpretive research 
(Emihovich, 1995, p.41). 

Emihovich goes on to write, “Just because people are called informants or 

participants and not subjects does not mean the researcher has given them voice in the 

research process” (p. 42).  It is the author, the elicitor of the story, who decides whose 

stories “need” to be told, how to organize those stories, and ultimately, what those stories 

“tell us.”  And it is this authority that Emihovich and Tierney urge researchers to 

challenge.  

In similar veins to that of Black Elk’s story, there are other life stories of Native 

Americans intended as portals into the lives of others:  Radin’s (1920) Crashing Thunder, 

Barrett’s (1906) Geronimo’s Story of His Life: Taken down and edited by S.M. Barrett, 

the latter’s title almost a positionality statement by Barrett.  Native Americans were 

certainly not the only group of people to fall under the portal gaze.  There were other 

narratives of “peoples” as well as narratives of subgroups within the dominate culture of 

the 20th century United States.  In the 1930s Sutherland (Cornwell & Sutherland, 1937) 

wrote a narrative of a professional thief, and Shaw (1930) published an account of a 

‘mugger’ in The Jack Roller.  About Shaw’s, (1930) portrait Becker (1970) writes:  

The Jack Roller enables us to improve our theories at the most profound 
level: by putting ourselves in Stanley’s skin, we can feel and become 
aware of the deep biases about such people that ordinarily permeate our 
thinking and shape the kinds of problems we investigate.  By truly 
entering into Stanley’s life, we can begin to see what we take for granted 
(and ought not to) in designing our research—what kinds of assumptions 
about delinquents, slums and Poles are embedded in the way we set the 
questions we study” (p.71). 

Certainly the “typically presented” (Pillow, 2004) assumptions about people with 

Polish ancestors in the United States have changed considerably since 1930—a testament 

to the distorted glass that is assumed to provide the view through the objective lens of the 
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portal approach to this methodology prior to its practitioners’ grapplings with the crises 

involved in representation.  The illuminatory intentions of life story researchers continued 

through the last century.  There have been life-story-based studies of a transsexual 

(Bogdan, 1974) and a professional fence (Klockars, 1975) all designed to give glimpses 

into worlds unlike those of the presumed “reader”—worlds whose inhabitants had no 

literary audience, so the authors took upon themselves the responsibility of naming and 

portraying the lives (again, however, without positioning themselves as problematic 

authors—or at least co-authors—of the tales). 

“A handful of years ago, the challenge might have been to ‘name silenced lives’ 

(McLaughlin & Tierney, 1993) as a way to provide voice for those who had been left out 

of history’s picture” (Tierney, 2000, p.545).  Recently, however, the authority of the 

author’s voice in the (re)telling of life histories has come into question.  In her collection 

and representation of the life histories of women social studies teachers in secondary 

schools, Munro (1998) addresses the false assumption that, simply by rejecting the 

methods employed by positivist inquiry, researchers are able to “locate truth”: 

I find myself situated in a paradoxical position.  I know that I cannot 
‘collect’ a life.  Narrative does not provide a better way to locate truth, but 
in fact reminds us that all good stories are predicated on the quality of the 
fiction.  We live many lives.  Consequently, the life histories in this book 
do not present neat, chronological accounts of women’s lives.  This would 
be an act of betrayal, a distortion, a continued form of ‘fitting’ women’s 
lives into the fictions, categories and cultural norms of patriarchy (Munro, 
1998, p. 12-13).  

By presenting stories in ways that readers easily digest, without recognition of the 

author’s position and role in delivery of the narrative, the life historian is in danger of 

reproducing the type of narrative that may illuminate a life, but conceal the researchers’ 

role in (re)constructing power/knowledge, thus undermining her emancipatory intent.  

Cary (1999) calls attention to her own struggle with the desire to produce tidy narratives 
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from her elicitation of life stories from preservice secondary social studies teachers.  She 

concludes, “Victory narratives and academic elitism are as much a danger in life history 

as any other research method” (Cary, 1999, p. 414).  

Olmedo (1999) in her research of oral histories and family narratives of women 

migrant workers, explores ways in which these women recollect and reconstruct culture, 

how funds of knowledge are used, and how roles and identities get negotiated in new 

environments.   

The researcher who attempts to use such approaches with communities 
who have been traditionally silenced by issues of race, ethnicity, class, 
gender, language and/or age, must be cognizant of his or her role vis-à-vis 
the informants or storytellers.  This awareness of self [author] in the 
process needs to involve exploration and sharing the personal motivation 
for interest in the project and the population to be studied, consideration of 
issues of reciprocity, recognition of the need for negotiation in the 
research agenda, and flexibility when participants move in different 
directions from where the researcher may want to go.  The payoff may be 
a more authentic experience in which participants speak with their many 
voices and share the values that have guided their decision making (p. 
373). 

Although, “authenticity” is impossible to attain in representing another’s lived 

experience, Olmedo’s call for the author to situate herself in the process of collecting 

data, analyzing that data, and constructing a narrative—especially a narrative about a 

“traditionally silenced” community—is a call for ethical research.  “Narratives of 

struggle” is a term hooks (1991) uses to describe alternative ways of representing the 

stories of a “traditionally silenced” person.  But, Tierney (1999) warns of the deleterious 

effects of choosing to “tell” other people’s stories: 

We have to be careful when we suggest that lives are hidden, silenced, or 
invisible.  Surely, such lives are not hidden to those people who live them.  
If life history is nothing more than a liberal appeal to point out historical 
victims, then what will have been accomplished is little more than a return 
to singular creations of unitary stick figures based on realist assumptions 
(Tierney, 1999, p. 310). 
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The danger of producing, or reproducing, stereotypes or caricatures of 

communities of people should give researchers pause.  Tierney explores a possibility for 

interruption of these essentializing, “stick figure” representations of people or groups of 

people that are employed by life historians and qualitative researchers in general: 

Authors are increasingly studying individuals and groups with whom they 
share much in common; that is, an African American author might study 
African Americans, or a lesbian might investigate a lesbian community.  
Once again, we cannot presume that because an author is similar to those 
he or she studies that the author function is irrelevant.  From a postmodern 
perspective, all authors, all narrators, are situated; the challenge is to come 
to terms with the position in which authors locate themselves (Tierney, 
2000, p. 534). 

To tacitly imply through the absence of the author’s positionality, that because a 

person shares an occupation, a race, a gender, a disability, or another similarity with 

another, the author’s positionality becomes moot, is a mistake indeed.  No two people, 

regardless of epistemological similarities will see the same thing when they look at a 

social phenomenon, even when the research participant is another researcher, as in the 

case of Knowles.  He writes about his life history research with a professor he met by 

chance on vacation, “These similarities simultaneously overwhelmed and energized me” 

(Knowles, 2001, p. 1), because, despite the striking parallels with his research participant, 

Knowles is presented with the representational dilemma facing all life historians.  I have 

chosen to represent the life histories of fellow preschool teachers, but our shared 

experience as teachers is by no means a ticket to “knowing.”  “Preschool teacher” is as 

broad a category as any.  When faced with the representational conundrum of presenting 

other people’s voices, Munro’s 1998 assertion that “we live many lives” becomes central 

to a life historian’s work. 
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Interruptions to modernist academic discourse: life history’s role 

Multipliticities: the individual voice, multiply situated 

Polkinghorne (1995b) asserts that the “narrative configuration is a culturally 

derived literary imposition on what otherwise is a fragmented and disorganized reality” 

(p. 20).  In other words, despite the recognition by Bruner (2002) and others that the 

narrative is almost a “natural” occurrence among human beings, the world—or lived 

reality—from which the narrative is constructed is not a unified existence (Bruner, 2002, 

p. 3).  It is a fragmented reality, experienced in as many ways as there are those to 

experience it (W. Tierney, 1999). Cary writes that life historians’ desire to create 

narratives that do not essentialize the experiences or existences of any group is not 

enough.  “For even as the authors call for an increased awareness of a postmodern 

identity in flux and a focus on ethics, they fail to problematize the desire for totality that 

continues to frame life history research (Cary , 1999, p. 421).  We are compelled to unify 

the stories that we (re)tell.  But neither we, nor our stories are unities.  Neither the people 

from whom stories are elicited, nor those stories that emerge, are unified wholes. 

“i” have been remade several times. Feminism remade “me.” Recognition 
of the profound level of my complication with racism and imperialism 
remade “me.” Migrations, across the UK and across the Atlantic, remade 
“me.” Self-identification as lesbian remade “me.” And a small yet infinite 
awakening to the vastness within which all these “me’s” exist, is just now 
not only remaking “me” once again, but also asking who “me” actually is 
(Frankenberg, 1996, p. 3). 

Each of us—at once—is many different people, in danger of being essentialized 

by researchers or others into any one of our multiple selves.  One single person could be 

researched by several researchers as the essence of a myriad of identities, for instance:  

“Working Mother,” “Social Studies Teacher,” or “African American Woman.”  One 

researcher could lithely weave a problematic narrative that tells the story of what it means 
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to “be” that “Working Mother,” while another researcher could dangerously narrate the 

essence of “Social Studies Teacher.”  Goodson and Sikes (2001) recognize that “lives are 

not hermetically compartmentalized into, for example, the person we are at work (the 

professional self) and who we are at home (parent/child/partner selves)” (p. 2).  We are 

much more complicated multiplicities than that.  We are constantly fragments of 

ourselves, each of the identifiers that we are defined by, having implications in all areas 

in which we engage.  Therefore, the life history researcher must resist the urge to unify 

the life of the person whose story she retells.  Bloom and Munro (1995) call attention to 

the “nonunitary subjectivity” of the women administrators from whom they elicit life 

stories.  They embrace a redefinition of the “subject” as “nonunitary,” as a refutation of 

the assumption that human beings have “an essence at the heart of the individual which is 

unique, fixed and coherent and which makes her what she is (Weedon, in Bloom and 

Munro, 1995, p. 32).  There is no whole about whom we can write, only the fragmented 

partiality that one story—the one the author narrates—can tell us about “one” person. 

Cary describes the recognition by researchers of the multiplicities extant in one 

person as “the individual voice, multiply situated” (Cary, 1999, p. 419).  One person has 

many stories, and one story cannot contain the multiplicity of one life.  

The current focus on acknowledging the subjective, multiple and partial 
nature of human experience has resulted in a revival of life history 
methodology.  What were previously criticisms of life history, its lack of 
representativeness and its subjective nature, are now its greatest strength 
(Munro, 1998, p. 80). 

Therefore, as life historians move to a recognition of the inability of the methods 

by which stories are collected and the ways in which they are represented to serve as 

portals into the lives of “others.”  They call attention to the multiplicities that inhabit 

and/or inhibit the narrative.  The tales people tell about themselves can be a site of 

useful/important and disruptive knowledge, interrupting the realist notions of a singular, 
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knowable reality.  In the case of this research, the narratives that emerge are juxtaposed 

to interrupt each other even as they individually serve to interrupt a grand narrative of 

preschool teachers. 

Contextualization 

In as much as each research participant is a multiplicity—and a single (or 

singular) narrative can serve to essentialize that complex existence—every research 

project and research participant’s life is situated in history, and the failure on the part of 

the researcher to contextualize the life story that emerges, is a failure to disrupt the 

modern assumption that there is a singular, immutable “subject.”  Munro (quoted in 

Hatch and Wisniewski, 1995) writes of the reasons to use life history as a disruptive 

methodology: 

This focus on the individual is to gain a deeper understanding of the 
complex relations between ideology and culture, self and society.  Life 
history requires a historical, cultural, political, and social situatedness in 
order to avoid the romanticization of the individual, and this reproduction 
of a hero narrative which reifies humanist notions of the individual as 
autonomous and unitary (Hatch & Wisniewski, 1995, p.117).   

The contextualization, or situatedness, of the life story serves to undermine the 

reading of the story as a “truth” about that person or people like him or her, placing the 

story within a context of social construction.  McNay (1993) writes that an “emphasis on 

the constitutive powers of discourse reminds feminists that the problem of feminine 

identity is better approached as an historically and culturally specific construct rather than 

as an innate phenomenon” (1993, p. 6).  Therefore, the life stories that are elicited are 

rendered life histories in an attempt to deflect a reading of the story as depicting the 

research participant as innately endowed with the characteristics, beliefs, struggles or any 

number of other attributes that may emerge in the telling. 
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Munro (1998) after collecting the life stories of women educators, made this 

move to life histories: 

Since this study is concerned with placing the lives of women teachers 
within a broader historical context, historical data regarding the 
communities and the time period in which they taught was also collected.  
Although I am not an educational historian, an attempt was made to 
understand both the local history and broader historical context in which 
these women lived. (p. 11). 

However, the move to life history from simple stories is not without problems.  

Goodson and Sikes understand the contextualization of a life story to be “a dangerous 

move, for it offers the researcher considerable ‘colonizing’ power to ‘locate’ the life story 

with all its inevitable selections, shifts and silences.  Nonetheless, we hold to the need for 

providing historical contexts for reading ‘life stories’” (2001, p. 17).   

Providing this historical context is an acknowledgement on the part of the author, 

that the individuals’ lives—their thoughts, perceptions, experiences—are historical and 

social events.  This acknowledgement and the way in which it is worked into the 

narrative, once again, endows the author with considerable interpretive power and should 

be addressed in an explicit description of the positionality of the author (Goodson & 

Sikes, 2001). 

Why study teachers’ lives? 

Studying the lives of people can lead to disruptions of traditional or discursive 

forms of knowledge, calling attention to the multiplicities that are/is each of us and the 

historical context of our lived experiences.  Certainly this is reason enough to study the 

multiple, contextualized lives of teachers.  But Bollough writes of the compelling space 

for life histories in which “conducting research can be liberative and transformative, and 

is itself a form of teacher education” (Bollough, 1997, p. 7).  If teachers or preservice 

teachers can be “transformed” through the reading of the life histories of teachers, then 
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there is certainly a call for this form of research.  Goodson (1981) asserts, “In 

understanding something so intensely personal as teaching, it is critical we know about 

the person the teacher is” (p. 69 Quoted in Goodson & Sikes, 2001, p. 57).  In both the 

knowledge that researchers have about teachers’ lived lives and the knowledge that 

teachers are able to create from research, there are breaks in the lines of communication 

and knowledge that life history research can serve to connect. 

Disconnects between teachers’ lives and research 

Woods (1987) argues that research on teaching seems irrelevant to teachers, 

creating a disconnect between teachers’ lives and the research done about them or for 

them.  He asserts that those who do the research—those in the ivory towers—employ 

epistemologies of sociology, psychology, philosophy and the like, which seem far 

removed from the practical concerns of teachers (Woods, 1987).  He argues that the 

knowledge generated is not under the teachers’ control, often resulting in depictions 

critical of teachers, or narratives that are decontextualized and tidy, where teachers know 

their own experiences to be messy, and nuanced (Woods, 1987).  In the research for 

Sikes’ 1986 dissertation, she interviewed and surveyed many teachers.  She writes, 

“generalizations could be made, but these came to seem irrelevant in the light of the 

individual life histories, the idiosyncratic stories that led to teachers appearing, at any 

particular time, to fit into one group or another” (Goodson & Sikes, 2001, p. 58).  One of 

the reasons to engage in research on teachers is to produce knowledge that changes this 

irrelevancy—to produce useful, relevant knowledge about teachers. 

Not only are there disparities between what researchers “find” about teachers and 

what experiences those teachers perceive themselves to have, there are disparities 

between and across the lived lives of teachers; “teacher” is not a singular, monolithic 

entity.  Middleton and May (1995) find life histories about teachers to be particularly 
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helpful in creating anti-essentialist spaces. “The structural and biographical disparities 

between students and teachers from various social class, cultural and gender groups are 

vivified in the process of collecting and historically contextualizing such data” (p. 5). 

Life histories can be used to bridge the disconnect that teachers find between their lived 

experiences and the depictions of teachers’ experiences in research. 

When teachers read about other teachers whose lives speak metaphorically to 

them or when non-teachers read about teachers whose lives interrupt their common 

knowledge perceptions, then the work of researchers is meaningful.  New knowledge is 

created…and created differently. 

Possibilities for Connections: teachers’ professional lives and research 

This new knowledge, created in narrative styles that disrupt the norm in academic 

discourse, while embracing the “natural” story-telling and story-understanding ways of 

people, can become a space for possibility in teaching and education.  For instance, 

Britzman (2003) presents the stories of two preservice teachers, “Jamie Owl and Jack 

August and their chronology of despair and hope in trying to learn to teach in public 

secondary high schools” (p. 10), in which she looks for clues that can help unravel the 

riddle of “What does teaching do to teachers?”  Through Britzman’s narrative, we are 

provided with opportunities to make connections about the people who carry out the 

work of education.  It is these people—their thoughts and experiences—that become the 

sites of educational theory made educational practice.  Goodson and Sikes (2001) assert 

that teachers play the key role in interpreting, mediating and realizing what goes on in 

educational institutions.  Their values, motivations and understandings have considerable 

influence on professional practices of all kinds.   

Life history methodology, uniquely perhaps, enables the exploration, the 
tracing and tracking of this influence through the way in which it attempts 
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to take an holistic approach to individuals in the various contexts (for 
example social, political, economic, religious, geographical, temporal) 
they inhabit.  Life history work also has considerable potential as a 
strategy for personal and professional development, thus furthering an 
individual’s own self-understanding (I. Goodson & P. J. Sikes, 2001, p. 
57). 

This contextualization of the lived experiences of teachers enables readers from 

the academy and from the schools to live vicariously the lives of those who teach, making 

metaphorical connections to their own lives along the way.  Bullough’s (1989) important 

investigation of a First-Year Teacher, in which the teacher’s professional and personal 

development unfolds in the narrative alongside the researcher’s professional and personal 

development.  Bullough and Keltcherman’s (1989; 1997) narratives of teachers’ 

professional development serve as examples of ways to make these connections for and 

with teachers.  

Farrell, Walker, Bower and Gahan (2000) in writing about the research that they 

have conducted with preservice teachers in Australia hazard: 

a better understanding of teachers who already serve the families of young 
children through the telling and reading of teachers’ life stories can serve 
to help bridge the gap between early childhood research and early 
childhood teachers in that early childhood researchers can gain an 
understanding of the teachers’ lives for whom their research should be 
informing (p. 39). 

The disconnect between the distant researcher and abstracted teacher can be 

transformed into a connection between the people who research teaching and the lives of 

teachers.  Bruner’s (2002) understanding of the “natural” use of storying or storied lives 

and lived experiences becomes a cornerstone to bridging the gap between teachers, 

teaching, researchers, researching and the lives that all of these involve.  Middleton and 

May (1995), call for more research involving life histories:  
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Old dualisms such as ‘public and private’ sever theories from the lived 
realities at their base.  Our educational theories do not come solely from 
other people’s books, or from disembodied ‘ideas’, but are rooted in all 
dimensions of our experience (p. 28).  

The multiplicities that make up an individual are involved in the construction of 

ideas about education and teaching that are deeply contextualized into all aspects of a 

teacher’s life, not simply her professional life.  In a work related to this “public and 

private” blurring, Linde’s (1993) life histories of professional people illustrate that 

“people whose identity is not defined by their work circumstances need not account for 

their particular job” (p. 5).  In other words, when people define themselves by their 

profession, they tell their life stories in ways that frame themselves and many of their 

experiences as the process of becoming a professional.  Medical doctors might tell their 

life stories as a collection of narratives that led to the ultimate outcome of their 

experiences, the creation of a doctor.  Lawyers might recall all that led them to coming to 

the Bar.  

Hawthorne, (1994) notes, “Recent research, particularly that employing life 

history methodology, has highlighted the relationship between the personal and 

professional dimensions of teachers' lives” (p. 45). She asserts “that recognition of the 

varying personal experiences, interests, and needs of individual teachers can assist in the 

planning of relevant professional development and career programs to promote adult 

growth (p. 45).  Reading the stories of teachers’ lives can lead to the professional growth 

of other teachers as well as understandings of ways to facilitate that growth. 

Casey’s (1993) life histories of women teachers who work for social change were 

“not elicited simply for the ‘information’ which could be extracted” (p. 12).  They 

became sites for the valuable component of teachers’ “interpretations” (p. 12).  The 

teachers become active participants in the research about and for them. 
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Duncan, (1999) draws on the life-histories of New Zealand kindergarten teachers 

to create a platform from which to discuss the changing nature of “protection” for 

children and staff in New Zealand Kindergartens (p. 243).  The experiences of teachers, 

told in their words, with the narrative analysis of a researcher, bring the policy world and 

the lived lives of teachers together in unique ways that create new knowledge. 

In the past it was believed that improving teaching was merely a matter of 
developing knowledge or of introducing teachers to new classroom 
management skills.  However, there is much more to teacher development.  
Teachers teach in the ways they do not just because of the skills they have, 
or do not have, but also because of who they are as people (Hawthorne, 
1994, p. 45).   

Who those teachers are, as described, defined and narrated by them, filtered 

through the authorial pen of the researcher, becomes a site of new and important 

knowledge in the fields of teaching, education, and teacher education.  Farrell, Walker, 

Bower and Gahan (2000) describe the “paucity of Australian research” (p. 35) involving 

the life histories of its preservice early childhood teachers, and I have found that there is 

also a scarcity of research into the lives of teachers who are in-service in early childhood 

settings—particularly the lives lived in (and told about) the preschools that dot the United 

States’ many landscapes.   

The beginning of this project’s journey 

The call for life history research and the representational opportunities and 

challenges that this methodology provide make for an exciting space for research 

possibilities in early childhood education.  This space, created by the crisis of 

representation, is the space into which I have attempted to steer my journey as a 

researcher, an early childhood specialist, and teacher.  My interest in who preschool 

teachers are in terms of the stories that they tell, and how who-those-teachers-are creates 

the culture within which they teach (and the culture in which they teach creates who they 
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are) let to the elicitation, transcription, and analyses of the life histories of four preschool 

teachers.  
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PART 2:  METHODOLOGY 

Setting 

The setting which became the center of this research project is, physically, a 

small, privately owned preschool serving students ranging in age from 18 months to 5 

years.  The school was founded in the early eighties.  It took up residence in a wooden, 

pier-and-beam house in the center of a metropolitan community a few years later.  The 

school remained at that location until last autumn when, due to changing fire codes, its 

inhabitants were forced to move to a new location—another old house—south of the 

city’s center.  Enrollment in the school hovers around 45 children.  There are six full-time 

teachers at the school, but only three are the focus of this research.  The school has been 

an NAEYC accredited school, but no longer has ties to that organization.  The school is 

called Habibi’s Hutch Preschool and Natural Childlife Preserve or “Habibi’s Hutch”—

more often just “Habibi’s.”  Habibi is an Arabic word meaning something like “dear 

one.”  In that language it is used among close friends to express affection and trust. 

The old dwelling that houses the school has been occupied before.  Only months 

before the school relocated to its current campus the school which had been housed there 

closed its doors—leaving behind telling artifacts about the differences between Habibi’s 

Hutch and most preschools.  These will be discussed in the coming pages, but for now it 

is important to have a quick glimpse into the front doors of this school. 

Actually, I should lead your mind’s eye out the back door into the play yard for 

your introduction.  The most obvious thing that one notices when entering the Habibi’s 

space is that children don an array of dress and undress.  There are toddlers wearing 

nothing but saggy diapers, there are five-year-olds in their underwear.  There are also 

children wearing elaborate costumes: Astronauts, princesses, ninjas—most linked in 
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some way to the products of pop culture.  There are also children wearing pants and 

shirts, dresses and sandals.  The school is uniform in the non-uniformity of its 

inhabitants’ dress.   

The second thing that one notices is that many of the children are slathered from 

head to toe in paint.  Some have elaborate designs on their faces and painted-on 

costumes: rock stars, mermaids, superheroes.  These children have obviously been 

painted by adults.  Others are painted in the tell-tale style of preschoolers.  The distinct 

colors that most of us recognize as “blue,” “red,” “green” and the like, have blended 

together to cover faces, chests and arms in a swirl of inconsistent browns.   

To the layer of paint that has also coated the features of the playground—the 

playhouse, the swingset, tables, pavilion, etc. there is also a layer of mud.  The brown of 

the paint is indiscernible in some places from the brown of wet earth.  The mud comes 

from water, not rain, but water.  Water is being played with in several different ways.  

There is a tub of it into which several toddlers are splashing or dipping containers to take 

the liquid treasure elsewhere.  There is a misting system that shields the playground from 

the desperate Texas sun.  There is a teacher with a hose, wetting sand for digging and 

constructing.  Clay squeezes between toes under a table where several students are 

shaping the brown, squishy substance.  Sand, mud and clay smear legs, bottoms, feet.  

Again, there are also children who have avoided soiling themselves or their clothes in any 

way.  One might call them “clean.” 

A third thing that one might notice—but might not—is that the children that 

gather around the playground are choosing their activities—not because it’s “recess,” the 

concept does not seem to exist here—because the teachers have displayed an array of 

activities, clay, sand, water, paint, building materials, soap, bubbles, utensils, pots, pans, 

toys, etc. around the playground (around the campus) and the students move from place 
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to place creating ways to use the materials, while teachers work with the materials, talk to 

students, play.   

These are the things one might notice upon entering Habibi’s Hutch for the first 

time.  I have provided this glimpse, so that the stories that follow will be “set” in an 

appropriate place in the mind of the reader—though the readers’ “readings” of the setting 

will certainly vary in tone and intensity.   

Though I spent many hours on the school’s new campus, I also conducted 

interviews at other locations, at the teachers’ homes, at the school, at my home, at 

restaurants and bars.  But beyond the physical space of the setting for this research, I 

consider the head-space of the participants to be the setting.  The narrative wanders from 

Central America to Arkansas and meanders across Texas.  A life history is constructed 

from past experiences, filtered through memories and reconstructed by author and 

participants (I. Goodson & P. J. Sikes, 2001; Plummer, 2001a).  Though I have observed 

the participants at their school’s new location, most of their teaching experiences and life 

experiences have not happened in the physical space in which they currently practice.  

Therefore, even the “setting” of the school becomes a fictional space constructed from 

the memories of a past campus and the daily life at a new address. 

Participants 

There were four participants in this research project.  Three of the four are 

currently preschool teachers at Habibi’s Hutch Preschool.  These three are the three most 

senior teachers in the school, including the owner/director.  The fourth participant in my 

research will be me, the researcher himself, who is obviously, a doctoral candidate, but is 

also a prekindergarten teacher in a public school, but taught for several years alongside 

the other three participants.  The criteria involved in choosing the four participants were, 

like preschool paper-towels, multi-fold.  On the surface the three current teachers were 
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chosen because, as stated, they are the teachers at this particular school with the most 

seniority, and this research project has at its heart a focus on the lives of experienced 

preschool teachers.  But given that I am the fourth participant of my own research, the 

criterion upon which my decision to invite the other three teachers became wrapped up in 

my own positionality and life history.  As stated, I personally know the three teachers, 

because I taught alongside them for several years.  I served as the assistant director of the 

school (a position that no longer exists) and I “knew” that the (very informal and 

convoluted) line of decision-making at this particular school involves these three teachers 

at the “top.”  I also thought I “knew” some of the stories that might emerge from the 

interviews with these teachers, giving credence in my opinion to the claim that there can 

be no defining, unified, monolithic, universal “teacher”—that the profession, as well as 

all of the identities that come together under the moniker Preschool Teacher, is as varied 

in the lived lives of its practitioners as those teachers’ philosophies and beliefs 

(Grieshaber & Cannella, 2001, p. 180).   I “knew” this, but was quite unprepared for the 

stories that came to be this work.  Even the work of intimate interlopers can be a journey 

into foreign territories.  The three Habibi’s Hutch teachers who’s (re)presented lives 

become the remaining text of this work could be (purposefully sketchily) described as 

follows: 

Andrew:  The Director 

The owner of the school is the first teacher that I decided to include in this 

project.  He is a forty-two-year-old, white, straight, able-bodied, married father of four 

children who range in age from six to fifteen years.  I admit that I initially chose him for 

inclusion in research before I had even come close to beginning this project—before I 

had ever read a life history.  In my opinion he is the “best” preschool teacher I have ever 

seen, and a talented, flawed, complicated person.  Even before I considered research as a 
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personal pursuit, I thought that his story could serve the field of early childhood 

education.  This confession is both a limitation of this project and one reason that it has 

any of its successes. 

Carolina:  The Senior Teacher 

The second teacher who participated in this research is the most senior teacher at 

Habibi’s Hutch.  She taught at this particular school many years before the director 

bought the school and has seen and influenced enormous curricular changes through the 

school’s evolution.  She is a Latina immigrant from Nicaragua, who first came to the 

school as a teachers’ aid when she was a teenager.  She is now in her thirties.  She is a 

straight, able-bodied, married mother of three children who range in age from three to 

thirteen.  I invited her to participate in this research for many reasons, including her 

tenure at this particular school and the loving antagonist role I remember her playing with 

the director.  As will become immediately evident, she is much more. 

Mike:  The ‘Other’ Teacher 

The “other” teacher I invited to participate in this research because of his seniority 

and because of the many “other”-ed aspects of his identity as a preschool teacher.  He is 

also in his thirties, a Latino, straight, able-bodied, unmarried man with no children of his 

own, who I used to call an “extreme” preschool teacher.  This moniker came from his 

interest in “extreme” sports, mainly street-style BMX bike riding.  He is a risk taker and 

often displays his bruises and stitches to his students, raising questions and concerns with 

parents and other teachers.  Dangerous, limiting and meaningless/ful terms like “typical” 

man and “atypical” teacher have been applied to this danger-loving teacher. 
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Tim:  The Researcher  

I am the fourth participant in this research project.  I am the last one that I 

identified as a participant in my own mind, yet I was actually the first one, since it was I 

who chose all three of the others, and without the prior, constructed meaning that I have 

made of the other three and the decision-making process involved in choosing them as 

participants, this project could not exist.  I hold the belief that all researchers are 

participants in their own research, and I have been influenced to call attention to that fact 

through the process of this work.  I have purposefully, yet unavoidably described the four 

participants in superficial ways which will be interrupted, exploded, corroborated and 

generally tampered with by the narratives presented in the following sections which 

emerged from interviews, observations, reflections, and responses in the course of this 

project.  The reasons for choosing the participants were on trial throughout the research 

process, because (my) common perceptions of preschool teachers—despite my status as 

teacher—is partly the constricting, ill-defining, discursive logic that creates the “identity” 

associated with preschool teachers and the lives that they are believed to live and the 

beliefs that they are held to hold.  I use myself as a participant in my own research to call 

attention to the “opaque personality of reality” (Webster, 1982, p. 111), as I perceive it.  

Even as I spell out the rationale for the choices I have made in inviting these participants 

to this project, I call into question the coherence with which the reasoning is bonded.  

Does this limit the project?  Yes.  And again, this limitation is precisely the reason for 

undertaking a project so fraught with preconceived notions and multiple subjectivities 

(Frankenberg, 1996). 

This section is certainly a necessary part of a traditional methodology chapter of a 

dissertation, but note that these sketches of the participants in this research process are 

less an indication of who has been involved in this process than a trailer for a low-budget 
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horror film is an indication of the movie going-experience that a viewer may expect to 

have.  The “participants” are described using their words and mine in the coming 

chapters. 

Procedure 

Think how far we have come from [Walt] Whitman's America where 
someone would have the audacity to say, “No one is alien to me.” For in 
late-20th-century America, our postmodern voices might more aptly say, 
“Everyone is alien to me, including my selves.” We have arrived at a time 
when many argue, “I can never understand you,” and that to assume that 
we might be able to come to terms with the Other’s reality is, at least, an 
act of hubris and, at worst, one of the defining causes for social ills.… 
[O]thers might wonder why even undertake social science research if 
understanding is impossible. Life histories go to the heart of these issues 
(Tierney, 1998, p. 50).  

At the crux of this research project is nailed the martyr of the objective observer.  

I can safely say that I am not able to make the claim that I finally “know” the three 

teachers with whom I spent so many hours and with/about whom I have written so many 

pages—despite my claim that I already “knew” them.  Hopefully, I have constructed 

narratives that describe the contextualized lives of all four of us.  I certainly have created 

tales of my struggle to understand, but I only know things I have seen and stories I have 

heard.  However, by choosing the methodology that I have chosen, I was able to step 

past/around/over/through “knowing” about others, and instead make claims about three 

things: “(a) where I fit in the project, (b) where the Other fits in the project, and (c) how 

we [in this case, I] represent the Other and myself in the text” (Tierney, 1998, p. 51, 

parenthetical added). 

Data Collection: Where I Fit in the Project 

Over the course of approximately three months, specifically from November of 

2004 until a saturation of data was achieved in March of 2005 (Bogdan & Biklen, 1998), 
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I collected data at the preschool at which the participants currently teach (or taught, in the 

case of the fourth participant).  At their school, the teachers’ homes, at my home, at local 

bars, at several restaurants, and even a few parties, I listened, conversed, watched these 

teachers.  The methods I used place me both in the present and the past.  These 

present/past bits of datum were collected in four ways: Interviews, observations, 

reflections and responses.   

Interviews 

Once a week (except for a few occasions where sick children or traveling 

interfered) for one to two (occasionally three) hours during the months that I gathered the 

data for this research project, I sat with the three participants (separately, one-on-one) and 

asked them open-ended questions based on The Life Story Interview (Atkinson, 1998) 

about their birth and family of origin, their cultural setting and traditions, social factors, 

education, love, work, historical events they remember, their inner lives and spiritual 

awareness, major life themes, their visions of the future…and teaching. (Atkinson, 1998).  

Specifically, the questions began as pre-worded in broad terms like: “How would you 

describe yourself when you were younger?” (Gubrium, 1993, p. 90), but they quickly 

evolved to specific questions based on the stories that emerged from our meetings.  I 

audio-taped these conversational interviews, transcribing them weekly, and coding them 

to aid in the construction of future interview questions.  The meeting places for the 

interviews were intended to be at the discretion of the participants.  However, Carolina 

has a child who attends Habibi’s and has two other children who she normally rushes 

home to look after following her work days, so she chose to conduct the interviews in the 

“office” of the school, during her lunch “hour” each week.  Mike and Andrew had much 

more leeway in terms of when and where we were able to meet.  Mike and I usually met 

at the “Horseshoe Lounge” a bar just a few blocks from the school, although we met at 
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his house and other restaurants and establishments around town—usually on his “early 

day,” the day he gets off work early once a week.  As will become evident in the coming 

sections, Mike loves to ride his bike.  As the days got warmer, Mike changed his meeting 

day to one of his “regular days” so that his time on his bike could be maximized.  

Andrew, who often spends time at my house, came to my house several times for 

interviews (I live literally two minutes from their school).  At other times we met in pubs 

and restaurants for our interview sessions.  In the early stages of this process, I worried 

that Mike and Andrew’s interview process privileged them and/or their stories, because 

they were able to meet away from their work and in more “casual” settings.  After 

discussing my fears with Carolina, however, I am satisfied that her stories were not 

compromised by our arrangements.  In fact, given her and my demeanor and the sensitive 

nature of the subject matter (subjects she has almost never shared with people outside of 

her family), I have come to believe that she was in a much “safer” place to share her 

stories sitting in the quiet and familiar office of her school.  (It was certainly easier to 

transcribe her stories as opposed to some of the stories told to me in more public places 

given the absence of juke boxes and barmy guffaws.)  I admit there were times—when 

sitting with Mike at a bar—that I was uncomfortable with the possibility that others 

around us could hear his intimate thoughts and experiences.  Mike, however, was 

undaunted by these situations.  I even got the impression that he felt that any eaves-

droppers might learn a thing or two from a very complicated life story.  That he was 

proud to be neither an extreme BMXer nor a caring preschool teacher, but an extreme, 

caring, preschooling, BMXing man. 

Observations 

I intended to spend one day a week during the three months that I gathered data at 

the school observing the teachers in the environment in which they practice their craft as 
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well as spend their days.  But my oldest daughter was a student at the school during the 

data gathering phase of this project.  So, I was at the school every day—sometimes for 

only a few minutes, sometimes much longer.  During these formal and informal 

observations I took “fieldnotes” (Emerson, Fretz, & Shaw, 1995) designed to act as fuel 

for the questions in the interviews.  But they ended up serving more as context for the 

analysis chapter as well as providing important contextual information about the teachers, 

their school, and the ways in which the teachers’ beliefs and philosophies are understood 

by me to be brought to life or brought into question by their actions/practices through an 

“inscription” of the realities I observed (Emerson et al., 1995; Geertz, 2000a).   

Reflections 

I also kept a reflection journal in which I noted more than simply my observations 

(Merriam, 2002).  The journal captured recollections of myself as a teacher and person, 

both as my life relates to the observations and interviews pertaining to the other three 

teachers and simply memories that I thought could be used to reflect on my own life.  

These reflections were treated as data themselves, “a running record of [my] interaction 

with the data as [I] engage[d] in analysis and interpretation” (Merriam, 2002, p. 27-28), 

but these reflections were also useful as prompts for interview questions as well as the 

fabric of a frame through which my observations took shape.  I wrote in my reflection 

journal throughout the data gathering process, during observations, after interviews and 

while I transcribed the participants’ stories.  These reflections worked like a parallel to 

the interviews and observations.  In as much as my observations and reflections fueled 

the interview process, the interviews and observations also fueled my reflection process.  

Though I do not claim that this created a dialogic approach to the research, I do hope that 

it contributes to the interrelatedness of the data. 
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Validity and Reciprocation:  Where the “Others” Fit in the Project 

Obviously, the participants are an enormous part of any research project, but life 

history research is particularly focused on the entire [“fictionalized” (Cary, 1999; Munro, 

1998; Visweswaran, 1994)] lives of its participants as told in those participants’ own 

words.  Trust between participant and researcher is an important issue where qualitative 

methodology is concerned (Forster, 2003).  Though this type of research work is focused 

on the ways in which the researcher interprets the stories of the participants through 

narrative, the more the participants felt open to explore the complexities of their own 

multiplicities, the richer the data became.  And the more the participants trust that the 

story they have told has been faithfully re-told, the better the narrative holds together as 

meaningful.  Also, there is the compelling ethical issue of the degree to which a 

researcher is exploiting the participants and ways that this exploitation can be done 

responsibly with participants’ understanding, approval and input (Riddell, 1989).  These 

“truest” issues were a source of anxiety for me when I began the research process, but I 

soon realized that the participants were using the research in ways that I could not have 

foreseen.  The coming chapters contain not only the stories of these teachers, but the 

story of the process of eliciting them. 

Validity 

In order for the findings of my research to be considered trustworthy, and in order 

to foster trust with the participants I engaged in the following strategies: Member checks, 

peer reviews, critical self-reflection, “adequate engagement” or data saturation, and rich, 

thick descriptions (Bogdan & Biklen, 1998; Connelly & Clandinin, 1990; Denzin & 

Lincoln, 2000, 2002; E. W. Eisner, 1998; Erickson, 1986; Merriam, 2002).  The member 

checks that I asked the participants to participate in included their voluntary perusal not 

only of the transcriptions of the stories they told me, but of my analysis and the ways in 
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which I “developed” them as characters in the written narrative.  The responses the 

participants had to my transcriptions and narratives served not only to clarify and edit my 

work but as “response data” (St. Pierre, 1997, p. 402).  This response data was used to 

foreground the process through which I make meaning of the things that are told to me, 

and that I observed, reflected upon and interpreted.  When the narrative calls for it in the 

coming chapters, the reader will notice that some of the included text is verbatim 

response data, inserted (and identified as “response data”) to make evident the process of 

co-constructing the life histories.  Interestingly, some of the response data involved a 

very sophisticated reading of the stories and the “voice” that I used to write the 

narratives.   

Reciprocation 

Several times during the research process, Andrew expressed his pleasure with the 

way the project served to valorize and validate—in his opinion—the lives’ work of his 

most seasoned and loyal teachers. (It should be noted that the director did not mention the 

potential findings or reporting of the teachers’ life histories as valorizing of their lives’ 

work.  He told me that he thinks simply the process of talking about their lives and 

philosophies was an emotional and professional boost for the teachers.)  I hope that he is 

right, and a “benefit” of the teachers’ participation was that, through articulating their 

beliefs and philosophies as part of their life stories, their recognition of and reflection on 

the difficult and important work that they do has given them personal satisfaction.  More 

about this later.  

As will become evident, these are incredible people with incredible lives to tell 

about.  The point being that all preschool teachers are—or can be.  And it is very 

important to this research project and to the process of life history work in general, that 

most of the stories—most of Mike’s and nearly every single word of Carolina’s stories—
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were absolutely new information for me.  Despite our friendships, these were strange 

lives, strange events, true revelations about the lives of teachers—even to a trusted friend 

and former colleague.  The lives of teachers seem—more than ever to me—to be so daily 

surrounded by the events of teaching, that they become hidden behind the very practice 

of the lives who have lived them.  Despite the satisfaction that the teachers expressed 

with the process of this research, there is no way I can pretend that they have not given 

far more than they could have ever received—not in this process, nor in the lives that 

they have lived. 

Data Analysis:  How to Represent the Other and Myself in the Text 

The “narrative analysis” (Polkinghorne, 1995b) that emerged from my interviews, 

observations, reflections and the participants’ responses represents my attempt to respond 

to Slattery’s (2001) invitation to work within and against the modes of representation of 

educational researchers and follow Cary’s (1999) lead in “find[ing] a space from which 

to work within and against the limits and possibilities of life history” (Cary, 1999p. 413).  

Inspired by Altman’s (1993) film Short Cuts, and other films that owe their inspiration to 

Altman’s fractured, story-telling style (Figgis, 2000; Tarantino, 1994) I have presented 

the life histories of the four participants of my project in a way that calls attention to the 

“view that life events lack coherence and causal relationship”(Polkinghorne, 1995b).  

Polkinghorne, who originally saw the possibility of including Altman’s work as 

contributing to human inquiry, wrote: 

…Altman (1993) in his film Short Cuts, offer[s] a collection of stories 
concerning a single topic or theme without presenting them as parts of a 
single plot.  Some writers, such as postmodern authors, seek to 
communicate that experience is fragmented and disorganized.  One 
technique they can employ is based on readers’ expectations that when a 
discourse contains story-like elements, such as a setting and protagonists, 
a plot will be included that serves to display the elements as meaningful 
and consequential parts of a single enterprise.  By not including a plot in 
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their presentation, these authors call attention to their view that life events 
lack coherence and causal relationship (p. 8). 

I have used elements of Polkinghorne’s vision to construct the narrative of the 

four life histories which are “told” in the following chapter.  While at times the life 

histories are presented as four distinct narratives, each of the four centered around one 

“character,” the four also have inevitable moments of intersection that are addressed 

without explicit or causal linkages.  These intersections are, instead, woven into the fabric 

of the narrative through the emplotment of the characters’ preschool stories.  Like a 

filmmaker’s editing tricks, my interpretation through narrative analysis is intended to 

serve to link the lives whose only link is displayed in the undeniable fact that they share 

their days together under one roof—but as will become evident, most of their “stories” 

happen far, far from the campus of Habibi’s Hutch Preschool.  And in an effort to 

(re)present the multiplicity that is a preschool teacher’s life, I have attempted to artfully 

reconstruct the constructed identity of those who have told me their stories. 

…[A]s a life history is narrated, it is a process of reconstruction rather 
than simply resurrecting the past (Bodnar, 1996). Furthermore, the 
individual is engaged in an active and dynamic process of self 
constructing.  She is in fact creating herself with the telling, a process of 
self-narration in its double sense (Kehily, 1999, p. 394). 

And as the preschool teachers have constructed (perhaps fleeting versions of) 

themselves through their tellings, I have attempted to reconstruct them through narrative 

with the intention of providing a rich, contextualized and problematized glimpse at the 

lives of a few preschool teachers. 

Two tiers of “analysis” 

As stated, I gathered data from November of 2004 to March of 2005.  Data 

saturation was achieved when the stories of the participants began (re)covering familiar 

ground—telling stories I had heard already or restating philosophical views using the 
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same metaphors and images.  However, it should be explicitly stated, that a project such 

as this one could just as easily have taken several years to complete—and in the case of 

this, particular, project does include several years of intimate relationships upon which 

the interviewing, observation and reflection processes were built.    

I began the process of creating a narrative from the data that I gathered and co-

created in March of 2005, which included a synthesis and analysis of the data gathered 

the interviews, observations, reflections and responses of/with the participants.   

Narrative inquiry is an artificial endeavor existing within layers of 
intention and reconstruction.  This artificiality brings fidelity and narrative 
inquiry into the arena of artistic process (Blumenfeld-Jones, 1995, p. 28). 

The “artistic process” involved in constructing a narrative through the process of 

“narrative analysis” has proven to be a complicated endeavor (Blumenfeld-Jones, 1995).  

I hope that it will be sufficient to state that the process of presenting my data has involved 

much more than “simply” re-telling the stories of the lives that were told to me.  The 

(re)presentation of the data has involved a multi-tiered process involving the creation of a 

narrative from the stories of the participants’ lives as they were told, contextualized by 

the observations and my reflections, and then (further) analyzed by the participants’ 

responses to the constructed narratives.   

The inquiry should address a sense of ‘betweenness,’ acknowledging and 
making explicit the bond between the inquirer and the subject and 
between the story and the story’s context (with all the complexities the 
term ‘context’ suggests) (Blumenfeld-Jones, 1995p. 33). 

This process itself involved a great deal of analysis, but is not the analysis chapter 

of my data.  The analysis involved in the “data representation” chapter of this work 

utilizes “emplotment” and “narrative configuration” as described by Polkinghorne 

(1995b) in the construction of the narrative.  However, the “analysis” chapter that 

resulted from the research involved a careful structuring of the words, vignettes, images 
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and philosophical tellings of the teachers using my own theoretical framework as mortar, 

but their words and philosophies as building material.  The resulting analysis is more in 

keeping with the “paradigmatic analysis” of more traditional qualitative research 

(Polkinghorne, 1995b).  In this restructuring I have hopefully been able to take 

intersections, connections, contradictions, interruptions, etc. that I (and the other 

participants) recognize to have been co-constructed through the life histories and overlain 

them across the categories that emerged from the data-gathering process [“inductively 

derived from the data”(Polkinghorne, 1995a, p. 13)] as well as the categories that have 

emerged in my review of the literature [“derived from previous theory or logical 

possibilities”(Polkinghorne, 1995a, p. 13)]; however, it should explicitly be stated once 

again that the particular collection of literature in this proposal is part of my own life 

history (or at the very least part of the contextualization of my life history)].   

As stated, Connelly, Clandinin, and He (1997) have provided the metaphor of 

“landscape” for creating research aimed at (re)presenting teachers’ knowledge.  The 

resulting landscape of this project was a crafted (co-constructed) version of the setting, 

the school, the culture that these teachers have created together and the way in which this 

culture fits (or doesn’t fit) into a larger view of teaching and education.  The school in 

which these teachers practice is presented as the setting from which Connelly, Clandinin 

and He’s concept of “professional knowledge landscape” takes its form (1997).  As 

stated, these scholars urge us as researchers of teachers and teaching to include more than 

a view of teachers through a particular favorite theoretical framework, focusing more on 

a narrative account of a fully explored individual, her cultural milieu and practical 

expertise (Connelly et al., 1997).   

As we shall see, this is an impossible task.  There is no divorce court for a 

researcher and her personal perception or her favorite, informing philosophy.  There is 
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also no landscape that is painted outside of the historical, cultural context in which the 

original scene was viewed.  The landscape that I paint is contextualized within the 

cultural and historical milieu of the participants and the researcher and the scene (the 

participants, their school, and the practices therein) will be viewed from a particular set of 

lenses “chosen” by me (though in some ways my lenses were chosen for me by the 

coursework and readings that have been part of my graduate studies—the discourse of 

higher education; and then again, my lenses were in part chosen by the very words of my 

participants). 

Theoretical frameworks and emergent themes:  An interdisciplinary approach 

Rather than use solely an a priori framework informed by my own, personal, 

philosophical stance, I have taken the words of my participants and positioned the words 

and phrases used by the teachers in the current state of academia involving teaching and 

given my own particular philosophical bent.  To be precise, I started this project with a 

propensity to view the actions and words of teachers as elements of a historically 

contextualized discourse on childhood, teaching and education based on the writings of 

Foucault (1965; 1970; 1972; 1973a; 1973b; 1978; 1979; 1980).  Through these 

writings—examinations of penal procedures, the evolution (and institutionalization) of 

psychiatry, the contextualization of torture, histories of sexuality, and other investigations 

of subjugated knowledges—Foucault has made an issue of the “inhibiting effect of 

global, totalitarian theories” (1980, p. 80), like Marxism and psychoanalysis which make 

universal claims about human truth and social reality.  Overly simply put, Foucault 

claims that these (often useful) theoretical tools are necessarily leaving out certain aspects 

of life, identity, “reality” or “truth.” 

As Sedgwick and Frank (1995) put it, “You don’t have to be long out of theory 

kindergarten to make mincemeat of, let’s say a psychology that depends on the separate 
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existence of eight (only sometimes it’s nine) distinct affects hardwired into the human 

biological system” (p. 2 quoted in Britzman, 2003, p. 125).  In the analysis chapter of this 

work, despite the easy target of S. Freud’s totalizing theory and A. Freud’s extrapolations 

of her father’s Theory of Psychoanalysis, I use their language as a metaphor for 

presenting the practices and theories of the teachers who you will come to know through 

the presentation of their life histories in the data representation chapter.  Or to be more 

precise, I will use the statements of these teachers to arrive at the conclusion that, despite 

Foucault’s writings being the framework through which my research is viewed and 

presented, the teachers’ words lead me to the Freuds in search of a working metaphor 

with which to frame the landscape of teacher knowledge that I have intended to paint.  

I’m not long out of “theory kindergarten,” but Foucault’s writings have played into nearly 

every course I have taken as a graduate student—and have been the sole focus of one.  

His ideas have necessarily become part of the way that I perceive reality, conceptualize 

events around me, discuss dinner plans, watch television, vote and perceive words I hear 

or read.  In a way, I didn’t choose Foucault; my context chose his historical way of 

viewing absences against presences for me.  But it is his manner of 

historically/discursively couching the statements and transgressing against totalizing 

theories which has informed my view of early childhood education. 

Foucault refers to a “statement” as the “atom of discourse” (1972, p. 80), where 

“discourse” is understood “sometimes as the general domain of all statements, sometimes 

as an individualizable group of statements, and sometimes as a regulated practice that 

accounts for a certain number of statements” (1972, p. 80).  In this latter, “regulated 

practice that accounts for a certain number of statements” I understand Foucault to have 

conceptualized a given discourse as necessarily exclusionary.  That is, I have come to 

understand that, within any given historically situated culture or group, there is a 
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collection of statements that become included in the language used, discussed, made legal 

or come to have meaning.  This inclusion of statements means that there are a number of 

statements that are not included in a given discourse.  Therefore the discourse which 

surrounds a given person creates an illusion of reality, or truth, which excludes any 

number of statements—ideas, beliefs, ways of being—a regime of truth (Foucault, 1980).  

As J. Tobin maintains:  

The illusion operates to create a sense that what we are experiencing and 
doing has a basis in truth.  Truth is made up, in part, by ideas and beliefs 
that are understood to be finally, not ‘natural,’ ‘normal,’ or ‘true’ but, 
rather, constructions that create and reiterate the sustaining logic of any 
exercise of power (Tobin, 1997, p. 194).   

This exercise of power can be described as the discourse within which statements 

are made, understood, and become contributors to what we think of as real [or negated 

and ignored as marginal (or worse: invisible), if they do not follow the laws of the 

discourse within which they are made]. 

“Discourse” refers to a grid of power and knowledge which envelops speech and 

writing, theory and practice, popular culture, scholarship, professional standards, 

pedagogy and the law (Foucault, 1980, 1982).  As stated, within a given discourse there 

are necessarily excluded statements.  Foucault writes of the hidden knowledges which 

lurk within a given discourse—in this case the discourse of early childhood education.  

“Subjugated knowledges are…those blocs of historical knowledge which were present 

but disguised within the body of functionalist and systematizing theory and which 

criticism—which obviously draws upon scholarship—has been able to reveal” (Foucault 

1980 p. 82).  These subjugated knowledges are the phrases, the statements, of a discourse 

that could be lost, could fall outside of what is visible or audible within the discourse—

the ones that are in danger of being excluded. 
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Given the idea of power/knowledge within a discourse as excluded or included, I 

have a propensity to view the practices of teachers as a collection of statements—some of 

which I cannot recognize because of the discourse within which I view them, and some of 

them which are hints at a knowledge subjugated by the discourse of early childhood 

education, gender, race, sexuality, policy, law, propriety, etc.  However, in conducting an 

examination of the statements of subjugated knowledges of preschool teachers [again, 

those statements that are outside the erudite discourse of the scholars or the popular, 

common knowledge about teaching and matters of teaching, those that are the language 

of teachers, localized in their daily practice and the stories they tell of these practices 

(Foucault, 1980)], I have found that the language used by these teachers brings me back 

to the strange and hostile land of totalizing global theories.  In the case of the teachers at 

Habibi’s Hutch Preschool the landscape is spattered with the phrases of psychoanalysis.  

These references to psychoanalysis (made especially by Andrew, but within which many 

of the participants’ stories and claims are comfortably bedded) are the curious usage of 

phrases which represent concepts that explain the actions of these teachers but are 

contextualized within a historical moment where psychoanalysis—one of the current 

totalizing theories of Western society—has become the common language (the discursive 

perception and description of their practices using the language that is includable) of the 

people who populate this moment.  The Oedipal complex, lack, desire, castration anxiety: 

these are all common phrases, common understandings of a taken-for-granted structure to 

human development and construction.  The ways that these and other preschool teachers 

describe what they do only have words and phrases—statements—which are available 

given the current discourse on early childhood education and the discourses of the larger 

societies in which the teachers are immersed.   
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As will become evident in coming chapters, this strange meeting of statements 

where the words of these teachers meets the framework that has become part of the 

discourse that works as my—personal—reality, a marriage of my gaze through a 

theoretical framework informed by Foucault (1980)—mainly in terms of the historicity of 

the things that these teachers say, the inevitability that they are couched in a current 

reality (a reality constructed of included/excluded statements, a discourse) that is opaque 

to them and me—and these teachers’ use of pop-psychology phrases and ideas come 

together to form the brush through which this landscape is painted.  How this works—

and how or why it is tenable as an “interdisciplinary study of educational experience” 

(Pinar, 2004, p. 2)—will be discussed as the words and actions of the participants are 

presented.  But suffice it to say, that the marriage of my Foucaultian education and the 

participants’ Freudian language opens up a crater of doubt into which I almost fell, but 

found a metaphor as a foothold.  The metaphor is to come in the analysis chapter, but 

first, let us return to the primary task at hand:  The life histories of teachers. 
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Chapter 4: Data (Re)presentation—A Narrative Analysis 

SHARDS AND JOURNEYS: A NARRATIVE ANALYSIS 

The following data representation chapter is divided into two sections: 

1) Shards of Childhood 

2) Journeys 

The first section is presented as vignettes from each of the participants’ 

childhoods.  These lives—all human lives—begin in a constructed state that we call 

“childhood” (Cannella, 1997; Hwang et al., 1996).  Life story/history research often 

includes the story of one’s childhood (Cole & Knowles, 2001; Goodson, 1980; I. 

Goodson & P. Sikes, 2001; Hatch & Wisniewski, 1995a; Linde, 1993).  The inclusion of 

childhood in a life story makes sense to us, and we are inclined to believe that our 

childhoods create the adults that “result” from them (Hwang et al., 1996).  I have taken 

the stories of these teachers’ early years and shattered them like a mirror.  The result is an 

introduction to the teachers, through juxtaposed fragments of their childhoods.  As 

Prufrock says in Elliot’s poem, “I have measured out my life with coffee spoons” (1917). 

I have attempted to take the bleakness of Prufrock’s tiny measurements, and reconfigure 

the coffee spoon as a metaphor for the way in which a person is introduced to the life of 

another.  These shards are spoonfuls of childhood measured out, not to present a whole 

picture, but for the reader to construct meaning around.  

The next section is entitled “Journeys” and is a more traditional presentation of 

life story research.  These are the stories of the participants as interpreted by me.  

Following these two sections comes a chapter of analysis designed to illustrate the 

convergence and contradictions of these lives as they are lived and remembered within a 
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school where the participants teach and interact daily. That chapter is an attempt to 

inform our understanding of teacher knowledge within an early childhood setting. 

As stated, the following stories were told, gathered and observed over months.  In 

fragments.  Although, the characters in the story are Carolina, Mike, Andrew and Tim.  A 

secondary, supporting character is the school in which three of the four teach and the 

fourth, Tim, taught.  All four taught together—alongside one another—for over six years 

at a preschool called Habibi’s Hutch Preschool and Natural Childlife Preserve in Austin 

Texas.  These are their real names as per their requests2. 

These are their lives: 

                                                 
2 The names of the participants, their family members, geographic locations and the schools in which they 
learned and taught are real.  Names of their students and other, unrelated individuals and supporting 
characters have been changed. 
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PART 1:  SHARDS OF CHILDHOOD 

Carolina:  The Wedding 

This story—my story—begins at the end.  There are bullet holes in the wall.  

There are candle holes in the twilight.  The faces of my family flicker in and out of sight 

as the tiny flames do their dance.  Sometimes a place can be both foreign and home at the 

same time.  The end of this story is set in one of those places.  

Nicaragua was violent toward me and my family most of my life.  Days after I 

was born she tried to shake me away from my family.  Her earth shook so violently on 

that day, that parts of my home town remain ruined today.  After the earthquake there 

was no clean water.  There was no fresh milk.  I began to lose weight.  I sickened. So my 

mother placed me in the arms of another, and I was taken away from Managua, the town 

of my birth.  I was taken away from my mother and father and delivered en el campo 

where there was more hope that I could survive.  My mother never expected to see me 

again.  But I am a survivor.  I was not among the ten-thousand to die.  I found my way 

home—home to the streets of Nicaragua’s capital—the streets where the happiest 

memories of my childhood still play, in the gardens, the church school.  But the 

earthquake of 1972 is the beginning of my story and this story begins at the end.   

I am with my mother again. Here in the candlelight. But I will not let her give me 

away today, even though these candles light her face with a sacred beauty in this ancient 

cathedral.  It is my wedding day, but today, at the end of my story, neither of my parents 

will give me away.  That honor falls on another.  There are bullet holes in the walls, yes.  

But those walls do not echo with ricochets today.  Today they return the sounds of my 

celebrating family.  Yet, they stand as pocked reminders of the violence that forced my 

home to be a foreign land.  I am in Nicaragua for this celebration, standing in a war-
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scarred cathedral.  But I am here as a visitor.  I have returned to marry another child of 

this shaky ground, a man who was also torn from this country by her violence.  Today it 

is our children who laugh in the green courtyards of our homeland—this foreign place.  

This is only the second wedding I have ever attended; the first was back home in 

Texas…Tim and Erin’s wedding.  It is Tim who types these words now.  But I am not 

thinking about Tim in this candlelight; it is Tim who brings the memory of his own 

wedding to this setting in Central America.  He does that, puts himself in my story.  Uses 

words I don’t use. 

This being only the second wedding I have ever attended, I am not quite sure what 

to do.  The priest speaks Spanish, the language that comes most naturally to my tongue, 

but his accent is that of the country folk.  And the rituals of the ceremony, though 

familiar, are also slightly unexpected.  There is nervous laughter from those who have 

come to witness our marriage.  Or maybe their laughter is genuine, and I am nervous.  

But I am happy….So happy in this beautiful cathedral with God around us like the 

shimmering candlelight. Gerardo and I have tried to walk away from the priest.  Not in 

disrespect, we thought he was finished.  We thought our wedding was over. We turned to 

walk back down the cathedral’s beautiful aisle, but he grabbed our arms, laughing.  There 

is more. 

Mike: The Bomb 

The desert outside El Paso looks like the aftermath of a war, but it is actually the 

side effect of progress, maybe the violence of progress.  Today, we’ll bring our own 

violence to this quiet desert.  We’ll defend it against the trespassing civilization.  There 

are mounds of broken asphalt, leftovers from streets that are spreading houses out into the 

wilderness, just dumped out here in the desert.  All around us mountains rise in the 
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distance.  Those mountains have taunted me my whole life, daring me to get out of this 

valley and seek their adventures. 

“I don’t know about this, man.” I say the words, but I may as well not have.  I 

know I’m committed.  The fuse is lit.  I’m running out into the waste.  Running.  Gaining 

speed.  Needing more speed. Hearing my breath.  The mountains disappear as I plunge 

myself into the dust.  Then the explosion.  I was waiting for it, but I was caught 

unawares.   

“Boom!” Man, the hugest explosion.  Shit is flying through the air and raining 

down on us, broken bits of streets that will never take anybody home.   We wait a minute, 

or a second, or maybe we don’t wait at all, because we can’t stand not to see what we’ve 

created.  We look, and we see a black mushroom growing up into the sky.  A real 

mushroom cloud.  Our mushroom cloud. 

Beautiful.  As we look back on what we’ve created, we notice for the first time 

that there are houses, new houses that were under construction.  But the work has been 

set back a few days.  We blew the windows out of them.  All the way down there, and 

their windows are just blown out!  We have created destruction. 

“Oh shit!” We head back down to look at the hill of asphalt that we’d set the 

coffee can on.  And the hill is gone.  All that asphalt is just gone.  “Oh shit, we better get 

out of here.” And we got out of there, man.  Minutes later we hear the fire engines 

coming and everything.  That was cool…that dude, Todd, he’s a good teacher. I would 

have never known about shrapnel if it hadn’t been for that.  The nails we dumped in there 

with the gun powder from the Blackcats™ just moved the metal of the coffee can right 

out of the way.  Without the nails it would have just gone straight up, I think.  Like a 

bullet.  
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I never heard anything that loud again.  You know, when you’re young everything 

is kind of amplified, but that was the loudest thing I’d ever heard.  We didn’t talk about 

that.  None of our parents ever found out about it.  It was just between us.  But Todd was 

so cool. That was so cool.  Danger.  Danger is a good teacher, too. 

Andrew:  The Shoes 

It’s not like I was being dangerous.  What kind of teachers are they? I didn’t hurt 

anyone.  I didn’t even disrespect a nun.  They’re crazy.  I mean, I know they’re 

nuns…but they’re crazy.  They’re just crazy.  This is just crazy.  I’m just a kid.  How 

could I be the one who’s not crazy?  They’re nuns! 

It’s not dark in here.  So, that part’s not that bad.  But there’s no sunlight either. 

No windows.  At least I’m not in class.  I had a note and everything.  I mean, I had a note 

from my mom. Why does it matter what kind of shoes I wear?  Okay, so, my school shoes 

got messed up.  Maybe it was my fault.  Maybe it wasn’t.  But I have a note from my 

mom!  And they still put me in here.  So what if these sneakers don’t match my uniform?  

My other shoes were messed up and my mom had a note and everything.  But they still 

made me sit in this room, this little room with no windows for the whole day. All day 

long.  How long is a day?  I can’t see a clock, and I can’t see the sun.  Indians know what 

time it is by looking at the sun.  If I could see the sun, then I’d know how much longer.  

How long?  God! These women are crazy.  I’m just trying to get what little fun I can out 

of my days here at this school.  ‘Yes, sister. No, sister.’ God!  I mean, I know I’m hyper, 

but…what is ‘hyper’ anyway?  I mean, who can sit still that long?  Nobody wants to sit 

and say all those prayers over and over and over.  ‘Forgive me father for I have sinned…’ 

That’s the worst.  Every week trying to come up with something, you know?  I mean I do 

a lot of stuff, but I can’t think of it when I have to go in there to confession.  I mean, I 

like the story of the crucifixion.  The dark sky and all that.  There was nails right into 
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Jesus’ skin—right through his hand.  Before that they whipped him with this whip thing 

that had, like, little sharp pieces of bones on the end of it, and they would stick just a little 

bit into his back and then the soldier would pull the whip back again to hit him again and 

it would tear his skin a little bit.  Oh, MAN, that must’ve hurt.  And he didn’t even do 

anything WRONG.  He wasn’t bad at all.  He was totally good.  All I did was wear the 

wrong stupid shoes. 

“Are you bad?” 

No, I’m not bad.  I’m just hyper.  My shoes aren’t uniform, so now I’m locked in 

this closet all day long, can you believe that? 

“It’s crazy.” 

I know.  I know.  I was just saying that.   

“I don’t think you’re bad either.  People like me don’t think any kids are bad.” 

Well, I don’t know about people like you.   

“You will.” 

Who are you? 

“I’m Tim.  I’m writing your story.” 

I write stories too.  At my desk.  I’m a writer when I’m alone upstairs at my desk.  

Why are you writing my story? 

“Because.  People think they know about people like you, but they don’t really.  

So I’m going to tell them a little bit about you and Carolina and Mike and me.” 

Who’s Carolina and Mike?   

“They’re teachers like you.” 

I’m not a teacher.  I’m just a kid.  But if I were…I wouldn’t lock anybody in a 

little room all day.  How’d you get in here?   

“I can do anything.  I’m the author.”   
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Like God? 

“Well…no.  Sort of.  I can move back and forth through time, and I can change 

what happened a little bit, even though I’m trying not to.”   

Can you get me out of this room?   

“Sort of.  You’re not really in here.  It’s just a memory.  You’re all grown up now, 

and you told me about when you got locked in here.  Now I’m writing about it.”   

Are we gonna make those sisters pay, Tim?   

“No, no.  You talked about those sisters telling you you’re gonna pay, but you 

don’t like that idea.  You told me…let me find it…it’s here in my notes…you said: 

I never think about it.  I’m sure it has some influence over what I do or 
how I do it now, but it doesn’t pain me at all. I don’t look back on any of 
that in a negative way even though…you know, being told you’re bad, that 
the things you do and feel are bad.  The nuns were basically saying, 
“We’re here to break you of that and to change you, and you’re gonna pay.  
And this is what’s going to happen in the afterlife if you continue to do the 
things now that you’re doing.” And the things that they did.  But it doesn’t 
bother me.  And that’s why I say that somehow we knew.  We knew that 
they were crazy, or the whole system was crazy, but that they were trying 
their best.  That’s how they thought they should do it. And we figured out 
that we should just try to have as much fun as possible. I haven’t 
psychoanalyzed myself, so I don’t know how much more I’d be a self-
actualized person if I’d have had those years differently, But I came away 
from it with a sense of humor3.  

Uh, Tim? What’s psychoanalyze?   

“I don’t know, Andrew.  I think it’s something some people do to find the truth 

about stuff…I guess.  But people like me don’t think there are bad children, and we don’t 

think there’s any Real Truth either.”   

Well, you’re wrong, Tim.   

“I know, Andrew.”   

                                                 
3 Interview transcript, 11 March, 2004 
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My name’s Andy.  

“I know, Andy.” 

“What are y’all talking about?”   

Who’s she, Tim?   

“That’s Carolina, the one I told you about.”   

Oh. Hi….Tim says we’re gonna be teachers when I grow up.   

“Yes, we are.  But, Tim, let’s get out of this place.  This is depressing.  You’ve 

interrupted our stories twice now, and we’re only just beginning.”   

“I know, Carolina, I’m sorry.  I can’t help myself.  I get caught up in this 

representational stuff.”   

“Uh, whatever, Tim. Come on, Andy.  We’ll get you out of here.” 

Carolina:  Mi Papito 

The taxi pulls into an open lot.  This is my grandfathers’ work.  The cars are lined 

up on the damp, packed dirt.  He fixes them.  Everything is in its place.  Tidy and small, 

like him.  I love it here.  I love my grandfather.  There he is.  Skinny, dark skin, brown 

eyes smiling; he seems so old to me.  Maybe he is old, but I am only five.  Lots of people 

seem old to me in my memory.  Papito’s little mechanic shop seems so large as I walk 

through the parked cars, looking up at the bright, empty, blue sky.  But everything in 

Managua seems bigger to me now, while I’m five, than it does to me later, when I visit 

with my own children.  But today Papito’s hair is still black, even though it is peppered 

with grey, his clothes neat and clean, short sleeved shirt tucked in.  I get out of the taxi—

so happy to see him, but nervous—so nervous.  I wonder if he has a piece of string in his 

pocket, or will he go get it from a drawer, from a cupboard?  Does he know why I’ve 

come?  I push my tongue against the back of my tooth.  It moves.  I can feel the sharp 

edge of the part of my tooth that used to be under my gums, but now it has come loose.  I 
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can get the tip of my tongue under there.  It doesn’t quite hurt—a curious feeling near 

pain.  My grandfather’s hands are strong and rough from the work he does.  He will use 

those hands to see if my tooth is loose enough to pull.  I’m scared.  I admit it.  But I 

won’t show it.  I trust my grandfather.  He won’t hurt me.  He is gentle and kind.  I even 

miss him here in this memory.  He comes to me, greeting me, waiting for me to eagerly 

update him.  I smile my large smile, the one I use to tell him I am proud.  Then, as my 

smile is still on my face, I reach up and wiggle the tooth.  It is my invitation.  He acts his 

part.  Pride.  He shows his proud display of affection and satisfaction with my loose 

tooth, with my growth, my maturity, my courage, almost without words, or at least this 

memory is wordless. Like a silent movie, his gestures are wide.  His smile is Nicaragua 

before we left.  He is Nicaragua.   

Since we had that last meeting I was thinking about that. About Nicaragua. 
It didn't seem that way [like there was such a distinction between before 
and after we left Nicaragua] until we had that meeting last Thursday.  
Because I was thinking about [how] things could have been the same, kind 
of. But right after we left Nicaragua everything changes.  It was so 
different after that.  There were no choices that I could make.  There was 
no freedom, not even at home. I had to hold myself, couldn’t express 
myself. I felt like I was not able to talk, always having to be quiet. I was 
quiet most of the time.  I became a listener, but I wasn't really 
participating in conversations4. 

But here, at Grandpa’s work, where the memories can’t even fill in the words or 

measure the size of the lot, I can express my joy.  He takes my tooth between his thumb 

and his finger.  He wiggles it, just a little bit.  He nods.  He smiles.  His eyebrows.  They 

do something, something that tells me it’s time.  He pulls out the string.  Where did it 

come from?  It is clean and white. He reaches in my mouth.  Does he say something?  

How does he get the string around the tooth? 

                                                 
4 Interview transcript, 1 Dec. 2004 
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The next thing I know I am rinsing my mouth out in the shop sink.  I am so proud.  

I have been brave, truly courageous.  The kind of courage a child should have, within the 

boundaries of what I should have to be, no more courageous than having to be brave 

when a tooth is pulled.  That is plenty of courage for a little kid.  That is enough.   

Tim:  The Urge 

I was just sitting here thinking about the curious purple-y smell of this Christmas 

tree ditto sheet, when I realized I really needed to go to the bathroom.  I’m going to have 

to raise my hand and ask Mrs. Packabush if I can go.  I hate to do that.  It’s like when a 

grown-up stranger says something to me and my mom will say, “What do you say, 

Timmy?”  That’s the worst.  I always want to say something, but I just can’t make my 

mouth say the words.  I really want to.  But I can’t.   

Maybe if I finish coloring-in the Christmas tree first.  Then she’ll see how good I 

colored it and she’ll be proud of me.  She’ll say, “You always do such good work, Tim.  

You’re one of our best little artists.”  Then I can ask her.  I’ll pick really good colors to 

make the ornaments on the tree.  She’ll like that.  Purple and yellow go good together.  I 

like to think about colors.  I like to put all my crayons in order from the darkest to the 

lightest inside their box.  I never color outside the lines.  I don’t understand why other 

kids do.   

Mike:  The Mentor 

El Paso is spreading east.  And our new house is right on the edge of the desert.  

We moved to this new subdivision. And just beyond this place, everything is unexplored.  

It’s just desert, so you can come out here and make a bike track, and nobody is going to 

mess with it.  Nobody will even know it’s out here.  It’s like my secret, but right out here 

in the open.  You can’t even see the houses from here.  Just those mountains.  And sky. 
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Dude, who is that?  I pedal over there, faster, but cool.  There’s a big kid, like a 

teenager, over here digging.  “Dude, what are you doing?” 

“I’m making this jump right here, man.” 

A bike jump?  He’s making a jump.  He’s making a jump? There’s a bike lying 

over there on the ground.  But it’s not just a bike.  That’s the real deal.  That’s no Huffy.  

That’s a total BMX bike.  It’s tough, mean-looking, but beautiful at the same time…like a 

superhero.  “Can I jump?” 

“Sure, man.” 

And I did.  I jumped and jumped.  He would tell me stuff, pointers, but nothing 

big, not making me feel like I was totally incapable or anything.  I was like, “Yeah.  This 

dude is cool.  He’s actually letting me do this with him.”  The shadows flip to the other 

side of the rocks. 

“Where you gonna go now?” 

“Well, we could go over to this place over here.  I know where there’s this big 

hill.”  And we’re going.  I can’t believe I’m pedaling along behind this totally cool kid.  

He even pedals cool.  He, like, stands on his bike; it’s like he’s walking along, but 

floating above the desert.  Moving fast, but slow too.  Cool.   

He doesn’t say, “Here we are.”  He just rides up to it and starts down.  It’s this 

big-assed dirt hill, nothing but dirt to ride down.  And we’re making our tire marks in the 

desert dirt and making dust marks in the desert sky, day after day.  He just takes me to 

these places.  Doing stuff he likes to do.  And I’m usually, like, “Dude, can I try?”  And 

he always just says, “Go ahead.”  You know?  I’m starting to realize.  It’s kind of like 

he’s training me.  And this stuff is worth working at.  But it’s hard.  You can’t just see 

somebody do a trick on a bike and then just hop on your bike and do it.  You have to 

work hard.  It’s like a commitment, but not really.  But I am committed.  No, that’s not a 
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word I use.  It’s a need…I’ve always had my need for speed.  And bicycles have been 

there for me for the longest time.  They can take you faster than you can take yourself, 

but you’re still using your own two legs.   

You’re better than yourself on a bike.  

Andrew:  The Dusk 

This is my favorite time of day.  It’s not dark yet.  But the sun’s already gone.  

When the colors are like this, it’s almost like you’re in a different world.  Like you’re not 

yourself.  There’s a glow to things, like they’ve got their own light inside them.  But they 

don’t.  A tree doesn’t glow.  A tree is just a tree, but at dusk the tree’s more than just a 

tree.  Better than a tree, it’s a green fire.  All day long we’re playing out here in the 

shadow of this tree and we just stay in its shade, ignoring it.  But now the whole world is 

in the shade, and the tree is the one glowing.  They don’t make a crayon that color of 

green.  When I put my hand up like this I can see the tree through my fingers.  All the 

green parts of the tree look like they can grab onto things, and my fingers, they look still 

and cold. 

“Andeeeeee! Maaaatt! Dinner’s ready!” 

Oh! Gotta go… 

Andy runs off toward his house.  He’s been playing outside all afternoon.  He 

hasn’t seen his mother—or any adult—for hours.  It’s summer time, and it’s the 

seventies, but there’s no disco music soundtrack to Andy’s exit.  No leisure suits here.  

This is striped T-shirts and rolled up Levi’s country.  Chuck Taylor’s All Star high-top 

sneakers are the official footwear.  I think I can hear strains of Artie Shaw’s big band 

playing from an open window somewhere.  I didn’t even know there were clarinets in the 

70s.  Dallas is a large city, but this tree-lined street looks, sounds, feels like it’s on the 

outskirts of a small town.  Despite the vivid, warm colors streaking the sky at young 
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Andy’s favorite time of day, this paragraph is filmed in black and white, like Father 

Knows Best or Leave it to Beaver, where moms cook in starched dresses and dads wear 

their ties to the dinner table.  This is yessir, no ma’am America.  This is the neighborhood 

of Andrew’s childhood.  St. Pius, the catholic school that Andrew attends with his 

brothers and sisters is not far from here.  To Andy, St. Pius is school.  He went there last 

year.  He’ll go there in the fall.  He started there—his first school experience—when he 

was five, and he’ll keep going there until ninth grade, when he’ll go to a nearby Catholic 

high school.  But it is summer now.  School and it’s tandem partner, Catholicism, are far 

from the focus of Andrew’s thoughts on these long days.  It’s hot.  North Texas summer 

hot, but Andrew’s memories aren’t of the heat.  They are the vague memories of a 

childhood spent with similar days.  Days populated by family members that come and go 

like painted figures on a glockenspiel, in and out of view.  Round and round. The process 

of remembering bathes everything in a uniform wash.  Significant incidents lose their 

significance through the filter of sameness.  An entire childhood becomes, “good.”  

“Normal.”  “Happy.”   

Andy observes his own currently happening childhood through the eyes of a 

young suburbanite, tacitly learning the rules of white, middle-class, ’normativity.  But as 

Andy plays the games of his culture—even in these early years, whose memories are only 

evanescent fragments—the seed that will grow to be a hedgerow are planted.  The 

hedgerow is the boundary between Andrew and those around him.  It’s not a wall.  He 

can see through it, even walk through to the others beyond its border.  Its pellucidity 

offers him a way to watch the workings of the world with certainty that the world is not 

watching him back.  He participates, often wholeheartedly in the games of his people, but 

he also wonders why.  Sometimes he questions—right or wrong—whether his friends, 

family, nuns or neighbors ever wonder why they do the things that they do.  It isn’t a 
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constant, gnawing, sense of separation, at least not at this young age, but he is beginning 

to feel a disconnect between him and those around him.  He senses that his dreams differ 

from those of his siblings and playmates.  He thinks he may wonder something different.  

He thinks.  He wonders.  As he said it later: 

I had lot’s of friends and stuff, but I don’t know how.  Everyone seemed 
so certain, and I wasn’t.5 

As Andy runs down the street toward home—away from the playground of 

suburban Dallas’ streets—it is not he who watches others, wondering. It is me watching 

him.  His feet barely touch the street as he runs away—this summertime street that 

children own during the day, katydids own at night, and cars just borrow at 8 a.m. and 6 

p.m.   

Carolina:  The Pool 

I remember playing in the street, too.  Long periods of time where we didn’t see 

any adults at all: 

It was that freedom of just going, not having to be at home all the time, 
even though I was so young.  I couldn’t do that here, now, with my kids6. 

It’s hot in Managua, too.  The trees are different from those in Dallas; the streets 

are of a slightly different construction as well.  The language—though still shouted from 

playing children—is decidedly different. 

In this, my memory, I don’t realize how wonderful the freedom is.  I only insert 

that years later, when I look back at Nicaragua with eyes that have seen so much more 

than this tiny neighborhood.  It seemed so big at the time.  It seems so big today.   

Today I am playing with the two sisters who live across the street from our house.  

We know that when adults are not around, we make our own decisions.  We speak out 
                                                 
5 Interview transcript, 11 March, 2004 
6 Interview transcript, 1 Dec. 2004 
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loud.  We can tell the trees and stones, the animals and bicycles what to do.  The light 

from the sun comes into the yard only after being jostled through the leaves of many 

different kinds of trees.  The walls around the yard keep the sun from staring at us 

through open sky.  So it is green in here.  The animals in the yard make music.  They 

dance their animal dances around the garden.  The goats ignore the chickens, but 

somehow they seem to sing along together, like they were the musicians at a festival.  

The goats are the big brass horns and the chickens are the drums, the festival music just 

for us kids in the yard.  Today we are trying to get the fruit from that tree over there.  The 

older sister is already up in the tree, reaching, reaching.  Her feet are on the low branches 

and the round fruit scoots out of her grip, teasing her.  She doesn’t have a name.  She 

used to, but when stories don’t get told, the characters fade.  The girl reaches for a 

vaguely-colored fruit right now, but the story of this day—like so many from this 

neighborhood and neighborhoods of my future—will very seldom be told.  They are 

losing their details like poor reception on an old TV.   

We decide to throw rocks to knock the fruit down.  When it falls, you’ll see what 

I mean about how good it tastes.  Big and round, but not hard—kind of squishy—and 

sour.  It’s not the kind of sour that makes your eyes shut, though.  It’s a good sour, 

sweetened by the pride of getting it from the tree ourselves.  I can feel the juice drying on 

my lips and I just lay here a while.  When I hold my hand up like this I can see the leaves 

of the trees through my fingers.  The leaves move back and forth in little circles like little 

green fish in a bowl and the sun blinks in and out and in and out, making bright triangles 

burst through the swimming leaves. 

“Let’s go swimming.” 

It’s a great idea.  The sticky juice and the heat will wash away, and the sun will 

bounce off the water, afraid to taunt us while we swim. But… 
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“Let’s make a swimming pool in our yard!” 

An even better idea! How will we do it?  We spend the afternoon hatching a plan. 

Through laughter and the intensity of very young versions of Organization we 

decide to dig right here in the courtyard, into the dark, packed earth.  We’ll put plastic 

down—like a plastic bag or something—to keep the water from escaping.  It’s a good 

plan.  We’re excited. 

How will we dig it?  What will we use? 

I decide to use a knife.  I run across the street.  My grandmother is in the kitchen.  

I knew she would be.  Abuelita, can I borrow the knife? 

“What for, niña?”  

*** 

It didn’t go well.  She didn’t give me the knife to dig into the packed dirt of our 

neighbors’ courtyard.  Most homes only have one knife, and it is used to cut the meat and 

vegetables that we eat for our meals.  They’re not for digging swimming pools.  They’re 

not for little girls to play with.  But my grandmother will go to the market in a little while 

to get the food for us to eat when my father comes home.  Then she won’t be in there to 

ask.  She won’t say “no” to me then. 

*** 

I’m running across the street.  Grandma is at market.  I have our family’s knife.  It 

feels good in my hand.  It flashes the reflections of the scolding sun at me as it is pumped 

up and down by the running of my body.  It is a good idea to dig a swimming pool.  My 

grandmother and my mother will be very proud when they see what we’ve made. So you 

can stop glaring, Mr. Sun. 

In the courtyard we dig.  My neighbors dig beside me, and my family’s knife 

carves dark, little triangles into the hard dirt.  They are not like the bright angry triangles 
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peeking through the canopy of leaves above us.  They are the Mysteries of the Deep.  We 

work as the Sun continues to scowl its disapproval across the sky.  But the stern Sun is 

only part of the story that adults tell years later.  Right now, there is nothing to scowl 

about.  We are working on a Good Idea.  We are going to have a place to swim.   

How long will this take? 

We work forever.  As long as it takes the Sun to slide the shadows under us to the 

other sides of our bodies, we dig.  The hole is big enough to get inside now.  It is cooler 

in the hole than it is in the yard.  I can imagine the clear water rising all around me, 

sending the Sun behind a spray of blue, cool, swimming-pool water. 

As I imagine myself and my neighborhood friends splashing in the pool, my 

family’s knife stops slicing through the ground, and the earth I’ve been carving strikes 

back.  As quickly as a glass of juice can spill to the ground—going from a refreshing 

drink to a frustrating mess—the knife stopped cutting through the earth.  I didn’t think 

dirt could cut a knife.  But the knife is broken.  The blade will not slice a mango or carve 

a chicken.  I have broken our family’s knife.  It is broken.  I can’t fix it.  No one can. 

I’m not sure what this emotion is.  It seemed like such a Good Idea.  I’m not 

going to tell my mother.  It will all just go away.  They will buy a new knife at the 

market.  They will wonder what happened to this one.  But little girls don’t play with 

knives, so they’ll just keep wondering.  Knives aren’t for digging swimming pools.  

Knives are for grandmothers and mothers to use in the kitchen.  They are for slicing 

vegetables and cutting meat.   

The swimming pool did get its water, but our splashing did not scare the Sun.  We 

only got muddy.  We didn’t build a swimming pool; we dug a hole in the ground.  A 

muddy hole in the ground.  It seemed like such a good idea. 
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What if I had fallen when I ran across to our neighbors’ yard?  Maybe I would be 

the one that got broken.  I think sometimes you can’t see what will happen.  Sometimes 

you just don’t know. 

Mike:  The Knife 

The knife bit right into the skin of my hand.  First there was no blood, then there 

was nothing but blood.  At first there was no pain—for just a second…less—then I didn’t 

know anything else.  Pain.  I was just trying to help.  I just wanted to be involved, you 

know?  I reached up into the knife drawer.  My mom was working in the kitchen.  

Sometimes it’s better to just let something hit the floor if it’s falling.  I think it was the 

second or third time I went to the hospital and I wasn’t even in school yet.  Yeah, when I 

sewed my finger in the sewing machine, that was the fourth time. 

You learn a lot from pain.  You don’t forget.  The pain goes away, but you don’t 

forget.  You learn. 

Tim:  The Crayon 

Oh, man! I really need to go bad now.  I’m rocking back and forth somehow the 

rocking is keeping it inside me, keeping it from wetting my jeans.  She never saw my 

hand, I’ll go up and tell her after I’m finished coloring.  Almost through. Oh, my 

goodness. Oh, my goodness. 

“Tim, do you need to go to the bathroom?” 

Everyone is looking at me.  I can’t talk.  I nod. 

“Well, go ahead.” 

I’m walking down the aisle of desks to the bathroom.  It’s right here in our room.  

There’s a picture of a boy on the door.  He’s got red hair like me.  I guess there’s a 

picture of a girl on the girls’ bathroom.  I look around the room to see what color her hair 
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is.  But I can’t find it.  It must be on the other side of the blackboard from the boys’.  But 

I don’t see it over there.  It’s kind of fuzzy in that corner of the room.  I don’t know 

where the girls’ bathroom is.  That’s funny.  I’ve been coming to this room every day for 

months, but I don’t know where it is.  It just disappeared. 

I can see the pencil sharpener.  It’s screwed to the side of a dark wooden 

bookcase.  I imagine I see the bits of red crayon that I stuck in there because I wanted it 

to be sharp.  That doesn’t work, by the way.  It just grinds it up.  Pencil sharpeners at 

school don’t shave the wood off the pencil, they grind it up.  So crayons just get smashed.  

I didn’t know that.  I know now.  Mrs. Packabush got really mad about that.  But I didn’t 

confess.  She said, “Who did this?!  Who stuck a crayon in the pencil sharpener?” And I 

just sat there at my desk hoping she wouldn’t pry open my hand.  I was squeezing that 

little nub of red so tightly that I couldn’t even feel it there anymore.  She would never 

have thought it was me, though.  I was safe, because there are lots of bad kids in here.  

She wouldn't think it was me.  But I felt terrible about it.  It’s funny, because I don’t feel 

bad about it now.  When was that, yesterday?  Last month?  Or will that happen 

tomorrow?  I see some of the kids around me.  But I can't make out the faces of many of 

them.  And I can’t find the door to the girls’ bathroom.  I know they’ve got one.  Erased.  

Absent.  But I am here, and there is my bathroom.  The boys’ bathroom.  I pull the door 

open.  It is even quieter in there.  I look.  The floor is made of square tiles the color of an 

old man’s forehead.  The walls are rectangle tiles, arranged like bricks.  They are yellow, 

but not yellow like the crayon—more like the water in the toilets.   

There’s a door directly across from the door I’m peeking in.  That’s where the 

second grade boys will come in the bathroom.  There’s a second grade room right on the 

other side of the bathroom—right on the other side of that door.  We share it.  They’re 

big.  I don’t want to see one of them.  Please, please, please don’t let one of them come in 
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here.  If they do, I’ll, I’ll, I’ll just leave.  Come back later.  But it’s quiet in here right 

now.  Nobody is here.  I’ll go over and walk into the stall.  I need to go quickly, but not 

run.  You can’t run.  That’s not allowed. 

Carolina:  The Dead Boy 

It’s night time now.  It’s still hot, but the sun has left us alone.  It is more like a 

warm hug.  It’s like a hug from an old abuelo, your head buried in his clean-smelling 

shirt—dark, fresh, warm and happy.  All along the street there are people selling things 

from the tables they set up each night.  Sausage. Gallo pinto. Yucca. All kinds of fried 

treats.  There are big kids all around riding their bikes.  Women bring their chairs out into 

the street to talk.  Sometimes they laugh.  Sometimes they whisper.  Someday I’ll ride my 

bike in the street, when I get bigger.  When you can ride a bike, you’re Big. 

It’s a beautiful night.  I am happy.  The children play all around.  I’ve rounded a 

corner to a group of kids who are standing around a boy.  The boy lies on the ground.  

His eyes are closed.  His arms are crossed on his chest.  The children around him chant 

together, mysterious words.  The skin on the back of my neck spreads out.  I can feel my 

hair tighten its curls.  The chanting gets louder and louder.  There are no adults down this 

narrow alley.  I come closer.  The children continue chanting, but they open their circle to 

let me join the ritual.  We tell the boy to rise from the dead.  We say the words together.  

The feeling from the back of my neck has crept down my back and slipped under my 

arms.  My whole body feels cool now.  The air around is damp and warm, but my skin is 

as cool as the moon.   

I’m afraid.   

Suddenly, the circle of children bursts into a flock of scared birds.  We scatter, 

screaming.  The dead boy stands up and walks.  We run.  I can feel my eyes.  They open 

as wide as they can, trying to lighten the darkness.  The dead boy is looking for me.  I 
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scramble for a hiding place.  I can see children hiding through the wood of a fence.  I 

need to tell myself something.  I need to go ahead and tell myself that it is just a game—

just something that an older kid taught another kid a long time ago and it just went as a 

chain.  A scary chain of words passed down since a long time.  It’s just a…no.  I don’t 

want to tell myself.  Then it won’t be scary.  It’s not fun if it’s not scary.   

I’m pressing my face into a painted blue wall.  It feels cool, like stone, but it isn’t 

stone.  I can see around the corner of the house; no one is coming.  The dead boy must 

have gone the other way.  I will wait here.  This is a good hiding place.  He will find the 

others first.  I listen…waiting for the calls. 

Mike:  Juarez 

Everywhere you look over there there’s something creepy.  Inside the dark doors, 

you can see their wet eyes squint out at you in the sunlight.  They look at us passing.  

They want us to come into their little stores—or whatever they are.  But they don’t really 

seem like they want us to.  Do they live in there?   

I don’t understand how it is.  People live in these places that look like 
stores, but they have like their bedroom inside there and their whole living 
room.  You look in the store and they’re just sitting there like it’s their 
den, and they’ll have a few things sitting there for sale.  And that’s how it 
is.  It’s the same thing with the barber shops too.  It just looks like a living 
room, but there’s a barber stool.  And they’re just sitting in there watching 
TV.  And you’re like, “Okay.  You cut hair in here?”  “Yah.”7 

But they’re not selling anything you want.  I hate all those statues of Aztecs and 

the dragons and the snakes and everything; that freaks me out.  I do not like that at all.  

I’m…I’m scared about it.  I don’t like it over there in Juarez.  There’s always all these 

people just walking around.  Where are they going?  Why are they just out in the street?  

Everybody’s really poor.  That’s the thing.  I guess that’s why we go there to get our hair 

                                                 
7 Interview transcript, 3 Jan. 2005 
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cut.  It doesn’t cost a lot of money.  I don’t like all those dragons with feathers and the 

Aztecs on the walls, either.  It’s scary down there.  And everybody’s talking in Spanish 

and I don’t know exactly what they’re saying.  But mostly they’re not talking.  They just 

look at you.  They know we’re from the U.S. side, and they look at us.  So I’m not going.  

Mom said, “We’re gonna have to get a haircut.  Your hair’s getting long.”  But I’m not 

going.  I’m just going to go in my room for some privacy.  I’ll surprise her.  We won’t 

have to cross the border.  I know how they do it.  They hold little pieces of hair up 

between their fingers like this.  Then snip, snip, snip.  I don’t want to have to go see all 

those Aztec pictures and dragons and snakes and staring, staring people.  They say those 

Aztecs used to kill their own people.  Sacrifice them.  Cut their hearts out and let the 

blood pour all out.  I saw a painting of it in Juarez.  It was a picture of this king with 

feathers all around him and he had like a leopard skin or something and there was this 

beautiful woman—like a princess or something—and she was raising her arms up so he 

wouldn’t stab her with this home-made knife he was holding.  But he was going to.  You 

can tell what’s about to happen in a picture even though you can’t see it.  It happened, 

like a long time ago, but…well, I’m not going over there anymore.  I hate Juarez.  I’ve 

got a plan.  I need some privacy for this, though… 

Tim:  The Shit 

I push against the metal door to the boys’ room stall.  The stall is the color of a 

wet piece of coloring-book paper.  It squeaks as it starts to open.  Not like a mouse.  Not 

like the door in a haunted house.  Like a refrigerator door when you’re not supposed to 

have another piece of chocolate cake—but you really want it.  I’m not supposed to have 

chocolate much at all.  It gives me Migraines.  I usually throw up when I have a migraine.  

Mom rubs the back of my head.  That actually helps a little bit, but it doesn’t make it go 

away.  Nothing makes it go away except sleep.  But you can’t sleep when you have a 
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migraine.  It hurts too much.  But when you don’t have a migraine, you don’t even have 

to think about your head.  It’s like it’s not even there. 

The door swings open, and for almost one whole second — for just the slightest 

bit of almost-a-thought-that-doesn’t-quite-get-out-of-my-head-to-the-rest-of-my-body — 

I think I see Chocolate.   

But I’m not seeing chocolate. 

I am looking at the walls of the boys’ bathroom in the first and second grade wing 

of Caldwell Elementary School in Benton, Arkansas, and someone has spread filth all 

over the walls.  Someone actually reached in the toilet and took a piece out and smeared 

it—with his bare hand—all over the bathroom stall.  My head fills with buzzing flies.  

My neck pulls my head into my body.   

I’ve got to get out of here.  What if someone walks in right now?  Mr. Hughes!  

What if Mr. Hughes, the principal, walks in right now?  He goes to First Baptist.  He 

knows my parents.  He’ll think I did this.  He’ll think I smeared this, this, this…filth all 

over the walls of the boys’ bathroom!  I’ve got to get out of here.  What if a second 

grader comes in here?  What if it’s the boy who did it?  It was probably a black boy.  

What if he comes in here to look at what he did and he catches me looking at it?  He’ll 

know the teachers will suspect him.  Not me.  I’m a good kid.  But a black boy will know 

they’ll get him.  He’ll have to do something to make sure they don’t find out.  He’ll have 

to make sure I don’t tell anybody.  I’ve got to get out of here right now. 

Andrew:  Stations of the Cross 

“We adore you, O Christ, and we bless you, because by your holy cross, you have 

redeemed the world.” 

This is only the first station of the cross, but Jesus is already all bloody.  They 

whipped him and stuff, and he’s got a Crown of Thorns on his head—a crown made out 
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of real thorns, sharp, pointy thorns that are sticking into his head.  But you can’t really 

see the blood in a stone statue.  That guy in front of him with his hands in the bowl is the 

guy who can-dimmed him to death, “Ponch’s Pilot.” 

“We adore you, O Christ, and we bless you, because by your holy cross, you have 

redeemed the world.” 

This is the station where he starts carrying the cross.  It’s totally heavy.  It’s made 

out of wood, and it’s bigger than my dad.  Later they’re gonna nail him right to it.  With 

nails.  In his hands and feet.  This one’s pretty boring, though.  He’s just walking with all 

those people.  I don’t know who all those people are.  They’re just watching him, I guess. 

“We adore you, O Christ, and-we-bless-you, because-by-your-holy-cross-you 

have-redeemed-the-world.” 

This is the station where he falls down.  The cross is too heavy.  This is a boring 

one, too.  But you’ll see.  In a minute we’ll get to the ones where it gets pretty bloody.  

Pretty sick stuff.  Is the Sister looking over here? 

“We-adore-you-O-Christ-and-we-bless-you-because-by-your-holy-cross-you-

have-redeemed-the-world.” 

I’m trying not to laugh.  So don’t look at me right now.  Jimmy just got swatted 

with a ruler.  She had it under her habit.  Got him good.  Yesterday I got busted and I had 

to kneel on pencils.  That is the worst.  I’d rather just get hit with a ruler real quick or 

something.  Your knees get all white where the pencil digs into them and it feels like it’s 

sharp even though it’s just a round pencil.  It’s like broken glass after a while.  But you 

don’t bleed.  No marks. 

“WeadoreyouOChristandweblessyoubecausebyyourholycrossyouhave-

redeemedtheworld.” 
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I think that’s Jesus’ mother in this Station.  I guess she’s Mary.  Like the Holy 

Mother or something.  I don’t know.  No, wait…. This isn’t the mother one.  I think that’s 

a guy. He’s helping Jesus carry the cross or something.  I forget.  Simon, maybe.  

Today’s my day to pick teams at recess.  If I win at One-Potatoes, I’ll pick John first.  If 

not, I’ll pick Jimmy.  John can catch anything that comes to him 

WeadoreyouOChristandweblessyou-becausebyyourholycrossyouhaveredeemedtheworld 

but Jimmy can really hit.  He can hit it all the way out to where the clovers are.  I’d have 

to have, like, a bazooka to get the ball out that far.  I wish I could though.  I wish I could 

swing like Johnny Bench.  I’d hit it out every time…even if Billy was pitching.  Here 

comes the pitch! Whack! 

“Mister Urbanus!” 

Dang.  Busted.   

“Oh, you’ve got a little bit of the devil in you, today, don’t you Mr. Urbanus?  Do 

yah need help beatin’ ‘im out.  Do yah?” 

No sister.  No ma’am, sister!  WE-ADORE-YOU-OCHRIST-AND-BLESS 

YOU-BECAUSE-BYYOURHOLYCROSSYOUHAVEREDEEMEDTHEWORLD! 

Carolina:  La Gritería 

I can hear the cries of the people all around me.  It is nighttime, but there is no 

darkness at all.  I’m almost dancing; I’m so excited.  The streets are filled with people in 

my neighborhood.  Everyone’s neighborhood is out tonight.  Every single person comes 

out—all over the world, I guess—to sing to the Virgin.  The streets are crowded with 

people.  There are colored lights and candles everywhere.  The night looks like candy.  I 

can hear the voices coming from the open doors along the street.  There are candles lit 

inside.  The cries are not of pain, though.  La Gritería is a time to shout for joy, a time to 

sing for happiness.  I can hear the firecrackers popping in the sky on another street.  
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Sparks of yellow and red and green and blue will turn the sky into a garden of light with 

fiery flower pedals.  I love La Gritería.  And not just for the treats that the people give us 

as we come into their houses to sing at the altars they have made.  I love to see all of the 

people singing and praying together—praying for Mother Mary.  I love to see all the 

people out of their houses, filling the streets with their happy shouts.  It’s a fun time 

because all the houses are open and anybody can go in there.  Any group of people can 

walk in, sit down and sing and pray and eat the treats.  Bananas.  Limones Dulces.  Glu 

Glú.  Other sweets and Fruits.  Little prizes.  Stuff like that.  It is funny because people 

will complain if there are not good things to eat in the houses.  They’ll make up their own 

songs—changing the words—to tell them their food is rotten.  But the owners of the 

houses, if they don’t hear you scream enough and pray, they won’t give you very much.  

They’ll taunt you, “Hey, you’re not singing. I can’t hear you!” It’s not really mean, 

though.  It’s just funny.  So sing very loudly, and we’ll eat a feast to celebrate the 

Virgin’s little niño.   

Mike:  The Priest 

Everyone is sitting very quietly.  You can hear people coughing around the room, 

like little drops of rain hitting tin cans.  Cough….Cough cough……….cough.  The long 

wooden benches are heavy and the backs are tall, so I have to hold my head up like 

there’s a rope tied to the very top.  The rope pulls me so my eyes can see over the top of 

the bench in front of me.  But nothing is happening yet.  So I look up.  The ceiling is tall 

and there are all these amazing shapes carved right in it.  It goes up and up to a point way 

above us.  But the best is the windows.  They have pictures in them.  There are little 

metal pieces that make shapes and there are colored pieces of glass inside the shapes.  All 

the different colors make a big picture.  God and stuff.  Crosses and sunshine and golden 

cups and white birds.  All kinds of stuff.  When the sun shines through, all the colors 
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spread out into the church and the little bits of dust that are floating in the air glow in the 

rays of the sun.   

But. 

Cough……….Cough cough….cough.   

I want to leave.  My grandmother is still sitting very still, just looking forward, 

waiting for something.  I don’t like to wear these clothes.  I don’t like to sit here.  I don’t 

really like the songs all the people sing.  But my grandmother does.  What are we waiting 

for?  Grandmother says you come to church to war-ship God.  I guess we’re waiting for 

him.  To start the war ship.  

Then music starts.  I can’t see who is playing it, but it is loud and it sounds like a 

scary movie, kind of.  Then people in the back of the church start singing and it doesn’t 

sound scary anymore, it sounds like something important.  God is the most important.  I 

think it is time to start to war-ship Him. 

Then.  This man comes out of a little door over on the side.  It didn’t even look 

like it was a door before.  I didn’t even notice it.  But it opened and he came out.  I think 

it was a secret passage.  Where does it go?  Everybody stands up.  I can see him better 

now.  He’s got a long…thing…on.  It’s not a dress.  He’s a man.  But it’s white, and it 

flows all down his body and moves like curtains in the wind when he walks, heavy 

curtains, like in the living room. It’s got all this golden stuff on it.  Golden swirls.  More 

shiny stuff.  And he looks like he is totally important.  That’s why they started singing, 

because he was coming.  They knew somehow.  His hair is grey, so he’s old.  He walks 

right up to the front of all the people.  He waves at us, and now I know.  I know I’m 

supposed to be quiet, but I pull Grandma’s arm.  She looks at me.  She knows it’s 

important, so she bends over.  I whisper with my quietest voice so He won’t hear me.  I 
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don’t want Him to know that I didn’t know for sure.  I wait.  She starts to straighten up 

again. I can’t wait any longer, so I go ahead and say it.   

“Grandma…is that God?” 

Tim:  The Playground 

I’m on the playground.  It’s recess.  I’m leaning against one of the huge pine trees 

by the monkey bars.  I’m looking at the teachers standing between all the kids and the 

entrance to the school, just up the hill from the playground.  I could go over there and tell 

them I need to go.  But, even if they let, me, I’d have to go back in there. I’m never going 

in there again.  So I just stand here and look at the teachers in their dark teacher-coats.  I 

see the clouds of breath that they puff out into the air.  But I can’t hear their words.  I just 

stand here looking.  Freezing.  But then my legs stop being cold as they—slowly at first, 

then in a rush—are engulfed in warmth.  I can feel my toes warm as puddles form in my 

sneakers.   

Andrew:  The Train 

It’s a long, low sound that you could easily not notice.  I know that if you were 

close to it, it would be so loud that you’d have to cover your ears.  But it is far, far away.  

How far?  I wonder.  It almost sounds like a cry.  Like a huge animal is hurt…or lonely.  

But it’s not an animal; it’s a machine made out of steel.  Even the wheels are steel.  I 

wonder where it is headed.  Where has it been?  It can cross over mountains and long flat 

plains.  It goes through the snow and the rain, crossing trestles, going by cities.  Going at 

night.  All day long.  I like to lie here and listen to the train while I look at the clouds 

bunching together then dissolving, making blue and silver silhouettes in the sky.  The 

clouds don’t know that I’m seeing pictures in their super-tall bodies.  Clouds don’t know 

anything.  They just roll around up there in the sky while the train rolls down the tracks 
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toward somewhere.  Where?  I’d like to jump up on the train like a hobo.  And just go 

wherever it would take me.  Colorado.  California.  Alaska!  I’d be free, going on a great 

adventure.  It’s funny.  The clouds don’t know they make pictures in the sky and the train 

doesn’t know it’s rumbling from place to place, but I know.  If I were free to ride the 

trains, eating canned beans in the boxcars for lunch and lying on top of the cattle cars at 

night, I could go anywhere.  But the trains have to stay on their tracks.  The trains aren’t 

free at all.  

Mike:  The Haircut 

“…Mike?...Mike? What are you doing in there?”  She knocks. 

I open the door to my room.  It’s a little bit sooner than I would have liked for her 

to see my surprise.  But I’m pretty much finished.  I turn to her.  You know how you can 

feel your smile on your face sometimes?  It’s like you’re not really trying to smile big, 

but your face just does it for you, the way they always want you to when they’re taking a 

picture?  I can feel my smile right now.  There is a big black circle on my floor.  It looks 

like a dark rug—maybe a little bear rug, like in the cartoons.  But this one doesn’t have a 

head.  This fur isn’t from a bear. 

“Oh my God!” 

My mom is surprised. 

“Check it out, Mom! I cut my hair!  Now I don’t need to go to Juarez!”   

“AYYYYY!” 

Mom takes my shoulders and walks me—pretty fast—to the mirror.  There I am. 

Ohh.  That’s…that’s not right.  That’s not what I meant to do.  I did it the way they do.  I 

thought.  I pulled up bunches of my hair between my two fingers just like the barbers do.  

But…okay…go away, now.  I don’t want you to see me crying. 
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Tim:  Santa Claus 

“Tim, sit here with me for a second.” 

I slip into the creaky plushness of the rocking chair that faces the RCA in my 

parents room to sit half on my mother’s lap, half in the chair.  It’s three-and-a-half days 

until Christmas.  And I’ve been sputtering around for a week carrying the Sears catalogue 

with me everywhere I went. 

“Tim, you know who Santa is don’t you?”   

Of course I do; he’s the big guy in the red suit who’s bringing me the G.I. Joe: 

Secret Mission to Spy Island set.  He’s almost the most important person in the whole 

wide world.  

“Uh...Yes, Mom.” 

 “I thought so.  Jenny’s not old enough to have figured it out yet, so I want you to 

keep pretending He’s real.  Christmas will be a lot more fun for her if she doesn’t know 

that your dad and I are really the ones who put the toys under the tree.” 

What?  What did she just say? Dad and…what? 

… 

“And in the stockings too, right, Momma?” 

“That’s right.  Me and daddy sneak into your rooms after you’ve gone to sleep 

and leave the stockings there.  I buy the presents all through the year, whenever I see 

something I think you’ll like.” 

“OK, Momma.  I’ll keep pretending…for Jenny.” 

I crawl under my bed expecting to hide there for hours.  The shredded, yellowed, 

ticking beneath my mattress hangs down on me like discarded burial cloth as I mourn the 

death of one of the most trusted and reliable people I have ever known.  But then again, I 

never knew him, because he never was.  It was a lie.  I realize that my mother thought 
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that I was much smarter and more mature than I really was, so I fight desperately to keep 

from crying in Smoky the Bear’s stuffed face.  But the drama wears off pretty quickly.  I 

probably only hide for five minutes. 

I walk quietly, purposefully into the kitchen.  “Momma?” 

“Yes, Tim.” 

I want to ask her if Jesus is real.  But understanding comes pretty quickly.  I know 

Jesus is real.  No one would lie about that.  Santa Claus was just a kid’s game.  God is the 

Truth.  So I just stand there trying to think of something else to say.  My mother turns 

around to finish washing the dishes. 

Carolina:  The New School 

There was this little girl.  She just came and took my money.  I mean, she didn’t 

steal it.  She asked me if I wanted her to buy me something with it.  She was trying to 

help.  My mother gave me that money so that I could buy a snack or something.  But I 

don’t know where to go to get a snack.  I don’t know what kind of snack they have at this 

school.  I don’t even want a snack.  I just want to go home.  My mother took me to this 

school today.  She said someday I’ll get to go to catholic school with nuns and 

everything, but I’m too little right now.  Right now I have to go to this school.  I don’t 

want to.  I don’t like it here.  I don’t want to sit in front of the Big, Black Board and 

watch the teacher just writing big letters and listening for us to say the words.  I don’t 

know the words to say.  I want to go to grandpa’s house.  His house is like a forest, so 

beautiful with all the colors.  But here, here there is only the Big, Black Board.  There is 

nothing else here at this school.  What kind of snack will the girl bring me?  After this 

‘recess’ we have to go sit back down in there and look at the teacher writing on the Big, 

Black Board.  The girl saw that I am lost at this school.  She is helping me.  She said, “Do 

you want me to buy you something?” and I just got my money and gave it to her, but now 
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I don’t remember how she looks.  It’s been a really long time.  I’ve been waiting here 

forever.  Maybe she isn’t coming back.  Oh! I don’t wanna be here. 

There is the gate.  I could go out that gate.  I could walk home.  My mother will 

be happy to see me.  She misses me, and she will hold me and tell me that she is sorry 

that she sent me to this school.  She didn’t know that they would make me sit and sit and 

sit and look at the Big, Black Board.  The gate is right there.  No one is near the gate.  I 

can go out of the gate and go home.  I don’t want to be here.  Where is the girl?  Where 

did she take my money?  That was the money my mother gave me to buy a snack.  But I 

am so lost here.  I am not supposed to be here. 

*** 

I can hear the gate bang against the fence.  But I’m not going to look back to see 

if they heard me go out of it.  They will try to make me stay.  I don’t want to sit in front 

of the Big, Black Board.  There are so many cars.  The streets are filled with cars.  I can 

hear the cars honking on other streets—streets that I cannot see.  There are so many 

streets.  How will I get to the other side of this one?   

Please?  Please?  With your permission?  Will you help me?  I have to get to my 

mother.  I have to cross the street.  The woman takes my hand.  She smiles.  I will be 

okay.  Everything will be okay.  I just have to get to my mother.  Everything will be okay 

when I get home. 

“Hush little one.  Don’t cry.  We will get you home.  Which way is your house?” 

I try to tell her.  I need to tell the woman where my house is.  It is time to open my 

mouth and tell the lady how to take me home.  But I can’t speak.  The crying is choking 

my words.  I point with my finger.  My hand points when my words won’t come. 

“That way?  Okay, little one.  I will take you across the street.” 
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So many streets.  It didn’t seem so far when I was holding my mother’s hand this 

morning.  Around this corner.  I know that house.  I have passed it many times.  My 

house is this way.  I point.  The tears drown my words.  All I have is pointing. 

The lady pats my head.  She wants me to be okay.  She will get me to my mother.  

She is helping me.  Nice lady.  I wonder if the girl is looking for me at the school.  Does 

the girl have a snack for me?  Is it bread?  Some fruit?  A drink to cool me?  Is the girl 

drinking my cool drink now, because she has looked and looked for me?  She must be 

wondering where I’ve gone.  Maybe she is standing there holding my snack, waiting.  

Waiting.  But I am not coming back to that school.  I will go to market with my mother.  I 

will help her cook supper.  I will play outside.  I will go to Grandpa’s house!  I will play 

with my cousin.  That is a much better thing to do than sit in front of the Big, Black 

Board.  The teacher writes the big letters and we say the words.  But I don’t know the 

words.  I do not know what to say.  I do not know how to get a snack with the money that 

my mother gave me… 

There!!  There it is.  That is my street!  I run now.  The tears stop.  They cannot 

flow when I run so fast.  I am outrunning the tears.  I have left the woman.  Is she running 

behind me?  I don’t know.  I am almost home.  Mother will be there.   

Mother! Mother!   

I come into the room so fast.  She must think I was flying.  She will be so glad to 

see me. 

“¡Carolina! ¿What are you doing here?! How did you get here?” 

Oh, mother, I was at that-horrible-horrible-school.Idon’tlike-it-there-mommy-it’s-

a-horriblehorrible-place-i-gave-my-money-to-a-little-girlshesaidshewouldgetme-

asnackbutidon’trememberwhatshelookslikeand… 
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“Carolina, where is the money I gave you?  Come child.  We have got to get you 

back to school. 

Come!” 

Her hand reaches out.  She wants me to hold it.  I don’t.  I don’t want to go.  She 

takes my hand.  Surely she’s not taking me back.  I don’t want to go.  Why would she 

take me back? Mother? 

Mike:  The Pool 

I look up, breathing hard.  All my neighbors are looking at me.  It’s like all of El 

Paso is out here.  I can feel the skin on my face throbbing.  My ears are ringing.  I’ve got 

no shoes on.  My glasses are somewhere on the ground.  I can’t see their faces so great 

without my glasses, but they can see me, all right.  This is fucked up.  This is private shit. 

I’m outta here. 

I start walking, but I don’t know where I’m going.   

In the garage, I see my board and grab it and run.  I jump on and cruise 
around the block.  Two houses down at a government seized house there is 
an empty pool in back8. 

I’m standing on my skateboard, back and forth back and forth, riding around in 

the bottom of the empty swimming pool.  Just meditating.  Thinking about what just 

happened.  In a way that was one of the worst moments of my life.  My dad lost it.  

Nothing new there.  But he dragged it out into the yard, that’s fucked up.  This is private 

stuff.  Family business.  Now the whole neighborhood is in on it.  But in another way 

what just happened is good.  That hasn’t happened before.  I turned on him.  I fought 

back.  I wasn’t just a punching bag stuffed fat with fear.  I wasn’t just prey.  I was an 

opponent.  I fought back.  It’s like when there’s a horrible “something” coming up behind 

                                                 
8 Written response data, May 26, 2005. 
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you in a dream—a nightmare.  You can turn around and face it or run and hide, terrified 

it’ll find you.  Today I turned around.  There was a message in that.  He heard it. 

“Uh, hey, Mike?”  I’ve been riding in this pool—tracing invisible lines around the 

steep slopes of the walls of the painted, blue cement—taking comfort in the familiar 

motions of a skateboard leaning into the curves of a man-made hole in the ground, 

watching the invisible lines that I trace up and around the sides of the pool.  I answer, but 

I can’t see.  “Yeah.” 

“Your mom brought over your glasses.” 

Tim:  The Test 

“Tim, when you finish with your work could you please come up and see me?” 

The rise of the red heat beneath my face renders my freckles pointless.  Sonja 

Crawford with her stupid stuffed animals lolling all over the top of her desk, like she’s 

Hanna-Barbera’s taxidermist, whispers, “Tim’s gonna get it!”  Danté Adams breathes 

through his stutter a condemning, “Ooooo!”  He can always say that without stuttering.  

“Ooooo!” 

I dawdle over the fragrant purple smell of mimeograph that has become so 

familiar in these last four years.  I have to decide if I want to delay the pain, take my time 

with my work or furiously scrawl answers in the pre-fab blanks to get the inevitable over 

with. 

“Let or Leave” the directions on the page prompt: 

Jill told her brother to ______ her alone. 

My mother will not ______ me walk to the store alone. 

Who gets those two words mixed up? 

I decided to face the demon that looms over me without delay.  I rise to accept my 

fate.  I try to stare the goose bumps off my hand as it places the paper on Mrs. Green’s 
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desk – the name in the upped right-hand corner, face-up, top towards the blackboard.  I 

hate that blackboard.  It’s green. 

“Thank you, Tim.  Would you please step outside with me?”   

The door to the portable slams like a beating. 

 “I’m not really sure how to tell you this, Tim.  I’ve made a mistake….I owe you 

an apology.” 

My terrified feet suddenly became orphaned kittens, pawing at the ground, unable 

to remain in one spot.  She made a mistake?  What kind of mistake?  An apology?  From 

a teacher? 

“We just got the scores from the tests you took at your old school.” 

Mistake?  She made a mistake? 

“See this graph?  These are your scores in the different areas that they test.  This 

is math.  This is reading.  This is social studies.  You scored in the ninety-ninth percentile 

in almost every one of the categories.  Do you know what that means?” 

I can’t look up at her.  She made a mistake?  What’s the mistake here?  I always 

make in the 99th percentile.  That’s not a mistake.  Is she going to make me take the test 

over?  Fine.  I like those tests. 

“It means you are in the wrong reading and math groups.  I’m sorry, Tim.  I just 

thought…I mean…you don’t seem….  Well, I’m sorry, Tim.  I think since the year is 

close to over, and you’ve made friends in the groups you are in; we’ll just keep things the 

way they are.  But if you ever get bored and want to work on something else, or work 

ahead in the math book, you just go right ahead.” 

I still haven’t looked up at her.  I stared at the score sheet from the SRA tests.  It 

was a carbon copy.  I wondered if the original was at my old school in Benton.  Or was 

the original at the place where they graded them?  I wondered where that was.  It seemed 
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like it might be California, or New York – someplace important.  I wondered what the 

machine that graded the penciled-in bubbles looked like. 

Mrs. Green opens the aluminum door with the tiny slit of a window in it.  

Aluminum is made from bauxite, a rock you can find around that part of Arkansas.  

That’s why Reynold’s Aluminum is in Arkadelphia.  But my dad didn’t bring us here 

because of aluminum.  He’s a banker.  Now he’s the Senior Vice President.  My Sunday 

school teacher works at Reynold’s.  He has a hard hat in the back of his truck.  The 

window in the aluminum door has criss-crossed wires inside the glass.  I guess it’s so no 

one can break the glass and then stick a hand in to unlock the door.  Who would want to 

break into a schoolroom?   

Vandals, that’s who.  Kids do some crazy things. I turn to go in the door. 

Mistake? 

Danté continues his Ooo-ing.  I sit back down next to Sonja and the Technicolor 

massacre on her desk.  A limp-necked swan stares at me with it’s dead marble.  Why do 

they always make stuffed hippos pink? 

“Did’ya get a paddlin’?”  I’m in the middle group.  I just stare at the line of 

cursive letters taped above the blackboard…the greenboard.  I’m surrounded by 

mediocrity.  How had I let this happen?  No.  It’s not my fault.  How had Mrs. Green let 

this happen?  She’s a teacher.  She’s supposed to know I’m smart.  All the other teachers 

had known.  What happened?  But more important: How had I not known this is the 

middle group?  How come I didn’t know I was smarter?  I want to cry, but I’m at school.  

What does it mean to be mediocre? 
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Mike:  The Smack 

When I was in second grade I got smacked by my teacher.  It’s a humiliating 

thing.  I told my dad about it years later.  He said, “Why didn’t you tell me about it?”  I 

said, “Dude, I thought you told her to.  I thought she was on your side.” 

Andrew: The Angel of the Day 

Miss Dorothy picked me to be the Angel of the Day today.  I’ve been good all 

week.  She knows I’m good.  She’s a good teacher.  She knows I’m a little hyper, but I’m 

good.  I’m a good kid, so I get to be the Angel of the Day.  See this wooden angel?  I get 

to wear this angel around my neck all day.  Everyone at St. Pius will know that I am the 

Angel of the Day.  And you know what else?  I get to have chocolate milk at lunch.  All 

the other kindergarteners will have regular milk—you know, the white kind—but I get to 

have chocolate milk.  Because I am the Angel of the Day. 

The Angel of the Day, that’s me.  

Tim:  The Joint 

“Aren’t you done yet?  You ever rolled a joint before, Oliver?” 

“Shut up, fucker.  I roll a lot better than you.  Look how tight that is.  You’re 

gonna suck your ears in trying to take a hit off that.”  From up on the side of “The 

Mountain” we can see Booneville High School.  I imagine all the rows of teenagers 

listening to the blah blahs of a hundred teachers.  I mentally leave the hill, actually trying 

to figure out which teachers are standing where, based on the shape of the flat grey 

building.  That’s where Mr. Pruit’s room is.  He’ll be up at the board.  There’s Mrs. 

Harmon’s room.  She stands behind the overhead projector the whole time.  That wing 

down there is where the shop class and vocational stuff is.  I’ve never been down there.  
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Who are the teachers there?  That tall part is the gym.  Behind the school all the parked 

school buses look like a shelf of Twinkies®. 

“Here comes Ashley.  Where you been, Ash?” 

“I had to pee.” 

Gulp.  The idea of Ashley North just yards away in the woods with her panties 

around her ankles momentarily chokes my throat closed in pimples of testosterone.  I 

don’t look at Oliver.  I guess it’s embarrassment, but embarrassment happens so often, 

these days, that I don’t even recognize it for what it is.  Oliver doesn’t seem to care that 

Ashley was naked in the woods just moments ago.  I assume it’s because he’s the only 

boy that I hang out with who has actually had sex…with another person.  I don’t know 

he’s gay yet.  All the jocks say he is, but I’m pretty sure there aren’t actually gay guys in 

little towns like this.  I think they’re in California or something.  It doesn’t matter if 

you’re gay or not if you don’t believe in God.  You’re going to hell anyway.  I think he 

must have been kidding about that when he told me the other day.  How could you not 

believe in God?  I mean, why?  Why would he say something like that?  I’ve been 

worried about it for days.  I tried to pray about it, but the ceiling of my bedroom has 

seemed awfully dense lately.  He’ll call me a few years from now, after his father kicks 

him out.  But he won’t take me up on my offer to come down to Texas; I don’t think I 

really wanted him to.  He will go to jail, though.  But right now, he’s ribbing me. 

“Why you in such a hurry anyway, Tim?”  He says.  “You got a date?” 

“I’m going back for fifth period.” 

“You’re going back? Why?”  Even the simplest question coming from Ashley 

seems like an insurmountable logic problem.  She has the power to scramble my thoughts 

like a pan of eggs.  I try not to look at her for fear that I won’t meet her eyes.  More 

embarrassment.  She sits down on the hood of “Mr. Mustard” my dirty-yellow Corolla.  
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Her gaze falls down the side of the mountain to the top of our high school.  “Don’t you 

have Steakley for English in fifth?  Did you hear Warren saw her out behind her house 

getting in her hot tub?” 

“Oh that is so Gross!” Oliver pretends to stick his finger down his throat. 

“Now I can’t go back. I’ll be visualizing her shriveled old body the whole time.” 

Oliver hands Ashley the joint. 

“Then stay.  We’ll go out to Jack Creek to swim later.”  She said this without 

letting any of the blue marijuana smoke escape her lungs. I’ve never been able to do that.  

In fact, I’ve never even been able to inhale it at all.  I’ve sort of tried, but I’m scared of 

what will happen.  It doesn’t even seem to affect Oliver and Ashley that much.  They just 

talk away like they always do. 

“Naw, I’m going back,” I say.  

“You got a test?”  Oliver shifts his weight causing the hood of my car to yelp with 

a metallic pop.  We all jumped with paranoid glee. 

“Naw, I just want to go back.” 

“Why?  Seriously.” 

“Well, we’re reading Hamlet.” 

“So.  We’re reading Hamlet too.  You don’t see us gracing BHS with our smug 

mugs, now dooya?” 

“I like Claudius.  He’s a real motherfucker.”  I laugh.  It’s a funny joke.  But the 

delivery wasn’t that good.  Words like that don’t sound very natural coming from me.  I 

guess that’s why they’re not laughing.  The truth is I don’t understand the words that I 

read when we mutter our way through the text.  But David does.  I sit next to him, and he 

reads the part of Hamlet.  He’s got tons and tons of lines.  And they always come from 

his lips like he’s actually saying them.  When I read my lines—the few I’ve got—it 
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sounds like the words don’t even go in the same sentence.  It just sounds like I’m spitting 

out a string of unrelated words, chopped word salad. Meaningless. 

But when David reads them they sound like music.  Like a hymn.  Then when 

Mrs. Steakley tells him to explain to the class what he just read…he does.  And I can see 

it.  I can understand what he means.  I can’t understand a single thing that Mrs. Steakley 

says.  I don’t really think she understands either, to be honest.  I heard Miss Richards, the 

Spanish teacher, went up to Ft. Smith when a bunch of refugees were shipped there for 

some reason or another.  She was supposed to help them translate what the refugees were 

saying, but they said she didn’t understand a word they said.  Figures. 

I don’t tell Ashley and Oliver that I’m going so I can sit and listen to David talk 

about Hamlet.  He’s a Grover.  He lives up on the hill by the old TB asylum.  Sugar 

Grove.  I hear his dad built their log cabin from the trees that he cut down right there on 

the land.  With his bare hands.  Ash and Ollie already think I’m a bit of a Dorcus 

Aurelius.  I’m almost late for fifth period.  “Get off my car you potheads.  Ash, can I 

borrow your Visine®?” 

“Sure, College Boy.” 

Mike:  The Popcorn Party 

Karissa’s playing along.  If Karissa actually comes through for us, then this is 

going to be the best day we’ve ever had in all of fourth grade.  The best part was when I 

raised my hand and said, “Did Mrs. Stevens write in that little book that today was 

supposed to be our popcorn party?”  I could see her squirming.  She didn’t know what to 

say.  But I looked around the room and it was like little drops of rain in a bucket.  Ping, 

Ping Ping-ping.  They were, like, “Yeah! Today’s the popcorn party.”  “Oh, that’s right!  

The Popcorn party!”  “Yah, did she write that in there—about the popcorn party?”  Of 

course there was nothing in that book-of-plans about it.  We never get popcorn parties.  
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But that’s what’s so cool about substitutes.  They never know what’s going on.  As far as 

she knows, we’re the best class in school.  As far as she knows we deserve a popcorn 

party.  Come to think of it we do deserve a popcorn party!   

We’re all sitting here in our beige rows, waiting for the bell to ring after lunch.  It 

all depends on Karissa.  She goes home for lunch every day.  She lives, like, two cul-de-

sacs away.  She said she’d bring back a popper and some corn.  She said she would.  

Please, please, Karissa.   

The clock is ticking by like it’s the end of the school day.  I’ve never wanted 

lunchtime to be over so bad before.  Where is Karissa? 

BRRRRrrring! 

That’s the bell.  Where’s Kariss…I see her while she’s still across the street with a 

grocery bag clutched to her chest.  She comes around the corner, out of the beige hall, 

through the beige door, into our beige room with its concrete floor and beige rows of 

desks.  She’s holding that beige bag. 

She reaches in.  She pulls out a big, clear, plastic R2-D2.  What the?…it’s a 

popcorn popper!  A Star Wars popcorn popper! 

It is on!  Popcorn party.   

This is my greatest accomplishment. 

Carolina:  The Soldier 

Noises! Shouting! What is…?  There is a man in our house.  He is wearing a 

uniform, like my father’s, but not crisp and clean with sharp creases.  His uniform is 

dirty.  Wrinkled.  He is dirty, too.  He has a gun.  He is asking questions.  His questions 

are sharp, like the creases on Daddy’s uniform.  But they are not clean, beautiful 

questions.  He waves his gun around the room.  Will he shoot us?  What does he want 
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here?  How can this man be a soldier?  He is so rough.  He searches through everything.  

He won’t shoot us.  Soldiers don’t shoot children.  

National Mutiny in Nicaragua 

New York Times 

Jul 30, 1978. 

By Alan Riding. 

MANAGUA, Nicaragua. Shortly after 7:00 A.M. on Oct. 8 last year, 
wearing a light blue sport jacket that made his hair look even whiter, 
Joaquín Cuadra Chamorro slipped out of his palatial home in the Santo 
Domingo district of Managua and was driven by his chauffer to the city’s 
airport, named, like so many things in Nicaragua, after the country’s long-
ruling President, Gen. Anastasio Somoza Debayle. 

A highly respectable aristocrat and reputedly the wealthiest private lawyer 
in Nicaragua, the 60-year-old Cuadra traveled frequently outside the 
country on business, and his family thought nothing of his latest trip.  “See 
you in 10 days or so,” he had called out to his daughters before climbing 
into the back of his red Volvo 164, one of a half-dozen cars normally 
parked in his driveway. 

Five days later, Nicaragua’s leftist guerillas, the Sandinist (sic) National 
Liberation Front (F.S.L.N.), though, to have been decimated by years of 
repression, launched a new military offensive against the Somoza regime, 
attacking National Guard barracks at Ocotal in the north and San Carlos in 
the south, losing two rebels but killing two dozen soldiers.  The 
commander of the assault on Ocotal was 27-year-old Joaquín  Cuadra 
Lacayo, the only son—and heir to the fortune—of Joaquín Cuadra 
Chamorro. 

Then, on Oct. 17, as a new guerilla attack struck Masaya, 20 miles south 
of Managua, 12 prominent non-Marxist Nicaraguans issued from 
neighboring Costa Rica an explosive statement calling for a popular 
insurrection to overthrow the Somoza dictatorship and asserting that any 
political solution to Nicaragua’s problems would have to involve the 
guerillas.  Among academics, priests and businessmen who signed the 
declaration of “Las Doce [The Twelve],” one name in particular provoked 
disbelief in Manangua—that of Joaquín Cuadra Chamorro.  For months, 
the ostensibly archconservative Cuadra had been in secret contact with the 
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leftist guerillas and plotting against the regime.…The revolution taking 
place in Nicaragua today is no ordinary political movement pitting left 
against right or civilians against the military.  Rather, it is a national 
mutiny in which almost every sector of the country—left and right, rich 
and poor—is united against a dynastic dictatorship that is now sustained 
exclusively by the 7,500-man National Guard, and that enjoys political 
support only from Somoza’s own Liberal Party.  Even more unusual, it is 
a revolution made possible by the “betrayal” of the Somoza family by two 
of its oldest allies—the wealthy business elite and the United States 
Government.…Shortly after 11:00 P.M. on Dec. 27, 1974, F.S.L.N. 
commandos burst into a party at the home of a former Agriculture 
Minister, Jose Maria Castillo, The American Ambassador to Nicaragua at 
the time, Turner B. Shelton, a close friend and adviser to General Somoza, 
had just left, but the guerillas grabbed a dozen other prominent guests, all 
of them associated with—and several related to—the general.  Their host 
was killed when he resisted.  General Somoza was so enraged by the 
effrontery of the guerillas that he could be dissuaded from blowing up the 
house only by his sister, Lilian, whose husband, Guillermo Sevilla Sacasa, 
Nicaragua’s Ambassador to Washington, was among the hostages.  
Eventually Somoza agreed to allow the broadcast of a long guerilla 
communiqué, to pay the guerillas a $1million ransom, to release 14 
political prisoners, and to fly them all to Cuba. 

It was the first time in 40 years that the Somozas had been successfully 
defied.  As the guerillas were driven to the airport with their hostages, 
crowds lined the roads and applauded.  That very evening, General 
Somoza declared martial law, suspending constitutional guarantees of 
individual liberties, imposing censorship on the media, and ordering an 
all-out war against the guerillas.…Representative Charles Wilson, a 
member of the House Appropriations Committee, recently delayed 
approval of foreign aid to developing nations in order to pressure the State 
Department into releasing funds assigned to Nicaragua.  In the Pentagon, 
fellow West Point alumni fear that Somoza’s overthrow might topple other 
shaky dictatorships in Honduras, El Salvador and Guatemala.  They argue 
that military aid to Nicaragua should be increased.  Finally, Cuban exiles 
in Miami have offered money to men to assist Somoza in his battle against 
Marxism.   

Others in Washington believe that the United States should prod General 
Somoza to respect human and political rights and to introduce a greater 
degree of democracy.  This group comprises the human-rights lobby, some 
liberal Congressmen and members of the State Department, and numerous 
pressure groups, including the church-associated Washington Office on 
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Latin America.  But to pursue a vigorous human-rights policy in 
Nicaragua would probably undermine General Somoza even more and 
might usher in a left-wing Government.  And to help Somoza’s opposition 
in order to insure that the “right kind” of regime succeeds him would be to 
practice just the sort of intervention that has won America the enmity of 
Latin America in the past.   

In the meantime, turmoil continues in Nicaragua and will probably 
increase, posing an ever greater threat to Somoza’s survival.  The general, 
however, is resolutely grooming his son (nicknamed “The Apprentice 
Dictator” by La Prensa) to succeed him.  He has rapidly promoted him 
though the National Guard—at 26, he is now a major—and given him 
command of the best-trained troops.  General Somoza’s associates warn 
that he is not about to flee.  Echoing a famous phrase of his father’s—“Ni 
me voy ne me van”—the general has vowed, “I’m not going and I wont’ 
be run out.”  That vow seems certain to condemn Nicaragua to violence 
and anarchy (Riding, 1978, pp. SM4-19)  

Picking up the Pieces: Shards in Review 

Life Stories 

The primary reason for undertaking this research project was to present the life 

histories of a few preschool teachers, to bring the lives of early childhood teachers to the 

table of discussions of knowledge in the classrooms of our nation and world.  The 

preceding sections, entitled Shards of Childhood, were presented as an attempt for the 

reader to get to know these teachers through the (fictionalized) eyes of their childhood 

selves.  There is no goal more present in this project than telling the stories of these 

teachers’ lives.  These are the stories of teachers, contextualized within cultural and 

historical milieus.  But there is a stream of underlying—secondary—goals that aided in 

the co-construction of these narratives. 

Fractured Life Stories  

The preceding sections are presented as a fractured whole.  The obvious and most 

salient point of fracture is that of the lived childhoods of the participants in this life 
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history project.  These vignettes are not meant to fully, realistically represent the lives 

that they offer impressions of.  To call attention to the impossibility of “telling” an entire 

life, the childhood years of these teachers have been broken into vignettes.  Each vignette 

has been chiseled from the vessel of an entire life in a violence that leaves the childhoods 

entirety shattered, untold, then juxtaposed to the fractured vignettes of other childhoods.  

There has been no effort to “reduce” the childhoods to these events.  These are not 

necessarily distilled moments of monumental meaning or psychological bearing.  Though 

the events are “real” they are intended to work more as metaphors, impressions, than as 

causal linkages to an adult teacher.  As stated, these are the intentions of a life historian in 

our current moment (I. Goodson & P. Sikes, 2001; Plummer, 2001b). 

It is my further intention to present the lived childhoods of these four teachers as 

containing vastly different moments of geography, emotion, experience and meaning—

while at the same time presenting them as somehow related.  The relatedness is a willful 

fiction, however.  These four children were not destined to teach together someday.  They 

simply ended up doing so.  The curious way in which we spread meaning across a 

narrative is called into question through these “themes” that cross the boundaries between 

the shards of the different children—the church buildings, knives, grandparents and 

holidays (See Bruner, 1990).  In the way that Andrew and Carolina both look at trees 

through crooks in their hands, the way that a “naughty” girl avoids the bite of a knife, 

while the “helpful” boy bleeds, these thematic assumptions are purposefully 

foregrounded—called into question.  In the incommensurate pain of being embarrassed 

for believing in Santa Claus and being beaten in the front yard, in the disproportionate 

fear of loneliness and fear of men with guns, in the violence of nuns, bombs, knives, and 

education there are parallels, themes that one overlays.  But that is a willful authorial 

trick—playing on the skill of the reader.  These children were in different places, 
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different cultures, even different times.  The ways in which these disparate lives are 

joined together is meant to call attention to the “view that life events lack coherence and 

causal relationship”(Polkinghorne, 1995b, p. 8).  To “offer a collection of stories 

concerning a single topic or theme without presenting them as parts of a single plot…to 

communicate that experience is fragmented and disorganized” (Polkinghorne, 1995b, p. 

8). 

There is more than one point of fracture from which the fragments have fallen.  

There are also fractures along two main themes about which mention should be made 

(there are more fractures, but respect for the reader and the mode of representation afford 

me the license to delineate only a few).  Firstly, there is a fracture through the line of 

assumptions that one brings to the representation of “real” events.  Again, these events 

really happened.  But there is a purposeful transgression across lines of voice and time 

that bring the researcher’s role in creating life histories to the fore and under scrutiny.   

Interactive Narrator: Fragmented voices, fractured timelines 

Tierney (1997) and Ellsworth (1997) and many others (See, for example, Denzin 

& Lincoln, 2000; Ellis, 2004; Slattery, 2001) have called for researchers to make 

themselves and the texts of representation they [co-]construct call into question the tacit, 

hidden thread of realism and causality that is assumed in a text.  In my effort to do so I 

have attempted to (artfully) make explicit that which may interrupt readers’ assumptions.  

One device I have used in the preceding pages is that which I call the “interactive 

narrator.”  This device is employed to call attention to the simple fact that I have taken 

these very “real” events and “authored” them.  I have rearranged and juxtaposed events, 

adding descriptions and interpretations.  All life historians do this, but I have attempted to 

call attention to my grammatical camouflage, actually inserting myself into the stories.  

Sometimes I am all too conspicuous.  Sometimes I slip in and out of the narrative with 
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elements of magical realism designed to “add to, to be superfluous to, an accepted 

reality…[and] replace what is missing:  the assumption is  that it is…realism…that is 

lacking, and this needs supplementing” (Chang, quoted in Ellsworth, 1997, p. 179).  The 

interactive narrator brings the act of capturing “voices” and taming them in the author’s 

own image out onto the page.  When Andrew, Carolina and Tim interact in the 

punishment closet at St. Pius, Andrew’s old elementary school, time, space and reality 

are brought to bear on the interpretational position of the author in an effort to “confront 

the issues of identity and representation and consider how we might develop texts that 

highlight the problematic worlds we study, our relationship to such worlds, and how we 

translate them” (Tierney, 1997, p. 34).  Tierney specifically calls for playful explorations 

of time in representational texts (1997).  But my overt call to notice the author’s pen is 

only a step toward revealing what happens in the representation of life stories.  The 

“voice” that I have provided each character in these vignettes comes from the tellers 

themselves as well as other places—including my personal interpretation. These voices 

are the voices of children, and I did not know the other three participants when they were 

children.  However, two of the three teachers, whose childhoods have been introduced in 

this way, have children of their own who I know quite well.   

When I listened to the teachers’ stories, sometimes I heard the voices of their 

children in the tales of their pasts.  Andrew in particular reminded me of his youngest son 

when he told me the story of being locked in the closet.  Therefore, when young Andy 

“tells” the story of the Stations of the Cross, he “sounds” like his youngest son—even 

though that is hardly the way that Andrew actually told the story of his being drawn to 

the violence of the images of the Stations.  I gave him the voice of his own son.  It is 

important for me as “author” to make these representational moves visible to the reader. 
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In contrast to this, Carolina did actually mention my wedding when she told me 

the story of hers.  She was actually at my wedding, and I insert myself into the 

representation of her wedding to call attention to the ways in which stories—when told—

exist in different contexts than the actual events being “told.”  She did insert me into the 

telling of her wedding.  And so did I, in the telling of her telling.  Likewise, as Andrew 

runs home in the dusk—in the seventies in Dallas—I once again evoke the voyeuristic 

gaze of the researcher, calling attention to the fact that, though I wasn’t really there, I was 

sitting across from him when he told me about his favorite time of day and its roots in his 

childhood.  I envisioned him seeing the dusks of his boyhood, so I pass my vision on to 

the reader, who in turn brings to bear her own positioned reading of those events 

(Ellsworth, 1997).   

And to call attention to the fictions of memories, there are explicit moments when 

the sharply focused realities of the vignettes lose their acuity.  When Carolina mentions 

that the size of her grandfather’s shop, which she hasn’t seen in well over twenty years, is 

difficult to discern, when the girls’ restroom and some of the students faces suddenly 

disappear from what Tim is able to see in his first grade classroom, or when Carolina 

reaches for a “vaguely-colored” fruit, the subjectivity of memory comes into play as a 

raced, gendered (Tim could have sworn there was a girls’ restroom, but it just 

“disappeared”) sexualized subject of historical context.  Or when Carolina’s mother calls 

her name in English with Spanish punctuation (“¡Carolina! ¿What are you doing here?), 

the translation of memories across language is made more explicit for the reader.   

Tools of Narrative Analysis 

There are more subtle—almost secret—versions of dealings with/in the crisis of 

representation as it pertains to memories and voice.  Many (a great many) of the words in 

the Shards of Childhood are verbatim quotes, taken from transcripts of audiotapes.  Yet 
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only a few of them are set into indented paragraphs indicating them as “quotes.”  Only 

the participants know which words are actually theirs, and I suspect their ability to 

recognize their “true” words, would be a trickier feat than it seems (I know I have had to 

refer to my notes several times to keep the original quotes intact).  Likewise, some of the 

statements of the characters as children are actually words they have said as adults, 

outside the context of stories of their youth.  For instance, when Mike talks about being 

able to “tell what’s about to happen in a picture even though you can’t see it,” he is 

quoting a future self, one I observed teaching, and he is also foreshadowing discussions 

of his pedagogical style.  Also, when Mike speaks about the imaginary rope pulling his 

head up in church, I am referring to conversations he has had as an adult about a device 

he wishes were invented to stretch his punished, bike-rider’s spine while he sits and 

watches television or otherwise relaxes. 

And when Andrew fantasizes about the trains in the distance, I loosely quote 

Donald Crews’ (1978) picture book, Freight Trains a favorite at Habibi’s and a book I 

have heard Andrew read many times9—but wasn’t published until Andrew was no longer 

reading picture books—once again transgressing the binding element of time in realist 

narratives.   

All of these elements are meant to call out our assumptions, make us wonder 

about things we hadn’t before, in terms of representation (and other people’s lives).  

“Who were the “good guys” in the Sandinista Revolution?  How do children perceive 

their teachers?  Why are some of us nonplussed by images of violence?  Why are some of 

us so callous to them? 

                                                 
9 The actual text is: “Freight Train. Moving. Going through tunnels. Going by cities. Crossing trestles. 
Moving in darkness. Moving in daylight. Going, going...gone” (Crews, 1978). 
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To those of us who constantly think about the author’s position when reading a 

book, watching television, reading the newspaper, a journal article or a statistical analysis 

of children’s test scores, these discussions of fractures along time, voice, 

memory…narrative may seem obvious and not worth including as part of a life history 

narrative.  But for those of us who sometimes forget there is a line between the history 

and the lived experience, it is imperative to make overt attempts to call attention to the 

author’s role.   

Assumptions of the Characters 

Readers make assumptions which sometime need to be interrupted in order to 

trouble the role of the author/researcher.  But there are other assumptions at play in the 

Shards of Childhood—those of the characters, the teachers, themselves.  Again, I will 

make explicit a few examples only to open possibilities in the many which are allowed to 

go without explicit mention being made of them.  When Tim assumes that the perpetrator 

in the boys’ bathroom is African American, when Carolina assumes that everyone all 

over the world is celebrating La Gritería, when Tim worries about his gay friends’ 

eternal soul (not in terms of sexuality or identity he is “certain” about the eternal fate of a 

gay boy, but not quite so sure about the fate of one who blasphemes—even as he wonders 

about the density of his own bedroom ceiling) the raced, gendered, sexualized, 

historicized subjectivites of the characters are intended to be examined.  The social 

construction of individuals and childhood itself are part of the narratives.  

Currere and the Streams of Consciousness 

The moments in Shards of Childhood that are entirely mine in memory and 

authorship were drawn from two sources.  The first source was my own flowing, 

uninterrupted, uncrafted thoughts.  I attempted to harness the power of a stream-of-
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consciousness prose style similar to that discussed by Slattery (2001).  Many of the 

“Shards” of my childhood come from these Jungian exercises.  An important reason for 

my doing so, beyond those described as a viable method for working within and against 

current modes of representation, is in deference to the words of the other participants.  

Although they were invited to critique the work that emerged from their words, they were 

in many ways still bound to the things they had said on the spur of the moment.  

Therefore, when I sat down to write what became my “Shards,” I did so with the 

realization that the other participants were rather put on the spot and then faced with the 

written transcripts of the things they had said under fire.  I did my best to put myself in a 

similar position—flawed to be sure, but offered as a sign of respect to the other 

participants.   

The other method I used was currere, a careful self-exploration of “experience in 

educational contexts” (Pinar, 1975, p. 413).  I had been asked to write a currere during 

the course work for my Master’s degree.  Some of the vignettes are taken from that 

currere.  But there is something about currere that I have discovered.  Although the 

events of the vignettes in this piece are derived from a currere I wrote a few years ago, I 

changed them tremendously.  Just as the discourse of a certain group is tied to its 

historicity, so is the identity and reality of a person tied to context of time—and 

experience.  When I read my currere, which had been preserved on my hard drive across 

the acquisition of several different computers (and across the threshold of the 

millennium), no matter how careful the self-exploration of my educational journey had 

been fashioned at the time, it was lacking a serious attention to my subjectivity as a 

gendered, raced, sexual, subjective, constructed identity.  I do not claim that the Shards of 

Childhood that are expressly about “Tim” are in any way “better” than the currere I wrote 

in 1999, but the experiences, including coursework and reading, that I have had since 
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then have drastically altered who I think “I” am, or how I think about the experiences of 

my education and life.  Currere and other forms of autoethnography, just like traditional 

ethnography, are only as deep, powerful, meaningful or worthwhile as their authors’ self-

examinations. 

Institutions and foreshadowing 

There are other fractures that are important to point out at this point in the chapter.  

These fractures have to do with words about—and images of—church and school, 

institutions of education.  There is no doubt that the teachers whose stories are told in the 

preceding pages have practices with some commonalities.  In the following chapter the 

“way” these teachers teach is the focus, along with how they teach that “way”—where 

they learned it and what it is that they teach when they practice their craft.  For the 

purpose of this chapter, however, the themes of church and school and the violence that is 

suffered there are brought to bear in terms of a metaphor for education that will be 

utilized in the following chapter.  At this point, the violence of education as talked about 

and experienced by these teachers has been made an important part of the shards of their 

childhoods.  Again, there is no causal claim, and the nun who yells angrily at Andrew is 

juxtaposed to the joyful shouts of La Gritaría to make explicit that these two versions of 

yelling are in opposition and the experiences that these two children had in religious 

settings are not the same—yet both are forms of Catholicism.  Likewise, Tim’s emotional 

relationship to the holidays of his religion and Carolina’s to hers—as well as Mike’s 

wondering about God’s presence in church and Tim’s certainty of it—are set as 

undermining of a thematic linkage to these teachers.  The borders of dichotomies are 

under attack in this text.  Finally, Mike’s violence to the suburban landscape, which is 

linked to his statements about danger and pain, along with the other elements of violence 

and learning are meant to foreshadow the paradigmatic analysis that follows the narrative 
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analysis of this chapter.  But before these analyses can happen, and in keeping with the 

primary goal of this research, we must return to the lives of the teachers, follow them 

through the journeys that they tell of themselves. 
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PART 2:  JOURNEYS 

Mike’s Journey 

Riding wheelies is like the metaphor for my life.  Active balance.  But I guess it 

wouldn’t be the metaphor it is, if it weren’t for all the things that led me to it.  It’s about 

balance, but it’s also about bikes. 

My dad and I were watching the Olympics a few years ago, and during the 

ceremonies we saw one of my friends doing a BMX exhibition.  BMX is going to be an 

official Olympic sport in the coming years.  So they were giving a little show—a little 

preview.  It’s impressive, you know, to see somebody on TV doing jumps and tricks on a 

huge half-pipe.  So my dad turns to me and says, “Why aren’t you doing that?” After 30 

years of asking me what I was going to do with my life, my dad suddenly wants to see me 

ride bikes?  Just because he saw my friend do it on TV?  At the Olympics?  Of course he 

is able to turn back around and return to his Cheetos or whatever, but I’m just flooded 

with memories: 

Learning BMX 

When I was a kid I took my dad out to the BMX tracks outside of El Paso.  I told 

him I wanted to get into it.  “Dad, this is cool.  It’s fun, you know?”  I remember standing 

there on the sidelines seeing my dad watch this other kid and his dad tinkering on his 

bike.  My dad’s arms were crossed.  He wasn’t too stoked on it at all.  I could tell, but we 

stood there together and watched for a while.  I was just soaking in all these guys 

furiously pedaling their bikes and racing and going over jumps, and adding parts, 

tweaking their bikes, having a great time.  All my dad could see was expensive 

equipment.  But I already had a bike.  I had built it.  It was put together from parts I had 

salvaged from different places, but it worked.  I made it work.  And it worked pretty good 
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for what it was.  I stretched the limits of the stuff that I had.  And I knew I could ride with 

those kids.  I didn’t need matching outfits and tons of plastic pads and shit.  I was already 

into it.  I knew I could do it.   

We got back to the truck and I was like a little puppy, “What you think, Dad? Can 

I race?  Can I race?”  But he just said, “We don’t have the money for that.”  Damn.   

There were ways they could have supported it though.  It costs ten bucks to enter 

a race.  Ten bucks.  There was a time when I found out that my mom and dad were 

spending hundreds of dollars a month on golf lessons for my little brother, Fred.  Of 

course he’s got a college scholarship now.  That investment paid off.  Fred gets to go to 

college.  He gets to travel all over everywhere.  He gets to play the game that he loves.  

But my parents couldn’t see any future in BMX.  There wasn’t any back then.  I was part 

of a little pocket of interest that was budding up all over the world, but there wasn’t any 

BMX on TV back then.  There were no ‘X-treme’ sports.  No ESPN-2.  There were just a 

bunch of kids on bikes, starving to hear about other kids on bikes somewhere else.  My 

parents were like, “What do you see in that?”   

Now I have friends that have shoe sponsors and part sponsors that give them 

money.  It might not be all that much, but if you’ve got five sponsors that are giving you 

$400 a month, that’s not bad, dude.  My pro friends aren’t rich, but they also aren’t 

buying clothes or shoes or parts for their bikes, because their sponsors totally hook them 

up—and hook up their friends too.  I don’t know when the last time I bought shoes was, 

and I don’t even have any sponsors! My friends hook me up.  They’ll lay shoes on me, 

shirts, parts.  It’s awesome.  And my friends aren’t even the ones making the big bucks.  

There’s serious money in BMX these days.  But my parents couldn’t have seen that.  No 

one could’ve seen that coming.  And to be fair, things were a lot different by the time 
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Fred came along and needed money to excel at his hobby.  Things were better then.  The 

divorce.  The phone call.  

Save your TV 

It all began around the time I saw Fonzie jump his motorcycle on Happy Days.  

I’m not all about killing your TV.  You see those bumper stickers: Kill your TV.  I’m not 

into that.  If it weren’t for TV I wouldn’t know anything but El Paso.  They’ve got this 

show now called Trading Spouses.  In that show people from different kinds of families 

end up living with each other’s husbands and kids for, like, a month or something.  They 

totally end up seeing a different perspective on life.  Everyone doesn’t do things just the 

way you do.  Everybody’s got a different way of looking at stuff, handling stuff, talking 

to kids, each other.  You get caught up in the way you do things, thinking it’s the only 

way to do it.  I’ve had people talk to me several times about that show, Trading Spouses.  

Once I was talking to this dude at a party about that show and he was like, “I’m not going 

to yell at my kid anymore after seeing that.”  It allowed him a chance to look at himself.  

You can see yourself on TV. 

But, Fonzie on Happy Days, that’s what set me off.  There was this one episode, a 

real ratings grabber, where The Fonz was going to jump over the most trash cans anyone 

had ever jumped on a motorcycle.  Of course he breaks his leg in the process, but I was 

out on the sidewalk that afternoon building a ramp.  I remember my dad was out there.  

Of course he says, “What are you doing?”  I was all excited.  “I’m building a ramp.  I’m 

going to jump my bike with it.” 

He just said, “Hmmm.”  He said Hmmm a lot10. 

So I set out building it.  You know, typical kid-building-ramp stuff.  2x4s and 

plywood.  Just a simple ramp.  I take off down the sidewalk towards it.  I can see Fonzie 
                                                 
10 Written response data, May 26, 2005. 
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in his leather jacket, his silver motorcycle gleaming against the night sky, hitting that 

ramp and soaring.  I hit the ramp.  Nothing.  It just lays flat under me.  It’s not even a 

speed bump. It hardly even slows me down. 

My dad just kind of grunts and says, “That didn’t go as planned.” 

But then he totally surprises me.  “I think you should make it lower,” he says.  We 

work on it together—me dragging boards around, him pointing, making suggestions.   

Then it happened.  I was in the air.  I hit that ramp and there was nothing between 

my bike and the ground. “How high did I get, Dad?”  That’s all?  Well, that’s a start.  

That was the beginning of this need to break out of what we are.  We’re tied to the earth, 

us human beings.  But for just a split second I broke free using my own power.  That was 

the beginning of a lot of things.   

Teachers as Cool Dudes 

Years later, after I met that dude, Todd who showed me stuff in the desert, I was 

hanging out with him a ton.  I actually dream about him still, even though the last I heard 

he was building truck parts or something after he stole a cop car and ran away with the 

sheriff’s daughter.  But I have dreams where I say, “Dude, I want to tell you what you did 

for me and how much you helped me in my life.”  Todd has no idea what a teacher he 

was.  He was the first guy to show me how to ride.  He was kind to all the kids my age.  

He was older, but he would take us around, and we’d have races in the neighborhood.  

He’d declare, “All right.  You’ve gotta go up this driveway, through this bush.  Around 

here.  Down this other driveway.”  We’d just spend our days carving on our bikes.  You 

know, not even jumping, just turning.  We’d play follow the leader on two wheels.  Or 

tag.  We’d be doing all this fun stuff that in retrospect helped us learn our balance a little 

better.  It was non-competitive.  It was pure kid fun.  Yeah, that dude was cool.  He did 

shit.  He made his own electric guitar—carved it in his dad’s wood shop.  He built his 
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own simulated bull—set it up in his back yard. He had a crazy-assed ’67 Camaro.  Years 

later I tricked out my VW Bug the same way—same color and all.  It was like a tribute—

a smaller, slower tribute. 

Immigrating to the Hip Hop Nation 

I remember going over to his house and hearing Prince coming out the front door.  

I was like, “Prince!? What?”  And Todd’s little brother, Jason said, “Yeah, my brother 

likes this weird…black music and stuff.”  I thought, “That’s cool.  He’s into it, and that’s 

cool.”  Now Prince is in the Rock-N-Roll Hall of Fame.  Todd knew.  That opened me up 

to stuff.  I realized back then the worth of opening yourself up to new stuff.  The first 

time I heard Sugar Hill Gang was maybe 1977 or ’78—maybe a little after.  I remember 

my aunt was dating this dude, Tyrone.  He was a black dude, of course.  How are you 

going to be named Tyrone and live in El Paso and not be rocking some Sugar Hill Gang?  

Tyrone brought Sugar Hill Gang over and we put it on my Grandma’s killer, old-school 

console—one of those where you slide open the top level and there’s a bowl of sugar 

cookies sitting on the right side.  Underneath the cover there’s a turntable where you can 

stack up as many albums as you wan to listen to, and then it just pours out.  I couldn’t 

believe what I was hearing: 

I said a-hip hop, a hippy to the hippy 

The hip hip a-hop and you don’t stop  

Ah-rock it to the bang bang boogie…(1979). 

I couldn’t believe how fucking awesome it was.  We would just jump on the bed 

for hours and listen to Sugar Hill.  And then later there was that Frankie Smith song, 

“Double Dutch Bus” and there’s that part that’s all, “Izzy, Izzy Schizzy, the double dutch 

bus!”  You don’t even know what they’re saying, and that’s part of what’s so cool about 
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it.  When you’re an adult, and you don’t know what people are saying, it doesn’t work for 

you.  But when you’re a kid, you’re like, man, they’re saying something cool.  I didn’t 

know what it was, but I was a little more attuned.  The older you get, your ears get stiff or 

something.  When you’re young your ears can flex around.  The thing about Hip Hop is 

that it’s non-regulated.  When my friend frank brought over N.W.A. and I heard that 

gangsta sound for the first time, I was amazed.  It blew my mind.  So BMX was 

definitely not the only world Todd opened up to me, but it was a big deal.   

The Wheelie:  Effort and Non-effort 

He taught me about wheelies.  To do a ‘pedal wheelie’ you’ve got to try hard to 

pedal that first push.  He taught me that I have to put a lot into that first pedal and get the 

front wheel up.  But then, once the wheel’s in the air, it’s a different story.  Then it’s a 

different kind of work.  You keep pedaling, but not in the same way.  To keep the front 

wheel up, you have to pedal, but not too hard, because if you pedal too hard, you’ll flip 

over backwards.  You’ll apply too much energy and it’ll flip you back.  But if you feel 

your front end coming down you pedal harder, and it brings the front end back up.  So 

you’re constantly in this negotiation—effort and non-effort.  And that’s just like life.  I 

remember sitting on a pile of dirt and Todd was telling me that, and I was like, “All right 

man, I’m gonna learn wheelies now.”  And I remember there was this little section of 

sidewalk in front of my house.  I would keep my front wheel up and measure the distance 

by the number of cement squares I’d travel before I lost it.  I’d go two squares with my 

wheel up in the air, and then I’d say.  “All right.  Now I’m going to go three.”  I started 

finding that point between effort and non-effort—that point of balance.  Four squares.  

Six squares.  Ten.  Twelve.  I made it the whole yard riding a wheelie.  Todd came over 

once and I showed him I could go all the way across the yard in front of my house.  He 

just said, “Dude, you’ve got it, man.” 
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Then I moved into the street.  I worked until I could hold it for two or three 

houses, and my dad would be sitting there with the garden hose, watering the plants.  

He’d just glare at me.  Shake his head.  Standing there with a hose in this hand, 

glowering.  “Look, Dad!”  Nothing. 

Eventually I got to where I could go from the corner all the way down the street.  

I’d say to myself, “Alright, I’m going to start my wheelie at the corner and go all the way 

down the street.  If I make it all the way down the street, then that’s the shit.”  I’d ride 

by—wheel in the air—yelling, “I got it dad!  I’m gonna get it this time!”  Sometimes I’d 

come back and he’d say, “Did you get it?” 

“Nah…almost, though.  I made it to Bernie’s house. 

Boom.  One day I did it.   

I pedaled back as fast as I could.  I was shouting, “I got it dad! I got it!” 

He just said, “Well, that’s good.” 

It was just a tiny little speck of encouragement.  But it was something.  I didn’t 

get much encouragement from him.  He was a probation officer for the federal 

government.  He spent his days around criminals.  He was a crack shot—carried a gun 

sometimes.  He’d take a gun to some of his house calls to visit the people on probation.  

But he had a very rigid way of seeing the world, and my way and his just didn’t match up 

all that often.   

I was abused. 

He was controlled by his temper, and he would hit me when he got mad.  But by 

the time my little brother, Fred, came along, the encouragement came.  He was there for 

my little brother in ways that he wasn’t for me, even though he wasn’t physically there 

when Fred was growing up.  Part of it was that Fred was into golf—something he 

understood.  But part of it was that he had turned and faced himself.  My mom and him 
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had split up.  He had moved out.  And it was good.  He wasn’t all macho about it, like 

you might expect him to be.  He actually went to counseling.  But one of the biggest 

moments in the turn around was a phone call after he’d left.  Sometimes you have 

moments that you know you’re going to remember all your life.  Most of those moments 

for me are tiny little moments that you wouldn’t think would mean much.   

Facing your nightmares 

Like, I remember looking at the janitor at my elementary school, thinking that he 

has a home and his pillow smells like him, just like mine does.  And I was just sitting 

threre thinking about the life that my janitor might lead outside of his job, when I 

thought, “I’m going to remember this moment for the rest of my life.”  I don’t know why 

it was that moment, but the phone conversation with my dad is different.  One time when 

they were divorcing, and my dad had already gotten an apartment across town, close to 

his work.  He called me.  He said, “I miss you guys.  I miss being there at the house.”  

And I remember thinking, “Man I’m just going to say this.  It’s kind of a grown-up thing 

to say, but I’m going to put it out there.” I told him, “Man, when you were here, you 

weren’t happy.  And you might want to be here now and be happy, but when you were 

here, you were not happy.  And we didn’t want you to be here in that way.  So you want 

to be here now, and I’d like you to be here now, but you’ve got to be in the right frame of 

mind.”  Even at the time I thought, “This is something grown-ups would say.  But it’s 

going to help him.” And it did.  It totally did.  My dad and I are good friends now.  He’s 

been a great father to Fred.  Fred was too little to have had to live within the peramteters 

of my Dad’s firm hand.  Fred has turned out so cool.  He’s an awesome kid.  He’s getting 

to go to college.  He’s getting all this support—all these things that I just didn’t get.  

Without my dad in the house it was so much cooler.  There was potential.  You didn’t 

have to listen for his car to be coming home and “act right” and get the room all 
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straightened up before you heard the front door slam.  It was laid back; it was more 

natural.  Fred was able to grow a lot more than he would under the rigid rules—the heavy 

hand—that my dad was pumping out.  My dad evolved.  I don’t hold him accountable for 

how he was back then.  We both grew from that.  You get past it.  You can’t just say, 

“Oh, he’s a dick.  I’m not going to ever talk to him again”  No way.  It’s not the Habibi’s 

way.  I can’t just lock him in a container, and say, “This is how you are.” And put him 

away on a shelf somewhere.  My dad lives here in town, now.  We have a great 

relationship.  We can talk about anything, BMX, his girlfriend, my girlfriend, whatever.   

There’s respect for my space and my time and his, too.  He’s actually thinking about 

going back and being a substitute teacher.  That’s fucked up.  But I love him.  I forgave 

him and we moved on.  That’s what I had to do.  I couldn’t dwell on it.   

I learned a long time ago, that when you’re getting chased in your nightmare, 

you’ve got turn around.  You’ve got to tell yourself, “Turn around and fight it.  It’s gonna 

be terrible, but it’s better than the terror of running, running, running away.”  So I turned 

it around one day. 

Now it’s hilarious.  We’ll go golfing with Fred.  The three of us, and Fred is so 

incredibly good.  He’ll fuck with my dad.  He’ll say, “I’m just gonna hammer it through 

those trees.”  You can see mad dad starting to boil, “G*dd’mmt!”  He curses under his 

breath—sort of censors himself, but not all the way. “You can’t hit it through the trees!”  

He still plays by the rules—whatever “the rules” are?  But sure enough, Fred will punch 

it through the trees—right through a little two-foot opening.  Meanwhile, my dad will be 

banging his club into the turf, turning red and cursing under his breath, “Mmmth’r-f’kK!”  

He’s just being Ricardo Esparza.  We’ll see the club hit the ground out in the fairway, 

and we’ll just say, “Man, he’s not in control.  He’s just being real.  That’s him.”  It’s 

good to see, in a way, because he’s just being himself with us.  That’s the way he’d be 
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with his friends, too.  He’s not a threat, he’s just kind of funny, and real, and out of 

control.  But we love him.  And he loves us—the way we are. 

Now I go back to El Paso and I can ride a wheelie around the whole block with 

my brother following me to make sure.  If you’re going to learn tricks on bikes, the 

wheelie is the root of it all.  It’s one of the first to learn, and it’s the best one.  It’s a great 

metaphor for life.  You can’t try too hard or crack, you’re on your back.  You have to try, 

though.  Effort and no effort.  It’s pretty Zen. 

There are other kinds of wheelies, too.  There’s one called the “Manual.”  That’s 

where instead of pedaling hard and getting your wheel in the air, you get enough speed 

and then you pull your wheel up and just stand there, coasting.  You don’t pedal; you 

shift your weight to keep your wheel off the ground.  That’s the coolest kind of wheelie.  

I remember having an inkling of that kind when I was first learning, but I couldn’t put my 

finger on it.  Sometimes to hold it, you end up sitting down.  You actually ride a wheelie 

sitting down, and you’re just cruising there—without pedaling, and not really trying.  It’s 

like a zone.   

In my mind there’s this image.  It involves tinker toys.  When I was a kid playing 

with tinker toys, I found that I could use the round spool-like parts as weights.  Use the 

sticks to distribute the weights and make a little structure that wasn’t attached to 

anything, but would balance on one little point.  It’s kind of like that. There’s this one 

point where everything comes together, the center, where it’s like…ahhhh.  Balance.   

Hot Lava: Looking Ahead 

Obviously I still spend a lot of time on a bike. 

My friend and I like to play “Hot Lava.”  That’s what we call it anyway—like the 

game little kids play.  Kids will suddenly declare say, “All the black tiles in the floor are 

rocks, but the white ones are Hot Lava!  Don’t step in the Hot Lava!”  It’s a game kids 
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have been playing since way before I was a kid.  Well, we play our version on bikes, of 

course.   

All around town there are little sections of curb that are about six inches wide.  

Most of them are elevated.  You can find all sorts of heights.  Usually the city builds 

them to divide different levels of places for people to go.  You know, just the forgotten 

space between two sidewalks or a road and a sidewalk or something.  We like to spend 

time in that little margin between people in transit or between some landscaping that 

nobody notices and a sidewalk people don’t walk on.  But when you’re on a BMX bike, 

it’s more than just a placeholder between sidewalks.  It’s a challenge.  It’s a super 

challenge to ride down that thing and not fall off.   

We’ll try to do it on the train track too, riding the rails on our bikes.  The train 

track is insanely hard, because it’s only about three inches wide, and it’s slick, too.  But 

when you get yourself up on there and you’re totally locked in, it’s an amazing 

experience, because you’re riding on the smoothest possible surface that you could ever 

ride on, and it’s like there is no friction.  There is nothing but balance.  You go away, and 

only your balance remains.  I love it.  It’s the practice of losing your ego.  If you think 

about yourself while you’re playing Hot Lava, you’ll lose it.  You’ll slip right off the rail 

in a heartbeat.  If you ever let yourself say, “Look where I am! This is crazy! Look at 

that!”  Boom.  You’re history.   

You can’t look at where you are; you’ve got to look ahead.  You have to focus 

your eyes about eight feet in front of where your front tire is.  So your gaze is constantly 

ahead of yourself, and you just stay in that mode.  There you are, but you’re not there.  

You’re eight feet in the future.   

When you’re looking at where you’re headed instead of where you are, you’re 

part of a beautiful thing, because you’ll get there and you’ll keep getting there every time.  
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When I lose myself, forget myself and look at the space ahead of me, that’s actually 

where I find myself.  Don’t get me wrong; I’m not driven like that.  I’m not working 

toward some career goal or future funds or some future “me” that I can visualize right 

now.  I’m just focusing on the journey, not worrying about how I’m sustaining myself, 

how I’m keeping myself balanced, how the hell I’m not crashing.  Instead, I’m moving 

forward, frictionless, balanced, dropping my ego and gliding forward.  Or at least trying 

to.  Working on it.  

There’s this one curb here in town that’s about 100 feet long, and I was just 

concentrating on it one time, allowing myself to move forward, balancing between 

propelling myself with my pedals and allowing myself to glide without pushing myself so 

much that I’d lose control.  So I’m a foot above the sidewalk and there are all these 

people walking down on the sidewalk next to me, but I’m not really seeing them.  I just 

know they’re there, because I’m totally in this zone—this space between where I am and 

where I’m headed.  But I look up at one point and I see the parents of an old student of 

ours standing there—Anais.  She’s probably eight years old now.  And her parents were 

just beaming.  “Mike, Woah, dude!” (Her dad’s got that great Greek accent.)  

I stopped up there on the curb to say Hi.  And it was funny, because I could tell 

they were seeing these curbs for the first time—or at least like this.  It suddenly made all 

this sense to them.  They were like, “Of course you would be doing this!”  And I hadn’t 

seen them in a few years, so we chatted.  You know, typical “Blah, blah, 

blah…Anais…second grade…best kid in her class.”  And I was like, “That’s great.  She’s 

a cool kid.  Yeah, I ride this curb all the time…blah, blah…there’s a great one down by 

Whole Foods.  Sure, it’s pretty dangerous, but I’m pretty good at it….blah, blah.”  It was 

one of those typical seeing-the-parents-outside-of-school conversations.  But there was 

something cool about it. 
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They recognized what I was doing as worth doing.  They said, “Of course you 

would be doing this.  This looks just like something you would do.  No one else would 

think to do this.”  They recognized that I wasn’t just out riding around.  I was 

concentrating on doing something that is not easy —even though it looks easy if you’re 

just glancing up from your shopping at Whole Foods to see me whiz by.  It’s a fun 

exercise, working, focusing to be not my ego.  When I’m doing it I’m something in 

motion.  I’m not Mike on a bike on this block.  I’m over here flowing through this thing.  

It’s kind of a cool Zen exercise. 

My friend and I like to go around hunting for these ledges to ride—places to play 

Hot Lava.  There is this one that we’ve found that is about a foot wide, but it’s about 

eight feet off the ground.  It goes across this nasty water.  It’s some kind of reservoir to 

catch the overflow in floods or something.  So, imagine:  There’s this concrete ledge that 

crosses this huge pit.  Down inside the pit the water is only a couple of inches deep, 

unless it’s been raining a lot, but you definitely do not want to wind up in there.  And on 

the other side is dry land, but it’s eight feet down.  And the ledge is long.  I’m not sure 

how long, but to get across it you have to get going really fast and then hit it with enough 

speed, crouching yourself into a little rocket that the wind ignores, and just be in that 

tunnel of thought where you’re already somewhere you’re not.  You have to be going 

really fast at the beginning, because the ledge is so long, and if you start slowing down so 

much that you think you’ve got to pedal, you’re done for.  You’ve just got to get the 

speed, and get on, and lock in at the end, and just…make it.   

Stopping up there is even more of a bitch, because there’s no place to get off.  

You’re just stuck up there with your bike, standing on a one-foot ledge, looking down at 

this disgusting little Central-Texas, manmade swamp that really wants to hitch a ride with 

you to the laundrymat and gum up the washing machine.  One time I started off on that 
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particular ledge, and I didn’t have enough speed to begin with, so I was faced with the 

split-second decision of what to do.  I just got off.  I had to.  I shoved my bike onto the 

dry side, and did a couple of half steps with my left foot and just stood up there on the 

ledge, looking down into the muck.  Luckily I didn’t fall in, but better me than my bike.  

It’s easier to clean my body up than my bike.  All my body’s sprockets and joints are on 

the inside.   

I was like, “Ungh! Ungh! Just inches away from making it across!” But it’s fun.  

Fun and dangerous.  Not really dangerous, like life-and-limb dangerous, but compared to 

riding down the road, there’s an element of danger, adventure—you’ve got something at 

stake.  For instance, sometimes I’ll be riding down the road and decide I’m going to play 

Hot Lava with those two yellow lines in the middle of the road.  But with those stripes 

it’s so easy.  I never fall off.  It’s easy because there’s no danger, no cost, if you screw 

up.  So I try wheelies, combining the wheelies and the hot lave ledges is the ultimate Zen 

master move.  But with those little walls and things like that, you have much more 

potential for obvious failure. 

A bridge is a good metaphor.  A kid can walk across a bridge that spans a huge 

gap.  But if someone takes the rails off the bridge--even though that kid walked across it 

minutes before without touching the railing--well, that kid could get across the bridge, 

but they’d feel a lot safer if there was railing.  But of course, I’d prefer to just ride my 

bike across—rails or not.   

The Road to Shiner:  Not Looking Ahead 

But.  I don’t like to get stuck using one metaphor for my life, or for the way I 

think about things.  I could just as easily throw out exactly the opposite metaphor.  For 

example, I’ve gone on huge, long bike rides before.  Like that one people do from Austin 

to Shiner—to the brewery down there.  It’s about ninety miles down there, totally off the 
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path, too.  It’s kind of right in between San Antonio and Houston—the middle of 

nowhere—but still somewhere worth going.  There are hills between here and there that 

will just eat you alive.  And if I’m about to hit one of those hills I can’t focus on the top.  

It’s exactly the opposite of playing Hot Lava.  If I focused on where I was headed, I’d be 

like, “Oh my god, this is going to be a bitch.  I’m never going to get there.” 

When I’m focused on where I’m going, I’m just looking there at the top of the 

hill, and it’s not even getting any closer.  But—if I’m pedaling and just looking down at 

the ground, or maybe focusing on the yellow stripes as they move under me, I get there 

quicker with less worry.  It’s like I get nowhere focusing on the thing that’s giving me the 

problem.  But if I take it in little increments—each grind of the pedal moving me forward 

imperceptibly—before I realize it—Boom.  I’m at the top.  Exactly the reverse of looking 

forward to get across the Lava, I concentrate only on where I am to get me where I’m 

going.   

And there’s more than just that little metaphor there.  Riding out to Shiner is a 

total learning experience.  It’s an event.  All these people ride out there together.  I don’t 

know who started it, but they do it once a year.  The first time I did it was like ’97 or ’98.  

It takes all day and when you get there you take a tour of the Shiner Brewery and sample 

the beer and everything.  Then they load everybody up in a bus and bring them back to 

Austin all tired and tipsy.  But we didn’t want to spend anymore time with the rest of 

those dudes than we had to, so my friend’s wife met us out there and drove us back.   

The first time I rode to Shiner I was in this mind-set where I felt like an 

individual.  Almost everybody who made the ride were these people on road bikes—not 

BMX.  Those guys have these tall 26-inch wheels and they have a ton of gears.  We put 

big tires on ours, but they’re single speed.  It’s just you and your legs on a BMX.  Our 

frames are a different geometry than those road bikes, too.  Instead of being hunched over 
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on your wrists, we’re in a sitting position where we’re more likely to be able to do a 

wheelie or a jump or something.  But those guys have racing bikes.  And they’re all 

wearing like clip-on racing shoes and bike shorts and jerseys.  It’s like the Tour de Texas.  

Then there’s me; I’m this longhaired guy on a BMX bike with one gear and a low seat 

and everything.  And my friend, too—he and I were like a couple of Hesh dudes with our 

clothes all flapping in the wind in the middle of all these sleek, slick road riders.   

The first time I rode out there, I started out the journey riding alone.  But you 

can’t do it like that.  If you do it like that, you’re riding a race that feels 20 miles longer, 

because you’re battling with the wind.  When you’re riding in the middle of a pack, the 

wind is broken up by all the bodies and bikes surrounding you, and all the riders can take 

turns taking the brunt of the wind.  I’d say it’s 20 percent easier when you ride as a 

member of a group.  And also there’s the mental aspect.  When you’re with a huge group, 

you’ve got that group mentality, you’re thinking you’re fine because you’re with the 

group, and they’re all still grinding away, so you find a way to grind away, too.  Going it 

alone is stupid.  It’s like this comfortable level of pain, where if it’s not just a little past 

hurting, you’re not going to be fast enough.  It’s pain management, you know.  I’ve been 

managing pain for a long time.  When I was a kid, I used to do push ups all the time.  I’d 

do as many as I could—then some more.  I wasn’t content until I was in that pain zone.   

On the other hand, there’s a big difference between my style and those road 

riders.  People on road bikes kind of ride hunched over with their faces close to the 

handle bars, and they sort of lean into it.  But on a BMX bike, you’re kind of leaned back 

cruising.  So we’d stay in those packs as best we could, and we’d get to the tops of some 

of those grueling hills.  I’d have just a little more juice in me, so I’d do a wheelie at the 

top of the hill and just whoop, “Yeah!” feeling all right.  Feeling good.  And all those 

other people would be furiously pedaling on their road bikes, staring at the ground.  
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They’d glance next to their elbow and see my front tire up in the air next to them.  They’d 

be like, “What the hell?”  And they’d turn around and see me grinning.  “Yo! What’s up, 

man?”  It was so funny.  They were just blown away.  Then we’d head down a hill.  I can 

bomb down a hill in a wheelie and just coast it.  And actually, I think a person coasting 

down a hill on one wheel can go faster than a person on two wheels.  It’s like when you 

pick something up with a dolly, and it kind of scoots away from you.  It’s that old 

wheelie thing.  You’re constantly scooting away—pushing—and you’re trying to catch it.  

But someone riding next to me, when they’re all tucked and aerodynamic, seeing me 

leaned way back on one wheel all happy and feeling fucking great with a big grin on my 

face, they must’ve been thinking, “What is this wheel doing up here…What?!”  And they 

don’t know.  They don’t know how fucking great it is.  They only ride one way. 

Diversify: Multiple Perspectives 

But bike riding is a sport with so many sides to it.  There are all these aspects to it, 

which are the things that drew me into it.  There’s road biking, just being out in the open 

road.  Freedom.  Getting away.  I remember when I was a kid thinking, “I’ve got wheels 

now.  I can go away from my house.  I could ride half-way across town to my grandma’s 

house if I knew I wasn’t going to get whipped when I got home.  I could ride over there 

to that mountain that’s been calling me.”  But there’s also doing tricks and stuff.  Riding 

curbs and handrails and riding on or jumping over the different features of the town.  

There’s building and jumping ramps or half-pipes: Getting high off the ground.  If 

someone asks me what I’m doing some weekend, and I say to them, “I’m going to ride 

my bike.”  That doesn’t say much to a regular person.  But that one statement could mean 

a thousand different things.  There’s no telling what my weekend could entail.   

A bike rider can set personal limits and stretch them.  It’s all personal choice.  

There’s no coach. No team.  It all comes down to one person.  Plus, it’s not like 
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basketball.  There’s one goal in basketball.  Get the ball in the hoop.  I love basketball, 

but there’s just that one thing that you work towards, getting the ball in the hoop.  But 

riding bikes—especially BMX—it’s not like that.  I see a wall with a little embankment 

in front of it, and I think, “Oh man, I could ride my bike on that wall.”  Most of the 

population isn’t going to look at that embankment and think, “I’ll ride my bike up it!”  

Riding bikes has given me the tool of being able to look at the world differently.  I look at 

architecture, road textures, hills, concrete forms, pieces of freeway, and I think, “How 

can I approach that?” “What can I do with that?” “How can I make my tires get on that?”  

High Goals:  Intrinsic Motivation 

 I’m always looking for a challenging place to ride, something interesting to do.  

I’m always trying to do it a little more smoothly, get a little more air under me, see if I 

can move my bike this way under me while I go over that thing.  Just pushing myself.   

I remember this one school where I would go to catechism classes after regular 

school.  They had these basketball hoops outside that were at least 20 feet off the 

ground—twice as high as normal.  And I thought, “Dang, man! These guys must be 

good!”  And I could not get the ball up there.  But I kept on trying.  Every time I’d go to 

catechism classes over there, I’d think, “If I can make it on this 20-foot hoop, I’m going 

to go back to my regular ten-foot hoop and it’s going to be so easy.  This is going to help 

my game.”  I like things like that.  Something to put your mind to.  Well, as it turned out, 

those hoops were cranked up there on pulleys or something to get them out of the way for 

other activities.  When the kids at that school played basketball, they’d just crank them 

back down and play on regular ten-foot goals.  But I was up for the challenge.  I was out 

there practicing on 20-foot hoops! 

Riding BMX is like shooting on 20-foot basketball goals—getting comfortable 

doing something that seems totally impossible the first time you decide you want to do it.  
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You have to put in a lot of hours to get comfortable.  My friends and I build jumps out of 

dirt.  We build them right here in downtown.  People don’t even see them, even though 

they’re looking right at them sometimes.  Most people go home at five o’clock, but I like 

to see what I can get done with those five hours that are left—or maybe ten hours if I can 

stay awake.  Building those jumps is cool.  It’s like the workday—you get out what you 

put into it.  It’s like shooting on a 20-foot goal, you have to keep building.  If I dig a hole 

that is three feet deep, I’ve got to put the dirt from the hole somewhere, so sitting right 

next to the hole I’ll have a pile of dirt that’s about two feet high.  Most people who are 

trying to dig a hole have the problem of where to put the dirt that they took out of it.  

BMXers in town and all over the country—the world—are doing exactly the opposite. 

We’re trying to build piles of dirt that have the right angle and consistency to use as 

ramps so we can get high in the air.  Well, when you make a pile of dirt, you get a hole!  

That’s how we build our jumps.  We use the pile of dirt from digging a hole as positive 

space, space that takes you up in the air.  But we also use the hole that we dug as negative 

space, space that creates even more air to get up in to.   

The Underground:  Counter Discourses 

So down on 9th Street we’ve been digging and piling up jumps for years.  We can 

get 15, 18, 20 feet off the ground jumping over those things.  The city has actually bought 

us dirt for another park that we made.  Austin’s cool that way.  Pro bikers from New 

York, Michigan, all over come down here to ride our park.  The word just spreads.  

There’s a network of communication that doesn’t have to be the information that 

everyone else is hearing.  There’s an underground.  I love that.  I love that there are 

things that people are hearing, knowing, right now, that most people don’t have a clue 

about—that I don’t have a clue about.   
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I remember when I traveled to Europe once.  There was this dude in Germany, 

and he was sitting there in this open area and there was this huge crowd around him.  He 

had a microphone and he was doing this whole production where he was boiling water in 

one minute.  People were going up to him and acknowledging that he had cold water in a 

pot, and then he’d put the pot on this weird stone.  Then, Bam! A minute later the water  

would be boiling.  He was selling it for like 400 bucks.  Not the kind of change you’d 

drop on something like that—especially if some dude’s selling it on the side of the 

road—but it was amazing.  How is that existing?  What is that technology?  It must be 

like space shuttle shit.  I love it, though.  There’s all this weird underground technology 

all over the world.  It could be everyday stuff, but it’s weird.  I’m glad it is.   

Ghost Riding 

When I was a kid, Juarez was a big mystery, a weird other world that was right 

under our nose.  I was a brown kid living in El Paso, speaking English and there were all 

these brown people—like me, but not like me—living just over the border in Juarez.  I 

was scared of that place.  It was mysterious.   

Last time I was home, I called up my friend, Frank, and said, “What do you think 

about going on a weird bike ride?”   

“What do you mean?” he said. 

“I don’t know, I’ll drive my brother’s truck downtown and then we’ll park and go 

cruise around.  Then maybe go down to Mexico.  See what happens.” 

“Yeah, dude.  I’m down.” 

So I went and picked him up and parked downtown.  He lives in Lake Tahoe now.  

I love that we’re both from totally different parts of the country these days, but we can 

still come together and ride bikes in the middle of traffic and know just how the other is 

thinking.  When you ride with someone, you have to be able to look at them and guess 
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how they think.  Sometimes I’ll end up accidentally surprising one of my new friends 

when we ride in Austin.  I’ll make a sudden move and they’ll freak out like I’m darting 

out into traffic.  But with Frank it’s cool.  We both still have the same mentality.  We just 

rode around town looking at thrift stores and what-not.  Eventually we end up by the 

bridge.  We can hear Frank’s mom saying, “Please don’t go over there.  There’s a murder 

there every day.  There’s some serial killer they haven’t caught.  They have no idea 

what’s going on.  There are bodies found in backyards all the time.”  Horror stories.  

Crazy stuff. 

So we head across the bridge. 

Immediately we’re hit with all the smells and the traffic.  It’s amazing.  When 

you’re on a bike it’s especially cool.  If you’re in a car, you miss everything.  If you’re 

walking it’s kind of like, “Ugh.”  You almost see too much when you’re walking.  But 

when you’re on your bike, you really get to move through it all like a ghost.  No one is 

even aware of us.  They see us, but no one looks twice.  From what everyone says in El 

Paso, you’d think those folks in Juarez would see a couple of guys on expensive bikes 

and they’d knock us off and steal them.  In reality people down there would see us and 

we could almost hear them thinking, “Look at those idiots on the bikes.”  We were just 

more traffic.  Nothing that was a threat.  We didn’t have anything they wanted.  We 

didn’t get approached by people trying to wash our windshield.  It was great.  It was 

fucking cool.  We pushed our bikes through the market and looked at chicken bodies, pig 

heads that you can buy.  Just amazing stuff.  We’re thinking, “Two miles away from the 

border and we’re seeing this extreme poverty.  But if we cruised up two miles on the U.S. 

side we’d be on mansion hill.”  Those mansions look right down on all that poverty.  

They don’t even see it.  It’s just wild. 
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We rode through the market.  We rode through the neighborhoods on the other 

side.  There’s this mountain back there.  It’s got some radio towers on it and these huge 

white rocks arranged in letters that are a hundred feet high.  It says, in Spanish, “Read the 

Bible.”  I’ve always seen that mountain from my side of the border.  I’ve always thought, 

“I wonder what it looks like from over there.”  So I say, “Hey, Frank.  Let’s ride over 

there, man.”   

“Yeah, that sounds good.” 

So, we roll on another three miles.  I’m thinking, “My whole life I’ve wondered 

about that mountain with the weird message on it, and here we go.”  What’s over there?  

Who put those huge words up there?  We creep toward the mountain, gathering in 

everything around us, but always knowing that Bible-mountain is edging closer.   

Every house has a huge iron fence around it with barbed wire wrapped around the 

top.  The message is clear:  If you have stuff, you’d better protect it.  There’s no ifs, ands 

or buts about it.  If you have property, you must have something inside there, so 

everything is just ironed in.  Every door has iron.  Then, sort of gradually, but it seemed 

sudden, the roads stopped being paved.  It was hard to tell exactly where they were 

anymore.  There’d be a stop sign sticking out of a block of concrete.  I couldn’t tell who 

was supposed to stop.  Is that the sidewalk?  And all around are these shacks.  Just 

cinderblock rooms, and there are big 50-gallon drums in the yards—or at least in front of 

the shacks, whatever that space would be—and there’s fire whipping around in the 

drums.  The fire isn’t roaring, like it seems it would.  It’s just struggling around in the 

drum.  Trying to get out, but there’s nothing to burn around here.  There’s just nothing.  

That’s the heating system they’ve got. 

We pass a girl walking around with a bucket.  At first I wondered what was in it, 

but then she dumped it in this big open hole in the road—I guess we were in the road.  It 
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was a sewer hole, and she was dumping a bunch of crap.  And I couldn’t even…I’m 

always curious, but I just couldn’t even look in that hole as we passed.  But you didn’t 

need your eyes to know how different these people are living than the people just a few 

miles away.   

Tim Interrupts: Out in the West Texas town of El Paso… 
Out in the West Texas town of El Paso 

I fell in love with a Mexican girl. 
Nighttime would find me in Rosa’s cantina. 

Music would play, and Felina would whirl (Robbins, 1959). 

Amazingly, the city of Juarez melts away.  A huge smile spreads across Mike’s 

face.  The enormous Southwestern sky—or northern sky, depending on which side of the 

Rio Grande is your side—condenses into a dark low ceiling.  Cigarette smoke hangs in 

the air.  There is laughter.  Neon beer signs provide the light.  One, in particular, buzzes 

its glass tubes of captured light on and off.  On and off, illuminating the room with the 

message that we should be drinking “Miller Lite.”  Playing on the hopes that we identify 

ourselves as Texans above all else.  It alternately reads “Lite” and “Texas,” the shared  

“t” and “e” always remaining lit.  

Litexastexas . 

LiteLitexas. 

Litexastexas . 

We are drawn back into this bar—called The Horseshoe Lounge—by the voice of 

Marty Robbins.  It seems like more than irony that the forty-something-year-old country 

ballad, “El Paso,” blares from the too-trebly juke box.  The Horseshoe at three in the 

afternoon is the familiar made strange.  Retirees surround the bar, laughing wheezily 

through and with cigarette smoke.  The father of a former student of ours leans against 

the “customer” side of the cleverly shaped semi-oval from where the drinks are served.  
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We haven’t said hello.  The break-up between he and his much younger wife kicked up 

ugly rumors.  He doesn’t look so much like the harmless old man others in the bar might 

be seeing.  Outside, the green and orange neon—which actually reads “U  lounge” (the 

“horseshoe” is inferred)—is not yet lit.  It’s the afternoon beer crowd.  Mike and I aren’t 

regulars.  But we’ve been here every Monday for several weeks.  One friendly fellow, 

who has identified himself as “Pony” during his regular table shuffleboard game, asked 

us last week what it is Mike and I do with the notebook and the tape player every 

Monday.  For unclear reasons, we hesitate to answer.  I finally offer him something 

feeble about my dissertation.  He decides to complement Mike on his Butthole Surfer’s 

T-shirt and let the probing die.  This place feels like the sort of bar where secrets could lie 

around, dusty.  Although, the bathroom door gleefully declares in primitively carved 

letters: “Jesse and Low-Card are fags.” So maybe not. 

The ironic ballad about gunslinging “West Texas,” written by an Arizonian, pulls 

Mike and I out of the dusty streets of Juarez where Frank and Mike took their Ghost 

Ride.  Mike chuckles, pointing to the air in which the song reverberates.  Mike is a self-

proclaimed “Brown” man.  He’s in his thirties.  He wears smart-looking black-rimmed 

glasses.  His hair is cropped short, slightly thinning.  He and I have the same cropped-to-

beat-mother-nature hair do.  We taught together for years—most of the nineties—at the 

same preschool where Mike currently spends his days.  Back then, we both had much 

more hair.  Mike’s was an impressive mid-back-length fold of shiny black.  Also back 

then, his glasses were a lower-tech, thick-lensed, wire-framed mask that hid his now-

visible eyes and long eyelashes.  He was skinnier back then too.  He’s by no means fat, 

now, but he looks a little more like the man I envision as his dad to be when he tells me 

his stories—a little less like the BMX rebel character played—and lived—by himself.  He 

is every bit still the boy in those stories, though.  Most sentences contain either the word 
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“fuck” or “dude”—or both.  Every story he tells leads to an observation or declaration 

about teaching preschool.  The story that works as the framework for Mike’s life is no 

exception.  But at the moment he is pedaling toward a mountain that commands the 

people on two sides of a border to read the Bible. 

Marty Robbins sings the soundtrack.: 
 

Back in El Paso my life would be worthless. 
Everything’s gone; in life nothing is left. 

It’s been so long since I’ve seen the young maiden. 
My love is stronger than my fear of death (Robbins, 1959). 

Anyway, it was crazy man.  It took a while but we got up that mountain.  And 

when we did, we just sat there for a little while.  We looked down at the people just 

milling around down there.  Every road you look down there is someone—just walking.  

Sometimes there are groups of people.  There was this one place that seemed like a place 

where a bunch of apartments come together, like a big foyer to these…living spaces.  

There was a huge group of people in there.  And they weren’t doing anything.  Just 

milling around.  Just in the sun.  In the sun.  I asked myself, “What’s going on here?  

How do these people just exist like this?” 

It’s a head-scratcher.   

It think they’re living on property that’s not even theirs.  The reason they can live 

there is because it’s a mountain and it’s so rocky and steep that no one would build there.  

It’s just crazy that anyone would want to—would have to—live there.  But we just left.  

We can leave, so we did.  We came down the mountain, because we told my grandma 

we’d be back at, like, 5:00 or something to go eat.   

On our way down we see this kid standing in the road watching us cruise by.  

He’s holding this old Nintendo video game.  He’s got cartridges and joysticks and shit, 

too.  I’m thinking, “Man, it’s just beautiful that this little dude can have that.  It’s still 
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there.  It still works.”  I don’t know where he was going.  I’d like to think he was going to 

someone’s house with it.  He was going to go play this 15-year-old video game.   

Games 

I got this retro video game for Christmas.  It plugs right into your TV, and you 

can play all these old-school video games from the Seventies, like “Pong” and “Pac-

man.”  My neighbor-across-the-balcony is a skateboarder who plays Playstation all day 

long.  He just got the latest version of Grand Theft Auto, so he spends all day driving 

around virtual Vice City dropping gangstas and dirty cops, stealing cars and spilling 

blood.  Me, I’m in my apartment playing Pong, knocking a square blip back and forth 

across the screen with a capital “I”.  I’m still into everything I was into in 7th grade.  

There’s no reason to not still appreciate those things.  I’m living a totally responsible life, 

teaching children, carrying on relationships with family and friends, but I ride around in a 

gang of adults that ride adult-sized Big Wheels.  I still ride BMX.  I’ve started a tetherball 

revival in town.  I play outdated video games, listening to Judas Priest.  But I love new 

stuff, too. I live both analog and digital.  I’m not stuck back there.  I just didn’t leave it 

behind.   

But thinking about that kid with the old school Nintendo, I was saying to myself, 

“Wow, he’s got an old Nintendo with the cartridges in it, and it still works, and that dude 

seemed happy as shit.”  And that’s what was so cool about riding down there that day.  

Frank’s mom was telling us (in Spanish, so I had to listen extra hard. My mom and dad 

used to speak in Spanish whenever they didn’t want me to know what they were talking 

about, so instead of learning, I just shut it out.  Tragic.) “Don’t go down to Juarez.  

People are gonna fuck with you.  They’re gonna get you.”  And just to test her theory I 

would smile and say, “Hi!” to every person who would look me in the eye.  Most of them 

smiled fast—maybe 98% of them.  They smiled faster than people would here in this 
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town, even.  It was just like, “Hey.”  Just an acknowledgment:  I see you and respect you.  

It felt warm.  I left there thinking, “This place is cool.”  I didn’t feel threatened.  I didn’t 

feel worried at all by any of it.   

We blew it back, crossed back over the border, and I dropped Frank off and 

headed to my Grandma’s house.  I told her what I’d done. 

Where’s the Magic? 

“I can’t believe you did that!”   

“Grandma, you don’t understand.  I was there, but I wasn’t there.  They didn’t 

even see me.  I was moving through there like a ghost.”  I couldn’t explain it to her in a 

way that would make her feel safe, so I just dropped it.  I just stopped talking about it, but 

I wanted to tell her how incredible it was.  She just worried about what could have 

happened.  Something could have happened, sure.  But I wouldn’t have let it.  Or it might 

have happened over here, while I was down there!  I don’t see the world like she does.  

People who are really religious like her don’t make sense to me.   

When the tsunami hit all those people in Asia, I remember thinking, “What are 

you gonna do?”  You can’t stay home for that one.  Even if you’ve got God on your side, 

you can’t stay home during a tsunami.  There’s nowhere to go, and you can’t stay home.  

Something can always happen to you.  If God is on your side, what do you think He 

would want you to do?  Stay home all day?  If God were on my side, I’d think he’d want 

me to be out there doing godly things and being kind to everyone—reflecting what God 

is to me.  I can only conclude that some people have a fearful god, whereas my god is 

more of a bold and courageous god.  Maybe that’s not even as funny as it sounds.  Maybe 

that’s not funny at all.   

I’ve got this friend, Steve.  He’s been such a worried guy his whole life.  He’s 

totally smart, and he is constantly looking for the scientific basis for everything.  He 
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needs to feel like he can look at the world and say, “See there’s the reason for that.”  I 

don’t need that.  Where’s the magic in that?  I’m perfectly happy with the surprises a 

magic world has waiting for you around every bend.  We all have those little magical 

moments every day.  Some of us choose to think about them magically; some of us 

choose not to.  Either way is fine, but I just love to think about those things.   

I’ll hear a song on the radio that will make me think of someone I haven’t thought 

of in a long time, then for no apparent reason that person will call that night.  “Hey, just 

thinking about you…” Or it’ll be the end of the month.  There’ll be a buck-fifty in my 

checking account, and I’ll see some homeless guy sitting there.  For whatever reason I’ll 

give him the two bucks in my pocket.  When I get home there’s a check in the mailbox 

from my dad with a little note:  “Just thought you might could use a little spending 

money.” 

Magic. 

Or another kind of magic—like Barton Springs here in town.  There are these two 

caves that the water is pouring out of into the springs.  They’re underground, and you can 

swim down there and just feel the power of that water.  I like to think about those caves 

when I’m sitting at a stoplight or something.  They don’t need me.  They don’t even care 

if I’m thinking about them.  They’re just down there doing their thing, gushing water into 

the world with all this power.  I love that.  It’s magic.  It’s the opposite of the way 

religion came off to me when I was a kid.  Back then—and now, whenever I encounter 

it—it seems like religion is more about adults controlling children than showing them the 

cool, magical—or spiritual, if that’s a better word for you—world.  It’s not: “Look at this 

amazing world we live in that God gave us.”  It’s more: “You better do what we’re 

saying, or else.”  It’s like a spiritual value meal.  You get all this for just $4.99!   
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There’s your meat.  There’s your salad.  There’s your veggie.  It’s all there, 

prepackaged for you.  It’s just too easy.  Life isn’t prepackaged.  It’s not easy.  I don’t 

want my way of seeing the world to be handed to me with shrink-wrap around it. 

I’m not going to slam anyone who lives off the value meal, though.  If that’s got 

enough nutrients for you, fine.  But so many wars and shit and arguments are just because 

of religion, because somebody can’t understand another person’s way of thinking.  I’m 

not trying to say one way of seeing the world is more right than the other.  But I pick and 

choose my religions.  It’s a buffet.  I’ve read some Buddhist stuff, and some Zen stuff.  I 

find that more applicable to my everyday life, and the things that I encounter.  Back when 

I was living in El Paso, just washing dishes at a Bar-B-Que joint so I could have enough 

money to ride bikes and ski and rock climb and whatever, I used to spend a lot of time 

reading things like Khalil Gibran’s The Prophet (1923).  That’s one good book.  You can 

always get it out and just open it and read something that tells you about yourself.  

Someday maybe I’ll be enlightened—but whatever—give me a bike and I can already 

levitate! 

So when I try to talk to my grandma about riding my bike into Juarez, I told her 

that angels were looking out for me, and that nothing was going to happen.  She sort of 

balked at that, “I don’t know…”  I could’ve said, “Where’s your faith, Grandma?” But 

you can’t be like that with your grandma.  I didn’t pull those cards.  I just left it at that 

and then we went to the Village Inn and that was the end of that.   

But now, I look back on that trip.  My Grandma’s right.  But I’m right about it 

too.  I don’t want to live in fear of the rumor that something’s out there.  There is 

something out there.  But the fear that we have of it is bigger than the thing to be scared 

of.  But those people over there are happy. Even the beggars in our town are better off 

than those people over there.  But who knows?  Neither of them knows of the other one’s 
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situation.  They’re invisible to each other.  So who knows who is better off.  I’d been 

down to the barrios down there before—I didn’t go quite as deep in, and it was sort of a 

different situation—but, regardless, I didn’t appreciate it.  I couldn’t appreciate it, 

because I lived in El Paso at the time.  It was part of my daily life.  I needed to be from a 

different place to appreciate how cool Juarez is.  I wouldn’t have seen their happiness 

when I was living right across the border from them.  But they are happy, dude.  They 

were playing soccer in the street.  Little boys were pushing their trucks in the road.  

They’re happy, and the people over here are happy, too.  It’s just totally different ends of 

the spectrum.  It’s cool to be able to see.  The fact that we were on our bikes and we got 

to move through like ghosts, that was cool.  But it isn’t like our presence was totally 

without its effect.   

There were times when I was able to leave my mark.  That’s something I sort of 

dig about riding bikes: leaving my mark.  I run into people all the time who say, “Dude, I 

saw your tire tracks downtown.”  They know it’s me, because I always turn to the right 

when I hit walls.  I love that.  When I was in Europe.  I had crashed my bike right before 

I left, so I had scabs all up and down my forearms and shins and knees.  I constantly had 

to pantomime what had happened to me.  That was pretty funny.  I guess I looked kind of 

scary.  But one of the cool things about it, was I started healing, of course, while I was 

there.  So little bits of the scab were coming off.  I totally loved that I was leaving little 

bits of me all over Europe.  A little piece of my knee in Pamplona.  A little elbow in 

Amsterdam.  Some shin in Paris.  Forearm in Rome.  It’s a good way to think about life 

on earth.  You should leave a little of yourself.  That’s what Todd—and countless 

others—have done for me.  They’ve left little moments for me that they have no idea 

were so important, but that opened up a whole other world to me.  So when I was down 

there in Juarez, I did a few jumps and things, for fun, but there was this one time where 
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there was this little kid standing there with his bike.  He saw me coming and I made eye 

contact with him.  I raised my eyebrows, “Here I come!”  You know.  I let him know that 

he should check us out.  Then I rode by really fast and hit a speed bump in the road right 

in front of him.  Boom!—I’m flying in the air right in front of him, but over his head.  

The kid couldn’t believe what he’d just seen.  “Mama!”  And I’m thinking, “Yeah, I 

rocked his world!”  I daydream that that kid is down there right now thinking, “I’m gonna 

practice riding my bike.  I’m gonna hit that speed bump and fly.”  Maybe he’s not.  But in 

my mind, it could happen.  I love that stuff.  I love to think that my way of being could 

help some kid make sense of their way of being.  That’s what’s cool about being here. 
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CAROLINA’S JOURNEY 

Leaving  

One day a truck stopped at our house.  It was a big green truck like the kind that 

the army uses.  It had dark green canvas covering the back.  There were people inside 

there.  I don’t know how many, but it seemed like too many.  We went outside to meet 

them, and I knew that things were very bad for them.  They were hungry.  They asked for 

food.  I followed my mother inside.  I was happy to give them food.  One should always 

give food to someone who is hungry.  But we didn’t have very much, either.  We brought 

them pinollo.  They drank the sweet, gritty, corn drink.  They were grateful for anything.  

They were saying things that didn’t make sense to me.  Why did they have to leave?  

Where would they go?  Would they come back? 

Off they went.  Those were the first people I saw leave our country.  They were 

gone, but they would not be the last.  Many more would follow. 

We would follow. 

At the beginning everybody wanted a change.  Because the military had too much 

power and the president could do whatever he wanted.  He wasn’t a president.  He was 

like a king—an evil king from stories.  The people of Nicaragua had some freedom, but 

they wanted a change.  They wanted the people to make the choices.  They wanted to rule 

themselves.  I’m not saying that what happened was the right thing.  I don’t know what 

would have been the right thing.  All I know is that what happened was not the kind of 

change we needed.  And it ruined my life. 

La Revolución 

At first, even my dad’s family wanted la revolución; they were not on my father’s 

side.  My father was a commander in the army—of course he preferred the military to 
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stay in power.  Of course he didn’t believe that people should take guns and aim them at 

their own army.  But our relatives and neighbors wanted a change.  They wanted the 

dictator gone, and they believed this was the way to do it.  But soon after they got their 

wishes, they began to wish new things.  Soon everybody realized how bad it was getting.  

I remember just before we left, I went with my aunt to the market, and we couldn’t find 

meat.  I remember we walked everywhere looking.  I think that’s when I began to see that 

something was really wrong—the people on the truck, leaving, no meat in the market 

where there used to be so much to choose from.  I remember when my grandpa got home 

from work my Aunt told him that she could only find meat with a lot of fat, because there 

was nothing else.  We were lucky to have found that. 

Soon, I could no longer go outside.  The new government made the people from 

the neighborhoods put up barricades in the streets.  I don’t know what they were for, but 

there were no more nights with people sitting outside, filling the streets, laughing, 

drinking, talking, and us children playing freely.  No more games in the streets.  No more 

big kids on bikes.  It wasn’t safe.  I could hear gunshots far away.  Sometimes closer.  

And my mom would leave us at home.  For my whole life she would take me with her 

when she went out, but when the changes were happening we had to stay in the house all 

the time.   

Then we left. 

I only saw my precious grandfather once again after this.  Later.   

There was one time when Nicaragua and Honduras opened their borders 
so Nicaraguans could [return to] visit their families.  I was about eleven 
years old.  We took food and gifts for him to take back.  He looked darker, 
tired, old.  His hands were very rough, and he complained about their 
situation in Nicaragua, and about a watch my parents had sent to him that 
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was always five minutes late.  He smelled like puro [cigars].  I felt sorry, 
helpless.  I held his hand.  It felt so hard11. 

And now there are only memories.  The remainder of my baby teeth were to be 

pulled by me.  Alone. 

Guatemala 

In Nicaragua my mother had been a teacher.  But I was barely six years old when 

we left, so I don’t remember her classroom, or her talking about her students.  I barely 

remember going to her school once.  The students looked big to me, but they were young 

elementary students.  She taught at an elementary school.  But she would never teach 

again after we left.  I don’t think of my mother as a teacher, most of my memories are of 

a woman who was not a teacher at all.   

We moved to Guatemala like so many others from Nicaragua.  There, we were 

introduced to a new life.  But it was not the life that I wanted to live.  We moved into a 

big house that was full of refugees.  We had our own room—our own little area, but the 

house was huge, and it was a community of people who had no community.  My father 

took a job driving big trucks, tractors used in construction.  I remember them talking 

about it, but I never saw his place of work.  It was out of the city.  I didn’t really see him 

much either.  Once, back when we lived in Nicaragua, I had snuck into the back of my 

father’s car.  I was still wearing my nightgown.  I loved him, and I wanted to be with 

him.  So I stowed away in his car as he left for his army base early in the morning.  I 

didn’t let him see that I was there until we were far from home.  Then I popped out and 

surprised him.  He was surprised, all right.  He called my mother and told her that I was 

with him.  It was too far for him to take me home, so I stayed there—in the commander’s 

office—with a nightgown on and nothing to do but drink sodas, and watch him give 

                                                 
11 Written response data, April 2005 
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orders in his smart uniform.  What a stomachache!  On the ride home he picked up a 

stranger.   

She was a beautiful woman.  He made me sit in the back seat.  I remember being 

angry at him, punishing him with my silence.  But I would never visit my father’s work 

again, and I would be proved right about strangers on the road.  The job driving trucks 

was the last job that I remember him having that he would go to every day and come 

home with his pay for us to buy food and other things that we needed.  After that job, his 

work became mysterious.  Secret.   

My mother worked in a place that made commercials.  She was a secretary, and 

she really liked her work.   But that was the last job she would ever have, as well. 

On the days that my father and mother would leave our big refugee house, we 

were left alone.  But it was not like it had been in Nicaragua, where we could go play in 

the streets and gardens with our neighbors and friends.  She would leave us every 

morning, locking the door behind her.  No trees.  No dirt for digging.  No fruit.  Just our 

room.  And the locked door.  No freedom. No one to watch over us.   

In the Refugee House 

Yes, it was very boring, but one time she heard some news about a building that 

burned with children inside it.  So she left the door unlocked the next day.  What a good 

day that was.  But even still, we weren’t allowed to go outside.  We could only 

stay…just…around.  I watched over my two sisters.  There were just two of them then.  

But more came quickly.  We would play with other kids in the big house, but I don’t 

remember any fun like we had in Nicaragua.  I was shy.  I had even been shy in 

Nicaragua, but now I was even shyer.  When I started school, I remember being mortified 

that the teacher introduced me in front of the whole class.  I was on display for the bullies 

that would give me a hard time from then on.  Pulling my hair, telling me that I spoke 
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incorrectly, making fun of the words that came from my mouth—the words that seemed 

so right to say were suddenly wrong. 

People in our big house lived there until they saved enough money to pay their 

debts and leave.  By the time we were comfortable enough to leave, my father decided to 

go to Honduras, so we had to go there.  My father left before us.  Looking back as a 

mother now, I can’t understand the move.  It seems so risky, not knowing what was going 

to happen and how things were going to turn out—especially when kids are involved.  

But we moved there after only a year in Guatemala.  I was so happy to see my father 

when we arrived, but that was a tiny drop of happiness in what was a sea of despair.  My 

father began leaving for long periods of time, spending long stretches away from us, 

away from buildings and city streets.  He would head into the jungles to horrors I don’t 

dare imagine.   

Tim Interrupts: Whump. A car door slams. 

A car door slams.  And Carolina and I are snatched from the sea of despair.  And 

plopped, dry and smiling in the small, detached, office building on the campus of 

Habibi’s Hutch, the preschool where she teaches.  “There’s Gerardo,” she says.  “I’ll be 

right back.” 

Carolina gets up from the chair opposite me and hustles outside to meet her 

husband who has been spending the morning with their third child, their only son, 

Ezekiel, my daughter’s best friend.  The other children at Habibi’s are napping, so 

Ezekiel will spend the remainder of the naptime sitting with us in the little office.  The 

office is a cinderblock building, sparsely decorated with art posters.  There is an ancient 

portable turntable—a public school auction find—with a Big Band record waiting 

patiently on it.  Next to the mono record player is a thrift-store desk, a war-era corner 
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secretary.  The desk and the décor whisper, “grandpa” more than they declare “school 

office,” but the blanched cinderblock walls and the industrial carpet decry the intentions 

of the holders of this space.   

Zeke plops himself on the floor, content to busy with the overflow of school 

supplies from the main building.  After Zeke’s third thunderous fart, Carolina asks him if 

he ate lunch at McDonald’s.  The two-and-a-half-year-old nods, smiling, the proud father 

of attention-getting bodily functions.  Carolina’s long, dark, thick, curly hair is tied up.  

Her eyes match Ezekiel’s, round, polished mahogany.  My daughter’s eyes match mine.  

Zeke and Byron are a beautiful sight when standing together, talking with their shirts off.  

His eyes so deeply colored and rich—melted Hershey’s kisses—hers a thin layer of ice.  

His head crowned with spun black sapphire, hers with moonstone.  Their skin soft, 

smooth versions of wave-kissed beach and snow bank.  I’ve looked into Carolina’s eyes 

so often over the years that I think I know what I see in them.  But the sea of despair 

about which she speaks has been so thoroughly eclipsed by the never-setting sun of her 

mischievous, pearly smile, that I am at pains to keep my arms from around her shoulders.  

In retrospect, I don’t know why I didn’t hug her.  It’s hard to hear about someone you 

love feeling such despair.  I wanted to snuggle up to Ezekiel.  I wanted to go rouse my 

own daughter from her careless slumber in the adjacent building and bundle her safely in 

my lap.  The hints of Carolina’s life after the Sandinista revolution are a two-fold 

surprise. 

Though the words have not yet made the pages of this document, she has already 

uttered the phrase “freedom fighter.” She told me that her father was a freedom fighter 

only in recent meetings—with our new roles: probing researcher and ogled participant.  

When the words fought their way from her lips to describe her father, I could see in those 

familiar eyes that my efforts to contain my shock were a failure.  Freedom Fighter is a 
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phrase that I haven’t even heard since the eighties when I was waiting for my mom to 

serve dinner, ignoring boring news stories on TV about people I would never know in a 

land that I would have to search for on a map.  My politics have changed profoundly 

since then, and “Contras” has become as negative a word in my vocabulary as “Freedom 

Fighter” was neutral—worse, meaningless.  But I am hearing for the first time—after a 

decade of knowing this woman, that her father was a Contra Freedom Fighter.   

The other fold of surprise that this information wafts onto me like a mother 

unfurling a sheet over a child at bedtime, is the realization that I have known Carolina for 

a decade and didn’t even suspect that a woman born in the early seventies who 

immigrated from Nicaragua to Texas wouldn’t have had the possibility in some way of 

falling on the “right” side of the Sandinistan conflict.  She’s worked in this lefty weirdo 

school her entire adult life, and never once has the politics of Nicaragua come up in 

conversation.  I hate feeling guilty about such things.  It seems so passé.  But I feel guilt 

at having known this woman for so many years, yet, never having heard that her father 

fought as a Contra. Why in the hell haven’t we had long conversations about our fathers’ 

politics?  Why haven’t we talked more about our own?  No wonder she is the only 

teacher at this school—perhaps the only parent either—who voted for George W. Bush 

last year.  I gave her such grief when I stopped by last November to substitute for my 

friends so they could go vote.  I joked that my offer didn’t stand for those who were 

voting for the “wrong” people.  But what should her father’s politics have to do with 

hers?  My dad voted for Reagan during the Sandinista revolution and he voted for both 

Bushes surrounding the invasions of Iraq.  My father’s politics don’t define me.  Why 

should Carolina’s?  Carolina’s dad obviously didn’t vote for Reagan, Carter, Mondale, 

Bush, Dukakis, Dole, Clinton or Bolaños.  I’m not sure if he had an opportunity to vote 
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for Somoza.  He certainly didn’t vote in the Sandinistas.  He was a Freedom Fighter.  He 

was a Contra commander. 

Father Leaves to Fight for Freedom 

My father loved his country (Carolina continues her story—not necessarily this 

episode—after taking Ezekiel to the bathroom to relieve some of his tensions, building 

mine).  I think he loved his country so much that he just wanted to go back.  Soon after 

we moved to Guatemala, he heard about a group of men who were meeting to try to 

reverse the changes in Nicaragua.  He immediately joined them.  That’s when I stopped 

seeing him very often.  That’s also when my mother started going crazy.  I guess “crazy” 

is what it was.  It was definitely a change—for the worse—for her…and for me. 

After we left Nicaragua, I didn’t really get to be a kid anymore.  My mother 

depended too much on me.  Sometimes I think maybe she depended so much on me 

because of the way I was already.  I showed her that I was responsible, that I could 

handle being in charge of my younger siblings.  When you do things well, or show an 

interest, people begin to expect more form you, and in Guatemala, I started watching over 

my sisters.  I was curious about how bread was made, how things were done around the 

kitchen.  She took that to mean I wanted to have all this responsibility.  Either that or she 

was just lazy.  I make excuses for her.  I know that I do.   

She expected me to do things that I wasn’t ready to do yet.  I was cooking meals 

when I was nine!  I like cooking and all that suff, but I think there is a time for 

everything.  And it was just, with all the changes going on, I was confused.  Nobody 

seemed to know what they were supposed to be doing.  I thought that, since I was the 

oldest sister, I was supposed to be taking on all this responsibility, but I didn’t really get 

to be a kid.  I became the second mom. 
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Second Mom 

When my brothers or sisters got sick, I would go to the little store around the 

corner.  I would get some change from somewhere in the house and head out to buy 

medicine without even telling my mom.  I knew from past experiences which medicines 

were for the stomach, which were for fever, those sorts of things.  But, that’s a big deal—

a kid giving medicine to another kid!  But my mom just expected it, I guess. 

She wasn’t working, so she was there—at home—with us.  She could have taken 

care of her own children.  But she didn’t.  I did.  I remember being up late at night with 

them when they had a fever.  My mother was there, but I was the one holding this hot 

little baby.  I remember feeling so hot.  I think I got the fever, too. 

To think that I would lie in bed while my own daughter, Alyssa, stayed up all 

night rocking Ezekiel as he burned in her arms?  It’s crazy.  I think because my dad was 

away so much of the time that maybe she was depressed—or just crazy.  I don’t know, 

which of those is an excuse for her?  Are there any excuses? 

I remember during those tough years getting so angry at my little sisters because 

they would walk on a floor I had just mopped.  I was just a kid trying to deal with my 

frustrations and my feelings.  Up here at Habibi’s there are those moments when a kid 

builds something with blocks, that they’ve worked really hard on for a long time—

choosing which blocks to put where, and what all the different rooms will be for, and all 

that.  And sometimes somebody will come along and knock it all down.  They don’t 

know what that block-building meant to the other kid.  They see an opportunity to do 

something that will be fun, and they take it.  That is sort of what was going on with me.  I 

would get so frustrated, like they had destroyed something I had made—but they didn’t 

realize what they were doing.  They were just walking on the floor—isn’t that what floors 

are for?  But the terrible part is I wasn’t building anything; I was just maintaining the 
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house when I should have been building something.  I should have been creating art, or 

building with blocks, but I was cleaning house!  My kids have little jobs that they do, 

emptying the dishwasher and stuff like that, but it is my job—our job, me and Gerardo—

to take care of our house, to take care of all our kids.  Iesha is so much older than Ezekiel, 

and it could be really easy to just rely on her to watch him and Alyssa.  But I don’t want 

to put her in that position.  She likes to help out.  She does a lot, but I want that to be her 

choice.  I was the second mom.  I didn’t get a choice when I was Iesha’s age.  I didn’t get 

a choice. 

My Children 

There are so many things that I am trying to do with my kids—things for which I 

don’t have any experiences helping to tell me what to do.  I’m just trying not to be like 

my mom.  That’s kind of hard to do, since she’s the only mom I ever had.  I’ve got to 

figure out how to be.  It’s funny because I hear a lot of other people who say they are 

trying not to be like their moms.  I can’t speak for them, but I can’t be like my mom.  My 

mom used to yell a lot.  I don’t want to do that.  So when I get mad, or frustrated, at home 

I try to just go away for a little while and then come back to the situation.  It’s what I’ve 

decided to do, because I don’t want to yell.  I mean, I do yell sometimes, but it’s not that 

sort of serious yelling that I remember.  It’s more a funny kind of yelling, like, “You kids 

are driving me crazy!”  They just look at me like, “Well, you are crazy, mom.”  They 

know it’s just fun.  They don’t know crazy like I saw it.  I don’t want them to know crazy 

like that.  No.  Not that. 

Birthdays 

I remember watching a neighbor’s birthday party through the fence.  I’m sure we 

were invited, but there we were, standing in our yard, looking at all the cake, the piñata, 
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the presents through the wire of a fence, like animals at the zoo watching all the children 

walk by eating tasty snacks, knowing that there’s nothing you can do.  Knowing that 

there is no good reason you can’t be part of the fun.  You just can’t.   

We never knew when our birthdays were.  We never had parties.  We never got 

presents.  My mother never woke me up in the morning and said, “Happy Birthday.”  We 

just got older, bigger, more responsible.  But we didn’t celebrate it.  I don’t know why.  I 

can’t speak for my mother, and she says she doesn’t remember.  I’ve tried to ask her 

about our childhoods.  What do you say to someone when they say they don’t remember?  

How do you ask your mother when your birthday is? 

One time—years before—I found out it was my birthday.  I don’t remember how 

I knew.  But I knew.  So I invited kids from around the neighborhood in Nicaragua.  A 

few kids came to our house and I just served them whatever we had.  My mom was there.  

She didn’t stop me.  She even bought a piñata.  So, I was having a birthday party—almost 

a real birthday party.  But…I just remember standing in another room crying.  My mom 

was trying to get me to do something—hang the piñata or something—and I just stood in 

the next room crying.  Eventually all the kids trickled away.  The party just ended like it 

had begun—without much. 

I won’t speak for my mother.  And I try not to make excuses for her either.  In 

Nicaragua she had seemed like a normal mother to me.  Obviously many things changed.  

Many things.  I can’t speak for her, and I won’t try.  She won’t speak for herself either, so 

there are no reasons, no explanations.  There is only now and what I do with my 

children—with my husband.  But in the past, during these sad times about which I have 

told only my husband—before now…Now I tell the world—my father was in la frontera 

between Honduras and Nicaragua fighting a war.   
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Campesinos and Wild Animals 

He was a commander.  Sometimes he would come home for short stretches and he 

often brought home young soldiers who had nowhere else to go.  I remember he brought 

this one kid, a campesino—a country boy—home with him for the holidays.  He was 

maybe seventeen.  I didn’t like the way this boy—this soldier—looked at me.  But it was 

the right thing for my father to do.  I could tell these were poor, country people, because 

their Spanish was so simple.  They would have their own language, something 

completely different that they would speak at home.  They just learned Spanish.  The 

campesinos would help the Contras, because once they changed how the government was 

run, the poor farmers had to tell the government how much they were planting, and they 

had to give to the government most of the food they grew.  So they would be so bad off.  

I mean, before they could make a lot of food, sell it and move up.  Make some money.  

But now, they couldn’t even plant because they had to have permission from the 

government.  And if the government gave permission, they would take most of the stuff 

they grew anyway.  These poor farmers ended up being on the Contra side, even though 

they were some of the people that wanted a change in the beginning.  Everyone wanted 

the change in the beginning.   

But my father would sometimes bring these poor people home with him.  Out in 

the frontera where they were spending all their time, there was nothing to eat.  Nothing.  

They ate boiled rice with no salt or anything.  Sometimes they ate the animals they would 

find out there.  My father said they tried snakes—even monkeys.  When he would come 

back he would be so skinny and so hairy.  He looked like a street man—a bum.   

I will never forget one time when this skinny, hairy man that used to be my 

strong, neat father came home and cried.  He cried because he said that he had to fight 

children.  The Sandinistas were sending boys into battle.  He was talking about the kids 
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and he was so upset.  He told my mother about a plane that crashed.  He said that a 

Chino—a man of Chinese descent—had been flying the plane.  He called him “Chino,” 

like it was his nickname.  The story was terrible—like all the stories from a war.  The 

plane was full of people and food, coming to help my father’s troops.  It crashed and the 

Sandinistas killed everyone—shot them—and took the food.  Only, they didn’t kill the 

chino.  They took him off to jail.  He had a horrible wound in his back, so my father and 

everyone thought that he would die.  But he didn’t.  He lived. 

Years later, I met Gerardo’s “Uncle Chino.”  It’s so weird to meet someone from 

a story that seems so unreal.  Then…there he is—the chino who was the only survivor 

from the plane crash.  Gerardo’s mom is half Chinese.  So is her brother.  He was a pilot 

during the war.  It’s such a good example of how tiny the country that our families were 

fighting over is.  And it’s like a chain.  We’re all connected.  Gerardo’s family fled too.  

Years before we got to the States, my husband was already here. 

My father was kind to his men during this time, bringing them home for holidays, 

crying over their losses.  He showed so much love to his country.  I can’t understand that, 

but I know how much Nicaragua means to him.  He tried to be kind to us, too.  He used to 

bring us gifts from the frontera.  He would come home after being gone for so long.  

Sometimes, in his arms would be a strange and wonderful animal.  He brought us a 

toucan.  We also had some lapas—big red and green parrots.  We even had animals that I 

don’t know the names of.  There was this one little part-monkey-part-squirrel animal that 

we had.  But its tail was hairless and rough.  It climbed around like a monkey, though.  

We even had a wild cat, like a tiger—it was a little baby tiger.  Nowadays, when we take 

the kids to the zoo, I tell the kids, “Oh, I had an animal like that when I was a kid in 

Honduras!” Gerardo makes fun of me, “Oh, yeah, you had one of those.  Um-hmm.  

Yeah, let me guess, you had one of those too…”  It’s pretty funny. 
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That little tiger-cat was so painful to play with.  He’d climb up on a chair and 

jump on you if you were sitting there—but if he missed, he’d scratch your leg all the way 

down to the ground.  So we all walked around for months with scabby legs!  Painful, but 

what a pet!  But he didn’t make it.  He died.  I guess he got really sad.  It’s not natural for 

animals to leave their jungle.  It’s not natural to be having a war in the jungle, either.  

One time my father couldn’t come home.  He wanted to visit, but there was a reason that 

he stayed out in the jungle.  So he told his men to deliver a deer that he was going to 

bring to us.  Apparently, it died when they put it on the helicopter.  Those animals are so 

delicate; they just can’t handle that.  You can’t be bringing wild, delicate things into such 

a scary environment.  It probably had a heart attack when that helicopter started its 

engines.  What a shock.  But those poor campesino soldiers didn’t want to get in trouble 

for not delivering the deer my father ordered them to take to us.  I guess they were afraid 

he might think they had killed and eaten it.  So they came to our house with the gift of a 

dead fawn.  My father’s kindness and my mother’s insanity got jumbled up that day.  She 

told me to take it out to the place where we washed our clothes, a big concrete basin 

outside.  She told me to cut it up and cook it for the dog. 

I didn’t want to do it, but I was very obedient.  I think I cried at the beginning.  I 

took it and just chopped it up like I had done with chickens so many times.  I just broke 

the joints and tore off the skin.  I don’t know how I did it.  I had never done anything like 

that before.  But it just had to be done.  I guess, once I started cutting it up, it was more 

like food for the dogs than this beautiful, wild deer—this little baby animal.  That was 

bad.   

Children 

I use those memories of the way things used to make me feel.  I’m trying hard to 

find a way to raise my children differently.  There is a lot to it.  In Central America I 
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think children are seen as possessions.  I think that there is a difference there, but there 

are more differences in the way I am raising my children versus the way I was raised.  

Maybe my mother just didn’t know how to do it.  You learn from other people how they 

handle certain problems with their kids, and how they are with their kids.  She didn’t 

have friends around—or family.  She didn’t have anyone close to her that she could learn 

from.  She was twenty when she had me.  She had two more girls pretty quickly after, 

when we were still in Nicaragua.  Later, in Honduras, she had more.  There are six of us 

now.  So maybe she just didn’t know how to raise children.  She just did what she 

thought was the right thing.  Maybe she was raised with a little more…intensity.  Maybe I 

am making excuses for a woman that won’t excuse herself…again. 

My father used to say, “When you see your mom mad, just hide.”  That’s bad.  

That’s just sad.  Most Central Americans hit their kids.  But it’s a little different; it’s not 

usually just whatever they find lying around that they’ll pick up and throw at their kids.  

But—in my house—one time I remember so well: I had just cleaned the house—

something I did all the time.  I was ten or eleven, and the house was all clean.  My 

sister—who is only a year younger than I am—started jumping on the bed.  I was so mad.  

I had just cleaned up everything, and she got her nasty feet up on the bad and started 

jumping.  She was a kid—jumping on the bed.  No big deal, really.  What does it matter?  

But I told her to stop and she didn’t.  I saw a shoe.  It was a wooden shoe.  I picked it up 

and threw it at her.  It hit her.  Hard.   

I’m never going to forget that.  I didn’t think I was going to make her cry.  I 

didn’t even think I was going to hit her.  I didn’t even mean to hurt her.  I just wanted her 

to stop.  But it was a big thing.  I felt so bad.  I remember thinking, “I’m never going to 

do that again.”  That’s not who I wanted to be.  I think I was learning, just from 

experience.  It was wrong.  Sometimes you do something and it just feels wrong to you.   
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Hurting Others is Wrong 

But it’s not just hurting someone’s body that feels wrong to me.  One time my 

sister wouldn’t go to sleep.  I was tucking her in and she just wouldn’t lie down.  She 

wouldn’t close her eyes.  I was so frustrated.  So I told my other sister, “Go outside and 

hit the wall.”  We hear this thump, thump on the other side of the wall.  I say, “El mono!”  

Like: “The Monkey!”  My sister just closed her eyes and didn’t move a muscle.  She 

finally got still and quiet.  But at what price?  I thought, “Oh my God, this kid is going to 

go crazy!”  I told myself I was never going to do something like that again.  I don’t even 

know if she knew what a monkey was, but I scared her into doing what I wanted.  It’s not 

right.   

I don’t want my children to live in fear, uncertain what I’m going to say or do—

how I’m going to react.  My mother would never apologize for the things that she did 

when we were young.  I don’t know if she feels bad about it or not.  Something that is 

hard for me now is expressing my feelings, because I don’t ever remember hearing my 

mom express herself in a way that I felt good about.  Or my dad, for that matter.  We 

knew they loved us; we were their kids.  But it’s nice to hear it.  Even as a grown-up, it’s 

nice to hear that you are loved—cared about.  We talk to our kids.  We tell them we love 

them.  We tell them about the decisions we are making.  Even when Iesha was very 

young, we’d tell her about some rule we made.  Even if she doesn’t agree with us, I 

would rather her tell me about it, because we can talk about it.  We can tell her why we’re 

doing it.  She can even make us change our mind—probably not, but at least she gets to 

talk about it and we know how she feels about it.  But I’m still not very affectionate.  I’m 

better with Gerardo and the kids, but with other family, sisters, friends, it’s hard for me.  I 

don’t say, “I love you,” even though I feel love for them. 
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The United States 

When we finally left Honduras we came to the states, I was fifteen, almost 

sixteen.  My life is so happy now.  This is my home.  For ten years I lived in limbo in 

Honduras, wanting to leave a place—a life—that felt unsafe to me.  But my life in the 

states wasn’t immediately so happy as it is now—as an adult.  We were welcomed when 

we got here, though.  Everybody seemed so nice.  Everyone said, “Hello.”  I knew a little 

bit of English that I had gotten from a book.  I would say, “Hi.  Good morning.”  I carried 

this book with me everywhere.  I knew every word in the book, but it was like a security 

blanket.  I don’t remember how I actually threw it away, but by the time I did, it was so 

dirty and worn.   

When we arrived here, we came as refugees, once again.  We had filled out 

applications in Honduras and an agency in Austin accepted us.  I don’t know much about 

the organizations, I just knew I was excited to leave—excited to arrive.  It wasn’t long, 

though, before I came to dislike the people who had offered to help us.   

Elena 

I remember one day, I was at the offices where they were supposed to be helping 

us set up our lives in the US.  I was talking to this woman, Elena, who was assigned to 

me.  She didn’t have any information about me correct.  She thought I was older than I 

was.  At first she had me living in an apartment—a fifteen year old girl, out on her own in 

a new country.  Later, when she found out how old I really was, she moved me in with 

my mom.  I liked being away from her, but I wasn’t ready to be on my own…yet.  When 

I was talking to Elena that day, she asked me what my father was doing for work down in 

Honduras.  For most of my life I had been avoiding that question.  I had been told to lie.  

But for some reason on this day, when she told me that there was a gap in the paperwork, 

I told her the truth about my father.  I told her he was a commander for the Contras.   
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It made quite an impression on her.  She hurried off to talk to someone else.  I 

immediately regretted my honesty.  My father was a famous man.  Even today, when we 

meet Nicaraguans, they know my father’s name.  They talk about the thing he has done 

for our country.  He is a hero to them.  But when a man that worked with Elena came 

back over to me and said, “Your father does what?”  I shut down.  I didn’t talk about it 

anymore.  They knew what he did.  I had just told them; he didn’t need to hear me say it 

again.  

But Elena continued to work with me after that.  She tried to help us get 

established.  But she didn’t do a very good job.  She really made my mother angry.  My 

mom wanted to work.  But the only job Elena arranged for her was selling flowers—on 

the street—like those people who come up to your car when you’re stopped at the light.  

That’s no job.  My mother was so angry.  What did she think of my mother?! 

Elena didn’t help me much either.  I told her that I had always wanted to work in 

a hospital.  But she wasn’t thinking of me doing very much, either.  She wasn’t thinking 

ahead for my life.  I think she only helped because it was her job.  I think she had 

problems with us.  Maybe my dad—what he did.  She took me to a high school one day 

and talked to the principal.  They talked and talked in English.  I felt helpless.  I couldn’t 

understand what they were talking about.  After their meeting Elena simply told me I 

couldn’t go to high school in the US.  She said the principal told her that I was too 

old…that it would take too many years to complete.  They wouldn’t let me go to school.  

I just wished I could have known what they were talking about, because by then I didn’t 

trust her much.  I think I was so tired already.  I got up so early to go meet her at her 

office every morning, and then I would leave really late.  I was almost burned out before 

I had even been given a chance.  I just wanted to be in a specific place, knowing what I 

was going to do.  But, I didn’t have the information.  I didn’t know the rules, the laws.  I 
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could have begun a path toward working in a hospital, going to college, nursing school, 

medical school, pediatric medicine…but they didn’t tell me how.  Once you have kids, 

you don’t have time.  So… 

My Education in the States 

I got my GED.  I went to this school on Congress Avenue with other kids trying 

to get their GEDs.  But I couldn’t relate to them, because they were kids that didn’t want 

to go to school.  I wanted to.  I wanted to so badly.  Elena taught classes at ACC.  She let 

me—or made me, I’m not sure—come to her classes and listen to her talk, in English, to 

the people in the class.  She would also give me work to do in her office—math 

worksheets and things like that.  But I wanted to be in a classroom with other kids my 

age.  The kids in the GED classes were just so different.  The way they talked—I was 

afraid of them.  They seemed so aggressive, and there was something about the way they 

talked.  Having a conversation with them seemed like they were attacking you.  I don’t 

know if they were getting too close or what, but it was a little too much for me.  They 

weren’t really friends.  I was happy going there, though.  I thought, “OK, great.  Now I 

can have some friends my age.”  But they were different.  I think they were all from 

Texas.  I guess they were dropouts.   

I learned English really fast.  I went to ACC for English conversation and English 

as a second language.  I don’t think it would have been hard to go to high school.  My 

kids are straight ‘A’ students.  I know they get it from me—and from their dad, of course.  

But maybe they get it from being happy, secure, having high expectations for themselves.  

But I didn’t get that chance.  And then everything happened so fast.   
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Sex 

My mom never talked to me about anything.  I didn’t think I could have a kid.  

Iesha’s only twelve, but we talk about this stuff.  My mom never did.  One day we were 

at McDonald’s and she said, “I’m worried.  You better not be doing anything.  You know 

what I’m talking about.”  I thought, “You should have told me that before.  I would have 

listened.”  I was very obedient.  For some reason I really listened to her, even though she 

makes me mad about things.  I had a big respect for her.  I think I would have waited if 

she had said something to me.  But she never said anything.   

It was right after that conversation at McDonald’s that I found out I was pregnant 

with Iesha.  I didn’t tell anyone.  Em knew before my mom did. 

Em 

The offices where Elena worked were right next door to the old Habibi’s when it 

was on Sixth Street—when Em (a pseudonym) owned it.  I had told Elena that I liked 

working with children.  I guess I was sort of thinking about children’s health—remember 

I’ve been giving children prescriptions since I was a little girl!  But she talked to Em, and 

Em said I could come over to her school and help out.  I volunteered at Habibi’s at first.  

Then I got a job there.  It was the first job I ever had.  I still have it.   

I remember walking in the front door and Em was there doing Circle Time the 

way we used to do it, with all the kids sitting there.  That big blue curtain was hanging 

across the room, so I could hear them first, before I could see them… 

**** 

Em Smith was the owner of Habibi’s Hutch from its first days as a home-based 

daycare to its later years on Sixth Street—the years that Mike, Andrew, Tim and Carolina 

all worked there together.  Andrew bought the school from Em for much less than she 

would have sold it to any other buyer.  She calls herself and Andrew kindred spirits.  But 
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Carolina is the school’s most veteran teacher.  She and Em also had a special connection.  

As she said, it was her first job.  And she brings the same smile and love to her job every 

morning.  She’s there right now.  Smiling. 

Em was a mother first, and an actor second.  She started a school because, in the 

Sixties when you’ve got young daughters, and your husband is fighting a war you hate, 

and you’re an Austin hippy, there was little else to do.  Or at least that’s what she told me 

when I applied there after deciding anthropology wasn’t going to be the profession I 

though it was going to be.  Her philosophy for the school was that it could create a 

community for parents—single parents in particular—where it was so hard to establish 

them outside of religious or small-town circles.  All four of us will talk about Em later, 

but for now, Em is fulfilling one of her many roles in the lives of the teachers who 

inherited her little school.  She is a mother to Carolina.   

Pregnant 

I told Kirsten first (Carolina continues).  I was already five months pregnant by 

then.  I told Kirsten.  I don’t know why, but she told her mom.  Well, I guess it’s obvious.  

She grew up with Em as a mother, never having to keep her feelings in.  She always was 

able to talk about anything.  I grew up completely differently.  I never expressed myself.  

My mother would get so mad if I told her what made me angry.  Kirsten never has 

trouble telling people anything.  She always tells people when she loves them.  She’ll hug 

anybody…anywhere.  So, she went downstairs and told Em I was pregnant.  Kirsten 

came back upstairs and took my place, told me to go downstairs.  So I went down to Em.  

She said, “Well, it’s too late to have an abortion.  You’re already five months.”  If I got 

pregnant with my fourth kid right now, I wouldn’t have an abortion, there’s no way.  

Even though four kids is a lot.  But at the time, I don’t know.  I was so impressionable.  

That would have been Em’s solution.  I don’t know.   
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Gerardo 

But there I was, working at Habibi’s, pregnant.  I wasn’t thinking about marriage 

or anything.  I remember the prenatal nurse asking me if I was going to marry Gerardo, I 

was like, “What?!”  It hadn’t crossed my mind.  We were great friends.  He was one of 

my first friends when I arrived here.  He’d been here since he was nine.  And, as I said, 

we had a family connection.  So we hit it off.  I remember pretending I didn’t remember 

him.  He had come to a Christmas party at our house—of course my father wasn’t there.  

He was still down in Central America.  But he was due back very soon.  The fighting was 

ending.  He had already visited.  He was getting ready to return to us.  So my mom and 

brothers and sisters and I were having Christmas.  I remember I didn’t want anybody to 

come over.  You know how teenagers are.  They don’t want to do anything.  But that’s 

how I met him.  Some people came over and they brought their cousins and they were 

around our age.  So we were hanging out in the garage listening to records, drinking 

sodas, dancing.  It felt good to be doing something normal teenagers do.  The grown-ups 

were talking in the living room, and I met Gerardo in the garage. 

He called me a few days later.  He was two years younger.  I pretended I didn’t 

remember him.  But we became friends quickly.  We’d take walks downtown.  We’d go 

to the capitol and walk around, talking.  But of course two years later, when I became 

pregnant, our relationship wasn’t what it is now.  When the nurse asked me that, I hadn’t 

even considered it.  Now Gerardo is much more than my friend.  He understands me.  He 

is patient enough to wait a long time for me to decide what I want to say about 

something.  Our conversations last a very long time…with long pauses.  He lets me 

express myself in my way, very carefully.   
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But we did get married eventually.  Not in the church, only just a civil ceremony 

at first, but we were married.  But when I was first pregnant, nobody knew.  I was so 

worried about that.  But again, lots of things happened very quickly.   

The Phone Call 

I remember the day very well.  I was standing on the playground.  I was having a 

good morning.  I remember I was in a good mood, joking around.  Em and several other 

teachers were outside with the kids.  That teacher, Lunette, from back then, came to the 

porch and said, “Carolina, phone call.”  I thought, “Who could be calling me?”  I was 

standing under that huge wisteria vine that wound all around the side of the school.  It 

was a beautiful day.  Wisteria smells like perfume.  Beautiful.  My mother never called 

me at school.  No one ever called me.  So I walked into the kitchen to the phone and 

Lunette was standing there.  My mom was on the other end of the line.  She told me I 

needed to come home. 

“I’m at work.  I can’t come home.”  She said, “I can’t tell you what it’s about, but 

you’ve got to come home.”  So I kind of convinced her to tell me.  I think I turned white 

and I just remember going to the porch and telling Em that I needed to go.  I remember 

everybody was looking at me.  I don’t know what kind of face I had.  I think I started 

crying when I got to the car.  I was just pale and I couldn’t believe it.  I don’t think I 

really believed it until we got to Honduras…until I saw him.   

I was pregnant, but I didn’t know it yet.  But I was.   

My father was kind of like me.  He didn’t share things, plus with the war and 

everything I had to piece everything together.  I never understood my father’s choice to 

go back and fight the Sandinistas.  But he loved his country.  I guess I couldn’t 

understand.  My kids are my priority, so I can’t understand him doing anything he could 

to be able to go back to Nicaragua.  They found him dead on a rock.  On the side of the 
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road.  He didn’t tell us much.  He was supposed to have joined us here already.  We had 

been waiting for him.  We knew he had a car, and I think he had started a business with a 

friend, selling lumber.  But we didn’t find any papers about that.  Like I said, he was 

famous down there.  And he had enemies, I suppose.  War.  But we don’t know who 

killed him.  I can tell you that he didn’t seem very happy when he came to visit us here, 

though.  All I ever wanted was to have a regular family.   

The Regular Family in the Window 

He ended up dead trying to change a government.  Was it worth it?  Just after we 

left Nicaragua I remember walking down the street.  I was so young.  I looked in a 

window and saw a family sitting around a table.  They were all there.  They were all safe.  

They looked so happy.  That’s all I ever wanted.  But I walked home to a crowded 

refugee house in a foreign land.  I remember saying, “I’m hungry.”  Over and over again, 

asking for something to eat.  They gave me some milk. I hate milk.  I never drink milk—

never did.  But I drank that milk down.  I was saying I wanted food; I wasn’t able to say I 

wanted that family. 

For many years—until Habibi’s moved last summer—I would still get a chill 

sometimes standing under that wisteria.  I flew down to Honduras to collect him with my 

mom.  She didn’t want to go alone.  She didn’t want him buried there, either.  None of us 

did.  That wasn’t home.  So we brought him up to Miami.  That’s where he is buried.  My 

mom lives there now.  In fact, I was supposed to move there too. 

When I left Austin to go bury my father.  I told Em that I would want my job back 

someday.  Another teacher took my hours, but I knew I was coming back.  However, my 

mother thought differently.  She and I sold everything and headed there.  After we buried 

my father, we were going to live there.  She has family down there.  Most of my family 

lives there now.  But I didn’t stay.  In Miami I saw my mother hit my sister over some 
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laundry that didn’t get folded, or something equally ridiculous.  When I was 17 I told my 

mother that she couldn’t hit me ever again.  It stopped then.  I don’t know why it took so 

long.   

My Little Miracle 

When I was a kid in Honduras I remember my mother flying into one of her 

rages, because I was bringing groceries in from the market.  I had set a bag of plantains 

down while I moved some other bags.  I had the bad luck of that being exactly the 

moment that the trash was being picked up along the street.  The plantains were gone.  

My mother was furious.  It was bad.  I didn’t realize the things that made her so angry 

were just so stupid.  I was too young to realize there was no sense to it.  But in a way I 

did.  Just after I had gotten in so much trouble for losing the plantains, I was walking 

down the sidewalk.  My head was down, because I was sad, ashamed.  I was walking 

slowly and my eyes caught a glimpse of a colorful piece of paper.  It was a bill for many 

Lempira—like a hundred dollars!  I just picked it up and handed it to her.  Those are the 

ways that I punished her, but I was hurting myself.   

I almost starved myself, even.  I just stopped eating to punish her.  But of course it 

was me who got hurt.  She gave me pills—told me they were for headaches.  I was so 

furious when I found out that they were weight-gain pills.  She never talked to me about 

anything. 

Leaving Miami, Leaving My Mom 

So when she took me to Miami, I was still a very obedient girl.  I didn’t want to 

burden her with the problem that I had created for myself.  I didn’t want her to have to 

help me raise my baby.  I told my cousin I needed to go back.  He sold all his video 

games to buy me a ticket.  I told my family that I was going to sign up for classes at a 
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local community college.  I left.  I met my cousin in the parking lot of a fast food 

restaurant. He drove me to the airport.  I should have driven.  It wasn’t until we were 

already on our way that I realized he didn’t even know how to drive.  It was really kind of 

funny.  Cute, even—he felt like he was rescuing me.  He was very serious about it.  I 

almost didn’t make it!  But I did.  I flew back to Austin.  I moved in with Gerardo’s 

mom.  She didn’t know I was pregnant—she wouldn’t know until I was already showing.  

One day she took a picture of us—at Thanksgiving—and when she looked at me through 

the lens of the camera she saw for the first time.  That was not long after I had told 

Em…well, Kirsten.   

Gerardo 

Now I have been married to Gerardo for many years.  Our three children are 

beautiful.  They talk to us.  We talk to them.  When they are angry, they can show it.  It is 

okay to cry.  They know that.  Even in church or at our friends’ or family’s houses, I can 

tell that there are times when others look at us, wondering why we don’t make our 

children behave with manners that make sense to some, but not to me.  I don’t care.  

Well…I care.  Our kids have manners; it’s just that our technique for teaching them is so 

different.  We don’t force them to behave politely; we just use our manners with them.  

Treat them politely, as a model.  Gerardo and I are polite to each other and to others.  It 

came naturally to the girls.  Ezekiel’s a little different story, but…I would rather be 

thought to be a bad mother than to be one.  I know what is right.   

Just before I became pregnant with Ezekiel we returned to Nicaragua.  Gerardo 

had proposed to me under the huge Christmas tree in Zilker Park.  Iesha was spinning 

around under the tree, dizzy with lights.  Gerardo got down on his knee and presented a 

ring.  He wanted us to get married in a church this time.  We returned to Nicaragua to be 

married in the church where Gerardo was baptized.  I had to go through confirmation and 
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everything, because my mother had never sent us to church.  But God was always with 

me.   

My Gift 

I have always been able to find the good things in the situations I’ve been in.  I 

took God with me from the ceremonies and Catholic schools of Nicaragua.  Even though 

I was so young, I knew what was important for me.  It was God who was with me that 

day I found the money after losing the plantains.  He has always been there.  He got me 

through it all.  One time, pretty recently, I was going through these courses at our church.  

They are called “Life in the Spirit.”  By the end of the course there were people speaking 

in tongues and everything.  I didn’t, though.  They had prayed to God to reveal their 

special gift.  I didn’t ask God for a special gift.  It seems selfish to me—not for others, 

but for me.  I’m not sure what my gift is.  I’m not sure I have one.  But that day, when all 

these people were speaking in tongues, I got a really weird feeling—like I fainted a little.  

Afterwards, when I went outside, I felt so sorry for what I saw out there.  What I was 

seeing were just normal things, but I had seen a better world, and this one seemed 

suddenly sad.  There are times when I wish I could baptize all the kids at Habibi’s.  I’ll 

look at them as they lay sleeping at nap and I’ll want to make sure that they are all 

scooped up by God someday.  But I don’t talk to the kids about it.  I tell people I’m 

Catholic, but I respect that there are many ways to see God.  There is no one right 

religion.  But you know what is right and wrong.  Catholicism is right for me, though.  I 

always had it since I was a little girl in Nicaragua, even though my mom never took me 

to church.  It was part of me getting strong.  It was something I needed from a time that I 

was happy, long before, in Nicaragua.  I’m going to have a big talk with God when I die.   
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Back to the Cathedral 

So I was confirmed as a Catholic.  And we were married in a beautiful church that 

has survived centuries of war and violence.  But I realized during that trip that I don’t 

really even like my mother.  It took all that time, and a return trip to Nicaragua for me to 

realize it.  But there I was, celebrating my wedding, when I realized: I don’t even like 

her.  It was Gerardo’s uncle, who had known my father, who gave me away at my 

wedding.  None of my relationships with my original family from Nicaragua had 

survived.  My father had died.  My grandfather had died.  My mother was not the woman 

who I had known in Nicaragua. 

But when we were there for our wedding, I felt like a plant that had been returned 

to its soil.  I was a foreigner in my home land.  It was like my past and my present were 

connecting.  Even the dirty markets smelled wonderful to me.  I didn’t even mind so 

much the women’s gossip and the men’s machismo.  Everything seemed so beautiful.  So 

lush.  So alive.  But I wouldn’t live there.  I live here. 

And Home 

I finally learned to ride a bike.  I remember thinking the kids in our neighborhood 

back in Nicaragua were so big—and free—when I saw them riding their bikes in the 

streets.  I wonder what the kids in my neighborhood thought of me, a grown woman, out 

in the streets learning to ride a bike for the first time.  Gerardo taught me how in our 

neighborhood where we own our own house in Buda.  It took me thirty years, but I 

finally learned.  There was finally someone with the patience to teach me.  I am home.   
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Andrew’s Journey 
 

If I were a clever enough story-teller, I’d be able to come up with some 
particular way to go back-and-forth-and-back again as far as telling my 
memories of when I was a kid, memories of being at school, memories of 
the old black woman who stayed with us twice a week when my mom 
bowled in the bowling league.  I'd be able to weave in that the 
neighborhood was a big part of my life, that church and religion were 
obviously part, because we went to Catholic school—Irish nuns right off 
the boat—not just a Sunday thing, but every day.  But, you know... 
 

I’m not.  The reason I always wrote poetry is because I didn't do long narratives.  

I can’t tell my story—verbalize it.  I haven’t thought it out.  I don’t know my story, where 

it begins, what's included—left out. 

On the Road 

When I was a kid, way before I knew anything about writers, before I knew about 

Neal Cassady, before I read any Kerouac (1957), I used to romanticize—overly 

romanticize, I mean way out of proportion—the sounds of trains in the distance.  I’ve 

always longed for the great adventure.  I’ve always romanticized taking the great journey 

to contemplate the serenity of the top of the mountain then to turn around and dive into 

the grimy streets of Mardi Gras.  But in a way, I'm content not to.  I romanticize going on 

a great adventure, but I also find that I'm in one every day.  I say I’m not a risk-taker—

that I want to raise my kids to be risk-takers, but that I never was one.  But in another 

sense, I am a risk taker.  I take my own little risks; I always have.  I make my own little 

adventures out of the mundane things that I do everyday, out of the circumstances of my 

life.  I suppose, since I’ve become the owner of a school, one that constantly requires 

defending, I’ve turned my adventure into this pursuit of what I think is the ideal in terms 

of what experiences young children should be having.  But I’m also not saying that.  I 
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talk about that all the time, but that’s not all there is.  In one sense, my school is 

something I very carefully design, but it’s also something that I consciously let happen, 

that I watch unfold around me.  The school is a grand experiment.  I’m either screwing up 

big time...or I’m doing something good.  The school is what I think about all the time 

these days.  But it’s all a cycle of moments in the journey.  Just a few months ago, when 

it looked like the school was in trouble, there was a part of me that was willing to watch 

the world around me crumble, feeling the pain of losing it, experiencing rock bottom.  

But at the same time, I was doing everything I could, taking out loans, scrambling to save 

it.  Either way, it's an adventure. 

Insider Looking out: Or Outsider Looking in 

I was always both inside and outside at the same time.  I’ve been really lucky.  

But I often chose to use the things I’m lucky about while, at the same time, undermining 

them just enough to make me feel like I was different—or maybe I am different.  I’ve 

never been real clear on that.  I was a jock in high school—even before then.  My 

brothers were really good athletes.  I’ve got that black and white picture of my dad when 

he was in high school back in Chicago with his basketball trunks on.  I like that picture.  I 

like the old uniform and his pose. 

I ran around with the jock crowd.  We were the popular ones in high school.  But I 

always felt a little bit outside the circle.  I mean, I was definitely in the “in-crowd,” but I 

always felt like I wasn’t seeing it quite like they were.  I was the guy who used humor to 

diffuse the situation, but if I could look back on the things that I'd say—the humor I 

used—I'd probably find that I was mean sometimes with my little jokes, or at least I 

wouldn’t defend others when they were the brunt of teenager cruelty.  It seems like 

typical high school stuff to me, but—yeah, I’ll go ahead and say that, knowing it’s not 
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right—typical high school stuff.  It certainly seemed typical to me.  But of course it 

would.  

I took a stab at doing the things that I was expected to do.  I never openly 

revolted, just little hidden, quiet messages of...well, I don’t know.  I guess an example 

would be, instead of taking the fast food jobs or the mall jobs in the summers, I worked 

as a nurse’s orderly in an assisted living facility—listening to old people tell their stories.  

So there was always a difference in certain decisions, but mostly I thought I was doing 

what was expected.  Mostly I was going through the same motions that I thought 

everyone else was going through.  When I was a kid I was sure that everyone around me 

realized that Catholic school was a crazy place.  Everyone seemed to be just like me, just 

trying to figure out how to have some fun while we were there—knowing it was crazy.  

But now my brother works for them.  He’s a fundraiser.  He raises money to maintain the 

school that I was sure everyone thought was crazy.  What does that mean?  Nothing?  

Everything?  Like I said—despite how overly analytical I am about certain things—I 

don’t think about it all that much.  I am who I am.  He is who he is—both created by 

Catholics. 

College 

I left and went to college like everybody.  I loved parts of it, but I just couldn’t sit 

down and study.  I read the wrong books.  I couldn’t make myself do math homework.  I 

went to Stephen F. Austin in Nacogdoches. I was trying to write then.  I’d been 

considering myself a writer for a while.  It was a big part of my identity.  From the time I 

was in sixth or seventh grade, I started going upstairs in my room and sitting at my little 

desk and writing.  At some point I started sending poems and short stories off to little 

journals, getting published here and there.  I still love desks—old desks—every time I see 

one at a thrift store or auction, I fall in love with it.   
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In college I went to classes that didn’t have anything to do with the major that I 

was supposed to have chosen. I liked history and government, but I was miserable at 

math and science.  I was an English major.  There were friends of mine from high school 

who also went to Stephen F. Austin.  I’m not sure why I chose that school.  It wasn’t like 

I ventured out too much.  I got close to this guy, and we both transferred to the University 

of Texas at Arlington.  That was a terrible year.  So I went back to SFA.  But I didn’t 

have any self-discipline.  Just the number of things that I needed to do to pass the classes 

seemed insurmountable—particularly math and science.  If I’d stayed in school, I would 

have eventually gone into education and been an elementary school teacher.  But that’s 

not what happened.  I didn’t stay at SFA.  I’m sure I could do the work, now; so it wasn’t 

that I couldn’t. I just didn’t have the discipline.  And—not to blame the drugs—but I was 

doing stuff that wasn’t adding to my motivation. 

The Job 

So college was not working out, it was feeding all the wrong parts of me.  I don’t 

know how a realized it—whether I got a job first or just realized that I was wasting time, 

but I got a job at my old Catholic school, St. Pius. I was the assistant PE teacher. And of 

course I was very conflicted.  I kept thinking “PE teacher?!”  There’s that old Woody 

Allen joke: “Those who can’t do teach, and those who can’t teach, teach PE.”  

I thought, “How am I supposed to motivate kids to do all these things that I am so 

unmotivated to do?”  But, it paid around six bucks an hour as opposed to the four I had 

been making.  So I worked the PE job, and then in the afternoon, after school dismissed, I 

worked at the daycare, which was run by the school—a sort of after-care job, actually.  

So there it is…all right there.  I started teaching then, sort of just circumstances, but also 

a choice I made.  I was able to get my first apartment, my first place by myself, which 

was a big thrill.  
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“Miss Theresa” was the preschool teacher during the regular school day, and I 

would come into her room at 3:00 when school was over. I was just the “afterschool” 

care-provider; the kids were three- and four-year-olds, but the two parts of the day were 

definitely separated in the minds of the people who ran it.  I was just a playmate, sort of.  

It was understood that “Miss Theresa” is the real teacher, and then “Mr. Andy” comes in. 

I never liked being called “Mr. Andy.”  There’s something about being called “Mr. 

Andy” that plays on irrational fears.  I don’t have much patience for our society playing 

on people’s fears. 

Fear and Loathing 

It seems like the protection of children has become like a religion in this country.  

People are always making these incredibly broad, sweeping condemnations of things, 

“for the sake of the children.”  I guess the religious right comes to mind, but it’s not just 

one group, one set of politics, it’s a lot of people.  I remember when Janet Jackson had 

her breast bared during the Super Bowl, people just went crazy.  Everyone was 

screaming, “Kids shouldn’t see that!”  Why?  I don’t think it had anything to do with the 

violence of tearing off someone’s clothes.  I think it was just about naked people.   

But then again, who even knows if it really was a big deal, or if it was just the 

newspapers that decided to make it a big deal.  Are we being told it’s a big deal or is it a 

big deal?  

I think people use the idea that children need to be protected from certain ideas or 

images in order to keep ideas and images that they don’t like from being seen by anyone.   

They’re just running rampant over people’s rights in the name of children.  It used to be, 

“We’re going to stamp this out in the name of religion.”  Now it’s “We’re going to stamp 

this out in the name of our children.”  But it’s the same thing. 
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Monday Night Football and Early Childhood Education 

I remember when Terrell Owens did that introduction to Monday Night Football 

with Nicolette Sheridan12.  He was in the locker room getting ready for the game and she 

showed up in a towel.  He said something like, “Gotta go, the game’s about to start.”  But 

she dropped the towel and jumped on him, then I guess he looked into the camera, like: 

“Well, I guess the guys can play without me.”  There was supposedly this outcry from all 

the viewers saying, “How could you turn this family entertainment into this?”  I 

remember when it aired, we just happened to be watching it with Hudson, (my eight year 

old).  He asked about it.  I said something like, “Well, this guy has to make a decision.  

His football team is about to play outside, but that woman wants him to stay in there and 

have sex with him.  So he has to decide which thing he wants to do more, play a game for 

a bunch of money or have sex with that beautiful woman.”  Hudson said, “Well I would 

play football.”  And that was it.  I could have let my issues with a woman being portrayed 

as an object and women’s bodies being used as objects to sell anything and everything, 

but I feel like the thing I really want to be able to do with my kids, with a 13-year-old or a 

5-year-old, with anyone, is say, well, here’s what just happened there on the screen.  

What was it?  What happened?  What do you think? 

I can’t think of any subject that would be not OK to talk about with kids.  At 

school, these days, we talk about war, religion, sex, violence—specific stuff, too, like 

rape, or the other day when we were getting ready for nap and they asked me to tell them 

a real story; “Something scary,” they said.  I thought about it a minute, then I told them 

that I had recently heard this story about a friend of mine who shot and killed his dad.  

The boy who was my age was a scary dude.  His dad was an alcoholic and they’d had a 

                                                 
12 Terrell Owens is a wide receiver for the National Football League’s Philadelphia Eagles, who were 
playing that night on Monday Night Football.  Nicolette Sheridan is an actor, who stars in a television show 
called, Desperate Housewives on the same network. 
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falling out.  The guy I went to school with owns a liquor store, and his dad came in and 

attacked him.  He had a gun, and I was telling the kids this, not for the shock, but to talk 

about this horrible decision he had to make.  His own dad was going to hurt him, so he 

shot him.  I kept saying, “What a horrible choice he had to make.  That must have been so 

scary for him.”  It’s about positions, putting yourself in the place of the people in the 

story, not being sheltered from the lives that other people lead—lots of times against their 

will.  Life is hard.  I’m not afraid to tell kids that.  They know.   

So far, no parents have mentioned it.  I kind of wish someone would ask me why I 

told such a terrible, violent story to a bunch of four-year-olds.  It was less a story about 

violence, what violence is and what a gun can do, than a story about a decision someone 

had to make.  I said, “He doesn’t want to hurt his father, but his own father is trying to 

hurt him. What would you do?” 

Judging by their answers, I think they would have handled it better than my old 

friend did. 

Early Introductions to Early Childhood Education 

But back when I first started teaching at St. Pius I was supposed to do what “Ms. 

Theresa” did—maintain her way of running the class.  She certainly wasn’t telling stories 

about patricide.  She would do things like have the children hold up their chairs when 

they acted in ways she didn’t want them to. 

Imagine me telling some kids, that they had just made some really bad decisions, 

or whatever, so now the consequence was that they had to stand there holding their chairs 

out in front of them like some sort of torture from Bridge on the River Kwai (Lean et al., 

1957, 2000). I was supposed to do that.  I don’t know if I ever actually made anyone do it 

when no other adults were around or if I just did it as per her instruction, but I remember 
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doing some pretty awful stuff. I would have figured the “chair-torture” one out for 

myself, but...I definitely needed some guidance.   

So, I worked as the PE teacher for a year, but then I moved to working full-time at 

the preschool the following year. It was exactly what preschool teaching is for so many 

people; it was a low paying job, and my expectations for myself were completely 

different than what I hope and expect for myself now.  It paid the rent.  It was “easy” in 

one sense.  I didn’t have to change my perception of myself to do it. 

The year after I started doing preschool full time, I went back to school to study 

early childhood education at Eastville College, which was a community college in Dallas.  

And when I began to go back to take classes, that’s when I realized, “Wow, this is a real 

profession and there are professors that talk about this stuff.” And I was able to go and 

look at the things the school was doing—and the things that I was doing—with different 

eyes.  I would say, “Oh my god.  That’s not at all what they’re talking about.”   

If I hadn’t gone back to school it would have taken a lot for me to change my 

ideas about teaching preschool and myself as a preschool teacher.  I took a few classes 

and stayed in touch with a couple of the professors.  Coincidentally, one of the professors 

ended up doing the NAEYC accreditation here at Habibi’s when Em owned it.  She was 

someone that I really respected.  And there were other professors there that I thought of 

as being—at the time, and maybe would still—progressive.  I think those early childhood 

classes at community college were a big factor in my deciding that I really want to do 

this, and do it right.  I was always a terrible student, but I was always interested.  In 

classes that I liked I did well, and classes that I wasn’t interested in I wouldn’t do well in.   

I liked these classes.  I read everything the professors gave us—and then some. 

From that time on, I thought of myself as a teacher looking for a place that I could work 

as a professional—as much as you can call making six bucks an hour a profession.  I 
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started to see myself as more than just being a guy with a day job.  I would spend my 

days seeing certain things and doing certain things at St. Pius, and then get something 

quite different in the evenings.  St. Pius Preschool was an NAEYC accredited school, and 

I remember thinking, “How is this possible?”  But in retrospect, as early childhood 

schools go, it was pretty typical13.  

It’s hard to say if those classes made me the teacher I am today, because it seems 

so separate from this past decade, building Habibi’s—from Dallas to Austin and the 

changes in expectation for myself, for teaching, for a preschool.   

Kim and our Babies 

While I was going through this—still new, still awkward transformation—I met 

Kim.  And we had Zach.  I was 25, and I was a preschool teacher working eleven hours a 

day.  Kim and I were barely even dating. And we had a little baby.  We got married.  I’d 

just come off a long-term relationship, and I proposed.  We had kids before I would have 

planned it, if I were planning things.  But I don’t want to convey that we were a mistake 

from the beginning.  Without therapy or anything else we’ve made that connection that 

couples need to make.  But I was a different guy back then.  Like I said, my expectations 

for myself were...different.  We got married by some lame JP who ended up getting 

busted in a parking lot with a 16-year–old girl a few months later.  We were like, “Is this 

an omen?”  But it was the beginning, maybe not the best foot to begin a journey on, but 

that’s the way it happened.  At least it was the beginning of my love affair with Kim, and 

in a way, with my potential.  It was also the beginning of my big family.  When I was still 

just beginning to realize that I was indeed a father, and that Kim and I were doing this 

                                                 
13 What Andrew saw there was “typical” NAEYC accredited curriculum.  But there was a monster beneath 
the surface that Andrew did not see.  See section about “Monster-Spectre” for more about St. Pius. 
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together, we had Aaron.  To date, I’ve had four children on three different kinds of birth 

control, including a vasectomy.  We just make kids somehow.  Little adventures.   

But it was Kim that started us on our adventure down here—to Austin—to 

Habibi’s. 

On the Road: Part II 

When Aaron was born we lived in this beautiful, very old apartment house that 

was in the part of Dallas that makes you think of Charles Bukowski.  People-out-in-the-

street-in-their-bathrobes kind-of-thing.  A bartender and a preschool teacher with two 

babies just a few months apart walk into a bar—you don’t even need a punch line.  

I got this weird rush when we were pregnant with Aaron.  I was so distraught, but 

at the same time, I was so alive in the craziness of our life.  I had no idea how things were 

going to turn out.  It was an adventure.  It could be really disastrous or it could be...well, 

look what it is now. 

But there we were, living in this old place in the crazy part of town.  Neither of us 

liked our jobs.  I was living in my hometown, where even though I was a 20-something, 

married father of two, I still felt like I was just “Ed and Lois’s son.”  I was still 

surrounded by friends from high school, my brother, my whole Dallas identity.  Kim said, 

“Let’s move to Austin.”  And I was willing to say, “I’m up for that.”  We didn’t have any 

friends in Austin.  We didn’t have jobs.  We wanted to change things.  So we left Dallas.   

I couldn’t be Jack Kerouac, but I could up and leave Dallas. 

Obviously the city you live in doesn’t make your life, but Austin had a lot of 

things to offer us.  I love the out-of-doors and music and all those things, but that’s not 

why we came here.  It was our big adventure, I guess.  Life could have gone on the way it 

did in Dallas, but we chose to change that.  Once again, it could have been a disaster.  But 

here we are.  There’s the school—it’s bigger than ever and it’s got a waiting list.  There’s 
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me and Kim—I think today, we’re happier than we’ve ever been.  There’s our four 

kids—all with their own talents and personalities, just beautiful people.  We’ve got so 

many friends; there’s so much to love. 

Of course it wasn’t like it is now when we first got here.   

Tripping into Habibi’s  

When I first came down to Austin, I worked at one of those big chain preschools 

for a while, and that was just awful.  I didn’t get to teach much.  I was the assistant 

director and just the way they had it set up was terrible for me and everybody else.  It was 

all about keeping the numbers as high possible. People would quit left and right, we’d 

have somebody starting to work who practically just walked in the door. I only stayed 

there for 6 months.  

I got out like everybody else, I guess.  After that I taught at a non-profit, I think 

it’s the oldest daycare in Austin—it started in the 40s.  It mostly serves underprivileged 

families.  That was the first time that I felt like I was a professional practicing a 

profession on a daily basis.  We had our weekly meetings where we discussed our 

challenges, and it was a very challenging job.  That was the first time that I was really 

excited by having big responsibilities.  I wanted to show up every day and do what I 

could. I took it really seriously.  But still, there was a fairly high turnover rate and also 

low motivation among the teachers.  I ran into a few hairy situations where we had to 

report abuse and decide whether or not we—or I—handled everything correctly or not.  

But those of us in that school were having some influence—negative or positive—in 

someone’s life.  That was always the case, I guess.  But I could feel it at that school. 

Then, I basically half tripped over—or tripped on—the job at Habibi’s.  I 

answered an ad, and Em liked me.  Very quickly it became the opportunity to do 

something like I never had done before and to do something not just as a good teacher in 
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one classroom but to be part of a whole school—something larger.  I became her assistant 

director, but she was planning on retiring.  It was understood that after a while she would 

offer to sell me Habibi’s Hutch.  That’s huge.  I’ve heard her say that we are kindred 

spirits.  That’s true in more ways than one.  She was an actor, that’s what she studied in 

college, that’s what she did during all the time that she wasn’t running a school and being 

a mom.   

Dead Poet 

An excerpt from “good and proper,” published in the Literary journal, Mushuggah: 

the reason i came to this place is not yet clear, but i have suspicions, 
suspicions about my indecent longing for companionship.  about the 
worried ones i left behind weeks ago…i trust no one yet i believe 
everything they tell me.  this keeps me aware of unclear motives and i 
think this is a good and proper thing….i intrigue her further with heart felt 
renditions of a family’s courage and compassion.  (i made these up as a 
dirty kid while the folks were away visiting uncle preacher roy, who had 
the whiskey belt around his waist and Sunday service hookers snuggled up 
close to his polyester panting.) (Urbanus, 1998, p. 16-17) 

Like I said, a huge part of my identity—in college, in high school, while I was 

married—was being a writer.  Some of that had to do with sitting down at my desk and 

walking through these images in my mind, getting them down on paper in a style that 

seemed like my own.  But another part of that was the ways that I viewed the world.  

Whether I was brought up that way or just tuned that way from the beginning, I’m not 

sure, there are two sides to everything, especially the nature/nurture thing.  So I don’t 

know why, but I was always watching.  I enjoy watching.  I was always thinking about 

what others were doing.  The first books I read were ones where the authors were writing 

about these interesting characters that they’d run across, watched.  Kerouac wrote about 

Cassady.  I thought of myself like that. I went to my 25th high school reunion recently 
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and one of the popular guys from back then said to me through a fog of bourbon, “Man, 

you were deep before anyone knew what that was!” 

Well, I wouldn’t put too much stock in his testimonial, but I was different.  I 

guess I knew I was, and people around me knew it too.  I was always gathering images, 

watching people.  It was an identity.  Created?  Assumed?  Hardwired?  I don’t know, but 

it was both how I saw myself and how others saw me.  Quiet, but internally chattering 

away. 

But unlike Em, who always acted and still does, I’ve been in the process of letting 

the writer in me die.  Or maybe just watching the writer die.  It’s been a slow, painless 

death.  I still write sometimes, but as I have written less and less, I’ve felt the need to 

write less and less, too.   

What I do now—at the school—seems so much more real and true.  I think poetry 

is all about being indirect.  One of my goals for myself and for the people at our school is 

to create an environment where people communicate directly, face to face, with their 

emotions bared and respected.  That’s almost the opposite of what writers do.   

That’s why the death of the writer has been painless, I’m slowly replacing it with 

a new identity, one I’m happier with.  At that same high school reunion, Kim would 

introduce me as the owner of a preschool.  It’s funny; I was uncomfortable with that.  I 

don’t want to be identified as the “owner.” I want to be a “preschool teacher.”  Of course 

I imagine that the image that the people who hear I’m a preschool teacher, whether 

they’re thinking “owner” or not, is something so different from what it really is.  But 

what it “really is” is hard to say, of course.  For me, right this moment, our school is a 

place where we can communicate directly; show kindness, frustration, love and pain.  I 

say, “we” because, it's not just the kids.  While the teachers are providing this time and 
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place for the kids to express themselves, we are also expressing ourselves—not so much 

modeling, as actually communicating with each other and the Hutch kids.   

So instead of being this writer who harbors his fears and doubts and turns them 

into his identity as a quiet observer, my thoughts and doubts are my company, they’re 

active players in the life that I lead at home and at school.  They don’t bother me the way 

they used to.  They used to drive me into moments of depression.  I don’t really want to 

say “depression,” but it would be some version of that.  But now it’s more like, “This is 

the way I am.”  I can use these anxieties as a way to learn to communicate better with 

people. 

Relationships 

I used to go tumble my thoughts into a notebook, but that didn’t really help me in 

my relationships, especially with Kim.  Obviously, my relationship with Kim is the most 

important one.  All the thoughts that used to trouble me, the rationalizations, the 

irrationalizations, had an effect on our relationship.  Rather than letting those fester, I 

have worked on bringing them to her.  Part of me still says, “You don’t want to tell her 

that, she’s going to say, ‘You’re so weird!’”  She used to read my poems and say, “Do 

you need therapy?”  And of course part of me—a little voice in my head—would 

suddenly have the affected accent of the tortured poet: “You just don’t get me.” But it’s 

not that.  It’s just bad poetry.  It doesn’t mean you’re a good poet if no one understands it.  

It just means you’re writing something that no one understands.  But you can let that stuff 

lie there on the page, misunderstood and self-important.  But if you talk, you’ve got to 

connect.  It’s OK to be weird, but it’s better to have a conversation.   

All Kim wants is to know that I’ll be there, to know that I’m there each and every 

day even it it’s a bad day.  No surprises.  I had to learn that bad days don’t mean that 

everything has to change.  It just means that I’m having a bad day.  I’ll be OK tomorrow.  
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I’m coming to grips with the way my mind works.  That’s fine.  Whatever.  If it helps me, 

that’s fine.  But in the end, nothing helps me unless it helps Kim, too.   

Kim and Me 

Kim is comfortable with people.  Her nature is to relate, to relay her life through 

interacting with others—telling her stories of her day.  And sometimes I’m like, “You’ve 

already told that story three times today and it’s not even that funny, or important, or 

whatever.”  But—really—I’m the only one who’s heard it that many times, and everyone 

else seems to get so much out of her telling her little daily moments.  She connects.  I just 

sit there.  She never does that. 

But she also listens.  With our kids, it’s Kim that they go to.  I play myself off as 

the one who listens to everyone’s side of the story when they’re having a disagreement or 

a fight or whatever.  I’m the one who very “fairly” says, “OK you made your point, now 

let’s hear what he has to say about it.”  But it is Kim they go to.  Even if she’s screaming 

and yelling and seems unreasonable, I’m the one they’re unsure about.  I’m even-

tempered, but I’m sitting over there “reflecting.”  That’s useless to them.  They just see 

“Pops” over there making weird references to things they don’t care about.  Kim is living 

it.  She’s in with both feet every moment. 

She’s also who I go to.  She’s always there for the kids, and she’s always there for 

everyone else.  She has to be my tour guide, my intellectual stimulant, my sex goddess—

impossible roles.  But she fills them for all of us.  I’ve had such a hard time with trying to 

expect her to fill all these roles that I made up for her, impossible feats for her to 

accomplish.  It was me who had to change my role, not her. 

Tim Interrupts: The Cell Phone Rings ***** 

An electric cricket interrupts.  It’s Andrew’s cell phone.   
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As is always the impression when I see Andrew answer his cell phone, I feel like 

he is suddenly jerked forward—or perhaps sideways—in time.  He pats his pants legs 

looking for the source of the synthesized ring.  He seems surprised to find the beeping 

bulge in his pocket.  As he draws the phone from his pocket and fumbles with the sleek 

silver cartridge, I am reminded of an announcement that is currently tacked to the front 

door of his preschool: 

It is a simple announcement declaring the birth of a new summer program for 

school-aged children, which will be run by an ex-Habibi’s teacher who now teaches 

public fifth grade.  The segue between the note on the door and Andrew’s anachronistic 

relationship to his cell phone isn’t the information conveyed on the slightly crumbled 

typing paper, it is the way in which the information is presented.  The memo was typed 

on a conventional typewriter, which was, no doubt, picked up at a rummage sale.  The 

unmistakable, uneven font of a “real” typewriter with Andrew’s equally unmistakable, 

slightly irreverent, eccentric and most emphatically unpreschool-teacher-esque writing 

style are hinted at by his relationship to his cell phone.   

He pushes a button.  It stops ringing.  He looks as if he is encountering the 

futuristic device for the first time, as if it just tumbled from the screen of an old sci-fi 

serial.  He himself looks like he has dubious, fictitious origins.  His plaid flannel shirt and 

his khaki pants could have been bought last week at the Gap, or they could have been 

lifted from a trunk in a WWII veteran’s attic—it’s hard to tell.  It's hard to tell how old 

Andrew is either.  He is a sinewy, baby-faced, kid, tumbling to the ground in wrestling 

matches, and—simultaneously—the shuffling, forgetful old man who has to be reminded 

to take his blood clot medicine.   He seems drawn to an aesthetic that declares at once: 

“I’ll meet you on the quad for a quick scrum…” juxtaposed with: “If we don’t get the 

back forty harvested by the end of the season, it’s curtains for the farm.” 
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The personas that inhabit Andrew—or that Andrew performs—remind me of the 

line: “Never again will a single story be told as if it were only one” (Kesey, 1964, p. 1).  

In fact, Andrew looks and acts like the melding of the dope-smoking ivy-leaguer and the 

Depression-hardened lumberjacks of Sometimes a Great Notion (Kesey, 1964). 

… 

“Hello?” He says into his cell phone—which he knows perfectly well how to use.  

“No…just talking to Tim.  What’s up?” 

I can tell by the rhythm of the tiny voice cocked at Andrew’s ear, that his wife, 

Kim, is on the other line.  As she arranges the evening’s complicated schedule of pick-up 

and drop-off times for their four children, I jot notes into my spiral.  Hearing Andrew talk 

about Kim as we sit here at my kitchen table brings a flood of conflicting memories and 

ideas to the surface.  It seems apropos somehow that my thoughts would be conflicting.  

As he himself has stated, Andrew is a conflicting person.  One of the things that attract 

me to him is that he is a walking contradiction in so many ways.  The stereotypes, the 

common knowledges, about men, fathers, teachers, young children, preschools, athletes, 

drug users, artists, white people—all of these descriptors and many more—are 

simultaneously extant in this man while often being interrupted by his actions or words.  

Each of these “descriptors” can describe Andrew, but at the same time any one of them—

or all of them—does not describe him.  He can be held as an exception.  He is like very 

few teachers.  He is like very few fathers.  He is like very few men.  He is like very few 

white people.  But at the same time he is so very like white people, men, fathers, 

preschool teachers...well, maybe not preschool teachers. 

Kim continues on the phone.  Andrew says, “Naw…he did?!” 

Over two years ago, on New Year’s Eve, Andrew showed up at our house.  He 

made the declaration that they had cancelled their New Year’s party and that he was 
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leaving Kim.  He said he didn’t love her—had never loved her.  Felt as if he had been 

tethered to her by her decision to have their first two children even though Andrew would 

have preferred that she had ended both pregnancies.  He made sweeping statements about 

Kim’s interest in interior design and footwear, which he implied stood her in opposition 

to the bohemian that he had always hoped he’d be, or secretly was, or something like 

that.  He intimated that there were simply too many differences between them, that the 

relationship, the eternally intertwined souls that so many people romanticize about, 

fantasize about, would never congeal for them.  He had lost hope that there would be a 

great connection.   

There is no doubt that Kim and Andrew are different.  They could be described as 

polar opposites.  But each of the two of them is a mass of conflicting personas within one 

person, as well.  All of us are (Frankenberg, 1996).  But for some reason, Kim and 

Andrew exhibit their contradictions more easily and naturally than most of us who try to 

stick to one role in the theatrical presentations of our lives. 

It was Kim who sent Andrew to our house that day.  She was wise enough to see 

that Andrew needed friends.  She was giving enough to make sure that his friends were 

around him—she shared me and my wife, who are her friends as well.  She gave us up—

briefly, but she didn’t know how long it would take—for his sake.   

In the weeks following Andrew’s declaration of amor non grata, while he spent 

his nights in our guest bedroom, our relationship was strengthened.  By “our” I mean my 

relationship with Andrew, my relationship with Kim, my wife’s relationships with both 

Kim and Andrew (and Kim & Andrew), my relationship with my partner, and Kim’s 

relationship with hers.  I don’t think any of the four of us would tell that story without 

Kim being the hero.  But there are definitely four versions.  “Never again will a single 

story be told as if it were only one” (Kesey, 1964, p. 1) 
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Andrew says that he learned during that time that his expectations of Kim were 

unrealistic, that he was blind to what she is because he was looking at what she isn’t.  I 

don’t have any explanation.  I just have love for both of them.  Sometimes you just move 

on.  They did.  And I’ve got to go now, Andrew is hanging up the phone. 

He says, “She’s not going to Aaron’s athletic banquet tonight.  Aaron decided he 

didn’t want to go, even though he’s up for MVP.  I went last year to Zach’s.  It is so 

boring.  She dodged a bullet.” 

**** 

Basketball 

Basketball is a huge part of my family’s daily lives.  Our youngest son, Hudson 

could shoot beautiful, all-net, rainbow shots from the top of the key of his plastic, Little 

Tikes™ basketball goal before he could speak a single word, and he’s the one that’s not 

really into sports.  Last week Zach received word that Texas A&M at Corpus Christi is 

interested enough in him to invite his whole team to come play a tournament—which is 

good, because we haven’t exactly been able to squirrel away funds for college.  That’ll be 

another little adventure when it comes around.  Aaron and Zach pretty much live their 

lives with basketballs.  Their hair, their clothes, their music, school, TV, it’s all got hints 

of basketball in it.  I’m not sure, because I didn’t bring this up, it was pointed out to me, 

but when they were little—up until recently—they lived in a neighborhood and went to a 

school in which they were just about the only white kids.  They were raised in an African 

American neighborhood, in no small part by members of the southwest Austin, black 

community, and I think basketball is definitely—at least with the kids that hung out at our 

house—basketball was a huge cultural thing.  It’s hard to say.  If we had lived in a 

different neighborhood, would basketball have been the same?  But it is definitely more 

than just a game for my kids, it’s a sense of identity—I guess like writing was for me 
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when I was a kid.  So they play basketball.  I never encouraged them to, or even showed 

them pointers or anything.  Every once in a while, we’ll be shooting hoops in the 

driveway, and I’ll say something like, “Have you thought about doing it this way?  Try 

that.  See if it works for you, if not, the way you’re doing it’ll work just fine.”  But I 

almost never do that.  I almost never watch it on TV either, which they do, a lot, with 

their friends.  I wonder about them sometimes in terms of the way they are on the surface.  

Especially Zach.  He spends a lot of energy exhibiting “being hard,” having this “hard” 

persona.  But, of course at this age he’s not going to be spending a lot of time talking 

about his feelings.  But he definitely has that “hard” aspect to him.  But, at the same time, 

I hear him and Aaron talking to their friends in ways that show a lot of sensitivity.  And 

they write rhymes, raps.  And they draw.  They see me enjoying different kinds of art, 

talking to people in ways that aren’t “macho” or “hard.”  I don’t beat them over the head 

with it.  They’ve got their version of “sensitive.”  Not that being “hard” has anything to 

do with basketball, but there is something there, at least in our minds, between sports and 

the lack of sensitivity. 

There’s almost constantly the echoing ping of a basketball bouncing in our 

driveway.  And it’s seldom me who’s doing it.  I get it all out during lunchtime every 

day. That helps me not to live vicariously through my sons, I’m sure.   

I’ve been playing a daily, lunch-time basketball game at the YMCA since around 

the time that I bought Habibi’s.  I guess that’s been nine or ten years, now.  I do it 

because I love it, despite my blood clots and everything else.  I’ve often said, “I’d play 

basketball every day even if made me less healthy.”  Well, it sort of could be.  I’ve been 

told that’s it’s not the wisest thing I could do, but then again, if I didn’t exercise, I’d be in 

trouble, too.  It’s not so much basketball itself, though.  I’d play football if there was a 

daily pick-up game in town, and if my four-and-a-half-decades-old body would let me. 
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Or tennis if I had someone that would play everyday.  The things I love about basketball 

are mostly there in tennis, too; plus, it happens outside, which is the only drawback as far 

as I’m concerned with playing basketball down at the “Y”.  I love being outside.  

Basically, I continue to play basketball because I can.  But I love it for more than the fact 

that when I’m done every day, I’m invigorated. 

I love going down there and just listening to those guys go at it.  We’ve got all 

kinds there.  I don’t go there as a sociologist, but it’s a great microcosm of our society.  

There are old lawyers with their hot-headed foul-calling and a crusty newspaperman with 

his sardonic nicknames for everybody.  There are college players on the off-season from 

St. Ed’s.  There’s this guy at the beginning of a battle with Alzheimer’s.  We keep him 

posted as to what’s going on: “Hey Jim, you’re on defense now.”  He gets a lot from 

playing down there, I think.  We all get a lot from playing down there.   

It works for me, because no matter what problems I’m having with enrollment, 

licensing, house payments, the kids, my family, I can get on the court for an hour at 

lunchtime each day and just play basketball.  Then I’ll leave it there and go on with my 

day.  Well…I guess sometimes I’ll think back on the game that day, the team I played 

with or the shots I chose to take, and think, “I could have made a better decision.”  It’s 

never: “We could have won.”  Sometimes the team I’m on wins and it’s not that much 

fun that day.  Sometimes we get beat and I have the best time.  It’s just about playing 

well, making good decisions, passing well to others, thinking like a team, taking wise 

shots.  I’d get antsy to do something physical if I didn’t have it. 

Kim does yoga and all that stuff, she doesn’t play basketball, but she is constantly 

taking the boys to their tournaments out of town, going to games, booster clubs, all that 

stuff.  She sometimes gets in trouble with those booster-type parents because she doesn’t 

play the role of perfect little basketball mom who is an iron fist of commonly held 
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perceptions of morality when she chaperones the trips.  I think she found out they bought 

some condoms one time and didn’t take them away or anything.   

Of course she didn’t.  She wasn’t about to say, “You bad boys can’t have 

condoms.”  She gives our sons condoms.  She doesn’t want to be a grandma.  She 

embarrasses them, talking about safe sex and responsible drug use and all that.  We’ve 

been kind of lucky with drugs.  I definitely can’t tell them not to do them.  I did.  But, 

they are so into basketball, and drug use is such an anathema in the basketball culture—at 

least at their school—so we just let that be what it is.  We’ll cross that bridge.   

Drugs 

I didn’t do drugs until college.  I didn’t drink until my senior year of high school, 

so we’ll see what happens with our kids.  But they were a big part of my life for a while; 

drugs are a good example of the little “adventures” I would send myself on.  Not just the 

mental journey that the drug would take me on, either, but the adventure of going into a 

situation that I couldn’t control—surrounded by people who were breaking the law, 

obviously—to buy a substance that may or may not be what I was expecting.  It’s like I 

was putting myself in these positions for no good reason, and I’d be scared, but I’d be 

feeling “alive” and all that.  And it’s such a funny metaphor for everything I do, because, 

I’d get stoned—up until just a few years ago—and I’d feel that “glow behind my eyes” 

(that’s what a friend of mine used to call it).  I’d sit and contemplate a chair and just think 

that chair was the most incredible thing in the world, and at the same time, I’d be missing 

a conversation that was going on down the couch from me, or alienating someone I cared 

about, someone who was right there in the room with me but at the end of a long, echoing 

tunnel.  It’s like the drug would get me to this place where I thought about how important 

every little thing was, then be too stoned to interact with the people I wanted to in little 

important ways.  I used to do exactly the opposite of what I knew I should—or wanted—
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to do.  Even after I bought Habibi’s I’d get stoned right before a parent meeting, then I'd 

sit there and think, “Wow, I can’t even finish a sentence.”  I’d create this false little crisis.  

But I think I’ve seen all that a tree, or a rock, or the back of my hand can offer me from 

that point of view.   

I finally stopped.  It was a barrier between me and the real world.  By “real 

world” I mean people.  It helped me connect with all the stuff around me, all the 

inanimate objects and the works of art that were created while I wasn’t around, but it was 

a huge barrier between me and other people.  And I’ve always had that barrier, it’s 

something that I try to eliminate—or talk about, anyway—with the kids at school, but 

that I’ve had in my life all along.  Plus, it would leave me in a bad mood, so it would still 

be affecting me even when I wasn’t doing it.  So I quit.  It took a few years, but I quit.  I 

haven't done it for over two years, now.   

One moment that haunts me, was when this girl I liked—that I’d been hanging out 

with—asked me to go to her graduation from college and meet her parents and all that.  I 

was planning on it, but it was college, and I was doing ‘X’ all the time.  And when I was 

on X, I just wanted to do more and more, so it lasted forever.  This was back in the 80s 

when the eXstasy scene in Dallas was exploding.  It was legal and it was everywhere.  It 

was like the cocaine of my generation—nobody seemed to see anything negative about it.  

It seemed like the perfect drug.  You could get a group of people who didn’t even like 

each other together—add X—and by the end of the night, everyone was best friends—

telling secrets, hugging.  “I love you man!” That kind of thing.  Well, I had been on an X 

binge—or whatever—and of course I’d been up all night and this girl who I was 

supposed to escort at her graduation called me.  “Where are you?”  “Uh, well...I got a 

little sidetracked.”  Her parents were there and everything—so inconsiderate.  So wrong.  

But I was like the horn on a Victrola, taking little things and blaring them into space.  It 
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was definitely a time in my life when my expectations for myself, for my behavior, for 

my future, were not what they are now.  I still feel bad about that day.  I hurt her feelings, 

and I don’t even remember the fun that I had that I sacrificed her feelings for. 

Part of having experiences is being able to remember them, to think back on them, 

build on them.  Whether it’s because of drugs or not, so much of my past is this tapestry 

that’s got all these moth-holes in it:  “I know I had fun last night, but I don’t remember.”  

What’s the point of having some great evening if the next day, you can’t remember?  

Obviously, there’s the experience itself, but I want to add another bit to who I am with 

each experience, not just lose it, not to let it evaporate away. 

But of course that’s the bad side of drugs, there’s also a good side.  There’s 

always another side to everything….  
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Tim’s Journey 

A few semesters ago, just before my first daughter grew old enough to enroll at 

Habibi’s, I returned to the campus of that school.  As stated, I came on that dusty day as a 

former colleague, but my internal qualifier was that of “researcher.”  I had spoken to 

Andrew about the possibility of doing research at his school.  This “research” eventually 

took the shape of a pilot study for the life history work in this chapter.  I approached the 

school.  It would be the first time I had entered the split-level, war-era house in months.   

Returning as Researcher: An old pair of shoes 

I’ll switch tense to bring back the moment: 

The first thing I look for are my old Nikes.  They are a tattered pair of running 

shoes that I wore to teach every day the last year or so that I taught here—once my feet 

could no longer stand the torture of the flat-footed (and infinitely more aesthetically 

interesting) sneakers I’d been wearing for years.  On my final day at his school—the day 

I met Mikey Flowers—we held a little ceremony after lunch.  Out in the parking lot, I 

tied the laces of my old shoes together and threw them over the telephone wire that 

stretches across the alley behind the old house.  During the awkward little rite I had told 

my students, colleagues and friends that every time they looked out the kitchen window 

and saw my old shoes hanging there, they would remember that I had been here and we 

had all lived, played and learned together in this rickety old house.  Or something like 

that.   

After my words, I wound my arms in a Pete Townsend windmill which 

foreshadowed the arch the Nikes would take through the air.  The students cheered me 

on.  I caught a glimpse of Andrew looking out the kitchen window.  I tried to avoid 

looking directly into the eyes of Mike as he stood watching me miss the wire with my 
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shoes time after time after time.  I think I convinced myself there was a hint of tear in his 

eye.  I have no idea if there was or not, but then again, over the next several months of 

interviews and observations I’ll find that I barely know the people that I have taught with 

for the better part of a decade. 

They’re they are.  They’re still hanging there by their laces.  I’ve always heard 

that shoes hanging over wires are a secret code denoting the location for the selling of 

drugs.  But I figure if I know this, then the cops figured it out a long time ago.  Probably 

an urban myth.  No drug dealing here.  But there’s a different kind of subversion going 

on at this house. 

I’ve also got to go in and fill out some paperwork, because my daughter will be 

enrolling in a few short weeks.  Both her parents cut their teaching teeth here, and in the 

future her sister will also learn in this community. 

Rock Icons and Wild Children 

The familiar smell of the dusty playground passes my nose and coats the back of 

my throat.  There are only two kinds of days at this particular school: Dusty and Muddy. 

My first day back at the school is a Friday.  My notebook at the end of the first day will 

be filled with metaphors: 
 
Friday dings like the Fasten Seatbelts sign at the end of a long flight. 
Friday sighs like the brakes on a city bus. 
Friday rocks like the opening guitar riff to the punk anthem, “Search and 
Destroy.”  

And looking like the godfather of punk that penned the tune, there stands before 

me a shirtless, painted iconoclast – a 5-year-old version of the street walkin’ cheetah, 

himself, Iggy Pop. 

His name is Hudson, and like the river, he’s got a dirty mouth.  He’s Andrew’s 

youngest son, and a student at Habibi’s. 
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“Hey, poopy,” he says, his hands on his ribcage; his face smeared with reds and 

blues.  His shirtless torso is bent forward like he’s the frontman of the seminal (in all 

connotations of that word) pre-punk band, Iggy and the Stooges.  He looks like he’s 

about to either stage-dive or do a chicken dance. 

“Hey, Hudson.” 

It’s no surprise that images like these remind me of rock icons.  There’s 

something sort of rock-n-roll about this school, to be sure, but I’m just drawn to the 

images, icons, lyrics, and of course sounds of pop culture.  Years before I could actually 

play a guitar I spent long hours with a tennis racket miming the guitar solos of Eddie Van 

Halen and Jimmy Page.  I thought in terms of rock images before I could play a bar 

chord.   

Hudson could just as easily be described as looking like a savage and sinewy 

character from Lord of the Flies (Golding & Forster, 1962), but that’s not the way I see 

the children of this school.  When I see a child smeared in paint with naked limbs and 

torso, my first thoughts are not of savagery.  But that would not have been the case for 

most of my life.  That is a learned response.   

I’ve been visiting early childhood classrooms around the city all week in my 

capacity as supervisor of student teachers for the university.  Actually, we call it 

“facilitating,” but everyone knows what that is code for.  I’ve been watching young 

children be coerced into sitting down and shutting up all week long.  The relief of being 

in this safe place at the beginning of the weekend feels like codeine, warm and dreamy – 

but also like experiences through codeine – a little unreal.  Hudson stands shoeless in the 

sandbox of the preschool that employed me across the changing of the millennium.  

Actually, it is somewhat misleading to call the box in which Hudson stands a sandbox.  

At one point in the school’s history the short, wooden walls that contain the sand in 
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which he stands was, indeed, the “sandbox” at this school.  But years ago the sand began 

an intrepid journey across the playground spilling itself bravely beyond, into the parking 

lot.  Andrew hires a dump truck full of sand to annually make a stop at his school, 

replenishing the silicon gold of early childhood education.  Most of the playground is 

covered in sand today.  And since it is not raining, nor has anyone turned the water hose 

on, it is…as I have made abundantly clear…dusty.  My head mumbles forth a recent 

memory—relived several times this week, like déjà vu, only unfortunately, the memory 

was actually repeated—of seeing “sand tables” little sand boxes on legs in classrooms 

across the city.  Each of the sand tables was tucked away—almost hidden—in the 

classrooms for which they had been provided.  One was upside down on top of a high 

cabinet.  One was the reluctant home of several piles of ditto sheets.  None of them had 

sand in them.  No children were using them for the setting of their play.  But not here.  

There is sand everywhere at Habibi’s.  I hadn’t actually remembered how much.  It has 

been a while since I have tracked the tiny grains through my house or coated the 

floorboard of my truck with them.  The overabundance of sand looks like a grainy 

metaphor for children’s choice.  There are very few choices a child makes in the 

classrooms I’ve visited all week.  This campus is overflowing with children’s chosen 

activities, topics and images. 

This is the day when I officially cross the line between teacher and researcher at 

this school, despite the fact that I taught here throughout the coursework that led to my 

Master’s degree where I wrote several papers as a “teacher researcher”—watching 

children attempt to explain the conservation of volume and stuff like that.  But I’m not a 

teacher here anymore.  Almost two years from now, when the final drafts of my 

dissertation are being stitched together, both of my daughters will attend this school (on a 

different plot of land).  At the constant stream of birthday parties and school functions 
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that crowd the lives of parents, I will stand with the parents of my daughters’ peers—beer 

or potluck plate in hand—chatting about our children.  Many will never know that I 

taught here. 

The evening I left this school following my final day as a teacher—the day I met 

Mikey Flowers—I ended up in jail.   

In the Paddy Wagon 

The parents had organized a touching goodbye party to see me off and to wish me 

well as I pursued my PhD.  Families of students who had attended the school when my 

wife, Erin, and I both taught there, as well as current families who had come in the years 

since Erin had become an editor for an educational publisher, crowded onto the 

playground sharing memories and marveling at her pregnant belly, which housed our, 

then unborn, first daughter.  As merely the partner of someone who has undergone all of 

the bodily changes that occur with a pregnancy, I can’t describe where a picnic table full 

of favorite pot-luck dishes and finger foods on an August afternoon in central Texas rests 

on the spectrum of “appetizing,” but, Erin wasn’t particularly drawn to any of the food at 

the party.  I thought I would be her hero for the day if I rushed home after we had said all 

our goodbyes (we were in two cars, since she came directly from work).  I sped off.  

Speeding is against the law. 

So is not renewing your registration.  Apparently, I had forgotten to show proof to 

the officials of the Texas county in which “Gun Barrel” is a town that I had indeed gotten 

my registration renewed.  I was stopped for speeding.  There was a warrant out for my 

arrest, so I spend the night in jail while my pregnant wife drummed up cash to pay my 

fines and retrieve my impounded vehicle (the city doesn’t accept Visa or American 

Express).   
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In retrospect it seems the appropriate way to begin my PhD.  In the jail I spent the 

evening tethered to a man who had ridden around with me for a few hours in the paddy 

wagon.  It obviously costs less to drive around until the wagon is full as opposed to 

taking people directly to the jail so that the paperwork legalizing their abduction can be 

filled out.  This sort of efficiency is the type of thing that one thinks about given certain 

experiences, which may never cross the mind otherwise.  It is vitally important to this 

research that my new perspective on paddy wagons—sprung from a lived experience—be 

applied to the words of the participants who are gathered in these chapters.  Lived 

experience changes perspective.  

The prisoners’ area of the wagon was stainless steel with a matching bench.  My 

handcuffs were hooked to the smooth, inward sloping wall behind my back, so that I 

couldn’t stand or make any kind of trouble for my transporters (or at least it was 

supposed to keep me from standing).  The inside of the traveling cell was adorned with 

bumper stickers that the officers who drove it apparently found amusing.  Who Died and 

Made You Asshole? was my favorite.  The man to whom I would spend the rest of the 

evening tethered was named Mikey Flowers.  He had a knife protruding from his stripped 

athletic socks when I met him.  He was wearing shorts, the pockets of which the police 

officers searched for weapons and needles.  They asked him as they held him in front of 

the open doors to the roving cell—which at that point I occupied alone—if he had any 

needles or weapons in his pockets.  He answered truthfully that he did not.  They also 

checked his dreadlocks.   

But they didn’t check his sock.  So he was heaved into the wagon and chained 

across from me.  The knife winked at me.  A piano concerto blared at an uncomfortably 

loud volume.  I think it was Shumann.  Mikey Flowers didn’t care for it.  He didn’t 

appreciate me telling him who I thought composed it either.  He said, “I don’t give a shit 
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about that crap.”  Before I had met Mikey, I had wriggled to see if it was at all possible to 

loose myself from the hook that held my handcuffs behind my back.  It was.  I was 

incredibly uncomfortable sitting that way, and the cops driving didn’t seem to be looking 

back into my cell.  So I wriggled out of the position so I could sit without the ab-busting 

effect of leaning against a wall that leans in.   

I am extremely thin.  This may be why it was, indeed possible.  But when Mikey 

Flowers joined me in the paddy wagon, I didn’t tell him about the possibility of more 

freedom of movement.  I knew that it was possible to get my hands free—if not from the 

handcuffs, at least from the hook in the wall.  He had a knife.  So I didn’t want to upset 

him, nor did I want him loosed from his metal bench.  I had already upset him.  He was 

also a presumed criminal—like myself.  I didn’t know why he was going to jail.  At that 

point, I didn’t know why I was on my way to jail either—why there was a warrant out for 

my arrest.  I didn’t remember the ticket I had gotten for not having an up-to-date 

registration in Henderson County in east Texas.  But I made the assumption that Mikey 

Flowers was more dangerous than I was.   

Assumptions 

This is the reason I am telling you this story.  I think it will serve the purposes of 

this research project as well as give an impression of my lived life for my story to have as 

its center point the assumptions I made on my way to jail.  You have already read bits of 

my childhood stories.  You’ve had a chance to see me as a nervous little boy, but it might 

help to more overtly state that I am a  white, middle-class, straight, man in his late 

thirties, who was raised as a middle-class, Southern Baptist, son of a teacher and a banker 

in Arkansas.  And I am on my way to jail. 
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I’m no stranger to criminal behavior.  I am a musician, and my teaching career 

was briefly interrupted in its infancy so one of my rock bands could record, release and 

support our major label recording.  It flopped. 

The stereotype of musicians being reckless is not true.  No stereotypes are.  But 

many of the musicians that I have been friends and colleagues of are reckless.  Drugs—

including alcohol, cocaine, marijuana and the like—and the risky behaviors that scramble 

alongside them have sent me to jail before.  Fortunately for me, up until the night I met 

Mikey Flowers, I was only sent to jail by late night phone calls asking me to bail out my 

friends.  But it could have been me, and this time—thankfully the only time—it was.  It 

was a traffic ticket that sent me.  I’ve been lucky that way. 

Which brings up the point of my realizing luck has nothing to do with it.  That 

realization—the realization that I’m not sitting in jail (or at least not in a literal jail) 

because of certain qualifiers, including my whiteness—is important to my story.  I didn’t 

always understand that I am experiencing a different version of what it means to be an 

American, a southerner, a human being, than many who drive home on the same streets 

that I do, is important.  The two simultaneous experiences of riding around in a metal box 

were not the same for me and Mikey. 

Before we continue with the night that I met Mikey Flowers and learned from him 

that Austin Texas has a fairly comfortable municipal jail.  And that, “You don’t want to 

go to jail in Corpus Christi.  That’s a rough jail.”  Let me tell you a story I used to like to 

tell.  This story happened just before the rock band of which I was writing got signed to 

Mercury Records in New York City (As my mind voices those words while I type them, 

they ring with the sound of Excalibur being unsheathed.  There’s still magic in those 

words.  Being signed to Mercury Records in New York City was a lifelong dream.  Well, 

maybe not Mercury in NY.  It could have been Capital Records in LA…but you get the 
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picture.)  Before getting our major label record deal, I was teaching second grade in a 

small, neighborhood public elementary school in East Austin.  Most of the people who 

will ever read these words live in Austin, but for my parents, who still live in Arkansas, I 

will state that East Austin and West Austin are partitioned from one another by the 

invisible curtain of interstate highway 35.  Most towns in the US have a similar invisible 

curtain.  Some are more permeable than others.  In this town, people of color generally 

live on the East side.  White people generally live on the West.  There is some diversity 

on both sides, of course, but the further west one goes, the fewer people of color one sees.  

That is not merely a phenomenological fact.  

Telling Stories 

Before I began this project about the life histories of preschool teachers, I was 

already aware that stories are a better way to convey information than simple exposition.  

I think I probably learned it sitting in the pews of the churches of my youth.  The 

preachers of my religion can move people to investigate the sins of their lives more 

quickly and powerfully through metaphor than they can through guided bible study.  And 

when they did simply read from the bible, it was always the metaphors that grabbed me.  

I’ve always told stories, too.  There’s the story of accidentally burning down our rental 

house when I was in college and being “confused” as to what was really happening.  

There’s the story of meeting my best friend and future wife while we both taught 

preschool at Habibi’s Hutch and suffered through silly relationships with other people, 

never finally realizing we were in love until she had already signed a contract to teach in 

the Bronx.  There’s the story of getting beaned in the testicles by a line-drive, when I 

played second base in Junior High.  As I washed the vomit out of my mouth at a spout 

near the dugout, my coach stood with his arms folded, his eyes on the field, not looking at 

me and quietly delivered the stinger, “I told you not to swim before a game.”  We’ve all 
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got stories.  The following was one of my favorite war stories from my first year teaching 

in East Austin.  I wrote it as a part of a reflection piece when I was getting my Master’s 

degree: 

A Hero’s Journey 

I could barely see Suzie in the Teacher Workroom.  The workroom is a 
dim dungeon compared to the portables cowering under the angry glare of 
the sun’s yellow eye outside.  I had just run into the main building from 
the blinding sun.  As my eyes adjusted to the artificial light they also 
cracked, and the frustration poured from their crevices in salty, wet stains 
for her shoulder.  As I draped on her like a giant corsage she held me with 
one arm and took from my left hand one of my students’ Morning Journals 
which had been wrinkled in my fist.  She raised the page to which the 
journal was opened and extended her arms so that she could differentiate 
the thin penciled lines from the grey second-grade paper without her 
glasses. 

She read the first two words without emotion then her tongue stumbled 
down the spiral of the rest of the sentence:  “‘My daddy died last night.’ 

“It’s Ashley’s.  Oh my god, Tim, is this?…” 

“Yes it’s true.  All the other kids know about it.  He was shot.  What the 
fuck is she doing here?  What the fuck am I doing here?” 

The day before – the day Ashley’s father was murdered – I had been 
holding on to Suzie Barrows in this same room, trying not to cry.  Suzie, 
like me, is a white teacher who was raised in Arkansas.  Unlike me, she is 
a divorcee in her late fifties and has been teaching poor African-American 
children for decades.  The day before Ashley’s father was shot in the neck, 
my fiancee boarded a plane without telling me.  She called me only two 
hours before I was supposed to meet my class of second graders on the 
other side of the interstate.  She told me that she didn’t think she would be 
coming back to Austin.  I had believed her to be my greatest ally. 

I hadn’t thought much at all about Suzie prior to that devastating week, 
much less had I believed her to be an ally or even a real friend.  But she 
was the one left to collect the shards of my countenance – sweep them off 
the carpet like a forensic anthropologist – and try to piece together the 
mystery that was her portable-mate. 
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Suzie got me drunk.  She told me that both our classes would meet 
together the next couple of days and that we would just have the kids 
create books all day, which is all she thought we did in my room anyway.  
She didn’t let me plan.  She drove me away from our school at 4:00 – 
leaving my car in the parking lot – and didn’t pick me up the next morning 
until 15 minutes before the tardy bell rang.  Suzie said the following over 
margaritas at her favorite Tex-Mex restaurant back on our side of the 
interstate:  “Cry about the things that are happening in your life and the 
lives of your children.  They’re too sad to hold in.  And laugh at what 
we’re trying to do over there.  It’s ludicrous – really laughable.  And have 
another margarita.” 

 I carry that golden little sentence with me daily as one of Suzie’s 
greatest gifts to me.  Suzie turned out to be my true ally through that phase 
of my life, though I had seen her as a foe when I first walked into our 
dusty portable.  She was hooked on phonics and taught math with nothing 
but a chalkboard.  But for the remainder of the year the two of us without 
the assistance of administrators or counselors cried and laughed our way 
through our lives with our students.  Two other children lost relatives in 
violent ways that year.  I lost my grandfather, and my fiancee was lost to 
me but found by another.  Suzie’s daughter got married and moved away.  
Suzie, our students and I cried and laughed through it all, and occasionally 
some of us got drunk. 

 With the help of Suzie I was able to find my place in the 
community of learners that lived in a sanded portable behind that 
elementary school East of I-35 in Austin.  With her help I was once again 
able to find a way to learn about the needs of those around me and gently 
direct – and allow myself to be directed – into understanding, common 
ground and mutual respect.  I think we lived honestly in that cramped, 
little, pre-fab, tornado trap. 

I planned on expanding that class into a second-, third-, fourth-, and fifth 
grade class over many years so that some of the young allies I laughed and 
cried with through that horrible, wonderful year would be able to stay by 
my side and I could stay by theirs through the duration of their elementary 
career.  We would build an ever-strengthening community that would not 
be broken by the disjointed life of public school.  I was ready to fight with 
my principal all summer in order to obtain a multi-aged classroom the 
following Fall. 

Luckily I didn’t tell any of my students my plans, so they weren’t 
expecting me when I didn’t show up. [from a paper written for a course 
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entitled Instructional Theory in November 1999 in which I was asked to 
reflect on my teaching in terms of Joseph Campbell’s work on myths, 
allies, dragons and epic adventures (1988)]. 

Lie Bumps 

There are problems with telling stories.  Story tellers don’t necessarily have to 

worry about the messages that their stories tell.  They only have to be good stories—

“gripping drama” (Bruner, 1985, p. 98)  Once I told my mother that I had a small, painful 

sore on my tongue.  She told me that her father, my “Granddaddy,” had told her that 

“story-tellers” get “lie bumps” on their tongues.  She also told me it was an “ulcer” 

probably caused from eating too many sweet pickles.  Both explanations were compelling 

to me.   

The story above, about my students’ killed father, should be the source of some 

painful little ulcers.  This little piece is embarrassing to me on many levels.  It is 

obviously written in the same self-indulgent, convoluted prose that seems to be the way I 

think.  That’s embarrassing enough.  But that’s not even close to the ugliness that is 

contained within these sentences.  The most embarrassing—rather egregious—thing 

about my reflection is the way in which I talk about violence in the community I was 

trying to serve.  It is true that my student’s father was shot.  It was horrible.  It is also true 

that two other of my students’ relatives died that year, and—I guess—“violent ways” is 

as good a way to describe them as any.  They were accidental deaths facilitated by the 

influence of recklessness.  But as I stated.  I have been reckless.  Many of my friends are 

reckless.  I’ve survived much more recklessness than the house fire I tell stories of.   

The thing that is so incredibly embarrassing—damning—about this little story is 

that I imply that the recklessness that has to do with the deaths of these people, who I 

didn’t even know, was linked to race.  When black people die in accidents it is violence.  

When white people die, it’s a tragedy.  I was crass enough to talk about my then fiancée’s 
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departure, (She indeed, never came back.  I’m glad of that now.  Time changes things.) as 

a “tragedy” and the “murder” of my student’s father in juxtaposition.  Again, I can say 

that he was “murdered,” I guess.  They never figured out exactly what happened, but they 

think it was a stray bullet meant for someone that he was with, but not necessarily 

nefariously involved.  The person who killed him would definitely be facing murder 

charges if he or she were apprehended.  So it was murder, but I am ashamed by the way I 

portray the community that I served.  My purpose in telling that story was to portray my 

colleague, Suzie, as an ally in my “Hero’s Journey” paper.  I appreciate the professor who 

asked us to write our “Hero’s Journey” for framing teachers as heroes.  They are.  But I 

enjoy so much privilege in my life that I needed to be pecking away at my identity, not 

writing myself into epic adventures.  But even given the assignment, I should have 

written about the way Suzie indulged the hubris of a twenty-whatever-year-old jerk right 

out of college, who thought Writer’s Workshop was going to save the world (Routman, 

1991).  Instead, I chose to portray the neighborhood in which my school was located as a 

battleground where any learning that happened was a miracle—where we should laugh at 

the ridiculousness of the impossibility of our goals.  It is true that the goals of education 

are an impossible—even egotistical—dream (Freud, 1955; Greene, 1965).  But the 

words, the way I chose to put them together, feel dirty, wrong, to me now. 

The tears that I cried that day were more about the frustration I felt teaching 

children from whom I was separated by a wall constructed both outside and inside my 

own mind—and more important, my inability to see it—than the sympathy that I should 

have felt for a little girl who would never get to know her estranged father.  That shames 

me.  It was a better story than it was a useful reflection on my practice.  And it’s not such 

a good story. 
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Emergent Themes: Airplanes and Felt Hats 

I also used to love to tell the story of the little boy in that same class who asked 

me why the planes flew over our campus, which was located just southeast of the former 

location of the municipal airport.  When telling the story, which I did relatively often 

when someone would ask something like, “What’s it like teaching in East Austin.”  I 

loved to stir in the fact that I knew he had been a “crack baby.”  That spices up the story.  

But, he was one of my brightest students, and I would never have known that cocaine had 

ever been apart of his existence, had I not been told his “story” by another (white) 

teacher.  Of course I didn’t spice my story with that bland detail.  My story went on to 

talk about how we had taken trips to the airport and spent weeks reading and writing 

stories about planes and transportation.  That’s true, but I left out the fact that it was the 

local Girl Scout leader who organized the trip.  She weighed my story down.  She was 

also a local musician.  She was an African American Jazz singer, who I occasionally ran 

into off-campus when both of us had late night gigs.   

She showed up each day as a volunteer.  I was paid.  I wonder if she told stories 

about the tough streets of East Austin.  I doubt it.  You should walk the streets of East 

Austin.  They’re alive with beauty, sights, sounds, smells, like every city.  Tough?  I 

don’t know tough.  I also wonder if anyone has asked the Girls Scout leader to participate 

in a life history research project.  What’s her “story?” 

My story worked on the fear and self-gratifying pity of the white liberals I told it 

to.  It used the boy who asked the question as a metaphor for ignorance and helplessness 

in the African American community.  I left out the fact that I was quite old the first time I 

ever rode on a plane.  I was a middle class kid.  We could afford it, but my parents just 

didn’t ever take us on planes.  My family rode in cars to visit the civil war battlegrounds 

and amusement parks of our summer vacations.  I loved visiting those battle grounds on 
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our family vacations.  Pea Ridge.  Vicksburg.  Bentonville.  I once coveted a hat that 

could be purchased out of my public elementary school’s “hat store” if enough books 

were read and points were earned.  There were pirate hats, cowboy hats, tiaras and 

bonnets, but none of those were the object of my desire.  Several other little boys had 

earned enough points to buy the hat I wanted.  I don’t remember any girls wanting it.  I 

never got around to reading enough books.  I knew I could lie about it and tell the teacher 

I had read the books, but I wouldn’t commit the sin of lying (about this particular thing), 

so I committed the sin of coveting.  The hat was a grey, flannel, short-billed civil war, 

infantry hat—the kind worn by Confederate soldiers during the Civil War—also known 

as the Northern Aggression where I’m from.  It had a silky “stars-n-bars” insignia on it’s 

flat, round top—the Confederate battle flag.  Boy, did I want that hat. 

But I never got the hat, and I never rode on a plane.  I think the family of the boy 

who asked me about the planes that flew over our school could probably have afforded it 

too.  I don’t have any idea what he was “really” asking.  But I certainly acted on what I 

thought he was asking.  I never told the story as if there was much of a doubt as to what 

he was actually asking me when he pointed to the roaring jet and asked what it was doing 

up there. 

Jail 

When Mikey Flowers and I got to the jail I watched in annoyed amusement at the 

inner workings of a hidden world.  I was annoyed because this was going to cost money.  

I was amused—well, I wasn’t all that actively amused, but I do remember thinking, 

“Woah, I’m going to be able to look back on this and say what in Heaven’s name is going 

on down there?”  My amusement was because I was watching what was going on around 

me like it was a movie.  I knew it wasn’t really happening to my life.  I knew it wasn’t 

part of my life story.  I knew that I would eventually get out—sooner than eventually, 
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even.  I knew I would never even have to go through the humiliation of stripping naked 

and putting on one of the blue jumpsuits the prisoners who marched around above us 

were wearing.  Even though we had to come up with cash to pay the thirty five dollar 

ticket and the six-hundred and fifty dollar fines and fees, I knew that we had the money.  

It wasn’t chump change, but we had it.  When I finally got out and walked to the waiting 

area, past the little bulletin board where my wife could have left me a note (and did as it 

turned out; I just didn’t notice it among the hundred or so notes tacked on the board) I 

could see all the people trying to come up with the cash that it would take to get their 

loved ones out as well.   

While I was still inside, I could see that I was one of the only white guys there.  

There were two young, white men who had been captured for disorderly conduct at the 

local club scene and a white haired, white skinned mail carrier who was still dressed in 

his Bermuda shorts with an eagle embroidered on his sleeve. [Mikey Flowers said, “Oh 

man! They got the mailman! I guess the mail’s not coming tomorrow!” For which he was 

reprimanded.]  The two clubbers and the mail carrier and I were also the only people of 

the 30 or so who were in the holding cell whom I heard say they were there for reasons 

other than selling drugs.  I’m sure there were people in the cell who didn’t say anything.  

But I heard men in our cell, who hadn’t mentioned their crimes, calling up to prisoners in 

the cells in floors above ours (all of which looked into the central and recessed holding 

cell) asking the prisoners above, in their blue jumpsuits, who they had been working for 

that night.  Again, I have only assumptions, and Mikey Flowers didn’t want to talk about 

what this meant.  At that point he simply said to me, “Man, this is my third time, I’m 

finished.  I’m gone.  So shut the fuck up.”  I did.   

I saw an enormous man receive a beating from several officers, who held his head 

against a concrete floor while they crashed their fists into his ears.  I only have 
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assumptions about this.  I was told to, “face forward!” when one of the officers saw me 

and others watching the beating.  I wonder in what ways the Corpus Christi jail is 

“rough.”  Even when I was sitting in the paddy wagon with Mikey and his knife, I was 

never worried that any physical harm would come to me.  Not so, some of the others—or 

if they weren’t worried they should have been.  What happened to the knife, you wonder?  

When Mikey and I were at two different booking tables, I told the cop that he had a knife 

in his sock.  He got up and walked over to Mikey Flowers and plucked the knife from its 

calfside holster.  He came back after bagging it and said, “He couldn’t have gotten to it.”  

It is as impossible in my mind to get at how my life experiences have led to who I am and 

how Mikey Flowers’ experiences have led to who he is, as it would have been for me to 

tell that cop that Mikey could have wriggled out of the hook on the wall and gotten to his 

knife.  The cop knows the paddy wagons are designed so the miscreants contained within 

cannot hurt one another.  But I got free of the hook in the wall.  One’s own identity is 

much more confining.   

New Journeys 

Three days ago I got a call from a woman I haven’t seen in several years.  She 

was returning a call I had made to her.  She was also a teacher at Habibi’s Hutch several 

years before I went to jail.  For the past several years, though, she has been a public 

school first grade teacher.  I called her because the summer in which I am writing this—

the actual present day for me as these pages are being written—is drawing to a close, my 

dissertation is in its final stages and I was beginning to get desperate wondering what I 

was going to do in the coming semester (hopefully the semester in which this work is 

“defended”).  She said that she would call her principal as per my request and 

recommend me for the pre-K position that had come open at her school.  I received a call 

from the curriculum specialist at that same school later that day, interviewed the 
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following, and accepted the position yesterday.  The narrative of my returning to the 

public school classroom reads as if I were impossible to turn down—as if they were 

lucky to get me.  Once again, the assumptions one makes are a latex veil.  I’ve been 

trying to get jobs in the district all summer.  I have sent out dozens of cover letters and 

résumés.  I had only landed one interview previously and that principal chose someone 

with “more experience.”  It is interesting and important to this research—which is solely 

focused on the teachers at one, unorthodox, preschool—that the experiences which a 

teacher has in a setting like Habibi’s do not count, at least not for one principal, as 

“teaching experience.”  It is interesting that I had to ask a teacher who also taught at 

Habibi’s to help me get a job teaching at a “real” school.  The ease with which I obtained 

my position—the degree to which they found me to be attractive as a teacher—is largely 

contingent upon who I know…connections…my story.   

In the interview for the job that I was offered, I told the story of my decade of 

“experience” teaching as I understood it.  It goes something like this:   

Old Journey 

After leaving public school to pursue my music career, I fell on my face.  The 

band should not have signed a major label deal.  Our major label debut was overproduced 

and well…silly.  We’ve made records we like since then—a couple that I’m down-right 

proud of—but we shouldn’t have done the major label thing.  Regardless, after a few 

short trips around in a van playing to people who would never see our record in stores, I 

came back to Austin.   

I returned in the middle of the school year, so I went to Habibi’s Hutch, where I 

had worked as a teacher’s aide while I obtained my teaching certificate.  I started 

substituting to make money until another school year opened up job opportunities in 

public schools, but I ended up accepting the position of assistant director of Habibi’s.  I 
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spent the next several years there, happily questioning every assumption I could think of 

that I carried about early childhood education.  (But there were many—as the story of the 

student’s father who was killed is an indication—that I did not question, or didn’t 

question in ways that reflect the way I think today.)  Andrew, the school’s director, and a 

man who—since my departure from Habibi’s—has become a very good friend and a 

participant in this research, was the person who taught me to question the assumptions I 

have about young children and teaching young children. (He was a friend while I taught 

there, but sometimes those bonds grow stronger when they are not the obvious bonds of a 

working relationship—as the story of becoming romantically involved, and eventually 

marrying, my coworker after she stopped working with me is an indication.)  

Interrupting the Narrator:  Tim’s Wife Interrupts 

Jeesh! You scared me to death! 

“I’m sorry! I didn’t mean to sneak up on you.” 

This computer fan’s so loud, I can’t even hear the phone ring in the other room.  

How was your day? 

“Good. How was yours?” 

OK.  How long were you standing there? 

“Long enough to see that the story you’re telling about yourself is kind of messed 

up.” 

What do you mean? 

“Well, It’s all about how dumb you are and how racist and shallow.  And all those 

stories from your childhood in the other part are so depressing.  You had a happy 

childhood.  What’s the deal?  You love your parents and your sisters.  They’re, like, the 

best family in the world.  And you barely talk at all about yourself as a teacher.  You’re 

like the best preschool teacher I ever saw.  I totally learned so much teaching with you 
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and talking about teaching with you after school at Donn’s Depot.  And your college 

students adore you.  They can’t wait to visit your pre-K classroom next year.  You just 

need to get over it.  We’re all racist.  We’re all “socially constructed” or whatever.  And 

we’ve all screwed up big time as teachers and as people.  You don’t ever say Andrew and 

Carolina and Mike are making mistakes all the time.  But you know they do.  And how 

come you haven’t talked about our marriage or our girls?  That’s the most important 

thing in the world to you.  You’re the best husband and father we could ever, ever hope 

for.  So why all the guilt trip stuff?” 

Shut up. 

“What?!” 

I’m just kidding.  I know.  You’re right.  You love me, so the story you tell about 

me to your friends and co-workers covers all that great dad, great teacher, great husband 

stuff.  I’m proud of our family and our awesome marriage.  I hear people say that they 

married their best friend all the time, but I never believe them, ‘cause I know that people 

like us don’t have to talk about how cool our marriage is.  It just is.   

And I’m proud of the teacher I am and was.  But this isn’t a scrapbook.  I’m still 

wrestling with this crap all the time.  And I’m about to start teaching children of color 

again.  If I’m not totally inside-out from digging inside and unearthing my assumptions, 

my privilege, my racism and sexism and class issues, it’s going to be the same old story.  

There’s no “right” way to do this, but I’m doing what I think I should.  I’m trying to 

show that my journey has been one where I’m beginning to face the reality that this “nice 

guy,” this creative, fun, funny, guy that most people like is a construction of privilege.  

I’m not apologizing for it.  But it’s important for me to do.  You went to a liberal arts 

college.  You got faced with all this social construction stuff early on. 

I went to Baylor. 
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… 

“I called Kim and Andrew; they’re gonna come over around eight.” 

Cool. 

Staying out of jail 

In two weeks I will begin teaching back in the “real world” of public education.  

The school in which I will be teaching serves a population that is primarily Latina/o and 

secondarily African American.  As I sit in the memory section of my mind, in a holding 

tank for drug dealers, I think about something the principal said in the interview I had, 

which guaranteed my employment for at least the next nine months.  She said, “If these 

kids are going to stay out of jail, there’s going to have to be a ton of socialization in these 

first few years.”   

I don’t know the principal yet.  I’m not sure what kinds of assumptions she carries 

with her, and I’m not sure I could ever know them fully [as the “unexpected stories” of 

my former colleagues that populate these pages is an indication (Cary, 1999)].  But I have 

a history of assumptions that have served me rather than those to whom my actions could 

be a service, so I’ll just hold out on judgment.  Instead I begin the new teaching year with 

the lessons learned from this research project ticking in my mind like the engine of a 

recently parked a car, hot from a long journey:  I don’t know anyone, and I spend a heck 

of a lot of time working off assumptions that come from stories I make up in my head, 

based on personal experiences which are culturally, historically contextualized.  And I 

will try to investigate my assumptions before I act on them—or even naively reflect on 

them.  I will continue to tell stories, though. 

And I will continue to assume I won’t end up in jail.   
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Chapter 5: landscapes of Teacher Knowledge, A Paradigmatic Analysis 

RETURN:  THE RESEARCH QUESTIONS 

The preceding chapter was a (re)presentation of the life histories of four teachers 

in two parts—“Shards of Childhood” and “Journeys.”  As a reminder, the questions that 

led me to participate in research with these teachers were as follows: 
 
1) What are the life histories of three preschool teachers and how do they inform 
our understanding of teacher knowledge in an early childhood setting?   
2) How does the researcher’s life history add to the discussion of teacher 
knowledge? 

These two questions have to do with the lives of the teachers and researcher.  

Thus far, these lives have been introduced as separate entities, as seen by those who have 

lived them and their researcher, (in attendance to the first part of the first question: “What 

are the life histories of three preschool teachers…?”) but these lives—these stories, their 

histories—are also inescapably intertwined, linked to the setting within which these 

teachers have taught.  The fact that all of the participants have been involved at the same 

school for more than a decade means that their journeys are, at least in some ways, 

entangled, mingled, mixed, blended.  In keeping with the metaphor I have established as 

the framework for discussing teacher knowledge, these blended journeys are used like 

paint to create a “landscape” dotted with landmarks, icons, figures and events (Connelly 

et al., 1997).  The preceding chapter was peppered with mentions of the school in which 

these teachers work and the work that they do.  This chapter uses the school (its 

curriculum, its teachers’ philosophies of education) as its main ingredient. 
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LANDSCAPES 

This chapter is in attendance to the second part of the first research question: 

“How do they (the life histories of these teachers) inform our understanding of teacher 

knowledge in an early childhood setting?”  In this chapter, using the work of Connelly, 

Clandinin and He as a starting point, I attempt to create a metaphorical landscape of 

teaching at these teachers’ school (Connelly et al., 1997).  Again, in keeping with the 

metaphor of “landscape,” the scene created through the following pages is painted by the 

strokes of these teachers’ words and actions—sometimes with a realists’ attempt to 

capture some version of “truth,” sometimes with an impressionist’s attention to the 

subtleties created by different light falling on an otherwise unchanged scene, or the neo-

impressionistic use of contrast to create coherence or meaning, sometimes with a cubist’s 

extravagant juxtaposition of conflicting views —but always the landscape is painted by 

these teachers’ personal stories, actions and insights, filtered through me and my 

relationship to the participants and this “realm intimately inhabited” (Visweswaran, 

1994).   

Let us return to this intimate realm, the school in which the teachers practice their 

crafts.  This time with a contextualization informed by the preceding life histories of the 

teachers who create[d] the curriculum. 

RETURN:  THE SETTING 

Habibi’s Hutch Preschool and Natural Childlife Preserve first opened its doors to 

young children on August 17th 1980.  On that day, Mike was in El Paso.  Andrew was in 

Dallas.  Carolina was in Honduras and I was in Arkansas.  All four were children—

preteens or teenagers.  But over the next two decades the four lives would converge under 

the roof of what Andrew calls the “schoolhouse-hold” of Habibi’s Hutch.  As stated, a 

woman named Em began the school as an in-home care center in order for her to be able 
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to care for her two daughters and make ends meet at the same time.  Over time, Em 

received Montessori training and hired other teachers, leaving her home, locating the 

school in an old house on Sixth street in downtown Austin.  She broke from the 

Montessori Method, finding it too constraining.  Habibi’s—or rather, Em—became 

loosed from a formal, externally written, top-down curriculum (Schoonmaker & Ryan, 

1996), but retained many of the trappings of Montessori [and therefore its theory and 

practice] (Simons & Simons, 1985).  There were neatly arranged tasks presented as an 

important part of a “practical life” curriculum (Simons & Simons, 1985).  But there was 

increasingly a focus on the arts.  Em herself, as stated, was an artist.  She was a gifted 

actor, but also a talented singer, musician, visual artist and (my personal favorite) 

balladeer.  She often sang the children to sleep, creating a song, melody, poem, and epic 

adventure that she wove together around their names and the activities and interests they 

enjoyed.   

Slowly the teachers in our cast made their entrées.  Carolina arrived first, 

accepting a position as a teacher’s aid as her first job in the United States—the first 

paying job she had ever had.  Mike and Tim followed in the early nineties, Mike as a 

roving substitute that found a home in this less orthodox community, Tim as his first job 

in education after leaving college, and its rather unwisely chosen majors, behind.  

Andrew joined a few years later, hand-picked by Em from a small group of applicants to 

replace her assistant-director-turned-child-therapist in the hopes that she might retire, 

selling her school to someone who shared—if not necessarily her philosophy—her spirit.  

Andrew did indeed fit that bill in her, and others’ eyes.  This cast of characters, at this 

point, is peopled with lives that you have been introduced to, gotten impressions from, 

formed metaphors around.  It is Em who brought them together by hiring them as 

teachers.  She is either their inspiration or their big coincidence.   
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But Em is not a participant in this journey.  She is, however, perhaps unwittingly, 

a key player.  And undoubtedly, she is a major figure—perhaps the major figure—in the 

journey of this particular school.  But this narrative leaves Em in an undeserved 

supporting role, allowing her and others to tell her story another time.  Andrew became 

the owner of Em’s little school in the late nineties.  For a very short while, Em stayed on 

as his assistant director, then left to pursue her PhD in early childhood education.  She 

now teaches drama to middle-schoolers in another state.  Once again, she will return to 

this narrative as a supporting character in following sections. 
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FIVE CATEGORIES:  EMERGENT THEMES AND THE STATES OF THE FIELDS 

This chapter is divided into five sections that will unfold through the words and 

actions of the four participants:   

I. Why we teach the way we do  

II. What we teach: Resistance and the Habibi’s “way” 

III. How we teach: Dropping knowledge 

IV. Where we got it: Learning to teach and the evolution of a curriculum 

V. Monster-spectres and ghostbusting  

Although many of these categories read as if they were tightly contained truths, 

the words, illustrations and stories used to flesh out the robotic outline constructed on this 

page result in a willfully confused and contradictory being—a fleshy thing hard to dissect 

with Roman numerals.  The categories are mine, despite my claim/belief that they 

emerged from the participants’ words and stories.  It seems to me that they did, but I 

realize that is a fiction.  But it was the words of the participants that were the starting 

point for the five categories.  The words that are in first person in this chapter are—more 

than any other preceding section—direct quotes.  The overt moments of interpretation 

and analysis in this chapter, unlike the narrative interpretations that I have used in the 

previous one, represent a multi-layered narrative created around the words of the 

teachers, the research of scholars in the fields of curriculum studies and early childhood 

education and the theoretical lens that emerged as the pane through which their words 

and actions became filtered.  Some participants’ words or actions may be absent in any 

given category, because not all of the teachers talked about or practiced the same things.  

As should be obvious, but will be illustrated, there is no unified voice at this preschool at 

the same time that there is—or at least there are claims to this effect by the participants.   
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Over the five categories listed above I have also imposed the categories laid out in 

the literature review chapter.  These are the statements of the fields of early childhood 

education and curriculum studies as I have experienced them.  They are sprinkled in as 

reminders of the states of the fields within which this research resides.  Rather than 

marching back through the categories of early childhood research and curriculum issues, 

plugging in the words and actions of the participants as they pertain to the current states 

of these fields, I have chosen to allow new categories to emerge as the landscape 

suggested by Connelly and the others (1997).  Within the five categories stated above, the 

thoughts of those who have researched the larger world of education are set as reminders.  

The point being that the linear presentation of the literature review represents both the 

temporal movement of thought in educational research and my personal journey through 

my early life as a researcher.  The words of these teachers and the categories that 

emerged from them do not fit neatly within the line of thought presented in chapter two, 

so the five organizing categories of this chapter stand as the overarching structure of the 

analysis of the teachers’ words and actions.  This is a thin action based on my desire to 

privilege the words of my participants; however, I am aware that it is still ultimately me 

who organizes the thoughts, actions, beliefs—knowledge—of these teachers into a 

coherent, readable chapter. 

The five categories emerged from the practice and philosophies of the teachers 

who participated in this study, beginning with discussions of why these teachers teach the 

way they do.  But there is more to it than simply an emergence of categories.  When 

someone tells the story of her life, she rarely stops and taps the listener’s notebook 

saying, “Now would be a good time to start a new heading.  This one should be called My 

Practice, My Pedagogy.”  Instead, when telling the story of one’s life, tangents spin off 

like children from an icy merry-go-round.  Each tangent could be a category unto itself, 
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but is more often only a fragment of a larger whole, which can only be envisioned after 

perusing all the tangents, tracking them to their final resting places.  All three of the other 

teachers whose lives are meant to be [his]toried in this work told me their stories over 

many hours in many different meetings.  The five tidy categories into which the 

following pages are organized were hardly compartments into which these stories were 

told.  The many, many preceding pages flop leftward as a visual reminder of how many 

of the words these teachers told me had only remotely to do with their perceptions of 

themselves as teachers or their school as a curriculum.  These teachers told me the stories 

of their lives.  And as Linde’s (1993) work has shown, some people’s stories are colored 

by their identity as a professional.  These teachers see themselves as BMXers, writers, 

survivors, parents, immigrants, white, brown, outsiders, insiders, men, women, souls, 

learners, lovers, and teachers.  Teachers.  The only thing that can be said to span across 

each of these teachers’ stories is simply that they are teachers.  Into this category there is 

also the obvious spanning quality that they are teachers at one particular school. 

From this obvious starting place, I delved into the world of their words and 

looked for other unifying or contrasting themes.  The walls of my home office became 

cluttered with paragraphs, sentences and phrases that were literally cut and pasted from 

the hundreds of pages of transcripts and notes.  As I arranged and re-arranged their 

words, I began organizing them on large sheets of blank newsprint, taping them onto 

pages with temporary categories like “talking to kids” or “letters and numbers.”  The 

newsprint pages poured out of my office and spilled down the hall, redecorating our 

home—all the while being categorized and re-categorized until the five compartments 

within which the following sections are divided emerged as the organizing factors for this 
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chapter14.  But what were my criteria when I divided the complicated world of these 

people as educators into five tight and tidy, Roman-numeraled categories?  What does it 

mean for categories to “emerge?” 

This is a complicated question, one to which there are a number of possible 

answers.  The most obvious of these answers (to me) can be traced back to one of my 

original majors as an undergraduate college student.  As stated at the beginning of the 

methodology chapter of this work, I studied anthropology as an undergraduate in the 

eighties.  I actually graduated with a double major.  The other was journalism.  I wanted 

to write, but I quickly learned that journalism is as much about writing as is the 

dissertation process.  There is a whole lot more to journalism than sitting in front of a 

keyboard.  I was not really cut out to ask strangers probing questions (yet another reason 

to be an intimate interloper).  Regardless, I became accustomed to viewing the events of 

any particular occurrence as being “known” when six questions were answered: Who? 

What? Where? When? Why? and How?  

These questions are not unique to the field of journalism, the social sciences have 

borrowed—tragically in some ways—from the rules of the empirical sciences.  Scientists 

ask themselves a very similar set of questions when formulating their models for the Way 

Things Are.  Again, with these questions appearing like apparitions from my 

(journalistic) past, it becomes evident that the categories that become the basis for any 

organization of data are based more on the researcher’s perception than any “emergence” 

on the part of “real” themes that were hiding amongst the bits of datum.  It is a co-

constructed reality—a co-constructed set of categories and themes. 

                                                 
14All the pages of fractured stories categorized onto newsprint, along with dozens of pounds of cassette 
tapes, notebooks and whatnot, eventually found themselves relegated to a trunk scrawled with the Sharpie 
penned moniker: “Dissertation Stuff”. 
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Obviously the first question to be answered when one embarks on a life history 

quest, is “Who?”  Who are the people about whom this history is constructed?  Hopefully 

that question was answered in the preceding chapter (in as limited a way as it is ever able 

to “know” “who” someone is).  And of course, when one is attempting to contextualize a 

life story into a life history, “When?” becomes an important question—the question of 

historical context—again, a question which was attempted to be answered in the last 

chapter.  What remained after these two questions had been sufficiently dealt with were a 

number of other questions, specifically the ones that tied these people together as a 

group—not just as separate individuals: What? Where? Why? How? 

I found that the more I rearranged the categories of statements made by the 

teachers, the more I realized that they were speaking about themselves as a group, too.  

And as they spoke of themselves, they spoke of a certain “way” of teaching and “way” of 

being that describes them and their school.  It is from this combination of things that the 

categories emerged.  More succinctly put, as with this entire document, the categories of 

this chapter emerged from my particular way of seeing the world which served as filter to 

the things that these teachers have said about the world and their place in it.  The five 

categories again: 

I. Why we teach the way we do  

II. What we teach: Resistance and the Habibi’s “way” 

III. How we teach: Dropping knowledge 

IV. Where we got it: Learning to teach and the evolution of a 
curriculum 

V. Monster-spectres and ghostbusting  

Obviously these categories are parallel to the journalism questions which became 

my standard for “knowing” in the eighties.  But these categories were only fitted with the 
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actual words why, what, how, and where after they were organized into their subheadings.  

There is also the organizing factor of the research in the field of early childhood 

education and teacher knowledge as examined earlier in this work.  Many of the teachers’ 

thoughts that have been “studied” in the past have focused too narrowly on “what” 

teachers know (Lampert, 1984) or “how” they teach (Anderson & et al., 1979), but 

Clandinin, Connelly and He (Connelly et al., 1997) have asked researchers to broaden 

their strokes, to paint landscapes.   

Therefore, when, looking at the words of these teachers, I came to hear their 

words telling me firstly, that they consider themselves to be teaching in a certain “way,” 

and secondly, why they teach the way they do, what they teach, how they teach it and 

where they learned to teach the way they do.  Thirdly, I had to face that which one always 

has to face when studying a facet of her- or himself: That which I was afraid of.  The 

final category, Monster-Spectres and Ghostbusting, attempts to address the danger of 

teaching in the ways that these teachers do.  Building on the second category—Resistance 

and the Habibi’s “Way”—this final category investigates the dangers of resisting the 

dominant paradigm in any field, but in this case, early childhood education.  But before 

we get too far ahead of ourselves, let us return to the lives to whom we have been 

introduced in the previous chapter.  Building on that chapter about “who” these teachers 

are, we will now move forward to investigate how these disparate souls come together to 

create that which they call “Habibi’s.”  We move to “why” they do what they do. 
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I. WHY WE TEACH THE WAY WE DO  

Carolina and her “Way” 
Carolina tersely explains her desire to provide children opportunities that weren’t 

part of her childhood experience.  She begins with her own children, saying: 

It’s scary, but I’m trying to raise my children differently….I was always 
having to piece things together, not really knowing what was going on.  I 
don’t know if it was them [my parents] or if it was a cultural thing, but I 
want to talk to kids.  Kids need to be part of the conversation (interview 
transcript, 18 Nov. 2004) 

At another time: 

She [my mom] was really into saying “thank you” and “please” and being 
polite, but we couldn’t stay around when people came over, because she 
didn’t want us to be listening to grown-up conversations.  I didn’t like 
that, now that I think about it, because kids need to talk to other people not 
just kids—or family.  Just to have information and know how to be 
comfortable talking to others (interview transcript, 15 Dec. 2004).   

And finally, she makes the connection between what she longed for in her 

childhood, what her goals for her own children are, and why she practices her profession 

the way she does: “Habibi’s is the way I want to be…It’s the right thing because it’s an 

age for them to be happy.  This is what I want for my kid to be doing.” 

Andrew and his Desire 

It is Andrew who crosses into the arena of self-analysis using the discursive 

language for doing so: “Psychoanalysis” (Britzman, 1998; D. P. Britzman, 2003).  So I 

follow his lead.  He talks about why he makes the decisions that he does as a teacher (and 

seemingly sums up Carolina’s position) in terms of lack and desire: 

That’s so often what, unfortunately, parents or adults do.  They say, “I’m 
gonna give [children] what I never had.”  Definitely in some ways that’s 
what I’m doing.  I try not to make decisions about why we [as a school] do 
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this or that based on something I didn’t get.  But I’m thinking, “Well, I 
didn’t get an opportunity to do that at home or in my schools.  I never did 
that.”  It would make me nervous, if I were bringing my failings to school 
and trying to say, “This philosophy is based on my shortcomings and 
compensation for them in some way…vicariously because I can’t do it 
myself.”  But I guess you decide what’s important to you.  [And for me] 
it’s being emotionally risky, willing to take those chances, knowing 
relationships are the most important thing—being adventurous in that way.  
And then, trying to do it myself at the same time, trying to say, “Here’s a 
place that it could happen” (interview transcript, 6 Jan. 2005) 

Later that same day he continued: 

Because at Habibi’s there are great successes every day in complete 
honesty, complete back and forth expression—going from anger to 
sadness then to happiness or vice versa, just totally encompassing all 
those.  There are the relationships between the children and the teachers, 
the teachers and the teachers, me and the teachers, that are all good.  But 
there are also my relationships in and out of school.  Am I succeeding in 
that aspect there?  With the school [I am], but not as much where it’s even 
more important to me, in other parts of my life, in my relationship with my 
own children, with Kimi, and with my friends and my family.  I know that 
preschool teachers, teachers in general, if we were all psychoanalyzed, 
that’s probably one thing we have in common:  We feel more comfortable, 
we have more sense of control or whatever with children than we do with 
our adult relationships.  It sounds like self-loathing, but actually, most of 
the time, I feel very positive about my life and love the people around me.  
I appreciate my relationships.  But I think that’s something that’s always 
been a goal or a wish or whatever, that I could erase the line between 
thought and deed.  I try to close the gap between what I think and what I 
say.  Obviously, I don’t want to go around saying things like, “That dress 
is hideous.”  Or, “I really can’t stand you,” but being more willing to say 
the things that should be said to people.  The times I’ve gone to people and 
confronted them, whether it was a parent that had made some accusation, 
or didn’t pay tuition, or said something out of line—or my brother after he 
and his wife made comments about Kim—I’d think, “Man, I don’t want to 
have this conversation with this person.”  But I needed to, and I did, and 
the world didn’t end, and things were OK…. I have no problem saying to 
a child, “You know, that’s just not going to happen and here’s why,” good 
or bad, being open and honest.  I just don’t have that same comfort level 
with adults.  Kim says it often about my whole family, “Your family hates 
confrontation. Your family can’t do it.”  I preach it, and I live it with the 
kids, but not so much with adults (interview transcript, 6 Jan. 2005).  
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Tim and his Love 

The other day, as I was in the midst of continuously, tacitly mulling over the notes 

from these hours of interviews, I was at the same time going through the motions of my 

morning routine.  I dropped off my older daughter at Habibi’s15.  I hugged her good-bye, 

told her I loved her as she plopped down on the couch next to Andrew and the small 

group of children to whom he was reading.  Then, with what might have been just the 

slightest hesitation—and completely unplanned—I added, “I love you too, Andrew.”  He 

laughed.  It was funny.  I’m pretty sure I meant it to be.  Then he stopped himself and 

said, “I love you, too, man.”  Andrew exhibits a desire to resist the laws of his childhood, 

and he sees the humor in that.   

Butler writes, “The law that we expect to repress some set of desires which could 

be said to exist prior to law succeeds rather in naming, delimiting and thereby, giving 

social meaning and possibility to precisely those desires it intended to eradicate (Butler, 

1987, p. 218, quoted in Stoler, 1995, p. 165)  And, Stoler situates “desire” as the 

shibboleth—the code, jargon—of psychoanalysis that Foucault “discards and 

disclaims”(1995). “…[D]esire follows from, and is generated out of, the law, out of the 

power-laden discourses of sexuality where it is animated and addressed” (p. 165).  She 

sees “desire” as a response to a set of rules that we are expected to play by (with the 

currency of psychoanalysis, sexuality).  The transgression of the law against grown men 

casually saying “I love you” in the course of passing in the morning makes Andrew 

laugh.  We (or at least I) often laugh at things that make us uncomfortable—that break 

rules.  But it is his self-proclaimed desire to engage in this sort of “open and honest” 

interaction—to teach it.   

                                                 
15 At the time that I gathered this data (November 2004 thorugh March 2005) my oldest daughter attended 
the school in the research’s setting.  Now (Summer 2005) both of my daughters attend this school.  Time 
marches on. 
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I do love Andrew.  He knows it.  And that’s what he/we find[s] funny: The fact 

that there’s something weird about saying it.  One day after Andrew and I carried out one 

of our regular data-gathering meetings (prior to the morning when I told him I loved him) 

he was leaving my house and stopped in the yard to say, “You know, I talk all the time 

about erasing that line between what I think and what I say, but I don’t often do it.  Well, 

I just wanted you to know…”  I can cut him off there; he basically told me that my wife 

and I were cherished friends.  I knew that, but he wanted to say it.  It is his desire to do 

this.  It is his practice to teach it. 

Andrew’s statement about reaching a “comfort level” with adults in terms of 

communication, along with his assertion that preschool teachers have “in common” a 

certain comfort level with children as opposed to adults, involves our cultures 

constructions of childhood (James et al., 1998).  He claims in the previous chapter that he 

“can’t think of any subject that would be not OK to talk about with kids.”  He 

understands that adults treat children differently, that a certain set of topics is stricken 

from the list of things one can talk about with children.  He sees this as patronizing and 

the result of a false dichotomy (Cannella, 1997).  He resists the adult/child dichotomy.  

He can deconstruct that.  Yet, at the same time, he does not act on his desire in its 

reverse—in effect reconstructing the deconstruction of the dichotomy between child and 

adult.  He treats children like “people” rather than children [vs. adults], yet he professes 

to not being able to interact with adults in the same “open and honest” way that he wishes 

he (and everyone) could interact, re-drawing a line between children and adults.  This 

works as one of the curious contradictions or dualities—rather, multiplicities—of 

Andrew, insight into him as a constructed self.  But for the purpose of creating a 

landscape from his teaching and those with whom he teaches, this way of examining 

Andrew’s desires is simply that: a curiosity.   
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This curiosity does not capture the framework through which Andrew’s and 

Carolina’s words work as metaphors for their perceptions of their own practices in a way 

that I find useful in creating a recognizable landscape.  Carolina, Andrew and Mike do 

not attend to the work of education with a conception of childhood, teaching or education 

as historically bound; the historicity of power/knowledge and discourse are not concepts 

they discuss.  I am forced to look through two lenses at once, to remain the subjective 

observer informed by the foundations that my thoughts rest upon, but I am compelled to 

also use a lens for observing the actions and words of my participants that jibes with their 

understanding of what they are saying and doing. 

Awareness that Carolina and Andrew focus on the desires of their childhood 

becoming the goals of their professional lives points me to discussions of psychoanalysis 

in the literature on education, of which there is obviously a great deal (e.g. Appel, 1999; 

D. P. Britzman, 2003; Kincheloe & Pinar, 1991 among many).  In an attempt to peer into 

the statements of discourse from which the phrases of psychoanalysis were used by these 

teachers when talking about their practice, I was drawn to works reexamining 

psychoanalysis.  Because the theme of desire had emerged from the participants stories of 

themselves, I picked up Britzman’s discussion of Anna Freud’s work.  In doing so, the 

pieces of data that lay scattered and incomprehensible around my previous attempts to 

understand the practice of these teachers came together around a single metaphor:  

Education as interference (Britzman, 1998; Freud, 1967) 16.  Britzman draws from “Anna 
                                                 
16 It is not even close to novel to examine either Freuds’ work through Foucault’s theoretical lens[es] or 
vice-versa (Britzman, 1998; D. P. Britzman, 2003; Butler, 1997, 1999; Derrida, 1998; Mansfield, 2000; 
Neubauer, 1999).  Stoler and Butler are just a few of many scholars who use Foucault’s writings as a way 
to revisit Freud [or others who have introduced new ways of looking at Freud, like Deleuze and Guattari 
(1977)].  My metaphor, drawn from the words of my participants, who couch their practice in 
psychoanalytical “terms” or statements, is not an attempt to rethink Freud as a tool in times where scholars 
are less drawn to totalizing theories.  Scholars have already done that.  Instead, my metaphor is a way to 
illustrate these teachers’ practices, using statements that they make, but with deference to the understanding 
that all statements are the elemental constructs of a historically, culturally, contextualized discourse.  The 
teachers in this research think in terms of a popularized version of Freud’s influencing ideas.  My metaphor 
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Freud’s view of education as constituting all forms of interference…the adult’s attempt, 

through educational efforts, to master and to ignore ‘the fact of development’” (Britzman, 

1998, p. 25). 

Though the circuitous route to the metaphor of education as interference is 

contradictory, fragmented and makes leaps in and out of larger philosophical paradigms, 

it is precisely this type of unfettered exploration that Connelly, Clandinin and He call for 

in a creation of a landscape (Connelly et al., 1997).  This research weaves in and out of 

literature from contradictory paradigms knowingly.  Again, the metaphor that seemed to 

me to capture the impression that I glimpsed through the words and actions of these 

teachers is that of “education as interference.”  Mike will be our first guide to the 

metaphor.  Like Andrew and Carolina, Mike begins speaking about his practice by 

recalling his childhood, or rather discussing his method for recalling his childhood.  

Mike and his DJ 

Introductions to Interference 

Mike’s pedagogical approach, rather than attempting to provide children with the 

things he lacked, involves conjuring the influences from his past that affected him 

positively.  He has tried to stay connected to the experiences that were meaningful to 

him: 

I like to think about there being a DJ in my head who’s playing tracks.  So 
there’s always something playing.  You hit a song and it’s a memory track 
or a video track playing.  These tracks are always playing, so you can just 
switch the input and output to where they are, like a mixing board.  So, 
you might have the memory track playing and the present happening 
around you, and they coincide.  That’s one of the things that I feel really 
comfortable with about my job.  I have a good memory of my childhood, 
of my thinking.  And I love watching the way these other kids think.  They 

                                                                                                                                                 
is in keeping with this idea.  The spectres of Freud that haunt my participants’ language are understood by 
me to be indicators of the discourse within which their statements are created.   
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catch on to the most subtle things.  I remember being that way too—
watching someone’s eyes, where they’re looking.  You see where their 
eyes are going, and you end up turning around.  “What are they looking 
at?”  And kids are doing that too, and it’s so rad.  I love to see them notice 
things, or make connections, that I did.  I remember those moments.  My 
life is full of moments, for whatever reason—for no reason—where I’ve 
thought, “I’m going to remember this for the rest of my life.”  Just little 
things.  And I love seeing kids have moments like that—or moments that 
seem like that to me (interview transcript, 6 Dec. 2004). 

Mike keeps the memory of Todd—his BMX, pop culture, and life mentor—with 

him.  When I see Mike talking to children I understand his “DJ” metaphor.  He is 

overlapping memories of moments that transformed him, enthralled him, made him 

wonder, and attempting to provide moments like that for his students.  DJs take other 

people’s records and play them differently, fragmenting others’ oeuvres, re-mixing them 

into a new, fleeting, momentary art form of their own design—but always with reference 

to the original artwork or song.  He adds: 

I have those tracks playing—maybe theme songs from Fat Albert or songs 
from whatever, things that I remember, or sounds and noises and smells 
and sights, stuff like that.  It’s almost like it keeps me grounded in what 
some people might call a level of immaturity.  But it’s not immaturity, it’s 
like I’m just rooted in these things, and I’ve always got this going on.  
And I’m not gonna let it go (interview transcript, 6 Dec. 2004). 

Mike’s mixing-board memory, where he attempts to stay tuned to the mind of a 

child17—his memory of his own childhood—mixes his metaphor of the memory-track-DJ 

to the metaphor of the blossoming, naturally emerging child.  He says he remembers what 

it was like to discover, to explore and resituate his mind.  He layers his memories over 

the experiences he sees his students having at any given moment.  The full name of the 

school in which these teachers practice is the playful mouthful “Habibi’s Hutch Preschool 

                                                 
17 Note that when Mike mentions the tracks in his head playing while he is interacting with children he 
calls them “these other kids,” as if he is actually thinking of himself when he was a child while he 
watches/interacts with his students. 
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and Natural Childlife Preserve.”  The name conjures the metaphor of child as innocent, to 

be nurtured, summoned by the work of Rousseau and his innocent character, Émile.  

(James et al., 1998, p. 13-16; Rousseau, 1762).  This natural child is described by 

Britzman quoting Anna Freud as “the fact of development” or the naturally developing 

child according to the “rules” or facts of human development (Britzman, 1998, p. 25). 

But there is nothing ‘natural’ about Mike’s deft mixing of his life with his 

students’, his interjection of his experiences into his student’s lives.  Mike’s metaphor of 

the DJ, who takes the world around herself and remixes it to be (re)presented for others to 

learn from is in contradiction to the idea that the children who he teaches would be 

“naturally preserved” in their Rouseauan innocence.   

Blowing Minds 

When Mike told me the story that I have called “Ghost Riding” (see page 212 of 

Mike’s journey) there is a hint of the joy that Mike derives from “interfering” with the 

ideas of a young mind—from disrupting the facts of development, displacing them.  Mike 

likes to fantasize about the way that the young Mexican boy perceived his street 

acrobatics on the BMX bike as he glided through the boy’s community in Juarez.  He 

likes to think that through being exposed to the type of bike riding that Mike loves the 

boy’s perceptions, possibilities may change—as his did when he was exposed to similar 

events.  The DJ plays old tracks of his awe at boys on bikes when he was a child, and he 

overlays this memory onto the present where a boy watches him catch air in the streets of 

Juarez. 

On another occasion, Mike told me about a time when he had accepted a request 

to baby-sit one of his students.  While at home with the five-year-old boy, the boy said, 

“Let’s play hide-and-seek.”  Mike agreed to play the game, but offered a caveat: 
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“OK, but I’m gonna warn you, I’m gonna hide so good you’re not gonna 
know where I am.”  And he was like, “All right.”  He counted and I hid.  It 
wasn’t some crazy place, but I was quiet, for a long time…like, 12 
minutes [laughs]. And he was looking everywhere and calling, 
“Mike!...Mike!” He’d go out in the back yard, and I would follow and 
make sure he was OK, and he would stop calling me for a while and just 
look.  …Then he’d stop looking for me for a while.  He’d start playing.  
And he’d play for a minute and then he’d remember that I was hiding 
again.  He called out, “Mike!” and I was like, “Yo, dude. Here I am!” And 
he was like, “Where were you?” I said, “I told you, you weren’t gonna be 
able to find me….I’m not telling you where I was.”  I just took him a little 
bit further than his parents probably would have taken him, you know. Put 
him on higher monkey bars than he ever would have been allowed to go 
on.  But he was all right.  I could tell.  If he had started loosing it, I would 
have come out. … I know a parent wouldn’t do that to their kid [laughs]. I 
mean, the kid wouldn’t react the same way.  They’d be like, [crying 
sounds], but because it was me, he was like “Aww” [“you-got-me” sort of 
sound] “You were right.  I couldn’t find you.”  A parent wouldn’t do the 
same thing I would do, you know…They would come in there with their 
mother-ese, being all, “Oh, don’t worry, I’m here. I’m here.  Don’t worry” 
(interview transcript, 3 Feb, 2005). 

This story is an apt illustration of the way that Mike perceives early childhood 

education.  He doesn’t use terms like “cognitive dissonance,” or “scaffolding,” or 

“interference,” but he acts on the combination of his past as a child and his experiences as 

a teacher, actively putting children in situations that a parent “wouldn’t do” (Britzman, 

1998; Festinger & Carlsmith, 1959; Vygotsky, 1967).  Briefly, Mike’s story about the 

boy who saw him jumping his bike on the city streets of Juarez and the boy with whom 

he played professional grade hide-and-seek both involve an active attempt on Mike’s part 

to put a young child in a position where he or she is forced to rethink current 

conceptualizations of reality.  This seems to be the crux of Mike’s practice.  Rather than 

simply allowing a certain cognitive dissonance to arise from a student’s interaction with 

her environment  and assimilate or accommodate this new information a la Piaget’s 

experiments (Festinger & Carlsmith, 1959; Gregory & Zangwill, 1987) [for the teacher 
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plays a very active role in Mike’s world].  And rather than scaffold a developing mind 

based on an understanding of a student’s zone of proximal development (Vygotsky, 1967, 

1978) [for Mike isn’t trying to nudge gently toward a concept just beyond what a child 

can grasp on her own].  Mike, instead, actively “interferes” with the student’s perceptions 

(Britzman, 1998; D. P. Britzman, 2003).  At the risk of banality, Mike is interested in 

blowing people’s minds.  He has a goal in mind that moves the student toward a greater 

understanding of an outside reality, but his actions are meant to create an internal 

interference that stops the child in her tracks, rearranges her mind.  This form of “mind-

blowing” interference that Mike offers is akin to the thinking of other teachers in his 

school in terms of dealing with what Britzman and others call “difficult knowledge” and 

the internal response, conflicts, that arise (Britzman, 1998, p. 133).  More on this later, 

first let us attend to Mike and his desires, goals, intentions.   

Again, I taught with Mike for several years, I am the one who—long before I 

pursued graduate courses in education—coined the short-lived phrase, “extreme 

preschool teacher” to describe Mike’s practices.  Mike’s teaching often butts up against 

the intuitive perceptions I have about what preschool teachers do (or should do?).  I 

would categorize myself as something of an unusual early childhood educator, yet Mike’s 

practices often make me rethink my assumptions about teaching young children.  I think 

Mike gleans as much joy from interrupting adult’s perceptions of teaching as he does 

young children’s perceptions of the world in which they live.  Perhaps Carolina and 

Andrew’s intentions are more of a resurfacing of the road of early childhood education 

and less an overt off-road trek, but there is a convergence of ideas at this school in terms 

of the assumptions one might have about teaching preschool.  In different ways and to 

varying degrees all of these teachers have a perception of what they do as outside the 

norm for teaching.  It is this convergence that the next section addresses.  And as we shall 
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see, Mike’s version of extreme preschool teaching may not be the most extreme in this 

setting. 
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II. WHAT WE TEACH: RESISTANCE AND THE HABIBI’S “WAY” 

Carolina made a curious proclamation in a statement presented in the previous 

section.  She said, “Habibi’s is the way I want to be…It’s the right thing because it’s an 

age for them to be happy.  This is what I want for my kid to be doing.” 

She implies that there is a “way” that Habibi’s is, and that she wants to be that 

way as well.  The school seems to be more than a collection of teachers and students to 

her.  It has its own “way,” its own culture.  Mike echoes her use of Habibi’s as a noun 

describing a “way” of being when talking about mending his relationship with his 

abusive father: 

[My dad] evolved and I don’t hold him accountable for how he was back 
then.  We both grew from that.  You get past that. You can’t say “Oh, he’s 
a dick. I’m not gonna ever talk him again.” No way.  It’s not the Habibi’s 
way (interview transcript, 6 Dec. 2004).  
 
Then later: 

I think [public school] can be done in a Habibi’s kind of way. When you 
have that thinking of how kids need to be treated, and you’re respectful of 
their minds’ work, and you know how they learn, and you realize how 
important it is that they know how to get along with each other, then you 
can set your classroom up for that—have that frame of mind, where you 
know the kids have to learn to get along together before anything else, and 
to get along with me as a teacher too (interview transcript, 6 Dec. 2004).   
 

The following section presents a few examples of what the teachers at Habibi’s 

consider their “way” of teaching to be.  It’s is purposefully presented as a monolithic, 

overarching philosophy of life at this school—granting it the creepy cult status that a 

“way” connotes to me personally.  However, there are obvious contradictions between 

the participants’ descriptions, which pock what would stand as a smooth monolithic 

surface, sometimes creating deep cracks.  In this section, the “way” that is presented is 
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presented with a positive spin, based not only on the “best practices” described in past 

chapters (Balaban, 2003; Bredekamp & Copple, 1997; Bredekamp & Rosegrant, 1992; 

Winsler, 2003), but also in terms of counter hegemonic practices (Apple, 1979; McLaren, 

1994; Tobin, 1997).  In subsequent sections the counter hegemonic “way” will return 

with the “counter” dropped. 

“Normal” Schools 

When one walks through the front door of Habibi’s, even if she isn’t immediately 

greeted by a child who is in her underwear and painted from head to toe, there is 

something “different”—something that makes this place seem unlike most schools.  

Carolina, Mike, and Andrew used the terms, “traditional,” “normal,” “other.”  Sometimes 

they didn’t use a term, they would simply describe what they do and look at me with a 

look that conveyed, “There are people who would object,” or “Lots of people don’t 

understand.”  Due to my problematic/fortunate role of “intimate interloper” the line 

between what is the “way” at Habibi’s and what isn’t the way, or the line between those 

that understand and those that don’t understand is hard to see, hard to talk about.  The 

teachers often assumed I knew the “way” and that I could delineate it without their 

explanations.   

As illustrated by statements like the one above where Mike asserts that the 

“Habibi’s way” could be pedagogically employed in a public school classroom, I am 

making the assumption that the “Habibi’s way” and “best practices” are synonymous—or 

at least have many common elements—in the minds of these teachers.  Therefore, what 

they describe as “traditional” or “other” schools are ones that are not practicing what the 

participants in this research consider to be the “best” pedagogical and philosophical 

constructs. 
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So, what is it that is different about Habibi’s Hutch?  The answer is sometimes 

subtle, often glaring.  For instance, children are allowed to physically fight.  Many of the 

days that I have been to Habibi’s, Andrew has been on the floor in the front room with 

children climbing on him.  They are wrestling, which—it may go without saying—in 

many schools would be an activity that would be discouraged, if not banned outright.  

When I first started teaching at Habibi’s in the 90s, wrestling would be allowed if two 

children, generally boys, either asked a teacher, or showed in some way that they were 

feeling like engaging in horseplay.  I remember thinking at the time, that this was a 

revolutionary idea.  Probably for this reason, I do not remember in my earliest days as a 

preschool teacher being the teacher who practiced the following procedure: 

When students showed an interest in wrestling, a teacher would direct two (rarely 

three, never four) children who wanted to wrestle to the sandbox or a gymnastics mat and 

tell everyone to stand back so the two children could wrestle.  They would then spar like 

Sumos, hands out, feet flat.  The teacher would stop the children if the wrestling crossed 

some imaginary line between “play” and “real” (See Sutton-Smith, 1976; 1997 for 

discussions of games with rules, phantasmagorical play and other descriptions of the lines 

drawn around what counts as "play").  These sanctioned bouts usually lasted less than a 

minute.  Teachers didn’t wrestle. 

Today, like many other days, Andrew is at the bottom of a pile of children.  I have 

been the teacher at the bottom of that pile many times.  So has Mike, so has Carolina, 

although more rarely.  They are on the floor in the front room in between a couch where 

there is a teacher reading a book to two children and the loft from which three children 

sustain a volley of pillows down onto the wrestlers.  Andrew continuously re-supplies the 

pillow-archers with pillows.  He wrestles as he throws pillows.  Children also wrestle and 

kick one another.  They hit each other and Andrew with soft blocks.  They use their body 
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weight to try to pin Andrew to the ground and otherwise show physical aggressiveness.  I 

have not heard Andrew talk about the difference between “real” aggression and “play.”18  

A child throws an elbow.  It lands on Andrew’s cheek bone.  His face screws up.  It looks 

like his eyes water. 

“Oh!” He exclaims; his hands fly to his face.  He is not acting out a planned 

response.  He’s hurt.  Not bad, but I can tell that he got stung.  “That really hurt.”  His 

voice is even, but for Andrew, whose voice I have never heard raised—ever19—it is a 

display of obvious pain.  The child who hit him—who intended to as far as I could tell—

looks at him.  Andrew continues, “You swung your elbow around really fast, and it hit 

me in the face.  Now my face really hurts.”  Another child, not the one who hit him, says, 

“Are you OK, Andrew?”  He replies, “No. No, I’m not.  I got hit in the face and it hurts.”  

Some of the fighting around Andrew never stopped.  Some of it begins again as he 

recovers.  He says, “Whew.  That hurt, but now I’m OK.”  Then he begins wrestling 

again.  Again, his words are not a planned response, although similar scenarios are often 

played out.  Rather, Andrew’s words are indicators of what he calls “open and honest” 

discussions.  He was hurt.  There was no way around that.  He made everyone around 

him aware of that fact, but he did not make a sweeping judgment of the situation or the 

person who hit him.  He simply stated the obvious.  “I got hit in the face and it hurts.” 

Later he said: 

Sometimes I say to myself, “Well, here I am wrestling again.  But then 
again, I think it’s a really important part of what we’re doing.”  There’s 

                                                 
18 When reading this chapter, keep in mind that my intention was to “collect” and co-construct the life 
histories of these teachers.  See the methodology chapter for a discussion of the types of questions I asked 
them in order to elicit their stories. 
19 It should be noted that I have heard all of the other teachers, including myself, raise our voices at—or at 
least in front of—a child.  It should also be noted that Andrew has said that not raising one’s voice around a 
child is not a goal that he himself necessarily has for early childhood educators.  I personally use an 
incredibly wide range of voices.  I get loud.  But he doesn’t.  I never have heard him.  But I have known 
him long enough to know what counts as the parallel tone, and at this moment he us using it. 
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the physical part of it, which I like for many reasons, but there are those 
moments that come up every single time, where we have to decide if a line 
got crossed, and the line isn’t something I can see or others can see for 
you.  You have to know what the line is for yourself, then you have to be 
able to describe it.  Some children say they want to wrestle, but they really 
don’t want to be knocked down or even really touched much, so all of us 
who are wrestling have to watch, listen, communicate.  With some 
children I’ll help them, “Tell us what you want.  Is it OK for them to put 
their hands on your body, because we’re wrestling over here?”  Everyone 
gets to know the others.  It’s the same thing that’s happening in the art 
room, but it’s somehow more “right there.” It’s physical, but it’s still 
about communication, empathy, relationships (interview transcript, 20 Jan. 
2005). 
Tim: 

One morning before I left the house with my three-year-old, she asked, “Is 

Andrew already at school?”  I told her, yes, that I thought he probably was.  Upon 

hearing this, she decided she didn’t want to wear the glittery shoes she’d picked out for 

today.  She sat down to take them off.  She said, “I’ll just carry them.”  Then she added, 

“I think he’s wrestling.” 

Conflict as Democracy 

In the simple, oft repeated and controversial activity of wrestling [and I mean to 

be perfectly clear that the wrestling in which Andrew and his students engage is far from 

the sport of wrestling, and even different from the type of play where the player is in 

control of and plays in response to a set of fantasy rules that don’t actually physically 

involve danger—a sort of extreme situation without the extreme consequences (Sutton-

Smith, 1976).  This play—this wrestling—often involves real pain, real anger, real 

conflict], I interpret Andrew as attempting to meld the difficult act of creating caring 

communities of learners and the socially conscious idea of “conflict” as positive change 

(Apple, 1990; Balaban, 2003; Paley, 1992). 

***** 
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Andrew sees this daily, group interaction as a tool for allowing open 

communication, empathy and physical and mental engagement between people.  It is 

certainly an emancipatory stance to take in terms of children/adult dichotomies, as well as 

in terms of the social construction of “democracy” or “self.”  He creates an environment 

where the “line” that is often crossed has to be defined by each individual at the same 

time that it has to be attempted to be recognized as existing for others in ways different 

than it exists for self.  However, he rarely addresses the ways in which wrestling at his 

school may be perceived by those who do not teach at or attend his school—even those 

who are parents of his students who may find violence abject in any form.  He certainly 

isn’t addressing the perceptions of a larger society that frowns most heavily (rhetorically) 

on physical violence and (in almost all ways) bodily contact by adults (especially men) 

with children (Johnson, 1997; Jones, 2003; Leavitt & Power, 1997; Tobin, 1997).  Again, 

my role as intimate interloper at times impeded discussion about the differences between 

this school and other schools.  The participants left blanks that they assumed I would fill, 

because they assume I know the differences—even when I asked about them.  But 

Andrew’s description of his wife telling his old high school friends at his reunion that he 

owned a preschool indicates that he perceives of his school as being very different from 

what he imagines people who have similar backgrounds—his high school peers—would 

imagine a preschool to “be”: 

It’s funny; I was uncomfortable with that.  I don’t want to be identified as 
the “owner” I want to be a “preschool teacher.”  Of course I imagine that 
the image that the people who hear I’m a preschool teacher—whether 
they’re thinking “owner” or not—is something so different from what it 
really is (documented conversation, 28 April, 2005).   

This addresses Andrew’s perception of the curriculum of his school as “different” 

from the norm, but it also stands as an indicator of Andrew perceiving himself as 

“different,” interruptive.  Rather than “owner,” a wholly unremarkable thing for a white, 
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middle-class, straight, man to be—a small business owner—he prefers “preschool 

teacher,” an unusual profession for a man with Andrew’s cultural qualifiers20.   

Different teachers, teaching differently 

So the teachers at this school perceive of both themselves and their school [its 

curriculum in all the facets of that word—overt, hidden, null…(Apple, 1990; Eisner, 

1985)] as being examples of what one might not think a preschool teacher or a preschool 

would be perceived to be.  Remember the satisfaction Mike enjoyed when the parents of 

one of his old students saw him riding his bike along the top of a high ledge that most 

people wouldn’t even notice was there: “They were like, ‘Of course you would be doing 

this!’”  Carolina told me with pride that she would not mind any possible criticism from 

her fellow parishioners for allowing her young son to “be a kid” in church—she is armed 

by what she thinks is right, albeit uncommon parenting for her congregation.  In terms of 

curricular “differences,” Carolina also recognizes something very different about the 

“way” that children are perceived and/or expected to interact with each other and adults 

at her school versus her larger cultural milieu.  She told me a story about some of her and 

her husband’s friends: 

We just went to a birthday party I think about two weeks ago.  [Our 
friends] were upset because this child was loud in the house.  My 
goddaughter pushed this little girl and they were so mad.  They spanked 
her and put her in time-out, and it was her BIRTHDAY. Oh my God!  I 
can’t imagine what they say about [my son] every time he’s around.  He’s 
loud.  He doesn’t say “Thank you” and “Please” all the time.  But that’s 
the way they do it. If they would ask me, I would tell them, but I don’t, 
because they would just be mad.  If they came to Habibi’s, they would not 
like Habibi’s.  They would think it is dirty.  That’s the kind of people they 
are.  I do tell them about Habibi’s, but I can’t tell them how to raise their 
kids.  If only they’d ask me (interview transcript, 18 Feb. 2005). 

                                                 
20 To some degree all the teachers—including me—enjoy being perceived as “different”: different parents, 
different teachers, different people.  I am actively trying to incorporate this desire into the landscape as 
well. 
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I imagine the parents of Carolina’s goddaughter walking with me onto the 

playground on any day, but on this day in particular:   

Mike is there.  A group of children, four boys and two girls, has gathered around 

him.  The group circles one of the wooden posts of the “barrel swing,” an aptly named 

apparatus.  It is a barrel hanging from two chains that are attached to a wooden A-frame 

made of four-by-fours.  Children are usually sitting inside as well as on top of the barrel 

for a ride.  But today the barrel hangs motionless.  I walk over to see what it is that holds 

their attention.  They are all crouching.  Mike is in the middle.  I suppose I thought they 

would be examining a bug, maybe a pattern in the grain of the wood.  When I get to the 

swing I am able to see that Mike is holding a magnifying glass.  Using the rays of the sun 

that he harnesses with the hand-held magnifier, he has just finished scorching a word into 

the post of the swing.  It reads: “FRIENDS.” 

My friend Scott called me.  He said, “Dude, I found this cool job.  You get 
to go to different schools, and play with all kinds of different kids.”  The 
adults just leave you alone.  You can just play with kids; I was like, “No 
way, give me the number.”  Habibi’s was the second school I went to.  
That was when Em was still running it.  She told me I was a natural, being 
with the kids….That was in ‘93 and she asked me just before Christmas if 
I wanted a job when we came back. And I was like, “Hell yeah.  This is a 
great place!”  It was.  It was great back then, but it was not what it is now. 
It still needed more.  When I came, I brought this borderline 
inappropriateness–like, “This guy’s kinda wild, but kids like him.  He’s 
kind of a loose cannon.”  They never knew where I was going to go off to.  
It [the school] was already a positive, good energy.  It wasn’t like it is 
now, though.  It just needed some guidance—to be nurtured (interview 
transcript, 6 Dec. 2004).   

As previous stories illustrate, Mike revels in his role as the “borderline 

inappropriate” teacher.  The other posts of the barrel swing are dotted with tiny burn 

marks—marks made by children with the same magnifying glass.  It reminds me of a 

wood-burning kit I got for Christmas in the seventies.  I burned my fingers countless 

times with a hot electric iron as I attempted to follow patterns transferred onto small balsa 
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wood panels with the intention of creating tacky wooden coasters and trivets.  It was the 

70s.  

Direct Instruction in Direct Sunlight 

The line of thought I am attempting to illustrate attends to the idea that the 

teachers perceive their practices at this school to be outside of the norm.  Mike’s actions 

are certainly that.  But for just a moment I’d like to examine them through a different 

lens, that of the NAEYC’s version of “developmental appropriateness” (Bredekamp & 

Copple, 1997)21.  As stated, “child-centeredness” and “constructivist” pedagogy are at the 

very top of the list of indicators that warrants approval by the NAEYC as “appropriate” 

instruction (Bredekamp & Copple, 1997; Tharp & Entz, 2003; Winsler & Carlton, 2003).  

Mike’s actions with the magnifying glass are more than simply “extreme;” they are an 

unusual, but clear, example of “direct instruction”(Becker & Gersten, 1982; Carnine, 

Carnine, Karp, & Weisberg, 1988; Schweinhart & Weikart, 1997).  The children huddled 

around Mike, watching him use the rays of the sun to scorch lumber, were not exploring 

the environment driven by their own caprice and scaffolded by a more experienced 

teacher.  Had one of them—as I had supposed they would be doing when I approached 

the huddle—proclaimed, “look at the stripes in this wood!” and Mike had seized the 

moment to talk with them about what they were noticing in the grain of the wood, then 

the NAEYC figurehead would have smiled, hands clasped together in reverent approval.  

But it was Mike who exclaimed (I’m assuming; I didn’t actually hear him), “Check this 

out!”  It was Mike’s idea to burn the post.  It was Mike who showed them how.  The zone 

of proximal development of even the oldest or most cognitively, physically or socially 

advanced of the students who marveled at the power of the sun would never have even 

                                                 
21 This section attends more to the theme of “How we teach” which is introduced in later pages, but I have 
chosen to insert it here for reasons of continuity.  
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brought them close to being able to construct such an experiment.  The concept of 

focusing the light to raise the temperature and intensity of the rays is not a concept that 

these children are able to grasp.  I barely understand it.  What would Bredekamp say of 

such an activity?  If Mike was employing constructivist methods of pedagogy, what was 

he co-constructing with his students?  Before I attempt to answer this question, let us 

bring the body of the NAEYC to bear on Habibi’s and Habibi’s to bear on the NAEYC. 

Habibi’s and the Governing Body of Early Childhood Education 

Habibi’s was once accredited by the NAEYC.  Andrew chose to stop paying the 

annual fees, allowing his school to lapse back into the ranks of the unaccredited, from 

which Em had worked so hard to ascend.  His rationale, when he told me he was going to 

do so during my tenure as his assistant director was firstly, that it was too expensive and 

secondly, that the label of accreditation that is awarded the members of the NAEYC 

applies to a minimum standard that his school not only meets, but exceeds and thirdly, 

that he is not convinced by their proclamation of “best practices.” (He worded it 

differently, more like: “And what does it even mean to be accredited?”)  We both worried 

a little bit about how the parents would perceive our allowing the accreditation to lapse. 

(We even left the expired certificate on the wall for a while.)  But at the time, I bought 

into the monetary decision, and I agreed that Habibi’s exceeded what I understood the 

minimum standards for complying with the guidelines of “developmental 

appropriateness” to be.  But it was not until recently that I realized the resistant, defiant 

stance that Andrew had taken in terms of accreditation by the NAEYC, or any body.  

Once again, Foucault, in his investigations of health care and penal systems, wondered 

what it meant to be ill, mentally or physically.  What it meant to be mad, criminal, 

perverse.  He found that what can be perceived as “normal” and “abnormal,” “good” or 

“bad” varies contingent upon historical context, that there is no universal in terms of 
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this—or any other—dichotomy.  Slattery quotes Foucault as writing, “We must see our 

rituals for what they are, completely arbitrary things…it is good to be dirty and bearded, 

to have long hair, to look like a girl when one is a boy (and vice versa); one must put ‘in 

play,’ show up, transform, and reverse the systems which quietly order us about” 

(Foucault, 1977, p. x, Quoted in Slattery, 2001, p. 28).  I understand Andrew to have 

shown up to transform the systems which quietly order preschool teachers about.  

Although his protest is certainly as quiet as the power/knowledge controlled by the 

NAEYC, he is basically stating through tacit action that his school deosn’t need to be 

governed—that he is not sure what counts as “normal,” “best,” “quality,” “appropriate,” 

“safe” within the discourse on early childhood education.  Nor is the way that NAEYC 

operates with these terms necessarily the way in which he and the other teachers define 

them.  Teachers who perceive themselves to be both outside the norm and “appropriate” 

do not fit within the paradigm of the NAEYC.  More on this later.  For now: Andrew and 

the other teachers work outside the governing body which has the authority to regulate, 

but relies on the self-regulation of its members. 

Return to Differences: Questioning Childhood 

Back to Mike and his burning question, or rather the question of his burning.  Let 

us leave the idea of his teaching (in at least this instance) through direct instruction and 

return to the idea that Mike is involved in a risky business.  What Mike and the students 

were doing on this recent day was certainly less risky than the memories of the Christmas 

gift that the image provoked, that of having a plugged-in, soldering iron lying around as I 

did, unsupervised, in the 70s.  But something inside me recoils from the sight, even 

though I can see nothing at all dangerous about it in retrospect.  Mike’s students had to 

concentrate incredibly hard to focus the rays of the sun onto the treated, thick, wood.  It 

quite literally could not have started a fire.  (One could argue that fingers or hands could 
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have been burned, but anyone who has ever actually trained the rays of the sun on their 

own hand in this manner, knows that reflexes take over; no one leaves their body in the 

way of that kind of heat long enough to actually get burned.)  And if the wood had 

actually caught fire, there was nothing around the simple A-frame but gravel and sand to 

fuel the flames.  Regardless, something inside my head whispered the echoes of Mike’s 

own words, “borderline inappropriate,” when I saw him and his students singeing the 

swing set.  At the very least there is something very “nontraditional” about scorching 

wood with a magnifying glass at school.  There is something in this action that makes me 

look over my shoulder wondering why the teachers allow themselves to lead activities 

that run so counter to the instincts of self-preservation—not the safety of the children, the 

preservation of the school from lawsuits, from scrutiny.   

I send my daughters to school there every day.  I know they’re as safe there as 

anywhere else.  I sincerely believe that the wholeness of their beings in terms of social, 

physical, cognitive, cultural, emotional development—as well as other categories less 

prevalent in the discourse on child development—are “safer,” or more sensitively 

attended to, taught, interfered with, than at any educational setting for young children that 

I have visited (and I have visited many).  Not the students, not my daughters, but the 

school itself seems in constant jeopardy.  Again, by willfully resisting the possible—by 

attempting to allow/provoke/investigate the impossible within the discourse of early 

childhood education, the teachers at this school exist in a state of constant jeopardy, 

danger.  But Mike seems to be sending a message.  He talks about danger, he engages in 

these pseudo-risky behaviors with his students in an attempt to call into question our 

ideas about what children should spend their days doing.  He is calling into question 

childhood in general.   
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If Carolina’s friends had actually followed me onto the playground, what would 

they have said? Done?  Mike’s extreme version of preschool teaching are grandiose 

displays of how the “Habibi’s way” is unlike other schools’ curricula.  There certainly are 

flamboyant elements to the Habibi’s way. 

Counter-Hegemonic Teaching 

But Andrew insists that these are distractors.  Carolina’s version of 

“nontraditional” teaching is perhaps less extreme, less shocking maybe, but she describes 

it.  Laughing, as if to belittle the quote she is about to recount, she says, “My great-

grandmother said, ‘Spending money on girls’ education is a waste.’”  Then without much 

of a transition or pause she says she talks to her daughters about making good decisions 

involving sex and marriage and adds what children need at the age of her students 

…is to be with these kinds of people [at Habibi’s] and not be stressed 
about letters and numbers and all that.  They’re gonna get all that.  There’s 
time for that; they’re going to get it their whole lives.  This is a time for 
them to use their imagination—dream.  For them to learn what they need 
to go on in life, dealing with problems, arguments, respecting everybody 
else’s property, and feelings, and bodies (interview transcript, 18 Feb. 
2005).   
 

In one burst, at one sitting, in one verbal paragraph, Carolina denounces the 

sexism of her grandmother, and somehow equates it with sex education and a resistance 

to the “Three R’s” in her version of early childhood education.  I interpret this 

juxtaposition as a statement about counter-hegemonic stances in education.  Carolina, in 

bundling these statements this way, did me the service of calling attention to the fact that 

she is aware of the hegemony of patriarchal ways of knowing in our culture and in the 

culture she doesn’t share with me (Apple, 1979, 1990; Frankenberg, 1996).  Again, 

despite the moderate and monolithic stance/presence of the NAEYC, scholars agree that 

practices which can be categorized as “developmentally appropriate” are rare in the 
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schools of our nation (Balaban, 2003).  Carolina understands the pressures on preschools 

to teach the “Three R’s.”  Every spring as a new crop of Habibi’s students nears their 

matriculation in Kindergarten classes across the city, there is a group of parents who get 

nervous about “readiness” and these teachers feel the need to assure them that their 

children’s future in schools has not been jeopardized by Carolina, Mike and Andrew’s 

inattention to letters and numbers.  For what it is worth, I agree with Carolina, but I am 

not engaged in the business of proving her “right” or this school’s curriculum as 

“effective” (Anderson & et al., 1979; Campbell & Ramey, 1991; Schweinhart & Weikart, 

1997). 

The Political Domain of Child Development 

Carolina sees her role as a teacher, as a mother—roles she rarely teases apart—as 

allowing for children to be cared for, nurtured, accepted as a preparation for an active, 

counter-hegemonic role in life—or what she perceives to be counter to a hegemony that 

she identifies.  Her stance on discursive knowledge, like number recognition, is the same 

as her stance on the barring of girls from education in the 1970s Nicaragua she 

remembers.  She actively resists the notions that she perceives to be counter to the just 

world she imagines.  I am putting these words in her mouth.  She is more terse.  She says, 

“I know what is right.  We’re doing it right.”  She says “respect” needs to be learned 

before letters and numbers.  There is an hegemony of ideas that privilege cognitive 

development—or rather, number recognition and phonemic awareness—over social, 

cultural, emotional and political development in preschool.  The insane notion that girls’ 

education is a waste of money is countered by her insistence on talking about women’s 

health issues with her daughters and focusing on the social and emotional domains of her 

students’ development.   
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In the times that I have spent at Habibi’s around Carolina, I can see reflections of 

the life that she remembers in Nicaragua, before the coup, before the emigrations.  

Although it is important to me to make it clear for personal as well as methodological and 

epistemological purposes, that I did not know any of the stories that she told me—that 

you know already if you are reading this tome linearly.  I obviously knew she was an 

immigrant, and I happened to know that she was from Nicaragua, but coups, Contras, 

violence, earthquakes, birthdays and miracles were not part of the landscape that I had 

painted of her until I started this project.   

Now, after gathering her stories like Easter eggs, I see reflections of the life 

Carolina remembers in Nicaragua, when her grandfather and father were both alive and 

active in her life.  She is often engaged with children around a table, eating fruit, talking 

about the experience of sitting and eating together—not her past experiences, the ones 

she and the children are having at the moment.  There is no “snack time” at this school.  

Instead it is always time for snack.  There is a large plastic Container Store box, to which 

each family contributes daily a piece of fruit, muffin, etc.—something of the family’s 

choosing, constrained by the request that it be arbitrarily deemed “healthy” by its donor.22  

Children can come to a teacher at any time and say, “I’m hungry,” or “I want an apple.”  

And that teacher will draw from the “snack box.”  Carolina often oversees the 

distribution of this food and engages in its consumption and the conversations that 

coincide.  There are two statements I often hear Carolina make.  The first one is regularly 

made following a student saying something like, “I want to go build a boat,” or “I want to 

be painted like a tiger.” Carolina’s reply: “OK, go do it.”  As if she were saying, “That’s 

a good idea, go figure out how to make it happen.”  I can see her actively encouraging her 

                                                 
22 I have put Moonpies in the box on occasion; I admit.  Those of us from the Deep South have lingering, 
culturally contextualized ideas about “healthy snacks.” 
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students’ exuberance about ideas they have.  I remember her story of how excited she 

was to be digging a swimming pool in the dirt.  She acts as the supporter of independent 

endeavors like these—making sure her students are safe and have the tools they need to 

accomplish their ideas.  DAP.  Conversely, the second statement I hear her make often 

follows an infringement on the bodily rights of one child by another.  If someone gets hit, 

pushed, yelled at, told to “shut up,” called, “poopy-head,” any of the range of infractions 

on personal or psychological space that happens in a preschool, Carolina’s response is 

usually, “You didn’t like that.  Tell her you didn’t like that.  Tell her you don’t want her 

to do that.”  Which is usually followed by an almost rote, but passionately delivered 

child’s voice saying, “I don’t like that!  Don’t do that!”  Her version of the “Habibi’s 

way” involves freedom to choose, freedom to explore, freedom to imagine, converse and 

dream, without the license to infringe on the rights of others.  It does not involve letters, 

numbers.  This freedom—not license [with due respect to  A.S. Neil (1966)] is Carolina’s 

way of interfering with the narcissism of young children, inserting a sense of other and a 

sense that self and other can, through conflict, come to understand ways to negotiate 

wants, needs and social structures.  It is almost a version of liberation theology for 

Carolina (Tombs, 2002).  As she said in her Journey on the day she had a religious 

epiphany: “When I went outside, I felt so sorry for what I saw out there.  What I was 

seeing were just normal things, but I had seen a better world, and this one seemed 

suddenly sad.”  She aims to change things. 

Her understanding of conflict as a counter-hegemonic tool can be illustrated in a 

conversation she and I recently had.  I told her that when Andrew and I were making 

sweeping changes in the curriculum few years back, I found her to be somewhat resistant 

to the changes.  She—in her own way—told me to be more specific, that she didn’t 

remember it that way.  I brought up the example of my desire to move from age 
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grouping, which is the way the school was organized in the early 90s—with sequestered 

groups of children based on birthdates—to a complete multi-aged, open access 

atmosphere.  She told me she remembered those changes, but said she supported them, 

but drew the line [a line that pretty much still exists] at total inclusion for the entire day.  

She said, “I want the really little ones to be able to have the playground to themselves for 

some of the time, so they can fight over a swing or a shovel or something with someone 

their own size.”  I stand corrected.  I also stand behind her decision and offer it as a 

metaphor for understanding conflict as less something to be resolved and more something 

to welcome as a pedagogical tool in teaching the social, emotional, political child.  

Carolina understands the conflicts that arise over tools and materials, personal space and 

personal rights as integral to the education of the young child, interfering with the 

“natural” or “innocent” unfettered, culturally or politically, emotional development of a 

human being.  She sees these moments as times to instill ideas of democracy, equity, 

emotional safety. 

Again, the teachers involved focus on community, relationships, self-expression.  

Whether it is sitting around a table, eating, or wrestling in a tangle of arms and legs, or 

huddling around an adult mentor, as she or he shows how to refract sunlight into a focal 

point hot enough to burn, there is a resistance to children sitting down, looking at text, 

repeating adult-inspired concepts.  There is also a resistance to the idea that “other” 

“traditional” ideas of what should be happening in a preschool are worthy pursuits.  

There is even a resistance to others’ ideas of what is “appropriate” in progressive schools.  

And there is an embrace of conflict as integral to the development of young children. 

Counter Hegemonic Pedagogy and Identity Issues 

But that is not all that these teachers resist in terms of what is considered 

“normal” for a preschool to include as its curriculum.  As I stated, one of my older 
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daughter’s favorite activities is wrestling at school.  She doesn’t wrestle at home, with her 

sister, grandpa, mother or anyone else (very often).  Wrestling is a school activity.  In my 

months observing, I saw a teacher who is not part of this research project, but who 

teaches at the school walk into the front room when no one was wrestling saying—

apparently to herself—“I need to go in there and wrestle.”  She then approached a group 

of girls and said, “Anybody want to wrestle with me?”  I interpret the actions of this 

teacher, a woman, as actively encouraging girls to engage in activities associated under 

strict gender roles as being “boy games.” 

Along these same gender identity lines, I have seen—many times—children who 

have decided to dress in gender bending attire whose actions were actively encouraged by 

their teachers.  Shoes are never required—are sometimes discouraged—at this school.  

There are several old USPS mail crates pushed against the walls inside the school and 

along the fence in the play yard where the students can deposit their shoes if they choose 

not to wear them at any point in the day.  I have observed several moments where a 

student approaches the boxes and picks through the shoes that are inside.  In this 

particular incident, taken from my journal, Steve finds a pair that suits him. 

It’s a pair of glittery, red shoes, they look like they just tumbled from over 
the rainbow.  He starts to slip them on.  They fit.  He tilts his head and 
angles his foot to see them from several perspectives.  It’s a bright day, so 
the red glitter sends the rays of the sun scattering in a thousand points of 
ruby.  Steve’s head swivels around to see if anyone else sees him.  I 
wonder if he is looking for eyes to admire him—that’s what my daughter 
does when she’s particularly happy with something she’s wearing—or is 
he looking to see if he is getting away with something?  Andrew has been 
watching him and approaches.  He says, “Those are really shiny.  I think 
they’re new.”  Steve nods.  Andrew continues, “Do you know whose they 
are?”  Steve nods again.  He tells Andrew who the owner of the slippers is.  
Andrew says, “OK let’s go ask her if you can wear them.  Those are hers 
and she may not want anyone else to wear them.”  Then he adds, “I hope 
she lets you.”  Steve says, “Me too.”  They go find the owner.  She didn’t 
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care that he had put them on, so Steve wears them as he runs around, 
shirtless, in sweatpants, doing the things that he does… 

Another time:  Mike sits on the steps outside next to a boy.  Lying on the steps 

between them are two dolls—action figures, some might say.  The two eight-inch dolls 

are exaggerations of men, bulging muscles, cubed heads.  One is in military combat 

regalia; the other’s body is covered in futuristic, but bellicose, body armor.  The figures 

are plastic and have limited range of motion in their limbs, whoever left them there either 

intentionally or unwittingly left them lying with their arms extended, face-to-face.  

Having been constructed in this culture, I would have said they looked like they were 

fighting, laying there like that.  No doubt that’s what their manufacturers and marketers 

would want me to think.  Mike notices them and picks them up.  He asks the boy next to 

him, “What are these guys doing?”  The boy doesn’t hesitate: “Their fighting.”  Mike 

says, “I think they’re hugging.  Yeah, he’s giving him a kiss.  They’re not enemies at all.”  

The boy looks at them.  He says, “Maybe.” 

**** 

My daughter comes home from school covered in paint about three days a week.  

Body painting is a celebrated event at this school.  While her overwhelmingly favorite 

thing to be painted is “bad mermaid,” for which she instructs an adult to paint a mask 

around her eyes and paint facsimiles of green scales on her legs and a shell bikini top.  

But she also, more rarely, comes home painted as “Batman” with a black bat symbol 

across her chest and “cape” on her back.  Sometimes she’s a slightly more gender-neutral 

“T-rex.” 

These things set this school apart from other schools.  I was in a public school 

Kindergarten classroom recently, the male teacher, whose style I had been admiring, said, 

“OK, it’s time to line up.  I want a line of boys and a line of girls.”  In my experiences, 
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this type of gender demarcation with young children is more the norm; it is the hidden 

curriculum of schooling (Apple, 1990; McLaren, 1994).  Mike and Andrew illustrate two 

approaches to a similar issue in the above vignettes.  Andrew, in his attention to issues of 

private property, without addressing the issue of gender roles and the costumes thereof, 

passively addresses Steve’s choice of footwear.  By not calling attention to the obvious 

fact that Steve is choosing clothes ‘intended’ for a girl, he privileges Steve’s choice.  This 

inaction/tacit approval is not merely Andrew choosing not to say anything about it.  Steve 

often asks girls if he can wear their clothes.  His parents have even chosen to allow him 

to buy tutus and skirts that he wears regularly.  Andrew knows this.  He wants Steve to be 

able to exercise choice over his wardrobe that allows for choices that are hidden among 

the discursive (Foucault, 1977c).   

Mike—as he often does—takes a more direct approach.  Assuming he knows 

what the boy might be thinking about the action figures, he attempts to interrupt his 

student’s notions of the story that the two inanimate objects tell as they lay there 

touching.  This interference is calculated and pointed.  Mike likes to blow minds.  But 

notice that these are all vignettes taken from my observations; these are not the aspects of 

the curriculum that very often came up when the teachers spoke about themselves and 

their practice.  Heteronormativity rarely was a topic that the teachers discussed without 

prompting.  But statements are only sometimes made in an identifiable language (still it is 

noteworthy that these teachers are not actively discussing gender identity when asked to 

tell the story of their lives). 

I saw the father of a young boy who attended Habibi’s say, “You’ve got to take 

that dress off before we leave.”  This gender-role enforcement is countered by the ideas 

of the same teacher who encourages girls to wrestle with her, who used to send her own 

son (then two-years-old, now eight or so) to school at Habibi’s wearing hand-me-down 
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dresses.  Why should perfectly good clothes not be worn, simply because the child who 

outgrew them was dressing the part of another gender?  A good question for a 

conservationist, but this is only part of the point, this teacher has chosen to “show up, 

transform, and reverse the systems which quietly order us about” (Foucault, 1977, p. x, 

Quoted in Slattery, 2001, p. 28).  Again, in Slattery’s words, “For Foucault this resistance 

isolates the individual and creates ‘special cases’ which do not allow for generalizations” 

(Slattery 1997 p. 28).  These teachers attempt to interfere with the notion that there is 

some general way that a person of any given gender should costume a body or make 

assumptions about the actions of bodies costumed certain ways (even if those bodies are 

inanimate plastic figures). 

Keeping Austin Weird: Not Our Bumper Sticker 

Several times over the course of our interviewing process, Andrew mentioned the 

fact that what parents see as the difference between his school and more traditional 

schools has little to do with what his intentions for their children are: 

I don’t really like that whole thing about us being, “funky,” “cool,” 
“Austin-y.”  That’s the parents….Sometimes parents get the wrong idea 
about Habibi’s.  They take what they think is Habibi’s—the freedom and 
the creativity—and just let it become a monster.  I’d be distraught if I 
thought somehow we were giving the message that [our students] could do 
whatever they wanted and have what they wanted.  If the kids we had 
were in different economic situations or class—whatever—that would be 
different.  For the most part our families are going to have the 
opportunities.  So it’s less the idea that I want them to be able to pull 
themselves up by their bootstraps and get through anything.  It’s more that 
I want them to have some humanity in them as they don’t have to pull 
themselves up from their bootstraps, as they’re going along and having the 
kinds of advantages that they have—we have—and that we don’t even 
know that we have.  But only by talking about it and thinking about it that 
we realize that we have.  There’s a difference between saying, “The things 
that we gave that kid is why there is a problem now in the teenage years, 
or as an adult.”  And: “We didn’t do a good enough job at undoing things 
that were there.”  I don’t think that we are in the business of raising a 
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bunch of spoiled, uncaring, kids by giving them the kind of freedom that 
we give them.  I think that if we’re doing it right, we’re allowing for 
both—we allow them to feel really bad about someone they’ve hurt.  Or 
we allow them to sing and dance around after hurting someone.  We spend 
time thinking “Why is this child seeming to show no remorse and this 
other one seems to show a lot?”  But that’s not the thing to ask.  What we 
should be wondering is: “Is the one that’s showing remorse just doing 
what they’ve been taught?  Is the other one simply trying to hide guilty 
feelings?”  We need to be talking about what is going on around them, 
with them (interview transcript, 3 Feb, 2005). 

What is “going on around” children from my perspective is the social construction 

of their identities, as raced, gendered, classed, sexualized beings (James et al., 1998).  

Andrew seems aware of this.  He overtly states that his measure of “effectiveness”—that 

he could somehow measure a way that the future teens that he teaches could have the 

blind acceptance of their privileges “undone”—runs counter to the assumptions 

researchers make in attempting to discern the effectiveness of a given early childhood 

curriculum (Moyles et al., 2002).  Researchers like Moyles and the others, couldn’t 

possibly measure the type of effectiveness that Andrew fantasizes about.  “Undoing 

things” that are there, attempting to interfere with, call attention to, the invisible 

privileges that his students and he, himself, enjoy.  Several times, in interviews or 

conversations, Andrew said things like this statement: “If I could somehow watch the 

movie of these kids when they were in fifth grade or high school…but, that’s impossible, 

so what’s the point.”  To Andrew, the measure of the effectiveness of the counter-

hegemonic, interruptive “Habibi’s way” is a fantasy that could not materialize. 

Privilege and Social Construction 

As an extension to Andrew’s above statement about his students being privileged, 

Mike was telling a story about how the older students seem to be more drawn to him and 

his pedagogical style than younger ones, he noted that one girl who had avoided him for 

her first few weeks at school, finally came to him one day after she had hurt herself.  In a 
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moment of conjecture about why she had avoided him up until then, he added, “I think it 

was because I’m brown.”  This is the only time Mike mentioned his race in terms of the 

school in which he teaches.  Even when I asked about it, he would say something—a few 

words—then continue down a different path.  But in telling the story of his life, he made 

it clear that race and ethnicity are issues that he thinks about.  I find his statements about 

being surrounded by Latina/o people in Juarez—as he said “so many brown people” 

living just minutes away from his Texas home—that were so other to him very 

interesting.  He has a deep understanding of the social construction of privilege, race, 

ethnicity and culture based on his life experiences as a Mexican American living on the 

border between the US and Mexico.  One of my favorite quotes of his: “How are you 

going to be named Tyrone and live in El Paso and not be rocking some Sugar Hill 

Gang?”  How, indeed? 

Carolina wrestled with the idea that she “might have been a parent like a 

Nicaraguan if [she] had stayed there,” but then quickly added, “But you know what is 

right.  I already knew what was right.”  All three teachers provide indications that they 

are at least wrestling with the ideas of social construction, cultural context and privilege.  

However, I have never seen a newsletter (including all the ones I wrote) or heard a parent 

discussion group address race, equity or privilege.  “Diversity” has come up in parent 

meetings from time to time.  (I draw the distinction, because the issue of bringing 

“diversity” to the campus does not directly address the privileges that are already there.  

Especially considering the students at the school actually represent many different 

ethnicities and races, but are primarily from affluent homes.)  But, again, in Andrew’s 

words, the parents that pay for their children to attend his school—at least in terms of 

what he says they tell him—are more interested in the “funky” aspects of the school, and 

a little less politically inclined than the teachers seem to be. 
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Andrew told me about a section in the parent-designed website for his school 

(www.habibishutch.com) that has parent testimonials about why Habibi’s is so “Austin.”  

He wrinkled his nose when he talked about it, saying that he admits that what is 

happening at his school—the painted, mostly naked kids, the Hiphop and rock music that 

constantly plays, is “funky.”  But, again, he says, “That’s not what is cool about this 

place.  Yes, this is a great place where laughter and creativity are celebrated, but that’s 

not all.” 

When he agreed to let a large class of university undergraduates observe at his 

school, he told me:  “I imagine them looking around at all the artwork and the music and 

the kids painting themselves and stuff and say, ‘Oh they’re so free to express 

themselves!’  I always hope something happens, you know, some kids get really pissed 

off or something and that they’ll see how I—or the teachers, any of the teachers—deal 

with two really pissed-off kids. ‘You poop-head!’” His face becomes the cartoon of an 

enraged child.   

That’s where it’s happening.  In that. I don’t mind telling a child they can’t 
have something, or that they can’t do something that they want to do.  The 
world’s not always a pleasant place.  Disappointment is just part of life.  
It’s how you express your disappointment—how you deal with it—and 
how others around you deal with you dealing with it (interview transcript, 
11 March 2004). 

Again, this willingness to inject his students’ experiences with “open and honest” 

communication, with conflict and interference of his student’s desires, is Andrew’s 

paramount objective, his supreme educational goal.  He doesn’t really care if it looks 

“funky.”  But, ironically—or perhaps inevitably—his resistance does look funky, because 

it splits the dichotomy set up by the discourse of early childhood education between 

“normal” and “abnormal.”  Andrew, as Foucault suggested, is “dirty and bearded,” 

despite his shaven face (1977).   
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III. HOW WE TEACH: DROPPING KNOWLEDGE  

Again, Britzman reminds us that to A. Freud, “education in its widest sense 

‘comprises all types of interference with …development’” (Britzman, 1998, p. 61), and:  

When the psychoanalytic definition of education is brought to education, 
education may begin the slow acknowledgement of its own ethical 
implication: education must interfere.  There is nothing else it can do for it 
demands of students and teacher that each come to something, make 
something more of themselves (Britzman, 1998, p. 10).  

Self-expression, empathy, communication, relationship-building and risk-taking 

are the topics that the teachers most often articulate as their—or Habibi’s—“way.” These 

“something[s] more” that the teachers attempt to facilitate, foster, impart and allow are 

“taught,” which inspires the question of how these teachers teach what they teach, how 

they interfere.  

Mike calls it “dropping knowledge”: 

I remember one time I was telling a story about “speed wobbles” on a 
skateboard.  Well, I was dropping that knowledge and they take it.  And 
they have no idea what I’m talking about.  They’ve got no experience with 
that, but they file it away.  And later Max was watching the cars through 
the fence and he said, “That car’s gonna get speed wobbles” (interview 
transcript, 13 Dec. 2004). 

Mike is often telling stories, “dropping knowledge” telling children about the way 

the world is, the way things work.  He uses words, often metaphors, but he is content to 

simply tell.  He often engages in more experiential learning activities.  I watched him and 

four children dismantle a VCR, talking all along about what the function of different 

parts might be, simply feeling the way things were weighted and exploring the 

construction.  But he is often content to “tell.”  Although, given his propensity for danger 

and physical adventure, the following example, is also an apt self-description of himself 

as a teacher: 
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For instance with kids on monkey bars.  Kids would get out there on the 
monkey bars and their feet would be dangling, they’d realize they couldn’t 
reach the ground and that they were up in the air and they’d start crying.  
I’d run over there and if there was stuff underneath them, crates or tires or 
whatever, I’d clear that stuff out.  But I’m not gonna go over there and 
grab them and say “You’re OK.”  Instead, I’ll go clear stuff out and be 
like, “OK, it’s clear.”  Nothing like, “Oh, you want to get down.  Let me 
get you down.”  I want to push it a little bit.  How far will they go and how 
far will I take them?  It’s like, “Let’s just see.” … I always do that move 
where I have my hands out on the perimeter of them, and I’m like, “OK if 
you drop—if you want me to catch you—I’ll catch you.  They’ll either 
say, “OK,” or “No no no.”  I love watching their finger peel over the top—
it’s borderline sinister some people look at me like…[eyebrow raises]. 
But the fingers are peeling off.  They’ll have like three fingers on, two fingers on 
both hands, and their eyes are so big.  You can’t believe you’re doing it to them.  
And then they drop.  And what I do is let them hit the ground [about a foot-and-a-
half-drop] with their feet and then I’ll catch, I’ll grab them then after their feet 
touch.  Then there’s the moment where they either say, “I’m not ready for that,” 
or “Ahhhh, that’s so easy.”  You got to get them to that edge, though.  And get 
ready and see what’s going to happen.  It’s scary, but it’s fun.  It’s reality, man, 
when you think about it.  I don’t know, I guess you’ve got to trust too.  That’s 
something that they learn there in an instance like that.  They learn a lot of trust—
same with wrestling with them, and being rambunctious (interview transcript, 3 
Feb. 2005). 

Even though it is the child who initially makes the decision to end up hanging 

from the monkey bars, it’s certainly not the kind of trust that arises from a “child-

directed” fantasy.  Whether or not “trust” is the result of the experience the metaphor for 

what is happening in a moment like this, the moment itself is a square peg; and DAP is a 

round hole (Bredekamp & Copple, 1997).  Mike’s pedagogical style and philosophy are 

illustrated by what he calls “mother-ese,” which I translate as speaking to children in a 

patronizing way.  In Mike’s story about hide-and-seek and in the story about not 

immediately rescuing children from the predicaments they get themselves into on the 

monkey bars, Mike brings narrative to the resistance to “the adult myth of childhood 

innocence and the adult desire to protect children from the harsh world” (Britzman, 1998, 
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p. 127).  Mike is a walking, bike-riding, illustration of the metaphor of education as 

interference.  

Making a Space for the ‘Elsewhere’ 

Carolina’s style is in stark contrast to Mike’s.  She spoke briefly about “what” she 

teaches children: 

I don’t know why people stress out about academic stuff, reading, writing 
and all that stuff.  Kids this young are going to have a hard time if we tried 
to put those things in their minds already.  And if they have a hard time, 
they’re not going to like it.  They have to want to do it in order to learn.  I 
had that experience with my kids, once they went to kindergarten.  I mean, 
Alyssa learned to read in two weeks.  And doing the puzzles she was like 
[snaps] so fast.  We hardly have any puzzles at Habibi’s, but we are doing 
all the things that made it easy for her to do the things they do in 
kindergarten, like [at Habibi’s] we’re building with the blocks, just any of 
the stuff that they do outside, just being relaxed and not stressed out about 
things.  I think her brain was just like a sponge by the time she left here 
(interview transcript, 18 Feb. 2005). 

The “what” (as in “what” she teaches) is a ghost in this example.  She is much 

more apt to talk about “what not.”  “Building with blocks” and “any of the stuff that they 

do outside,” though activities that have volumes to do with “developmentally 

appropriate” discourse are not addressed by her or any of her colleagues in terms of what 

is gained, learned, taught through their use.  Rather, “being relaxed” (and the negative of 

its counterpart: “not being stressed out”) is the only there in her statment. The rest of her 

description is populated by “there aren’ts.”  Britzman avers, “The appearance of 

education can become complicated by its own others: the incognito, the unapparent, the 

contested, indeed the ‘what else’ and the ‘elsewhere’ of learning” (Britzman, 1998, pp. 5-

6); therefore Britzman is drawn to the metaphor of interference.  She writes, “In 

positioning education as a question of interference (as opposed to an engineered 

development), we have a very different epistemology and ontology of actions and actors: 
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one that insists that the inside of actors is as complicated as the outside, and that this 

combination is the grounds of education” (Britzman, 1998, p. 6). 

Carolina values the materials of a DAP education—blocks and “stuff”—but she 

makes room for a whole other set of unstated assumptions about “relaxed” children.  At 

the same time, Carolina seems to contradict my reading of her desire to provide her 

students with time to “fight over a swing or a shovel or something with someone their 

own size.”  I cannot safely interpret this contradiction; instead I offer it as one of many of 

the multiplicities that are these teachers, their practice, their lives.  And to that I add that 

there is something welcoming about the idea that Carolina intuitively lauds building with 

blocks—the DAPpiest of activities (Cuffaro, 1995; Reifel, 1981, 1984)—and being 

“relaxed,” while also finding value in fighting.  She is at home dwelling in the “what 

else” and “elsewhere” of early childhood education (Britzman, 1998, p. 6).  There is no 

simple example for what this or any of these teachers thinks good teaching is.  There are 

only contradictions, metaphors and desire—as complicated as the lives that led to this 

research, to their stories, to this paragraph. 

Making Time for Conflict 

When Andrew was talking about the things that he teaches children, he chose to 

tell me about the following moment: 

The other day Jeff had a meltdown.  His mom just started a new full-time 
job.  And he had to get to school much earlier and stay longer and there 
were big changes in his life.  He couldn’t fully understand, and when his 
mom dropped him off that day, he just lost it.  He was crying, and he just 
buried his head in my shoulder as deeply as possible and cried really hard 
for a good long while.  I didn’t say anything like, “You’re OK.” Or “Big 
boys don’t cry.”  I didn’t offer him—none of us did, or would—offer him 
platitudes.  It was a moment where I could offer him unconditionally 
myself for him to express himself, to feel sad.  He was sad.  And I don’t 
know how long it took, maybe five minutes, but the point is there wasn’t a 
time limit on it.  It’s not a race.  It wasn’t a moment to get through.  It was 
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the moment.  That was what I was doing during that time.  That’s where I 
was teaching.  Being the preschool teacher that I want to be, that I want 
people to see when they come to Habibi’s.  It doesn’t matter how long it 
takes to get through difficult moments.  The easy moments are when 
you’re not teaching.  It’s the difficult moments when you’re doing your 
job.  He took as long as he needed and then he went on with his day 
(interview transcript, 20 Jan. 2005). 

Through this scene I want to revisit the words of Carolina above when she speaks 

of “relaxed” children.  Rather than hurrying Jeff through the inevitable sadness of leaving 

his mother, forcing on him an activity or distracting him from his emotions with a book, 

song or “cool” observations, Andrew allotted time.  He insists on constructing the 

curriculum of his school around making time for his students to feel the emotions that 

they currently feel.  Andrew provides moments—insists on moments—where students 

just “are.”  It could be read as a contradiction to the idea that education is interference.  It 

could be—and seems to often be understood by parents at this school—that the teachers 

are focusing on the child as a “natural” state of being, simply allowing the child to 

unfold, blossom, with emotions intact.  But I read this moment, and Andrew’s telling of it 

as an understanding that the interference of his mother’s new job has created conflicts.  

Andrew doesn’t attempt to resolve those conflicts.  There is no resolution.  Instead he lets 

the child wrestle with the difficult knowledge that his mother has left him to go to work.  

He doesn’t attempt to circumvent or heal the conflict.  He allows it.  Gives the child time 

to live in the knowledge, feel the hurt.   

Dubious words 

In describing this scene, Andrew used the word “empathy”—a word that often 

escapes his lips—in terms of one of the things that he says is being taught at his school, 

then in typical Andrew fashion he picked apart his own words: 

I remember seeing Woody Allen on 60 minutes—before all the scandals.  
They asked him why he thought he’d be a good parent, and he said, “Well, 
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you know, I’m funny, I play music, I’m sympathetic…” and he said other 
things.  And I remember thinking, “Why did he say sympathetic instead of 
empathetic.”  And I’m thinking about the dubiousness of empathy.  How 
can you really truly “empathize” with somebody else?  So maybe 
sympathy is the better word.  Not sympathy, like “I feel sorry for you,” but 
sympathy or empathy, like “we are alike.”  Things that you’re 
experiencing now, I may very well experience in just a moment.”  It 
sounds more realistic, “I can give you sympathy.  As far as one person can 
go, I can be sympathetic to your plight.”  And I guess in a practical way in 
the things that we do at the school.  Obviously I wrestle a lot.  Literally.  
When I react to what I’ve done.  Like, “Man, I just hit you on the head 
with my knee!  My god! That must have hurt.”  It’s not just what I say, but 
the way I say it.  I can’t see it, because I can’t compare it with six other 
ways of doing it, but compared to: “I didn’t mean to.” Or “I didn’t hit you 
very hard.”  Or instead of just, “I’m sorry” and going on.  Instead of 
saying those types of things, I want them to hear me say, “Wow, I did 
that!” I think it shows them that I did this thing and you didn’t want me to, 
and that no one would want me to, and that I honor that and I take 
responsibility for that.  And then I say, “Man, this is how it happened” 
(interview transcript, 3 Feb. 2005).  

Of course, Freud constructs the idea of empathy as an attempt to project one’s self 

into the condition of the other.  Britzman writes, “This projection is forgotten with the 

hope that it is possible, in Freud’s words, ‘to feel our way into people’ (Britzman, 1998, 

p. 83).  Indeed, Andrew is thinking about the “dubiousness of empathy.”  But he still uses 

this “forgotten” construct as a working metaphor for his teaching practices.  This cannot 

be ignored.  But in examining the way that he acts out what he calls “empathy” or 

sympathy” I read him, once again as creating space in his curriculum for his students to 

deal with the conflicts that have arisen.  When a student kicks a teacher in the head, 

Andrew allows time and space for that student to react to it as that student sees fit.  

“Empathy” becomes a signifier with an even more slippery relationship to what is being 

signified.  He contrasts his search for the dubious empathy among his students with: 

When I’m talking about the teachers being empathetic, it’s in allowing the 
children not to be empathetic, to realize that they’re not there, to feel the 
remorse that we’re looking for.  For them to feel bad about conking 
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somebody on the head, to show them your love and affection and your 
empathy, but not to force it out of the children who hurt someone.  But to 
let them see you ease pain, to try and comfort someone who’s been hurt.  
And that that is enough, I believe.  Over the course of time, they will see 
things that could never be spoken.  Things that could never be felt by 
being told, “Say you’re sorry.” Or “Aren’t you sorry that happened?” Or 
“how would you feel if that happened to you?”  It really bothers me when 
someone says, “How would you like it if I did that to you?” (interview 
transcript, 2  Dec. 2004) 

I see that it’s kind of a contradiction to say, “I want them to be able to 
express themselves,” and “Damn the consequences,” but at the same time 
wanting them to be empathetic with other people.  But you can see it with 
four- and five-year-olds.  You can see them pick up a little one that’s 
fallen down, or getting them a cup of water, when nobody asked them to.  
Or in asking them, “She doesn’t know how to open the door, could you do 
it?”  So I guess our role as teachers is–just as they can see teachers playing 
music or drawing or painting, they can see teachers, over and over, being 
empathetic or sympathetic toward their situation or toward their friends 
toward another child.  If you can feel empathy for others, then you can 
feel, “I’m not the only person experiencing this.”  You can feel more a 
part of yourself.  That can only bring you closer to others, no matter how 
similar or different you may be.  And that goes with positive things, too.  
You don’t want students to be constantly seeking the approval of others, 
but at the same time, when a friend comes to you and shows you 
something, you can say, “Hey, all right! That was so hard to do and you 
did it!” Not over blowing it, not going over the top, but when there’s 
something that they didn’t think they could do, they got recognized for 
trying.  They learn that there are other people engaged in the same kind of 
risk-taking.  Other people are unsure and trying, other people are having 
this same kind of adventure, but it’s different. It’s theirs (interview 
transcript, 3 Feb. 2005).  

Britzman considers the desire of empathy:  “These liberal hopes, these various 

narratives of affirmation that are lived, however differently, as conceptual needs—and 

oddly, as one-way instances of empathy—are, however, really about the production of 

sameness” (Britzman, 1998p. 87).  But to revisit something Andrew said earlier about 

asking questions about what one is expecting of students as a teacher, he says: 

I think that if we’re doing it right, we’re allowing for both—we allow [the 
students] to feel really bad about someone they’ve hurt.  Or we allow them 
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to sing and dance around after hurting someone.  We spend time thinking 
“Why is this child seeming to show no remorse and this other one seems 
to show a lot?”  But that’s not the thing to ask.  What we should be 
wondering is: “Is the one that’s showing remorse just doing what they’ve 
been taught?  Is the other one simply trying to hide guilty feelings?”  We 
need to be talking about what is going on around them, with them 
(interview transcript, 3 Feb. 2005). 

Again, Andrew does hold these “liberal hopes” of educating, teaching in such a 

way that students will act out empathetic scenarios.  But he also stated quite clearly in a 

previous quote that we are asking the wrong questions about what children are “seeming” 

to “show.”  He is willing to follow his instincts—his desires—into territories of education 

that are not altogether clear even to him, and are certainly not part of NAEYC’s 

accreditation preparation packet. 

New colors: The Pointillist’s Contrasts   

The landscape that is being painted is constrained by the framework—the eyes—

of the artist.  I have chosen to use the language of the Freud family, as filtered through a 

scholar, Britzman, who is historically contextualized in my own time.  And I chose to 

allow the complimentary colors of Andrew’s descriptions to work as the contrasting 

colors in a pointillist painting.  Seemingly inconsistent colors—when set next to one 

another by a pointillist’s brush—create new, different colors that blend with the context 

of the surroundings.  These contradictions stand—like Andrew’s relationship to his cell 

phone—as integral to him, his teaching and his school. 

From here there emerges—through the data and the narrative I have created from 

them—the question, “where?”  Where, if not the NAEYC, and in contrast sometimes 

with the popularized language of Freud, did these teachers learn their craft?  Have their 

practices changed over time, were they introduced—as Andrew claims he was through 
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college professors that preached the virtues of DAP—to pedagogical, philosophical and 

metaphorical tools to work with? 
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IV. WHERE WE GOT IT:  LEARNING TO TEACH & THE EVOLUTION OF A 
CURRICULUM  

Mike brought up the subject, to which Andrew was attending, of facilitating 

moments where relational issues can be addressed.  He spoke about it in terms of a 

learning experience for him.  He used Andrew as his model for addressing conflicts and 

emotions among the students and himself: 

I don’t really have it that good.  I get frustrated and real short and I’ll start 
using three word phrases that cover everything, you know.  I solve the 
problems for them, when I should let them bang it out, but it takes 
patience.  I sometimes start getting too cut and dried.  It’s a challenge for 
me at the same time to try to figure out those kinds of things.  Basically 
when I get to that point, where I can tell I’m not letting them solve their 
problems, I just talk to Andrew and say, “Man, what do you think about 
this? And what can we do about this?” (interview transcript, 6 Dec. 2004) 

As Mike has illustrated quite well, he tends to interfere more blatantly with the 

constructs of his students.  But at the same time that he enjoys the role of “mind blower” 

he seeks guidance from Andrew; he senses that there is a “better” way or a “best” way to 

teach, and he studies those around him in search of clues to its existence.  At another 

time, he addressed all of the teachers’ roles as educators for the adults at the school, a sort 

of collective self-reflection: 

It’s cool, because at Habibi’s most questions are pretty open ended, so 
there’s somewhere we’d like to go with it, but there’ s different ways to 
get to that goal.  It’s the way we’ve set the school up.  It’s more open 
ended.  We put stuff out there and let it get mixed together and we don’t 
know what the result’s going to be.  What’s the best thing for the kids?  
There’s not just one answer to that.  There are tons of different answers.  
And that’s the thing too. We’re mindful of all these different approaches.  
We’ll ask the questions, we’ll have these meetings where we’ll talk about 
things like kids falling down.  If a kid falls down a lot of people would be 
quick to say, “You’re OK.”  But you know, that’s imposing your thoughts 
on somebody else.  I found myself saying that occasionally, too.  We 
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talked about that, but not in a way where anyone was told, “We’re not 
going to say that.  It’s mean.”  But we talked about and we realized, when 
you fall down you’re not really okay.  When I’ve just fallen down, I’m not 
OK.  I’m pissed off.  I’m bruised. I’m feeling heat and tingling in my 
knees, and my skin is ripped off.  I’m not OK with that.   

So, we realized that.  We can’t impose that on them—how they are.  So 
we decided what we’re gonna say is, “You fell down!” or “You’re feeling 
sad!” or you know you just acknowledge their feelings.  You’re not going 
to make a bigger deal out of it, which I sometimes tend to do.  When 
someone gets whacked, and they’re sitting there crying, and I’m pissed off 
for them and I’m like [in a clinched teeth voice] “Dude, you hit him man!” 
and you know a kid’s sitting there crying. I tend to do that myself.  But 
I’m trying to get away from that (interview transcript, 6 Dec. 2004).   

Top-down/Bottom-up: False Dichotomy 

In terms of theory/practice and top-down/bottom-up debates addressed in 

previous chpaters (Chafel & Reifel, 1996; Schoonmaker & Ryan, 1996), this school and 

its inhabitants, again, inhabit a space resistant to either/or dichotomies.  Mike defers to 

Andrew, while at the same time portrays a collaborative approach to both practices and 

the thinking/theory behind them.  Andrew talks about this sort of collaborative 

questioning: 

When you combine my personality with the way that the school gets run, I 
think you see that it’s a good combination.  I’m pretty analytical, I think 
about things a lot, and so I’m constantly thinking, “What can we do about 
this.  Why do we do it this way?  Why do we say this or that to children?”  
But the teachers see that it’s not my way or the highway.  I’m constantly 
questioning why we do the things that we do, but I’m not really saying, 
“We should do this.”  I’m not telling them what to do, I’m just asking 
questions.  I’m quick to say, “I don’t know…I’m not sure.”  We’re just 
questioning all the time (interview transcript, 9 Dec. 2004).  

Again, we find a curious curriculum that is neither top-down nor bottom-up; it is 

resistant to the dichotomy.  Andrew attributes the blend of his personality with the way 

the school works, but of course, the school is owned by the person whose personality 

decides how it gets run.   
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Pop goes the curriculum: Popular culture, difficult knowledge and top-down/bottom-
up decision-making 

As a teacher at this school, I never felt like my ideas were not heard, but I can 

remember a time, when—as curious as it seems to me now—I suggested we stop 

allowing students to bring toys that had the themes of pop culture so inscribed in them.  

Movie tie-ins, Power Rangers, Barbies and the like seemed so demanding of scripted play 

with hegemonic themes (Christian & Erdman, 1997; McLaren & Morris, 1997; Steinberg 

& Kincheloe, 1997).  As delineated in earlier chapters, there is something to this idea.  

But Andrew, who also sees some themes of popular culture as problematic says, “I can’t 

think of any subject that would be not OK to talk about with kids” (See section titled 

“Monday Night Football and Early Childhood Education” in “Andrew’s Journey”)  

Andrew finds the themes and images of popular culture perfect jumping-off places for 

introducing difficult knowledge.  Just as the story of his friend who was forced into the 

terrible position of having to choose whether or not his father lived, the themes of pop 

culture bring perfect opportunities to interfere with the world views of his students.  

When Mike brings romantic notions to the possible playing field of “action figures,” 

when Andrew discusses the reasoning behind the script for Terrell Owens’ character’s 

decision to make love to an objectified Nicolette Sheridan rather than play football, ideas 

that these teachers perceive as counter-hegemonic are introduced to children who are 

being constructed within our current hegemony.  When I suggested we ban toys inscribed 

with these themes, Andrew argued that we would not be teaching, that the students live in 

a world where these are the themes and images that they see every day, if we don’t offer 

them an alternate way of perceiving those themes, we would not be teaching.  We are 

teachers; I stood corrected.  I carry these ideas—ideas that hatched from eggs in a staff 

meeting years before I attended graduate school—with me today.  Was the curriculum 
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written from the top and forced down?  Yes and no.  Andrew is at the top of Habibi’s.  

Habibi’s is at the margins of preschools.  But then again, Andrew, as he describes himself 

and as I have come to know him, allows teachers to teach at his school in ways that he, 

himself, would not. 

Mike has a similar stance on the themes of popular culture, but rather than using 

the problematic toys, themes, and images to spawn interruptive conversations, Mike culls 

through all of it for inspiration—like a DJ looking through a crate of vinyl.  Remember 

that it was “Fonzie,” a fictional character from a 70s sit-com that introduced Mike to the 

idea that one can leave the earth on two wheels.  Just recently I walked onto the 

playground at Habibi’s.  Mike was the only teacher outside and there were a few students 

who were playing in tight little knots here and there.  Mike’s attention was on the music 

though.  He said, “Check this out.  I don’t know where it came from, but I just found it.  

It’s a tape of all kinds of TV shows from all the way back.  I just heard ‘Sanford and 

Son!’”  The theme from ‘St. Elsewhere’ was playing.  The melody brought back a flood 

of memories.  Mike’s “DJ” popped into my head.  It turns out Andrew had bought the 

cassette tape—an endangered species—at Half Price Books, feeding Mike’s pedagogical 

practices.  Mike said, “Oh, it’s on.”  While Andrew’s relationship to pop culture is more 

akin to the type of media literacy praised by Dyson (1994; 1996; 1997), Mike’s 

relationship to popular culture is more like his relationship to teaching—it can “blow 

your mind.”  Remember, he said, “When my friend, Frank, brought over N.W.A. and I 

heard that gangsta sound for the first time, I was amazed.  It blew my mind.”  Mike 

appreciates a good mind-blowing.  Violence to one’s mental make-up is education at its 

finest for him. 
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The Evolution of a Curriculum 

At another sitting, Andrew says almost the same thing he said about collaboration 

being part of the design of Habibi’s curriculum, this time he applies it to the way the 

curriculum of the school has changed over time, and continues to change: 

The other teachers have a lot to say.  One thing about my personality is 
I’m good at deferring.  I’m not hesitant to say, “I don’t know.”  The other 
teachers are able to have an influence.  They’re not just painting by 
numbers.  Basically we started, you and me, started always asking, “Why 
do we do it that way?  Why do we say that to kids?”  Why do we ask this 
of them?” (interview transcript, 20 Jan. 2005) 

The preceding quote is Andrew’s recollection of how the Habibi’s curriculum, a 

fluid thing, not a top-down, transferable, marketable thing, began evolving—but also, not 

a truly collaborative, bottom-up endeavor.  He owns the school.  His teachers have 

“influence.”  He recalls me being much more integral to this process than my 

recollection.  My memory centers me much less, but I know that my ideas play heavily 

into Andrew’s and vice-versa.  When Andrew started teaching at Habibi’s, I had left to 

teach in public school.  When I came back, I was introduced to Andrew’s constant 

questioning of why things had to be the way they always were, but I was coming from the 

rigid world of public elementary school.  The questions I had rattling constantly in my 

head seldom were answered through changes in my practice in my classroom. 

One of the first things I remember Andrew asking was the simple question:  “Why 

do we stand over the students at lunch time telling them to eat a little bit more of this or 

that, and then telling them when it’s OK to eat dessert?  It’s their lunch.”  In the very next 

newsletter I wrote this: 

Habibi’s News [excerpt] 

The Lunchtime Reich: Or Sugar and the Developing Mind and Tooth 
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Most of the Hutch parents are aware of the request not to send refined 
sugar treats with the lunches.  … This sugar ban is mostly adhered to 
loosely and sometimes ignored.  That’s probably the way rules should be 
followed.  Obviously we allow sugary snacks on birthdays and whatnot.  
The problem is we have children with whom we have been having minor 
power struggles regarding when they can have their “treat.”  This game 
(“Four more bites of cous-cous and you can have your fruit roll-up”) is 
playfully engaged in and generally enjoyed, but it does mean that power is 
being played with, and we simply don’t think that one’s lunch should be a 
battle (even if it seems fun).  The only thing driving the teachers to 
decisions about what should be eaten in what order is tradition.  SO from 
now on we are not going to have your child eat anything in any particular 
order.  SO if you don’t want them to fill up on fruit roll-ups or gummy 
Godzillas do not pack fruit roll-ups or gummy Godzillas.  …  The main 
issue is not interfering with the decision-making processes of the children.  
Our school is based on freedom and respect.  This is one more way that 
they can be in charge of one of the millions of things that really doesn’t 
need to be controlled by adults but is anyway (Habibi’sNews, August 
1998).   

Andrew opened the door to questioning simple things, and I jumped on the 

bandwagon.  Soon we were questioning everything.  The next tradition to fall was shoe-

wearing.  We had always spent long minutes putting everyone’s shoes back on after the 

daily afternoon nap, before we headed outside.  But it suddenly seemed self evident: if 

children don’t want their toes to be stubbed, or their feet to be sandy, they’ll figure out 

that they need to wear their shoes, if they don’t want to wear them, why should they?  

Care has been taken to ensure there are no nails or broken glass lying around, so why do 

they need their shoes on?  Tradition.  And as Andrew’s practices have illustrated, if a 

child stubs her toe, there is plenty of time to reflect on—to feel—the pain.  After shoes it 

was shirts, then pants, then sleeping at naptime, then the floodgates were open. 

Many of the things that set Habibi’s apart from other schools—visually—

happened in a few short months at the end of the 90s.  But as Andrew is quick to point 

out, these are not the things that he wants his school to be identified with.  These are 
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simply by-products of a constant questioning of what he (and each Habibi’s teacher) 

expects teachers and children to be doing, saying and learning. 

On one of the few days that Carolina chose to talk about teaching in general, she 

still told me about these changes in terms of her parenting and teaching: 

I don’t expect the same things from my children as some parents.  I think 
it’s because of Habibi’s, otherwise, I would be doing the same—thinking 
that was the right thing.  So for sure working with Andrew and Em is why.  
The experience I had with Em, and the experience that I have now, just 
working with them all the time.  A bunch of schools are like that with the 
“time outs” and getting mad about “inside-voices” and all that.  When they 
go to Kindergarten they have to keep their voices down.  But it wasn’t 
long ago, that we had “time out.”  And I think we did have “inside 
voices,” and [the students] had to stay at circle time.  I think the way we 
are doing it now is better for the kids (interview transcript, 18 Feb. 2005). 
 
She continues: 
 
But, it was hard for me when Andrew came, and to see the playground such a 
mess. But once I saw what came after that, I could see it was a good thing.  Em 
used to try to do so much. She used to do things that were a tradition.  Because I 
was so used to it, it was hard not to do it anymore.  But now I’m glad we don’t. 
But even when Em was there, she started changing things.  But I think she did 
what she did because she knew that’s what the parents wanted…maybe….I think 
Em was thinking more about the parents (interview transcript, 18 Feb. 2005). 

I have had many conversations about Habibi’s Hutch with the undergraduates I 

teach in a course called “Guiding Young Children in Groups,” part of the professional 

sequence in the teacher education program.  Several instructors in the early childhood 

department require—for what I believe to be contrasting reasons—their students to visit 

the school.  I do not, but the preservice teachers often find out that I have taught at 

Habibi’s and want to talk about the things that they have seen there.  Usually the 

conversation starts with naked bodies and fans out to DAP (where unfortunately 

discussions in our college often end), sometimes moving through to identity construction.  

Minds are blown.  College students meet with interference.  Carolina is not the only 
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person who has had her thoughts rearranged through contact with the teachers at this 

school.  Andrew thinks differently.  I think differently.  Mike does.  Different teachers 

who teach differently become different people and change other adults in the process.  

Like K. Tobin and the others suggest, the metaphors that are collected, created, and co-

created among these teachers change teacher beliefs (Tobin, 1990; Tobin & Ulerick, 

1989). 

The adult lives, perceptions, that have changed, whether from above or hashed out 

in trenches, create an often contradictory, but declared cohesive curriculum to which 

these teachers profess to adhere—to buy in.  Again, I am leery of cultish followings, but I 

applaud interruptions.  I am also critically inclined.  I am always on the lookout for 

interruptions, but I am inclined to see the fog of hegemony.  In as much as I have created 

a narrative of counter-hegemony at this school, I am able to create—as I stated earlier—a 

narrative of hegemony with the “counter” dropped. 

Hegemony at the Hutch 

To add to the list of contradictions that I have found and asserted concerning the 

curriculum at Habibi’s and its teachers, I offer this:  In as much as I find Andrew and his 

teachers to be actively resistant to the systems which quietly order preschool teachers 

about—the discourse of early childhood education—I have also received glimpses into 

the “hidden curriculum” of patriarchal dominance at Habibi’s.  As stated, wrestling is an 

everyday occurrence at this preschool.  Also as stated, these teachers (Andrew and Mike 

in particular) use, rather than combat, the violence that their students act out—often 

discussing the difference between real issues of violence (like Andrew’s patricidal high 

school buddy) and those of pretend violence (whether or not Batman gives his foes 

enough chances to explain themselves before he cold-cocks them).  This attention to 

conflict in both popular culture and in our society is commonplace at this school. 
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If a student wants to wrestle, she can.  At just about any time during the day a 

student can find an adult who will engage in physical play that often involves hitting with 

pillows and rolling around on the ground—fighting.  The teachers are ecstatic when girls 

join the fray, and they often do.  As stated, some teachers will even encourage girls to 

wrestle when it seems the “child-directed” thing to do would be to allow them not to 

wrestle.  Girls simply choose to wrestle less often than boys do.  But I didn’t see one 

instance in the time that I observed—nor do I remember one from my many years 

teaching there or dropping-off my daughters—where a teacher challenged a young boy’s 

desire to wrestle.  Sometimes a teacher would tell a boy that he or she is busy doing 

something else and cannot wrestle or simply doesn’t feel like wrestling, but the boy who 

wants to wrestle is always able to find someone who will.  There is always someone to 

wrestle with at Habibi’s Hutch. 

Often—quite often—teachers encourage girls to pick up hammers, build with 

blocks, climb, pretend to be members of a male-dominated profession (police officer, 

construction worker, auto mechanic, fire fighter) or wrestle.  But I cannot remember 

seeing a teacher, even half-heartedly, suggest that a wrestling boy read a book, create 

something or “just talk.”  All around them there are always examples of people talking, 

fixing things, reading, creating music, visual art, food, furniture, and friendships, but the 

wrestlers’ wishes seem to always trump the other activities (glorious, DAPpy, child-

directed, constructionist, activities) that are taking place, which serves to reproduce the 

status quo for “male” behavior.  Boys wrestle. 

I remember one day, several years ago, I was on the playground with two other 

teachers I saw Mike climb on top of the monkey bars, stand up, shimmy up a tree to stand 

on the roof of the school and fix a bird feeder.  It was a spectacular display of physical 

prowess.  Mike is an athlete.  But this particular athletic display led to a realization that I 
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hadn’t previously had.  A teacher who was not a participant in this research said, “Mike, 

you’ve just got to be more careful.”  Mike—whose personality often clashed with this 

other teacher—retorted, “I know exactly what my body can do.”  Still standing on the 

monkey bars, he added, “They’ve got to know what their bodies can handle and not do 

anything more than they can handle.  Right guys?”  He called to a small crowd of 

children who had gathered to watch him ascend to the heavens.  “You’re not gonna do 

anything you can’t handle, right?”  Tiny nods answered him. 

On the surface I don’t have a problem with the philosophy behind Mike’s actions 

or the explanation of them.  I have, myself, often told young children who had asked me 

to help them climb something, that I would be happy to stand close to them and talk to 

them about ways to get their bodies where they wanted to go (up the playscape, up a tree, 

up the side of the building) but if their bodies were not able to do it without my hoisting 

them, then they probably did not need to be climbing that high or on that particular thing.  

The teacher who had admonished Mike shrugged it off as if to imply that he didn’t really 

have any objection either—or at least it was not worth hashing out at that moment.  I 

celebrate the idea that one should use her common sense, not external control, to decide 

what appropriate behavior is—especially when one’s own body is concerned.   

But later, with Mike’s impressive display still fresh in my mind, I heard a mother 

of a student at Habibi’s tell another mother that she had seen the other mother’s daughter 

laying along a low limb above the pool at Deep Eddy, a local spring-fed swimming pool, 

growling at people in the pool below her.  The mother proudly recalled the moment her 

daughter had climbed up the tree at the pool.  She said, “That’s what I love about this 

school.  (My daughter) used to be so timid at playgrounds and at the pool and places like 

that.  But now she’s one of the ones climbing the highest and willing to take those risks!” 
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Another mother who has had two sons attend the school grinned and shook her 

head saying, “Yeah, but you don’t have a boy.”  All of the parents laughed.  One of the 

boys of the mother who made the comment is particularly well-known among the parents 

for being physically aggressive.  There are always students who are more physically 

aggressive than others.  Believe it or not in my years teaching at this school there have 

been several students (one, a girl) who had been kicked out of several schools for 

aggressive behavior—hitting, biting—and had come to Habibi’s as a last resort.  None of 

those students—by the time they “graduated” to Kindergarten—would have seemed 

considerably “different” from any other preschooler, except for perhaps being a little less 

easily coerced than other children their age.  No one has ever been asked to leave 

Habibi’s. 

But the mother of the boy made a deep impression in my understanding of the 

curriculum at Habibi’s.  Boys are encouraged (perhaps tacitly) to act out “typical” 

behaviors of boys.  This is by no means a terrible thing when it comes to exploring one’s 

physical abilities.  Too many schools are forcing boys and girls to limit their physical 

movement to an oppressively low level of activity.  Many of my visits to public pre-

kindergarten classrooms in the last few years have left me feeling like I needed to go 

outside and run upon leaving.  I can only guess at how desperately the students in those 

classes feel the need to stand up and move their bodies.  The curriculum at Habibi’s 

resists this type of bodily control, but by resisting this physical form of oppression, this 

school has unwittingly ignored the hidden curriculum of patriarchy.   

Boys will be boys.  I have never heard a teacher utter this phrase, but I have never 

heard a teacher offer something else for boys to be, either.  In as much as these teachers 

resist the rules of heteronormativity for boys who actively choose to costume themselves 

differently than the options offered on the “boys’” clothing aisle at Target or Wal-Mart or 
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play games where they enact typically feminized roles, the school also serves as a site of 

institutional sexism when it comes to those boys—the vast majority of boys at Habibi’s 

—who do not choose (or very seldom choose) to act outside of traditionally accepted 

behaviors for boys.  It would be entirely possible for a boy to attend Habibi’s Hutch, 

and—given the “child-directedness” of the curriculum—choose to spend every single day 

wrestling, playing superhero and war games, building, and doing any of the other myriad 

of activities associated with the fiction of “boy.”  There are countless opportunities for 

young boys to cook, play instruments, cuddle, talk, paint fingernails, “play house,” 

explore new hairstyles, or any of those activities constructed as “girl stuff.”  But I do not 

see an active encouragement to try these activities, the way girls are encouraged to try 

“boy stuff.”  I hazard that many (if not most) boys at this school do at some time or 

another engage in some activity that would not seem scripted for boys in the discourse 

around gender.  The opportunity is certainly there.  But these boys are not actively being 

recruited to try gender-bending activities like their girl peers are.  Boys’ ways of being 

are celebrated, tolerated, encouraged and participated in by the teachers.  Girls’ ways of 

being are challenged.  As the father of two daughters at this school, I feel confident that 

my girls are living a school life enriched by the opportunities offered them every day.  If I 

send some future son, who does not currently exist, to this school, I might wonder if he is 

actively being introduced to ways of knowing and being and appreciating that might not 

occur to him given the discourse and the whispered privilege that he would enjoy. 

Mike said: 

I totally think [wrestling] helps those girls.  And it’s cool, because a lot of 
times there wouldn’t be one girl wrestling, but there might be three girls 
[watching] and they’d say, “Hey, let’s go get him!”  Or, basically, let’s 
team up and let’s get in there.  And I remember Lana and Mary would do 
that sometimes.  Once they realized that no harm would come to them, 
that they would have to raise their level of athleticism or whatever—their 
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awareness—it’s something they can handle, and they love it.  Like Jennie 
[a school-aged child who once attended this school], P.J.’s sister, when 
she comes to pick up her brother, she still loves wrestling with us.  But, 
still, at the same time, she’ll go to the art room and make art.  That 
opportunity is there too (interview transcript, 3 Feb. 2005). 

Mike clearly sees wrestling as an opportunity for girls, an educative experience 

offered to young girls who are willing to “get in there.”  It is as if he imagines boys’ ways 

of being to be somehow “better” than girls.  Then again, he talks about it in the same 

breath as engaging in open-ended art projects.  If a girl chooses to do either of these 

things, she is engaging in activities that are worthwhile.  In terms of boys, he offers this 

insight: 

I think one thing about Habibi’s that I’ve found that is beautiful, is that it 
serves the single mom well.  As far as wrestling and getting down like that 
with their kids, and boys in particular, single moms don’t get rough like 
that with their [kids] (interview transcript, 3 Feb. 2005).   

I interpret Mike to be saying that boys, especially boys without someone who will 

wrestle with them outside of school, need to wrestle, so he and other teachers offer that 

service.  Girls—if they choose to wrestle—benefit greatly, but boys who don’t wrestle 

are missing out on something.  It’s a problematic stance in terms of gender discourse.  

Boys are allowed to do what they “naturally” need.  Girls are encouraged to behave like 

boys.  To be sure, these are only the words of one teacher.  And I lapsed in my 

responsibility.  I wish that I had asked Carolina about wrestling, but I didn’t.  I do 

however, remember a drawing she made in a teacher workshop once.  We were all asked 

to draw a picture of the metaphor that we carry around with us in terms of how we see 

ourselves.  I don’t remember what Carolina’s metaphor was, but the drawing was of her 

on all fours with children tumbling all around her.  There is definitely room for further 

researcher on gender and wrestling games in preschools (those preschools that allow 

wrestling, of course). 
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“Wrestling” is an indicator of the type of tandem coherence and contradiction that 

these teachers practice, profess and philosophically live within together at the same time 

that they counter one another within their own philosophical tent.  It is a curriculum 

written somewhere between the top and the bottom, practiced by disparate people living 

disparate lives: Different teachers, teaching differently from both the larger community of 

preschool teachers and from/with each other.  The “way” in which these teachers teach 

“with” one another manifests itself in many ways.  The “way” is understood differently 

by those who practice it.  It can be both counter-hegemonic even as it reproduces the 

status quo.  This “way” in terms of practice can be illustrated in the image of a single, 

green painting.  The painting hangs on the inside of the door of one of the bathrooms at 

Habibi’s.  The image of the painting returns us to the dangers that Mike’s magnifying-

glass graffiti surfaced.  The “danger” is that which the school (and those who teach there) 

faces in terms of its existence as a resistant, hidden—or “abnormal”—statement in the 

discourse of early childhood teaching.  The following section addresses these dangers as 

a narrative about the way the curriculum resists the discourse on early childhood 

education, and the way its creators, disparate souls with amazingly different life 

experiences enact that resistance.  
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V. MONSTER SPECTRES & GHOSTBUSTING  

Just as the “political” development of children seems to be missing from the 

discourse of the NAEYC, J. Tobin, Johnson, Silin, Leavitt, Power and others have called 

attention to the missing component of pleasure in early childhood education (Johnson, 

1997; Leavitt & Power, 1997; Silin, 1997; Tobin, 1997).  This “missing” component of 

the education of young children is addressed in earlier chapters of this work, and scholars 

like Jones have explored the spaces and words of early childhood schools and teachers in 

an attempt to find the ghosts that are the presences left by the absences of pleasure in this 

discourse (Jones, 2003).  The monster-spectres of Jones’ research are present at Habibi’s 

in a most curious way.  The green painting of which I was writing is a metaphor for the 

ghost of the monster-spectre.  A spectre of a spectre left behind by occupants of this 

building when Habibi’s and the teachers who participated in this research were at another 

address.  With respect to these hauntings, we enter the doors of this school once again. 

I enter the doors of this school’s building every day.  Normally I am a parent.  

Often I am a researcher.  I am never one or the other.  I am always (at least) both 

(Frankenberg, 1996).  When Carolina talks about Em’s reticence to buck tradition for the 

sake of the parents, I can identify.  As the parent of two children in daycare every day, I 

hope to be consulted, included in decisions, even deferred to in some ways. I expect to be 

part of setting the parameters when it comes to what my daughters are expected to do, 

what they are fed, how they are challenged, how they are protected, how they are sung to, 

talked to, danced with and touched.   

When I was a young teacher, just starting out, I came to school one day with my 

head shaved.  I hadn’t thought about the implications, I just wanted a change in hairstyle, 

so I shaved my head from its then curly redness to bareness.  I was met with a furious 
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Em.  I did not know that she had had terrifying encounters with racist skinheads.  She 

associated my shaved head with racism and violence.  I was angry and embarrassed.  I 

certainly didn’t want to be projecting an image of overt racism.  At the time I thought I 

wasn’t a racist at all.  Em certainly did not think I was a racist—at least not an overt one, 

not a steel-toed skinhead, certainly.  But she was, justifiably, worried that parents would 

be concerned about my intentions, my personal life, what I brought to their children every 

day.  Appearance is everything, they say.  But obviously it shouldn’t be.  My shaved head 

was the ghost of actual overt racism [the ghosts of institutional and societal racism were 

harder for either of us to see (Scheurich, 1997)]. 

A few weeks ago, I told Andrew about a university student who had been verbally 

reprimanded because he picked up a kindergartener from a local school district and put 

her on his shoulders.  She was trying to see a science experiment at a school-wide 

gathering, but couldn’t see over the children in front of her, so the university student, who 

was interning in her classroom, picked her up.  I told Andrew that I had been asked to 

talk to the student, because—as it was explained to me—I was a man who had taught 

public school.  The person who asked me to talk to him was a woman; she asked me if I 

would have picked up the student.   

Without telling Andrew whether or not I would have picked up the girl in that 

situation, I asked Andrew the same thing.  We both laughed at the scenario.  Neither of us 

would have picked her up.  If you pick up one kindergartener, you’ll have to pick up all 

of them.  The problem of a student not being able to see a science experiment could have 

been solved without heavy lifting.  But that is not really the issue.  The outcry against a 

male, preservice teacher picking op a child was the fear of the ghost of abuse. 

Or at least, child abuse lies close to the heart of the reprimand of the preservice 

teacher.  No school district can put itself in the position of being accused of having a 
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pedophile among its faculty (much less a guest of the faculty).  But at the heart of the 

reprimand is something different than abuse.  Statistically speaking, almost no 

schoolteachers are sexual predators (although many verbally or mentally abuse children 

every day.  I have heard the latter type of abuse all too often on my visits to public pre-K 

classrooms.  There seems to be little outcry about it).  Schools themselves are institutions 

of violence against entire genders, ethnicities, races, identities, bodies, but are seldom 

sites of sexual abuse (Jones, 2003).  Pedophilia and pederasty—which could be argued to 

be the focus of a greater fear in our society—are easy targets for moral outrage, and easy 

tools for those who–wittingly or not—incite moral panics (Johnson, 1997; Tobin, 1997; 

Watson, 1993). 

There are “monster-specters” known to be extant in the discourse of early 

childhood education in western cultures.  These specters can be heard haunting teachers’ 

comments:  

 
We are never alone with a child.  
I always let another staff member know when I am changing a child.   
We have windows so we can see what is going on throughout the centre.   
We don’t let the children run around naked (Jones, 2003, p. 235).   

The above quotes are decidedly not the comments from teachers at Habibi’s 

Hutch.  Habibi’s has ways of being not-so-subtle about its teachers’ defiance of the 

practices of traditional schools.  

Upon visiting Habibi’s one of the first things one sees when opening the front 

door is a bathroom just to the right.  In the lavatory door there is a Plexiglas window.  

The window was obviously added to the school’s decor at some point—not original to the 

building.  I can imagine the staff meeting where the owners of the school that previously 

occupied the space decided they would cut a window into the door so they could see what 

went on inside.  The meeting was called in response to the haunting of this monster-
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spectre of abuse.  But today, the window invading the privacy of the bathroom has a 

child’s painting hanging over it.  It is that little green painting.  The painting is densely 

coated in varying hues of dark green and khaki which have blended together in places 

and remained distinct in others.  It resembles a Rothko.  It is painted on recycled printer 

paper, and it is laminated (the Habibi’s metaphor for permanence).  In a conscious act by 

a teacher the lone painting was strategically placed over the window in the bathroom 

door, restoring the room’s privacy—not that children close the door when they use the 

bathroom, but they could if they wanted to.  In fact the bathroom seems to be a gathering 

place for quiet conversation.  I have often witnessed a student who sits on the toilet 

accompanied by a chattering friend, who entertains the vacating child with verbalized 

thoughts—the two of them sharing the moment away from the rest of the schools’ 

population.  The spectre haunting preschool teachers’ actions when they feel they must 

act as spies—or regulate themselves for fear of being falsely accused—is shooed away by 

this small, green work of art. 

There is another gaze-allowing window between the two main rooms of the 

school.  It is a long horizontal window at the top of the wall designed to allow adults, not 

children, to see from one room to the next.  This window was also obviously added into 

the wall more recently than the wall was erected.  However, the teachers of Habibi’s also 

inherited it; it wasn’t added by them.  This window’s ledge is collecting knick-knacks, 

sculptures, muddy dolls and other sundries as quickly as its inanimateness can 

accumulate them.  The wooden loft, which was moved to this building from the school’s 

old location, has been placed in front of part of the window, again, blocking the view, 

interrupting the omnipresent gaze of adults, and in a bold visual metaphor, actually 

allowing students (if they peer from inside the loft) access to a half of the window’s 
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views.  It is a welcome sight—adults actively interrupting the omnipresence of their own 

self-regulation with the gaze of children. 

In one of the most easily missed curricular decisions of the teachers who moved 

into this previously occupied school—one not talked about, only noticed as quiet acts of 

resistance, the fears of the spectre of molestation and abuse that leads to the self-policing 

of many preschool teachers is very consciously resisted at Habibi’s.   

But there are more obvious acts of ghost busting.  I often attended the weekly 

“play,” a short production, written, acted and cast by students, and narrated by Andrew.  

At the performance of one of these plays, one of the students who was playing the part of 

a terrorizing T-rex, dropped his pants.  Andrew continued to narrate without any sort of 

acknowledgment that he had seen the bare bottom of the student.  Maybe he didn’t.  I 

didn’t think to ask.  But he certainly didn’t say anything to the boy about modesty, 

appropriateness in terms of degrees of dress or offensiveness.  When the student realized 

that his shirt was still covering his penis, despite his bare bottom being obvious to the 

audience, he lifted his shirt and wiggled his hips to dangle his penis—as much as a 4-

year-old can dangle his penis.  His attempts were not acknowledged by the children, 

parents and teachers in the audience or on stage.  After a moment, he pulled up his shorts 

and continued roaring.  I’m not sure if T-rexes have penises, but the role worked better 

for me personally with his pants up.  No one else said so, though.  I don’t think he was 

necessarily ignored; I simply didn’t register any shockwaves among the observers on my 

social Richter.  

When I told Andrew about the student who put the girl on his shoulders in public 

school, he said: 

Oh, man.  I just don’t think about that stuff like maybe I should.  
Sometimes I do, but…the other day I was playing drums and everyone 
was dancing around and stuff, and somebody [a student] dropped his 
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pants.  Mooned me.  Waggled his butt right in my face.  I just reached out 
and smacked him—played a little bongo beat on his butt.  Soon I had three 
bare asses in my face.  I was just playing drums and butts.  I don’t know if 
there was a parent in the room or not.  There are usually parents around at 
that time, but I don’t know.  I guess I should worry about stuff like that.  
But why? I don’t want to (documented conversation, 28 April 2005). 

A month or so later Andrew handed me the following article from a Dallas paper:  

The Dallas Morning News [excerpt] 

Signs of abuse ignored at Catholic day care, lawsuits allege: Church 
officials blame 2 employees, now in prison for molestation 

11:17 AM CDT on Thursday, May 19, 2005  

By BROOKS EGERTON  

One was a popular longtime parishioner. The other was a clown with a 
criminal record, a falsified résumé – and a recommendation from a 
deacon.  

For most of the 1990s, they worked at St. Pius X Catholic Church's child 
care center in Far East Dallas. Each was the target of complaints about his 
behavior with little girls. Each turned out to be a child molester and is now 
in prison.  

Lawsuits set for trial beginning next month say center officials ignored 
"red flags" about the men, despite tremendously expensive 1990s litigation 
showing that Dallas Catholic Diocese leaders had turned a blind eye to 
evidence of sexual abuse by priests.  

Church officials blame everything on the child care workers, saying in 
court filings that the men managed to deceive everyone around them. The 
officials declined several requests to be interviewed about the cases and 
didn't respond to written questions.  

The lawsuits come at a difficult time for diocesan leaders. They face a 
broader criminal investigation of how they handle sexual misconduct 
allegations. They are still trying to recover from the past clergy cases, 
which cost them nearly $40 million in payments to victims. And a priest 
who was a leading supporter of Bishop Charles Grahmann's management 
of those cases was recently arrested on child pornography charges.  
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Diocesan officials are floating the possibility of declaring bankruptcy – 
something they discussed in 1997, after a civil jury found them liable for 
covering up ex-priest Rudy Kos' abuses and assessed the largest clergy-
abuse judgment in U.S. history. A post-trial settlement cut the amount 
dramatically, and the diocese never sought court protection from creditors.  

Michael Pezzulli, lead attorney for the current plaintiffs, said the diocese 
has enough resources to meet demands. He said that in pretrial settlement 
talks, he is seeking roughly $15 million for the eight families he represents 
– a little less, on a per-victim basis, than the diocese has paid in the 
biggest clergy cases.  

Mr. Pezzulli's firm sued in state District Court on behalf of victims of 
Julio A. Marcos, who worked at St. Pius' child care center until his arrest 
in early 2001. Mr. Marcos pleaded guilty to sexually abusing or assaulting 
11 preteen girls from the center, many repeatedly, and is serving a life 
term in prison.  

One of his former co-workers, Patrick Willhoite, who quit in 1998, has 
been convicted of abusing two girls, one of them at the center. Another 
law firm said it is preparing to sue the diocese on that girl's behalf.  

Center officials knew of concerns that the men had been too close to girls 
at the facility and had histories of suicidal behavior, according to evidence 
and testimony in pretrial depositions. Each man has sworn that he warned 
center director Jeanie Easler about the other's inappropriate contact with 
children. She has played down the seriousness of the allegations and said 
that the men were jealous of each other.  

The diocese's attorneys are seeking to exclude much of the evidence. In 
court filings, they question the relevance of Mr. Marcos' suicide attempt. 
And they say jurors shouldn't hear about Mr. Willhoite because none of 
his victims are involved in the current case.  

Suicide notes, overdose  

Co-workers took Mr. Marcos to the hospital in 1992, his second year on 
the job, after he sent them suicide notes and overdosed on drugs. Later, he 
said in a deposition, came three anonymous accusations of sexual 
misconduct with children that were reported to Ms. Easler.  

Ms. Easler, who recently retired, testified in her deposition that she knew 
of no misconduct allegations against Mr. Marcos. She acknowledged 
knowing that he showed favoritism toward girls.  
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In the late 1990s, Mr. Marcos expressed fear that he was going to be 
accused of molestation in connection with a child-custody fight, according 
to a priest who was associate pastor at the parish.  

The Rev. Michael Forge said he did not ask for details of the potential 
accusations, did not investigate and notified no one. "I didn't think it was 
important," he testified in a deposition.  

The Rev. Ramon Alvarez, who was St. Pius' head pastor in 1998, testified 
that Father Forge should have notified him.  

Father Forge said he advised Mr. Marcos to quit working in child care 
because "you subject yourself to, you know, false allegations." The 
employee responded, he said, that " 'it's worth the risk, it's worth the risk.' 
He basically said, you know, the kids need him and the kids love him."  

Mr. Marcos has testified that he does not remember the conversation.  

Father Forge – who now heads a Terrell parish – also testified that he had 
received no training then in recognizing potential molesters.  

In court filings, the defense argues that Mr. Marcos was a longtime 
member of the St. Pius parish whose popularity with children and their 
parents fooled even the experts – including a fellow parishioner who is a 
Dallas police sergeant on the child exploitation squad.  

Mr. Marcos called Sgt. Byron Fassett around 1997 to say he had received 
child pornography in an unsolicited e-mail, both men have testified. The 
sergeant said he warned Mr. Marcos to be more careful online.  

After Mr. Marcos' arrest a few years later, authorities found child 
pornography on his computer.  

The defense also notes that in addition to his part-time child care job, Mr. 
Marcos worked as an office aide for Dallas lawyer Windle Turley. Mr. 
Turley was one of the attorneys who won the landmark judgment against 
the diocese in the Kos case.  

Plaintiffs' attorneys in the child care cases say Mr. Turley's staff, Sgt. 
Fassett and the victims' parents didn't have enough information to realize 
the danger Mr. Marcos posed.  

Troubling record 
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Mr. Willhoite, the second convicted employee, worked at the center for 
much of the 1990s despite severe mental illness, being on probation for 
felony theft, a falsified educational history and complaints about his 
behavior with girls, according to records and testimony. He ran a "clown 
ministry" on the side and was widely known to children as Dr. Issac.  

Shortly after hiring him in 1991, center managers sent Texas officials an 
incorrect birth date and Social Security number for Mr. Willhoite's 
criminal background check, and it turned up nothing. On other paperwork, 
he had given them the correct date and number.  

The managers have testified that they don't know how the discrepancies 
occurred and that they did not check his claims about his education. 
Among his bogus assertions was that he had studied youth ministry in "St. 
Lewis."  

In a 1992 letter, Mr. Willhoite told a center manager about his illness and 
said he had been "placed into the legal system for supervision" because of 
missing funds at a previous job. Center managers have testified that they 
had no knowledge of the letter, although it was in St. Pius' files.  

One ex-manager has acknowledged that she knew he suffered from 
depression. But a deacon who was counseling him told her "there was 
nothing to worry about," she testified, "and I took the word of a deacon of 
the church."  

In 1994, a parishioner told center officials that she had seen Mr. Willhoite 
have inappropriate physical contact with a preschooler at a recent church 
event.  

A sworn statement from Theresa Kleineck said that he put the girl on his 
lap, "began to rub his hands on her breasts" and stroked her face. Ms. 
Kleineck said that when she reported this to the officials, they told her that 
they had previously warned him not to put children in his lap and not to 
show favoritism to girls.  

She said she also reported complaints that other mothers had shared with 
her – that Mr. Willhoite had tickled girls, walked in on them when they 
changed clothes and repeatedly asked a 5-year-old to pull up her dress for 
him. That child's mother has signed a sworn statement alleging that center 
officials disciplined the girl for showing Mr. Willhoite her panties.  
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Center officials have testified that Ms. Kleineck never provided sufficient 
information to justify her assertions. Sgt. Fassett said she also called him 
but did not make a specific complaint.  

In 1997, Ms. Kleineck renewed her protests at a parish meeting called to 
discuss the recently concluded Kos civil trial. That led to a smaller session 
at which she confronted Mr. Willhoite in the presence of two parish priests 
and Ms. Easler, the center director.  

Mr. Willhoite insisted that he had done nothing wrong and would continue 
putting girls on his lap, according to testimony from church employees 
who were in the smaller session. They said he backed down only under 
orders.  

The church kept Mr. Willhoite on staff, even after Pius' pastor received a 
letter from Ms. Kleineck that included information about his theft history. 
Ms. Easler testified that she moved Mr. Willhoite to a different classroom, 
nearer her office.  

Center records show she also had moved him a year earlier, after receiving 
a complaint that he made two girls uncomfortable and cautioning him "to 
watch playing favorites."  

In a 2002 sworn statement, Mr. Willhoite described himself as a pedophile 
and admitted that he had molested girls who sat on his lap at the child care 
center. He said he had gotten away with it because supervisors were "not 
looking for anyone within the organization that would harm children." 
Later, testifying in a deposition, he acknowledged signing the statement 
but would not confirm its accuracy. He is serving a seven-year prison term 
(Egerton, 2005).  

After handing the article to me, Andrew just shook his head slightly—almost 

didn’t offer any gesture, certainly did not say anything.  He just gauged my reaction, I 

guess.  Yes, the preschool where the men who were jailed had been working when they 

committed their crimes is in the school that Andrew attended throughout his elementary 

and secondary schooling.  It is the preschool at which he was first employed.  It is the 

school that all of his friends who he expressed wanting to be known as a “preschool 

teacher” not an “owner” attended.  And he knows the two men, who were arrested.  He 

added, “The one guy—the one with the ‘clown ministry’—that guy was really creepy.  
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There just seemed like something wasn’t right with that guy.  But the other guy, when he 

got arrested I remember thinking, ‘They’re gonna sacrifice him.’  But he did it.  I didn’t 

think that he had.  But I guess he did.  I don’t know, really.  How can you know?”  I 

asked him if it makes him think about doing things differently at his school.  He said, 

“No.  No, I can’t let that happen.” 

Again, Silin (1997) wonders whether perverts and pedophiles are the only adults 

who enjoy touching children—and being touched by children.  I offer that wrestling with 

a bunch of preschoolers can really be a fun, satisfying endeavor.  I also offer that I am not 

a pedophile.  Silin writes that the pleasure of joyful contact with children need not be 

closeted.  And Tobin warns that “If we can’t talk aloud to each other about these 

pleasures all of us who work with and care for young children will be forced to remain in 

the closet, wondering if we are alone in feeling as we do” (Tobin, 1997, p. 26).  Tobin 

claims that early childhood educators have been too passive, afraid, or unsure of how to 

stand up to the moral panics that have engulfed the field, diminishing the quality of life 

and education of both children and teachers (Tobin, 1997).  “We have allowed voices and 

pressures from outside our field to dictate the terms of the debate and, as a result, to 

distort our practice” (Tobin, 1997, p. 9).  Andrew and his teachers are not allowing the 

governing bodies or a larger discourse to dictate the terms of the debate, but at what cost?  

What are the dangers, and are they worth risking? 

***** 

“We must see our rituals for what they are, completely arbitrary things…it 
is good to be dirty and bearded, to have long hair, to look like a girl when 
one is a boy (and vice versa); one must put ‘in play,’ show up, transform, 
and reverse the systems which quietly order us about” (Foucault, 1977, p. 
x, Quoted in Slattery, 2001, p. 28).   

Again, I understand Andrew to have shown up to transform the systems which 

quietly order preschool teachers about.  Foucault claims it is “good” to do so, but he also 
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understands the dangers involved.  The teachers in this school are willing to risk these 

dangers.  Whether it be the enormous risk of accusation of inappropriate contact with 

children, or simply the risk of being called “developmentally inappropriate” for shunning 

the governing bodies of early childhood education, for opening their doors to wide-eyed 

education students without pulling them aside to “explain” their curriculum or 

practices—just to let those pre-teachers see and decide for themselves—even for risking 

the disapproval of their outside-of-work peers and parishioners, Andrew, Mike and 

Carolina daily resist being governed or self-regulated by the rules of the discourse of 

early childhood education (and other discourses).  They live a messy existence where the 

same activity can be seen as a pedagogy of oppression for some and emancipation for 

others.  They create a curriculum together, and practice it differently, interfering with 

their students’ and interrupting those who write the scripts of early childhood education.   
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A SYNTHESIS 

In the previous chapter four people were introduced through my narrative analysis 

of their words (Polkinghorne, 1995a).  Their stories were told.  Their lives were shown to 

be fractured multiplicities, tragic and triumphant, mundane and magnificent—and held to 

the context (both culturally and historically) in which those lives were lived.  Over the 

past five sections of this chapter, those multiplicities and the fractured nature of the 

narratives that illustrated them were fused together like sand in a furnace.  The result is a 

fragile glass orb that represents these different people as a unified body.  Certainly the 

glass orb has inclusions—bubbles, ruptures that pock the surface, rendering it less than 

perfectly spherical or pure.  These are welcomed imperfections.  The teachers whose 

lives have come together under the roof of the school they call Habibi’s do not perfectly 

fit together to form the curriculum in practice or theory.  Yet their words certainly attest 

to a unity of desires and wills in terms of their intentions to resist the status quo for 

preschools and preschool teachers.   

Throughout the five categories that I imposed upon the words and actions of these 

teachers there has been threaded a constant yarn.  That yarn is spun from the wool of 

resistance.  These teachers, despite the differences among them in terms of culture, 

religion, gender, language, ethnicity, race, politics and experience, share a commonality 

in the practice, conception and theoretical purpose of their pedagogical selves.  They 

resist that which they find troubling about early childhood education as it is theorized and 

practiced in the settings that they have seen.  Likewise, they resist being categorized by 

the systems of dualities that crowd the discourse of early childhood education, education 

in general, and the discourse of identities in our larger culture.  They resist practicing in 

“appropriate” or “inappropriate” ways (Bredekamp & Copple, 1997).   
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This appropriate/inappropriate dichotomy is transgressed in many ways by these 

teachers.  From a resistance to the current historical focus on discursive, testable 

knowledge of phonemes and numerals, to a resistance to a more progressive focus on the 

innocent and emerging child, these teachers resist either “traditional” or “progressive” 

labels (Stipek et al., 1992; Stipek & Byler, 1997).  They resist the competitiveness of 

modern society in terms of “readiness” issues, while embracing its often disturbing 

popular culture (See: Dyson, 1997; McLaren & Morris, 1997).  They resist being 

influenced by the fears of their field, their society and themselves—allowing their school 

and their bodies to teeter on the precipice of the danger of outside perception.   

This resistance infuses the school with an air of defiance, while at the same time, 

the sounds of the teachers and their students ring together with tones of harmony.  But 

within this chord, those harmonious tones are simultaneously rendered dissonant by the 

cacophony of “conflict.”  There is a resistance to the dichotomy of violence and peace.  

There is a resistance to the dichotomy of empathy and narcissism.  There is a careful 

rejection of “ownership” of the curriculum—neither claiming a top-down influence nor a 

bottom-up movement.  There is an overt troubling of hegemonic constructs, while also a 

rejection of the easily scrawled banner of “weird.”  

The metaphor of “interference” which I used to illustrate the teachers’ self-

perceived and interpreted role in the construction of the minds of their students and 

themselves is also intended to split a dichotomy.  The interference between the socially 

constructed “child” and the immutable development of “children” works just as well as a 

metaphor for what these teachers are doing as the metaphor of interference does for each 

individual mind under co-construction on this campus.  These teachers do not see 

themselves as either interrupting a natural process or interfering with a constructed 

identity.  There is another place they can be. 
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These teachers inhabit a space of “elsewhere” (Britzman, 1998).  Their 

curriculum is fashioned in the in-between.  They neither accept the haunting of the 

spectres (any of the spectres) of fear we have as a society for our children, nor do they 

deny the existence of the ghosts.  They simply occupy a space between, beyond, outside 

but inside.  They are neither unified, nor do they contrast; rather, they occupy an 

elsewhere that allows for conflicting actions or philosophies not to clash—to pass 

through one another, leaving woven trails that emulate the patina of a single voice.  But 

are not. 

It is only in this current historical moment in terms of research that a researcher 

can recognize that a curriculum or a group of people can be at once unified and 

conflicting.  It is only through Foucault’s (1977b) invitation for men to wear dresses that 

beauty can be found in these transgressions—this “elsewhere” can be inhabited—or more 

precisely be interpreted as being inhabited.  It is certainly not lost on me that it is my 

introduction to the discourse of postmodern social research and its resistance to 

dichotomous ways of understanding reality that allows me to “see” that which I have 

narrated through these many pages—which turns us back again to the words where this 

work began, away from the “others” and back to my self.  This work began with a poem 

written by Andrew and chosen by me.  I hoped that this gesture would describe the 

necessary self-centeredness of the social scientist—called reflexivity or positionality 

(Foley, 2002; Frankenberg, 1996; Mertens, 1998; Pinar, Reynolds, Slattery, & Taubman, 

1995).  In the coming few pages, I attempt to attend tersely to the second part of the 

research question—which has either implicitly or overtly been part of the discussion all 

along: How does the researcher’s life history add to the discussion of teacher 

knowledge?  
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Chapter 6: Discussions of Method, Findings and Implications 

ANOTHER RETURN:  THE FINAL FACET OF THE RESEARCH QUESTIONS 

Again, I repeat one of the questions that spawned this particular research project: 

How does the researcher’s life history add to the discussion of teacher knowledge?   

The research journey that has been transformed into this written work was 

intended in part to address the issues surrounding that which a researcher constructs from 

the stories that she or he hears and from the practices she or he observes.  I have been 

careful not to claim to have exposed any universal truths, while at the same time being 

liberal with my postulations about others’ words and actions.  The act of performing this 

research project has done little to untangle the knot of self and other that are necessarily 

part of social research (Fine, 1994).  This is a good thing.  This research was not intended 

to untangle anything.  It was meant to bring four teachers’ lives to bear on discussions of 

teacher knowledge through their life histories.  Very nice.  I think it does just that.  But 

the question of how the knottily entangled research employs the researchers’ life to add 

to the question of teacher knowledge is another thing altogether.   

The Researcher’s Life 

In the case of this project, I have come to decide that the life that I have led has 

added to this research, and therefore that which we “know” about “teacher knowledge” in 

two ways:  First, the researcher, having returned to a “realm intimately inhabited” 

(Visweswaran, 1994), has brought with him a set of shared life experiences that has 

provided the opportunity to construct life histories that could not be constructed by 

another researcher.  I am a friend and former colleague of the other participants; I believe 

that this project would not be the same were I not the researcher, too.  And second, the 
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research process—because of the shared experiences of the participants and researcher, 

have brought about a form of catalytic validity that can only have come about through the 

interaction of these particular people (Lather, 1991).  This form of validity, is easy to 

perceive and difficult to claim, but in this case, since I am a participant in the research 

project, I am able to make sweeping claims about the degree to which this research has 

moved me to understand the world and ways in which I can transform it (Lather, 1991). 

First things first. 
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METHODOLOGICAL DISCUSSION 

Intimate Interloper:  Bringing my life to bear on others’ 

It is not an easy thing for me to claim that this project would not be the same were 

I not the researcher.  When I type those words, they read like bravado to me.  I think my 

rural, Baptist upbringing suggests I not make too much of myself or my contributions to 

any community—in this case, the research community.  But, despite my reticence, I have 

come to believe that this project—if there is any success to it—owes that success to the 

relationship of the researcher to the participants.  I will describe this success, admitting I 

am easily confused: 

One day, when Carolina and I sat down to conduct our usual, weekly interview, 

she said, “I’ve been wondering about what I’m going to read when you finish with my 

story.”  Given all that I have read and thought about in terms of the crisis of 

representation, I assumed that what she meant was, “I’m interested in how you are 

representing what I’m telling you.”  That is not what she meant.  I should heed my own 

warnings about assumptions.   

A few weeks earlier, I had told her that she, her husband, and their three children 

should pick an approaching Friday night to come over to our new house for dinner.  Or at 

least that’s what I thought I had told her.  What she heard me offer was not dinner for her 

family, but an offer to baby-sit her children while she and her husband went out on a 

date.  I haven’t the slightest idea how I conveyed that to her, or how she interpreted what 

I said to mean what it did.  Without the triangulation of my wife, I would have been 

completely shocked when Carolina and Gerardo dropped off their children and 

disappeared into the night.  My wife knew what I expected and from a comment that 

Carolina made, realized that Carolina expected something else.  My wife cleared the 
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whole thing up.  (It was actually a little more complicated than that, but that’s essentially 

what happened.)  We ended up doing both—Carolina and Gerardo had a date, dinner and 

a movie.  They saw a horror film starring Robert De Niro.  Carolina was not impressed.  

She really likes scary movies, but only when they are scary.  A few weeks later, the 

whole family came by for dinner.  Gerardo is about to start a new job as a sommelier for 

a local restaurant, and he picked out the wine.  The wine and the company were both 

excellent.  I was happy that both evenings happened.  

But, based on the mix-up, Carolina was worried that I hadn’t been listening, or 

hadn’t heard correctly the stories of her life.  She was wondering whose story she was 

going to be reading when I gave her the first draft. (And, of course, there were mistakes.  

Over the printed word “Honduras” in a draft I gave her to review, she penciled 

“Nicaragua!…Hello?” Her sarcastic handwriting rings with the tone of her teen daughter.  

I was as dense as she expected me to be at times.)  But, overall, she was satisfied with the 

outcome of my representation of her life, saying she laughed and cried in all the right 

places.  But the fact that she questioned whether or not I was listening is important.  

Carolina prefers to listen.  As stated, her stories of abuse and the nature of the death of 

her father, along with the stories of institutional racism and cultural and religious beauty 

that she generously offered to the research community, were so unknown to me as to 

cause me to lie awake at night wondering who the person I’d known for so long was.  She 

is reserved.  She reserves judgment.  She reserves comment.  I expected that to be part of 

her story, but I had no idea what else would come pouring forth.   

“Because It’s You”:  Meaning for this Research Project 

One day, while she was talking about her relationship with her mother and 

reasons that she thinks she might be less emotionally open than other people, she paused 
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for a long time.  Worried that she was uncomfortable, I asked, “Is doing this…talking 

about your life?  How does that feel?”  

She replied:  

I don’t feel uncomfortable if that’s what you’re asking, because it’s you.  
… You know when we started, I was afraid I was gonna start crying [laughs]. But 
I just said “No, you’re not gonna cry,” so I think that’s why I don’t cry.  But it’s a 
little painful sometimes to talk about it.  (interview transcript, 5 Jan. 2005) 

I am humbled and greatly honored by her trust and her candor.  Her story was not 

easy to hear, I can only imagine how painful it was to tell—much less experience.  But 

Carolina has a way of understating (while I lean toward hyperbole).  Her statement: 

“[I]t’s a little painful sometimes to talk about it,” stung when she said it.  I think it was 

more than a little painful for her.  And her statement: “[B]ecause it’s you.”  Brought 

meaning to this project.  A teacher like Carolina should have a forum for telling her story.  

It is a story worth being told, worth hearing.  There are warnings against victory 

narratives, hero stories (Cary, 1999).  But there is also a call for pedagogies of hope 

(Trueba, 1999).  Although Carolina’s story is being exploited for its impact in order to 

call attention to the ways in which her experiences contribute to the way she understands 

her practice, her story is an unexpected story of triumph over extreme adversity, which 

can contribute to the understandings of teachers as well as scholars of early childhood 

education and curriculum studies, women’s studies, multiculturalism, bilingualism, 

history, theology, anthropology and others.  But the role that I played, because of the 

years I spent teaching with Carolina, forging a friendship through experience and mutual, 

tacit respect, was key to eliciting her amazing story.  My skill as a researcher had very 

little to do with it.  My lived experiences—a history of friendship, which offered comfort 

to her in telling her story—had everything to do with her valuable contribution to our 

understanding of teacher knowledge.  And at the very least, she deserves to not feel 
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uncomfortable telling her story; at the very most, she may not have told her story at all to 

another researcher. 

After Carolina and I talked about her comfort level while telling the stories, I felt I 

should ask all of the participants about their role as storyteller.  The following day, 

Andrew told me that he and his brother used to play “60 Minutes,” taking turns being the 

interviewer and interviewee.  He said, “Nothing’s more interesting to talk about than 

yourself!” (transcript of interview, 6 January 2005).  Mike was equally willing to tell his 

story—intimating that he thought others would benefit from hearing about the “Habibi’s 

way.”  So perhaps it is only in eliciting Carolina’s story that my particular life history 

brought significance to the research project in terms of being an intimate interloper and 

the stories my experiences made spaces for. 

But even for those participants—Mike and Andrew—who are more willing to tell 

their intimate secrets, I feel as if my interpretations of their words and actions were 

contingent upon the many years that I stood alongside them, teaching and learning with 

them as a peer.  I can look across the plane of my memory and draw upon the moments of 

learning that impacted me and moved me closer to the person that I am as a researcher, 

drawing examples from the person that I was, who happened to be the person standing 

next to past versions of the other three participants in this research.  This does not make 

my interpretations of the teachers and the school “better,” but it makes this research 

project better for the complexity that it involves.  At every turn I have had to ask myself 

why it is that my assumptions are what they are.  At every turn the multiplicities that 

inhabit the researcher and the participants have been a source of contextual complication.   

In this complexity arises the second aspect of the way in which the researcher’s 

life has contributed to the discussion of teacher knowledge contained within these pages 

and spilling into the discourse on teachers and education.   
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Catalytic Validity 

During the course of gathering data for this project, as I left the school on several 

occasions, I heard one or the other of the participants joke with another: “How’d your 

therapy session go today?” (reflection journal entry, 12 Dec. 2004)  This was a running 

joke with them—partly, I assume, despite what I stated in the previous section, because it 

was awkward for old friends to sit down together at pre-determined meetings, one asking 

questions about the other’s life without engaging in the normal, two-way conversations in 

the manner in which old friends normally converse. 

Of course I often worried that I was imposing, or intruding in their lives.  I was.  

But all three of the teachers at one time or another told me that they enjoyed talking about 

their lives and their teaching and that the interview process was unexpectedly helpful to 

them in varying ways.  On one occasion, when I had to call Carolina and cancel a 

scheduled interview, she told me that she was sorry to hear that.  She continued, stating 

that, after telling stories of her life’s journey, she leaves her day’s work in a good mood, 

feeling good about herself and the life she leads.  That is great to hear.  Again, I am 

humbled by the unintended effects of this research for its participants, but it is the effect 

that this research has had on me which is most meaningful for this section of discussion.   

Changing the Researcher 

It is precisely in that awkward interview process, where old friends sit and only 

one speaks very much—the other only asking questions, seldom reciprocating with a 

story of his own—that I have learned to shut up.  I have learned to listen.  Or more 

precisely, I have learned to value listening, setting goals of “shutting up” for myself that 

drastically change the way that I understand my role as an educator, researcher and 

person.  This research process has changed the way that I see the world and has impacted 

the way in which I think that I can contribute to a politic of change.  It is painful, 
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embarrassing and, frankly, pitiful that I taught alongside these teachers for most of a 

decade and did not know their stories.  It is important for me to state that the phrase 

“taught alongside” can carry different meanings in different settings.  At Habibi’s Hutch 

there are no closed doors sequestering age groups or one teacher’s “class” from another.  

All of the teachers and all of the students, at least some of the day, spend time interacting.  

When I say that I taught alongside these teachers, it means that there were hours upon 

hours that we spent over the years, sitting at tables together, standing on the playground, 

serving food, talking…together.   

I did not know these teachers’ stories, because I did not ask them.  But I could 

have.  These teachers did not tell me their stories because I wore the magic mantle of 

“researcher.”  They are—to varying degrees—unimpressed by institutions and academies.  

They told me their stories because I asked them.  I was a friend, a peer, a colleague, and I 

asked.  Finally.  

I can remember talking with…talking to…at…teachers at Habibi’s about my 

current version of “best practices.”  I can remember times when I talked about an album I 

had heard, a book I had read, a movie.  I can remember these teachers talking about some 

of these things, too.  I hardly monopolized the conversations, but I did not ask them the 

details of their lives.  I joked about differences—mostly religious differences—with 

them, but I rarely asked questions like the ones that led to the stories in this work.  But 

had I known the stories that I now know, I would have been a different kind of teacher.  I 

would have been watching these teachers differently.  I respected these teachers after 

having taught with them for so long.  But, upon hearing their stories, floods of emotion—

respect—swirled into pools around us, changing the way I saw my friends.  It takes 

courage to, as Mike put it, “Turn around and face your nightmare.”  It takes courage to 

create power out of a situation of victimization.  It takes courage to resist. 
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As I have stated, these teachers are unique, but the idea that all preschool teachers 

have important contributions to make through the stories they can tell about their lives is 

the central theme here.  As I also stated, I am about to embark on a new journey, teaching 

at a new school.  I will do so a changed teacher, a different type of person.  I have learned 

that it is my responsibility to listen to the stories that others tell around me, to gather the 

stories of “personal practical knowledge” (Connelly et al., 1997).  I certainly will not sit 

down at a faculty meeting and say to a person I just met, “Were you abused as a child?”  

That would be ridiculous and wrong.  But when a teacher tells me the stories of her life, 

in coffee-spoonfuls, the way they usually come—stories about sick children, crippled 

automobiles, thirsty lawns, birthday cakes, family reunions, television shows, grocery 

stores, students’ lives, spousal spats, bills—stories whose topics I can’t possibly 

imagine—I will be armed with new questions.  But it is not the questions that are at the 

heart of the change.  I will slow the tickertape of unrelated thoughts that chatters in my 

mind…and listen.  It is what lies at the pit of a listening ear.  It is a turn from “self” and 

an earnest, hopeful extension into the dubious, problematic place before “other.”  It is in 

the stories that people tell and the worth in hearing them as a teacher, as a person.  This 

project, at its beginning was an attempt to deal with the crisis of representation and the 

impossibility of “knowing others.”  And at its end, the steps I have been forced to take 

through the design of the project have allowed me to know so much more than I thought 

possible—despite the impossibility of “knowing” at all.  In the impossible space between 

other and self, I learned to listen.  This does not seem like the conclusion I should have 

made.  It is certainly not the conclusion I expected to make, but this is my claim.   

Reciprocation  

I was not the only person changed through this process, although I hazard that I 

was changed the most by an enormous margin.  After a “response” meeting with Mike in 
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which we ate tacos and he leafed through sections of his “journey” clarifying and editing, 

he told me that he had recently been asked to submit a written piece to a European BMX 

magazine about a local, professional, teen-aged bike rider for whom Mike has served as a 

mentor throughout the boy’s bike-riding years.  Mike told me that he wanted to create 

more than just a narrative of his mentorship of the pro BMXer, that he wanted to create 

the story of how Mike’s mentors, Mike, and the young pro are all links in a chain of 

mentorship and tutelage that leads to the evolution of the sport.  He told me that he was 

able to read my versions of the stories he had told me about his mentor, Todd, and 

borrow from my writing style, my narrative construction and my filtering of his thoughts 

to tackle the task of writing the story of his relationship to the young pro.  Mike is a 

gifted storyteller.  My wife and I both recall days when we taught with Mike and would 

forgo an off-campus lunch break, opting to recline with the students and listen to Mike 

tell stories based on the adventures of his old BMX and skateboarding buddies from El 

Paso.  For Mike’s comments about my representations of his stories, again, I am humbled 

and deeply grateful.  Mike gave me his stories, then to that generosity he added the gift of 

allowing me to feel as if my research was less thievery and more of a communal moment 

between us, something that benefited him as well.   

The interesting way in which my writing style helped Mike organize his thoughts 

manifested itself in another curious process which works as an illustration of the privilege 

and power of the authorial position, while at the same time, works as an illustration of the 

value of the type of “narrative analysis” employed in this project (Bruner, 1985; 

Polkinghorne, 1995a).   

One morning, when I dropped off my daughter at the participants’ school, 

Andrew stopped me.  The day before, he had been given a very early draft of some of the 

vignettes from his childhood that eventually became the “Shards of Childhood” section of 
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this work.  He said, “I don’t know what dissertations are usually like, but this is really 

good.  It’s a pleasure to read.”  I think the participants appreciated the style in which their 

stories were told.  I think they appreciate that there are subtleties to a person’s story that 

cannot simply be addressed through a particular theoretical framework, then explicated.  

They appreciated the artful attention to the telling of their life events, the ways in which 

the narrative analysis was carefully performed. 

As an illustration, notice that some of the verbatim “response data” included in 

the text reads in a very similar voice as the stories that I wrote, even though the voices of 

the characters—derived from the stories of the participants—reads at times very 

differently from the ways in which these teachers actually told their stories—especially 

those of their childhoods.  I was struck when I first received the written responses to 

drafts of their stories.  The participants attempted to match the carefully constructed tone, 

voice, timbre in which they were written, acknowledging, validating and condoning the 

(re)presentation of their data. 

More than I expected, the participants acknowledged the worth of the role of the 

researcher in retelling their stories.  There is a fine line between unexpected stories and 

unexpected storytelling, which I admit to have toed.  I believe these teachers appreciated 

the ways in which I trod that line.  I believe that in the case of this research, the 

researcher’s life history helps to explode the processes and provides insight into teacher 

knowledge that would otherwise be hidden.  I believe that another researcher could create 

important research with these participants and in this setting, but I believe that my 

personal life history brought a particular dimension to this project that added depth, 

context and access to the personal practical knowledge of these teachers. 
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FINDINGS IN SUM 

Implicit Findings of a Narrative Analysis 

Given the design of this project there are implicit findings tucked into the cracks 

of the teachers’ histories like colored eggs hidden in a pagan rite.  These are for the 

reader to draw from the duality formed by the stories and the reader’s own experiences.  I 

cannot create the space between the reader and the text.  Meaning is made through the 

author, apart from the author, between the reader and the tellings which the author reined 

into black and white (Ellis, 2004; Geertz, 2000b; Hatch & Wisniewski, 1995a; 

Polkinghorne, 1995b).  Chapter 4 of this work was carefully crafted to allow the 

meanings to emerge for the reader without being delineated by me.  I am comfortable 

with that.  I insist upon it.  Findings are there/not-there by design; and upon the many 

readings of the texts, even for the author, the implicit findings show themselves at some 

moments and hide at others to let new meanings come forth. 

The tools of Narrative Analysis 

Using the tools that I wrought or borrowed for the purpose of embedding these 

findings in the narrative, I have created less a data chapter and more a poem of the lives 

of teachers.  These tools include, most notably, my use of the Interactive Narrator, who 

pokes his head and voice into the stories of his participants, violently wrenching the 

reader out of the current setting back into the “elsewhere” of a conversation between 

research participants or the observations of the researcher.  The tools of fragmented 

voices, fractured timelines, juxtaposed images and metaphors of hegemony are all used to 

play on the reader’s skill at creating meaning from narratives (Bruner, 1990). 
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Explicit Findings of a Paradigmatic Analysis 

But the impressions left by the stories I have (re)presented are not enough, there is 

more to be found.  There are explicit findings that this project unveiled about these 

teachers’ knowledge, their practices, this school and schooling that are less elusive, more 

able to be displayed and named.  By situating my gaze within the language of desire used 

by the participants themselves, I used the frameworks of Britzman and Foucault as tools 

to carve several monuments from the words and practices of the teachers of this project 

(Britzman, 1998; D. P. Britzman, 2003; Foucault, 1977c, 1980).  These findings can all 

be organized under the banner of the desire for resistance—bearded, cross-dressing, 

extreme, resistance, as well as quiet, relaxed resistance.  Therefore, the findings in this 

section are organized—named—by me, all bearing the moniker of resistance derived 

from the desires the teachers themselves have expressed, organized as indicators of their 

knowledge, signposts in their landscapes. 

Desire 

The teachers in this project are driven by desire.  Carolina and Andrew explicitly 

state that they hope to provide experiences for children that counter the educational and 

life experiences of their own childhoods, to create a space of open, honest conversations 

between trusted adult and developing child.  Mike on the other hand is driven by a desire 

to provide institutionally for children what he experienced as the grounding, positive, 

life-changing experiences that were provided him by his two-wheeling, desert mentors 

and culled from popular culture—also countering the education that he was formally 

receiving in and out of school.  This desire at its core has the pointed seeds of resistance. 
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Resistance 

The desire to create a school, a curriculum, that transgresses against that which 

offends these teachers about their own society—the educations that they have received—

and results in constructed students who think about themselves and others in terms that 

do not reflect the status quo of schooling reveals itself as the overarching theme of this 

project.  Resistance permeates these teachers’ lives and the school they have created.  It 

organizes their knowledge.  I have organized the findings of this research project 

according to the resistance that I heard and saw in the lives and practices of the teachers.  

The findings are thus: 
 
1. Resistance to that which is “Normal.” 
 A. Playing the “why” game 
2. Resistance to that which is “appropriate” 
 A. Resistance of governing bodies 
 B. DAP under erasure: Interference 
 C. DAP under erasure: Conflict 

D. DAP under erasure: The Political domain of development 
 Reproduction amidst Resistance 

E. Replacing the 3 R’s, Habibi’s style: Relaxing 
4. Resistance through ghostbusting 

Living in danger 
5. Resistance through curriculum design: Dichotomy splitting 
6. Resistance through creation: Space and the “Elsewhere” 
7. Elsewhere as methodological space 
 

Resistance to that which is normal 

The research of scholars like Hatch and Freeman (1988) suggest that early 

childhood teachers find themselves in a paradoxical pedagogical place, harboring 

philosophies that are sometimes incommensurate with the curricular banners under which 

they teach.  At Habibi’s there has been created a space where this paradox seems 

irrelevant.  Each of these teachers, throughout the investigations of this project, used 
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terms like, “normal,” “traditional” and “other” schools.  By creating this dichotomy 

between themselves and the rest of the early childhood pedagogical world, these teachers 

have allowed for disparate philosophies to exist without anxiety.  In fact, I hazard that 

that these teachers find comfort in feeling resistant to that which is “normal” in early 

childhood education.  From Carolina’s call for teachers to “relax” and let the child-

centeredness of social exploration be the curricular guide, to Mike’s desire to “blow 

minds” in overtly teacher-centered ways, to Andrew’s claim that he “can’t think of any 

subject that would be not OK to talk about with kids,” conflicting approaches are equally 

accepted, tacitly sanctioned, commensurate with the “Habibi’s Way.”  These examples 

illustrate the pride with which the teachers display themselves as non-traditional or 

abnormal, affording them the luxury of co-existing despite tandem practices that can be 

simultaneously classified as appropriate and inappropriate developmentally. 

Playing the “why” game 

Scholars like Tobin, Johnson, Cannella, Leavitt and Power, Silin—the 

“reconceptualists” of ECE—have produced work with almost a desperate cry for early 

childhood’s practitioners, policy-makers and theorists to interrupt that which exists as the 

lines of demarcation in early childhood education (Cannella, 1997; Johnson, 1997; 

Leavitt & Power, 1997; Silin, 1997; Tobin, 1997).  Andrew, Carolina and Mike, all three, 

refer to a time—almost a moment—when they started asking “Why?” “Why do we do it 

this way?  Why do we say this or that to children?”  (Andrew from interview transcript, 9 

Dec. 2004).  “Em used to … do things that were a tradition.  Because I was so used to it, 

it was hard not to do it anymore.  But now I’m glad we don’t” (Carolina from interview 

transcript, 18 Feb. 2005).  “[Habibi’s] was great back then, but it was not what it is now. 

It still needed more.  When I came, I brought this borderline inappropriateness….” (Mike 

from interview transcript, 6 Dec. 2004).  And of course from my own perspective, the 
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years I spent at this school were satisfying largely because we were all afforded the 

license to question why we did what we did and change the things that seemed arbitrarily 

immutable.  Shoes, dessert, clothes, bodies, violence, the teachers asked “why?”  

Questioning has become the defining factor in the “way” these teachers approach their 

craft, the tool that leads to the resistance they create.  The word reconceptualization is not 

part of the vocabulary of the teachers at Habibi’s Hutch, but it is the definition of their 

approach to early childhood education. 

Resistance to that which is “appropriate” 

Resistance of governing bodies 

Decades ago Foucault declared “one must put ‘in play,’ show up, transform, and 

reverse the systems which quietly order us about” (Foucault, 1977, p. x, Quoted in 

Slattery, 2001, p. 28).  The questioning described in the preceding paragraph led to an 

open resistance by Andrew to the largest governing body of the ECE universe—one 

which both quietly and deafeningly orders practitioners of ECE about—the NAEYC.  

The expired certificate of accreditation that remained on the wall of the preschool is a 

testament to the difficulty of resisting governance by such a body, but Andrew eventually 

took down the false symbol of compliance and openly stated that his school and his 

teachers were capable of governing themselves.  And with this act of transgression the 

mighty and monolithic bond between the three elements of the periodic table of early 

childhood elements—D, A and P—was loosened.  

DAP under erasure: Interference 

The central metaphor of education as described by A. Freud and adapted by 

Britzman is that of interference (Britzman, 1998).  The teachers at Habibi’s Hutch 

practice their craft without deference to the constructivist, child-centered, 
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developmentally appropriate descriptors of the day (Bredekamp & Copple, 1997; Lesch, 

2003; Winsler & Carlton, 2003).  Mike calls it “dropping knowledge,” but regardless of 

what it is called, Mike practices a teaching style that embraces direct instruction, whether 

it be discussions of “speed wobbles,” or burning wood with the sun’s rays, or “blowing 

minds” in impossible games of hide and seek, or feats of BMX prowess.  Mike pulls the 

developing minds of his students outside of the self-contained human development of 

their young biological heads and injects them with the images and themes of popular 

culture.  These practices are acts of interference with the development of children, not of 

deference to organically, unhurried, flowering development.  The “misinterpretation or 

lack of understanding” of child-centeredness that Winsler and Carlton perceive as a major 

problem in early childhood education is challenged by the teachers in this research 

project (Winsler & Carlton, 2003, p. 157).  I hazard that child-centeredness, or the lack 

thereof, is not the problem with early childhood education.  I find that interference works 

as the central metaphor for the education of young children.  Of course, this project is not 

a process-product study (Anderson & et al., 1979; Schweinhart & Weikart, 1997).  I’m 

not interested in “proving” that the way the teachers at this school teach is “effective.”  

Andrew speaks to the impossibility of proving his or anyone’s effectiveness:  “If I could 

somehow watch the movie of these kids when they were in fifth grade or high 

school…but, that’s impossible, so what’s the point.”  To this Andrew implies that he is 

proud of the interference that he causes in the development of his students.  

I don’t mind telling a child they can’t have something, or that they can’t 
do something that they want to do.  The world’s not always a pleasant 
place.  Disappointment is just part of life.  It’s how you express your 
disappointment—how you deal with it—and how others around you deal 
with you dealing with it (interview transcript, 11 March 2004).  

It isn’t that I have found a group of teachers who have created the perfect 

curriculum—the glowing pill that will cure the illness of education.  “Interference” is not 
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a model to be followed.  But to have found a group of teachers involved in the act of 

resisting that which counts as knowledge, practice, quality, appropriate, “good” education 

is the gleam of gold at the bottom of a pan of wet sand. 

DAP under erasure: Conflict 

In the light of Andrew’s statement about “telling a child they can’t have 

something, or that they can’t do something that they want to do,” I find that the tenets of 

DAP become shaky, if not untenable.  There are pieces to the puzzle of developmentally 

appropriate practices that do not fit together.  If a classroom is “child-centered,” then the 

child’s caprice is the designer of the curriculum.  But through Balaban’s desire to create 

“caring communities of learners” there seems to be a conflict with the idea of a child-

centered classroom (Balaban, 2003).  Her description of compromise comes from an 

implied—but ignored—necessity for conflict.  Conflict, however, is not included in the 

discourse of DAP (Bredekamp & Copple, 1997).   Andrew, Mike and Carolina create 

their democracy through conflict just as Apple highlights “conflict” as an important part 

of societal structure (Apple, 1990).  Carolina’s willingness to let her students “fight over 

a swing or a shovel or something with someone their own size” seems more in keeping 

with an emancipatory stance on education than a developmentally appropriate one.  This 

emancipatory approach opens the door for new domains of development. 

DAP under erasure: The political domain of development 

Developmentally appropriate practices are deemed “appropriate” with reference 

to a confining number of arbitrary “domains:” Cognitive, Social, Physical, Emotional 

(Bredekamp & Copple, 1997).  But Andrew and Carolina speak of their practices in a 

way that suggests the finding of (still arbitrary) domains outside of/other/in-between the 

ones described by the NAEYC.  A quote worth repeating here: 
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[I]t’s less the idea that I want [my students] to be able to pull themselves 
up by their bootstraps and get through anything.  It’s more that I want 
them to have some humanity in them as they don’t have to pull themselves 
up from their bootstraps, as they’re going along and having the kinds of 
advantages that they have—we have—and that we don’t even know that 
we have.  But only by talking about it and thinking about it that we realize 
that we have.   

Andrew invokes a political domain of child development in his desire to instigate 

conversations about privilege among his preschoolers.  Mike creates conversations about 

heteronormativity around the inanimate figures of two “male” dolls—are they fighting or 

kissing?  Andrew tells his male student that he “hopes [the owner of the ruby slippers] 

lets you” wear them in an act of counter-hegemony, the vehicle of which is simply the 

passive allowance of the boy’s desire to wear shiny Mary-Janes.   

Reproduction amidst resistance.   

Yet at the same time there is a “hidden top-down curriculum” of patriarchal 

privilege that is undeniably a factor in the school where resistance reigns (See discussion 

in Chapter 2 involving Apple, 1990; Hyson & Lee, 1996).  Simply put, boys can always 

perform the rituals of their gender [wrestling, to be precise], while girls’ desires are often 

met with interference.   

Replacing the Three R’s, Habibi’s style: Relaxing 

At the same time that many of the findings at this school reflect a resistance to 

DAP, there are decidedly DAPpy aspects to the beliefs of the teachers.  Kohn (2000) 

suggests that more child-centered teachers are resistant to “the top-down, heavy-handed 

‘Tougher Standards’ movement [which] has taken over many schools, with full support 

of business groups, politicians, and many journalists” (p. 26).  Carolina’s suggestion that 

teachers “relax” about the Three R’s seems to corroborate his message.  “I don’t know 

why people stress out about academic stuff, reading, writing and all that stuff… just [be] 
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relaxed and not stressed out about things” (interview transcript, 18 Feb. 2005).  Carolina 

does not attempt to replace DAP with Interference.  She finds room for both approaches.  

She finds room for approaches that I have not named, that she does not name.  I find her 

in the spaces between conflicting descriptors. 

Resistance through Ghostbusting 

Perhaps the most salient metaphor for the resistance that permeates these 

teachers’ lives and practices is that of the silent resistance to the monster-spectre of 

abuse.  The green painting that covers the window to the restroom along with the 

placement of the loft, so that children’s gazes are privileged over the self-policing gaze of 

teachers, are two visual reminders that tell a story unlike the one that Jones finds in the 

terrifying world of panoptic self-regulation (2003).  Leavitt and Power (1997) search for 

the missing right of children to be in power of their own bodies.  “Caregivers can become 

more comfortable with their own and the children’s embodiedness and can learn to 

restrain their panoptic urge to control everything that goes on in the classroom” (Leavitt 

and Power, 1997, p. 71).  I have found those rights exercised at the school where these 

lives converge.  Nakedness is not an anathema at Habibi’s.  Bodily contact—as 

graphically illustrated by the ubiquitous wrestling matches—is not the exception here.  It 

is the norm.  The landscape occupied by these teachers is one in which children’s 

embodiedness is a constant. 

Living in danger 

But the replacement of that which Tobin, Leavitt, Power, Silin and others find to 

have gone missing may come at a price (Leavitt & Power, 1997; Silin, 1997; Tobin, 

1997).  The addition of the Dallas Morning News piece about actual, egregious abuse in 

Andrew’s old place of matriculation and employment casts a shadow over the practices at 
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Habibi’s Hutch Preschool.  Accusations are tantamount to guilt in the world of care-

giving (Jones, 2003).  It is my solemn and sincere prayer that the teachers at this school 

are able to continue their quiet, bearded resistance for the remainder of their days, but the 

wood-burning instruction of Mike is a metaphor for that which he calls “a good teacher:” 

Danger.  It is my finding that this school is in danger.  The discourse on early childhood 

education is not a beast who’s snapping jaws one should casually dance beneath.  The 

status quo can be aggressive when challenged.  There is a certain amount of flaunting that 

I find on the campus of this preschool.  Andrew’s admittance that he sets himself up for 

life’s “little adventures” could, in the end, spell doom for the practices of such a resistant 

little school.  Resistance has its price (Foucault, 1973b, 1977a). 

Resistance through design: Dichotomy splitting 

As stated, the appropriate/inappropriate dichotomy is transgressed in many ways 

by the teachers of this project.  For instance, at Habibi’s one is just as likely to hear 

Andrew invade his students’ mental space by telling a harrowing tale of patricide as one 

might be to hear Andrew refrain from interference as Jeff cries out his frustrations—

Andrew allowing time—creating space—for the emotional wounds to heal.  The top-

down/bottom-up dichotomy is also called into question (Schoonmaker & Ryan, 1996).  

As Mike states:  

We put stuff out there and let it get mixed together and we don’t know 
what the result’s going to be.  What’s the best thing for the kids?  There’s 
not just one answer to that.  There are tons of different answers.  And 
that’s the thing too. We’re mindful of all these different approaches.  
(interview transcript, 6 Dec. 2004).   

Yet the school is undeniably Andrew’s.  And there is deference to his ideas.  This 

“in-between” place that I find the teachers’ words to fall so often is in itself a form of 

resistance—a resistance through the creation of space. 
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Resistance through creation: Space and the “elsewhere” 

Again, Britzman states, “The appearance of education can become complicated by 

its own others: the incognito, the unapparent, the contested, indeed the ‘what else’ and 

the ‘elsewhere’ of learning” (Britzman, 1998, pp. 5-6).  The teachers’ comfort with the 

coexistence of disparate styles like Carolina’s “relaxed” approach and her willingness to 

let her toddlers “fight,” Mike’s “extreme” practices and Andrew’s elusive “empathy” 

work together as an example of this “elsewhere” occupied.  There is at once a Habibi’s 

Way and an acknowledged lack of coherence in the practices of the three. 

But the teachers see that it’s not my way or the highway.  I’m constantly 
questioning why we do the things that we do, but I’m not really saying, 
“We should do this.”  I’m not telling them what to do, I’m just asking 
questions.  I’m quick to say, “I don’t know…I’m not sure.”  We’re just 
questioning all the time (interview transcript, 9 Dec. 2004).   

There is no model to follow set forth by the teachers at this school.  Rather the 

example these teachers offer is one of forced openness to change, to uncertainty, to an 

occupation of a space ill-defined, the places in-between the curriculum of “elsewhere.”  

Where policy-makers fear to tread, these teachers rest ensconced in their own indefinable 

“Way.”  As if to mock any will to define, these teachers occupy spaces in between, 

transgress dichotomies, while at the same time they create their own false dichotomy 

between their “way” and the “traditional” or “normal” way which they so actively resist. 

“Elsewhere” as home for this project 

The “elsewhere” created by the joined lives of these teachers is the place where 

the findings generated from the data meet the findings that the methodology provides.  

The in-between where these teachers live their lives and practice their craft is also the 

place where the methods employed in this project find their worth.  The space between 

other and self, the space between researcher and participant, the space between listening 
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and telling, where the meaning of this project becomes more than the categories that were 

generated from the words and actions I saw.  It is the space where these observations 

meet with the observer that meaning is made in this particular project.  It is this 

“elsewhere” with its imaginary colors and real dangers that is the landscape created by 

these teachers’ and their researcher’s knowledge.  The question then becomes: What 

beyond this project? 
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BEYOND THIS RESEARCH PROJECT 

Implications for ECE: Beyond, Between DAP 

Scholars of early childhood education, as indicated in the literature review of this 

work, are interested in quality.  There is a vibrant discussion around the 

“appropriateness” of the educational experiences of young children.  The scholars 

participating in this discussion often—usually—bring to their research projects a 

presupposed understanding of precisely what this “quality” is, what it looks like, how it is 

implemented, the words that are used to describe it, and a way to measure it (Bredekamp 

& Copple, 1997; Kontos, 1995; Kontos & Wilcox-Herzog, 1997, 2003; Raver & Zigler, 

1991, 1997; Scott-Little & Holloway, 1992).  This research is at its core a project of early 

childhood education.  The performance of this project has resulted in the unexpected 

implication that those of us who sprinkle our conversation with the acronym, “DAP” 

need to consider the constraints of our vocabulary. 

I am certainly a proponent of developmentally appropriate practices (Bredekamp 

& Copple, 1997; NAEYC, 2003).  As I leave my cubicle at the university and return to a 

public school portable, I expect that in the coming months I will expend a great amount 

of energy promoting, defending, describing, explaining and overtly and/or clandestinely 

practicing DAP in an educational culture in which “[t]he top-down, heavy-handed 

‘Tougher Standards’ movement has taken over…” (Kohn, 2000, p. 26).   

But in planning this project, I brought my DAPpy ways with me to a school I 

assumed was among the DAPpiest.  I did not necessarily see what I had expected to 

see—find what I expected to find.  I have come to believe that there are two reasons for 

this.  The first reason has to do with assumptions.  The second has to do with 

methodology. 
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When we look for DAP, DAP we see 

As stated in the literature review chapter of this work, researchers seem to carry 

with them a hidden desire to “write” the curricula of the classrooms, schools and teachers 

they “study” [see sections entitled Researchers’ (hidden) Desire to Write Curricula in 

Chapter 2 of this work].  As I entered this project, I assumed that somehow—even though 

I knew that the teachers who taught at Habibi’s Hutch did not regularly use the term 

“developmentally appropriate”—that I would hear them speak of their practice, at least 

roughly, in terms of the social, cognitive, emotional and physical development of their 

students [as described by Bredekamp and others (Bredekamp & Copple, 1997; Cuffaro, 

1995).  I found that these categories hold little meaning to the teachers at Habibi’s Hutch 

Preschool.  I also assumed that I would see children engaging in developmentally 

appropriate practices.  I did. 

There is a problem when the researcher can “see” something in the practices of 

teachers of which the teachers have no concept.  This problem involves the researcher’s 

assumptions.  We as researchers assume that—because of our expertise and education—

we are able to see that which is hidden.  I cannot argue that this is untrue.  I certainly 

reserve the right to visit another teacher’s classroom and decide upon my expertise that 

she or he is teaching in a way that either is or is not a practice of “quality.”  I claim to 

have identified hegemonic practices at Habibi’s Hutch.  I reserve the right to do so.  But 

for me to “see” DAP and to hear the teachers speak of something else—something unlike 

DAP and the ways in which it “should” be practiced presents a problem.  I think that this 

research has implications toward dealing with this problem.   

That implication is in laying bare researchers’ assumptions as much as that is 

possible.  Qualitative researchers have gotten pretty adept at defining themselves in terms 

of the social constructs that create epistemological problems involving subjects and 
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objects which they bring as suppositions to their work (Denzin & Lincoln, 2000).  But 

through the process of this research project I have come to believe that it is equally 

important for researchers of early childhood education to explicitly state their deepest 

held beliefs about “quality” ECE and that those preconceived assumptions about quality 

should include a philosophical explication or spiritual invitation to their understanding of 

“childhood,” and “education” in general.  As this report has shown, even one who has 

taught with a group of teachers for years can be surprised when an attempt is made to 

define that which is appropriate, or of quality in terms of the education of the very young.  

I expected to “see” DAP, but I listened to a tale and saw scenes that led me to a different 

place, some place else, elsewhere. 

When we listen before looking we see what we hear 

The implication has also—perhaps more—to do with the methodology used.  If I 

had simply observed these teachers, I could have declared that there are developmentally 

appropriate practices happening at their school.  I could also have declared that there are 

some practices that are not so developmentally appropriate.  Then I could have made my 

findings public and there could have been implications for teacher education and for 

honing my interpretive skills and my measuring stick.  But that is not what I did.   

I did observe the teachers teaching.  I already knew what I would see in a lot of 

ways.  I admit that.  But I did much more than that.  I listened to these teachers talk about 

what they do.  I listened to them tell me stories about their lives.  I listened to their 

metaphors, their desires, their experiences, their philosophies.  I found that the boundaries 

and categories of DAP do not have much to do with the way that these teachers 

understand their practice.  I found myself having to read new literature that used terms 

more commensurate with the words I heard these teachers using.  I had to admit to myself 
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that a framework of DAP was not adequate, despite the fact that I could have squeezed 

the words and actions I witnessed into the constraining frame constructed of D, A and P.   

But I did not hear much talk that separated the emotional domain from the social 

domain.  I do not think that these teachers tease apart that which resides inside a child’s 

head from the relationships outside of it.  I heard about and saw a “political” domain of 

child development that overlaps, and in some ways eclipses, the domains of emotion and 

socialization in the words and actions of these teachers.  But even more damning to the 

preconceived version of “quality” that is the supposition of a proponent of DAP, I did not 

hear these teachers speak about the education of young children or their lived experiences 

in terms of “development” at all.  I heard words that led me to the writings of Britzman 

on the Freuds (Britzman, 1998; 2003).  I heard preschool teachers talk about their work 

as an interference in the development of children.  That is not very DAPpy. 

It is my hope that the research of the preceding pages can contribute to a 

(re)definition of DAP, or even a questioning of the compulsion to define DAP at all—

perhaps a deconstruction, dismantling of the power/knowledge of those three letters and 

the discourse within which DAP operates, and that the methods I have used in this project 

can be used to investigate the goings-on in our schools which will begin/continue to 

explode the definitions of DAP, of culturally relevant teaching (Ladson-Billings, 1995), 

of “quality”—about any measuring tape that we extend in the classrooms that we are 

invited to observe. 

When Andrew very bluntly described his practice in terms of the old metaphor 

about straps on boots, I was able to re-vision the ways in which a researcher can approach 

the problem of what she desires to see when she enters an early childhood educational 

setting.  Again, Andrew said,  
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[I]t’s less the idea that I want [my students] to be able to pull themselves 
up by their bootstraps and get through anything.  It’s more that I want 
them to have some humanity in them as they don’t have to pull themselves 
up from their bootstraps, as they’re going along and having the kinds of 
advantages that they have—we have—and that we don’t even know that 
we have.  But only by talking about it and thinking about it that we realize 
that we have.   

He and his peers, as described in the preceding pages are practicing their craft 

with an understanding that there is more than a developing human to whom they are 

attending.  There is a political creature, being constructed in a political, cultural, 

historical world, and they daily make decisions about how to address ways to interfere 

with that development.  Had my methods not begun with and focused on the stories the 

teachers had to tell, I would have “seen” what researchers see: reflections of their own 

understanding of the practices in educational settings.  I did see reflections of my world 

view, but I also had to wrestle [like all good Habibi’s kids] with the world views of 

others.  It is my hope that the attention to metaphors and expressed experiences of the 

teachers involved in this research project can add to those voices in ECE calling for 

teacher knowledge to be co-constructed around teachers’ own stories, their words used in 

compelling ways that do not necessarily “fit” into easily packaged (and terse) 

interpretations of what researchers think is “best.”  And that this research can add to a 

discussion of “appropriate” methods for gathering and reflecting on teachers’ lived 

experiences and practices.   

Implications for curriculum studies: Monsters and Hope 

The curricular issues to which this research is more attendant are ones that 

involve a social construction of reality, especially in terms of the reproduction of the 

status quo in education (Kincheloe & Steinberg, 1995; McLaren, 1994; Steinberg & 

Kincheloe, 1997; Valencia, 1997; Valenzuela, 1999, among a tremendous chorus of 
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others).  For those interested in finding ways for education to be an instrument of change 

rather than a site of reproduction, this research is a tale of hope (Trueba, 1999).   

There are already many tales of hope in education.  But this tale is a particularly 

hopeful one based on two of its findings.  The first of those two findings involves a 

salient subplot in all of the Habibi’s teachers’ stories (to varying degrees).  These are 

teachers who were physically abused as children:  Two of them often and consistently by 

a parent, one systematically and institutionally at school.  There is no equating the 

oppression of Andrew at the hands of his nuns to the abuse endured by Mike and 

Carolina.  And it should be stated, that I am discussing abuse grossly disproportionately 

to the manner in which these teachers portray themselves through those experiences.  In 

other words, Mike and Carolina told me stories of abuse, but those are not the stories that 

they intend to portray themselves as teachers or people23.   

Nevertheless, these are teachers who have—in varying and personal ways—

grappled with the very real monster of abuse.  These teachers also practice their crafts in 

a society choked in the grips of its fear of abuse—to the extent that teachers drastically 

alter their practices for fear of being suspected of heinous acts (Jones, 2003).  Teachers 

are expected to and do self-police under the haunting gaze of spectres of this real 

monster.  Yet, one of the most salient findings of this project is that these teachers resist 

the pressure to self-police.  These teachers put themselves in between the monster, its 

ghost and their students’ educations.  This is a very hopeful finding.  But, of course, it is a 

finding, not an implication.   

                                                 
23 Andrew disagrees that “abuse” accurately describes his experiences, but he was locked in a closet for 
wearing the wrong kind of shoe and made to kneel on pencils.  Mike, upon reading the words which appear 
in his “journey” and are a direct quote: “I was abused” (Interview transcript, 28 Nov. 2004), said, “That 
sounds a little…it seems to be an overstatement” (Response data, May 26, 2005), but in the same sitting 
said when he read the words that a friend of his mumbled on the day his dad dragged the fight out into the 
yard [“Your mom brought over your glasses” (Interview transcript, 28 Nov. 2004)] “Hit me like, ungh, 
right in the chest” (Response data, May 26, 2005). 
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The implication is in melding the findings of scholars like Trueba (1999) with 

those of McLaren and Morris (1997) or in this particular case, scholars like Jones (2003), 

whose deft and cunning gaze is set upon seeing the traps set to spring around us with the 

jaws of inequity.  There is an unjust beast lurking in the halls of our schools.  I have no 

doubt about this.  But the stories of these teachers at Habibi’s show an incredibly strong 

voice of recognition of that beast and an unwillingness to allow their fear to hamper their 

intentions.  Those intentions are an interference with the social construction of their 

students in the name of politics—or as they might put it, to “blow minds” and to “relax.”  

I did not intend to find stories of open resistance to the various spectres that haunt 

education.  It was a strange and horrible gift that Andrew so explicitly illustrated when he 

handed me the newspaper article about St. Pius. 

The Habibi’s Hutch teachers’ resistance is made obvious in the juxtaposition of 

the green painting that blocks an adult gaze and the horror story that was set in Andrew’s 

old elementary school.  I am happy to have found this contribution of this research 

project.  As stated, these teachers are both unique and “normal” at the same time.  I 

suspect there are stories of teachers practicing remarkable moments of resistance in 

unremarkable settings.  The fact that Habibi’s Hutch is a place where such obvious—

despite the chagrin of the teachers—“weird,” “funky,” “cool,” things are easy to see and 

quiet resistance to haunting spectres is less visible (as invisible as the ghosts that haunt 

our schools) could mean that another researcher (one with less intimate ties) may very 

well have written only about the more obvious practices at this school.  Despite the lack 

of physical abuse in my own personal story, I was close enough to these teachers that our 

friendship opened the door to these discussions, and these discussions were the materials 

used to construct the illustration of a pedagogy of hope (Freire & Freire, 1994; Trueba, 

1999).  Hope through resistance.  At the onset of this project I had trepidations about the 
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problems that would arise given the intimacy that I shared with the participants; as I leave 

this project, I hold a new desire to seek out future projects in which intimacy plays a key 

role. 

Implications for teachers 

This desire—the desire for researchers to be intimate with their participants and to 

explicitly include themselves as participants in their own research and for those 

participants and researchers to be players in an early childhood setting—becomes acute 

given the task at hand in my professional life for the coming months.  As stated 

repeatedly, I am returning to an ECE classroom.  As also stated, this research will have 

direct and important implications to the practice before me.  I intend—not for 

publication’s sake, but for the sake of my pedagogical and personal growth, and for the 

sake of my students and my peers—to learn the stories of those around me, to listen.   

The line between researcher and teacher has been crossed and redressed over and 

over throughout the performance of this research project.  It is now blurred beyond 

recognition, and my hope is that this line under erasure can be crossed by the other 

participants as well.  As I return to the stories that I have heard, and as I think on my 

future responses to the stories that will come from my future teaching colleagues, I have a 

hope that the research that I have been part of at Habibi’s Hutch Preschool will begin a 

conversation at that school.  One where the unexpected stories of these teachers who have 

now read each others’ life histories will contribute to the development of their practices 

as a team of curriculum planners (Connelly & Clandinin, 1988).  Where these teachers 

become researchers of/with one another—and necessarily of themselves based on the 

things that have happened through the course of this project.  Perhaps my hopes are 

naïve, and there are no implications for the teaching lives of the Habibi’s teachers, but I 

believe that no one can read the stories of the lives contextualized in this document and 
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not be changed a tiny bit.  For the teachers that practice daily, side-by-side with the 

people whose lives have been fractured and scattered in these pages, the implications 

must surely be greater.  And if I learn to value and share the stories of the teachers that I 

teach with, the implications can spiral into new educational settings. 

Implications for teacher education 

And if these stories can inspire me to elicit, share and reflect life stories, perhaps 

they can be used to inspire—in a surely less personal way—preservice teachers to 

examine their lives and the lives of their peers as fecund ground to be farmed for hope 

and powerful knowledge.  It has been stated several times throughout this document that 

the teachers at Habibi’s Hutch are both extraordinary and ordinary.  Teachers’ lives are—

and should be—understood in this way.  Building on the work of researchers who believe 

that preservice and serving teachers can use metaphors and “self-talk” to grow as 

professionals and change as practitioners (Manning & Payne, 1991; Munby, 1987; K. 

Tobin, 1990), I believe this project has implications as a document of and for teacher 

education, the findings and narratives of which can add to the experiences and 

understandings of teachers.  The stories/narratives contained in this document can be 

used as springboards to eliciting other teachers’ stories and to spur discussions among 

teachers about the impact their lives do (or will) have on their practices and their 

understandings of childhood, teaching, education and “appropriate” or “quality” as they 

apply to those understandings.  I believe the depth and contextualization of these stories 

and future stories that come from similar research and teacher education projects based 

on this type of research can be used similarly to K. Tobin and Jakubowski’s (1990) work 

and their assertion that teacher metaphors can be a powerful teacher education tool.  I 

believe that a deeper exploration of teachers’ stories and the contextualization of those 

stories can be an even more powerful tool for teacher education.  Teachers who can read 
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the stories of others and learn to explore their own stories can build their own metaphors 

for education and create new understandings.   

Implications for future research: Two-tiered analysis—Methods and intimate 
realms 

The metaphors and landmarks in the landscapes painted in these pages are hued 

with the reds of resistance.  I have faith that there are ruddy stories of resistance all 

around us.  But my suspicion that there are stories of quiet and strange resistance 

scattered in settings throughout our society, implies that I might be able to find them.  I 

am not so sure that this is true.  I have returned to a realm intimately inhabited, and I have 

brought the construct of my multiplicity to bear on the things to which my familiarity 

provided access (Frankenberg, 1996; Visweswaran, 1994).  And I have learned to listen.   

At the onset of this project, and throughout the pages of its report, I have been 

careful—some might say paranoid—about the heaviness of my authorial position.  There 

is no denying that I had a heavy, heavy hand in the co-construction of the narratives 

contained herein, but I am satisfied with the outcome of the balance between careful self-

exploration in terms of authorial position and researcher privilege and the findings to 

which an intimate interloper can be privy due to her relationships with her participants. 

I hazard that future research should be planned around opportunities to exploit 

realms of intimate relations.  Obviously this is not a new idea.  And further, I do not think 

this type of research should replace “process-product” research (Anderson & et al., 

1979), despite the enormous problems I perceive as extant in the creation of such 

projects.  There are enormous problems with the type of research I have performed as 

well.  But I believe that the project that evolved to be this work, which is in some ways a 

“mixed-method” research, certainly not in the sense that it melds qualitative methods 

with quantitative ones, but certainly in the sense that it employs both narrative and 
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paradigmatic forms of analysis (Bruner, 1985; Polkinghorne, 1995a, 1995b).  Had I not 

chosen—or rather been part of a process where a decision was made [dissertation 

committees are a good illustration of one’s “mind extend[ing] beyond the skin” (Wertsch, 

1991, p. 90)]—to carry out both forms of analysis in this project, I would have ended up 

with a much shorter, much more manageable piece, which could have been a 

contextualized story of the lives of a few preschool teachers and the journeys that those 

lives have taken.  As it turns out, I was able to take those stories and use them as 

springboards into an understanding of ways in which these teachers’ collective and 

individual versions of teacher knowledge are put to work in overt acts of resistance in the 

face of some daunting spectres and governing bodies.  The combination of “intimate 

interloper,” narrative and paradigmatic analyses (Polkinghorne, 1995a), pedagogies of 

hope (Trueba, 1999), and discourse analysis in the form of spectre-hunting (Jones, 2003) 

and “bearded” resistance (Foucault, 1977b) has resulted in a model for a project that I 

hope to emulate in future settings where I find myself to be at once teacher, researcher 

and friend.  And I hope for future researchers to seek out settings where these 

multiplicities can be part of their research in early childhood settings.  It is my hope for 

both early childhood education and curriculum studies projects to seek out realms where 

intimacy can be exploited to find ways to make meaning in spaces in-between, to explode 

confining qualifiers like DAP and further entangle the self and other, creating spaces, 

interrupting narratives. 

Finally 

The implications are broad and ambitious for this research project, and they are as 

unexpected as the stories that are at its core.  They involve exploding DAP, ghostbusting, 

interfering, intimate interloping (with pesky interactive and interruptive narrators), and 

above all these, listening—listening to the life stories of others in order to grow, learn, 
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change.  But at the very core of this project and the resulting written words, there is the 

respect for the old and ever-changing practice of life history research.  I never intended to 

be a life historian.  But I have changed.  I have hope that my life experiences will 

continue to put me in intimate contact with teachers, so that I might continue to struggle 

with the interesting and challenging work of the knottily entangled relationship between 

researcher and researched.  But more than this exciting challenge, I hope to hear the 

stories of teachers.  I will forever cherish the privilege of being present as the stories 

contained herein tumbled from these teachers’ lips like gorgeous, jagged, dangerous, 

priceless jewels. 
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